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COUNCIL

Tuesday, 5 June 2007
The PRESIDENT (Hon. R. F. Smith) took the chair
at 2.02 p.m. and read the prayer.

CONDOLENCES
Hon. Sidney James Plowman
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I move:
That this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the death, on
3 May 2007, of the Honourable Sidney James Plowman, and
places on record its acknowledgement of the valuable
services rendered by him to the Parliament and the people of
Victoria as a member of the Legislative Assembly for the
electoral district of Evelyn from 1973 to 1982 and 1985 to
1999 and as Speaker of the Legislative Assembly from 1979
to 1982 and 1996 to 1999.

Jim Plowman had a distinguished career. He ran for
Parliament eight times and was elected seven times and
served for 23 years as a member of the Legislative
Assembly. During that time he was Speaker twice, as I
said, during the last three years of the
Hamer-Thompson government and the last three years
of the Kennett government. In between, from 1992 to
1996, he served as Minister for Energy and Minerals
and Minister Assisting the Treasurer on State Owned
Enterprises in the Kennett government. During his
23 years as a member of the Parliament he also served
on seven parliamentary committees.
I did not know Jim Plowman, although I briefly met
him during the induction of new MPs to the 1999
Parliament, so to find out a bit more about him I read
his inaugural speech, which was made on 25 October
1973, in a very different era. An inaugural speech is an
interesting way to learn a bit about a person and see
what makes them tick. Going by his inaugural speech
he was a man of his time. He was a farmer and grazier,
and amongst other things during his career he managed
Nareen for Malcolm Fraser, so he knew a bit about
grazing. He was also a jackaroo and a national
serviceman. He served on the former Yea Shire Council
and managed a coffee plantation in Papua New Guinea,
where he was a member of the Papua New Guinea
Volunteer Rifles.
In his inaugural speech he talked about issues in his
electorate, and again they reflected his aspirations for
the time. He talked about his views of service, his pride
in being a member of the Liberal Party and the things
he had done. He was also in a unique position in that he
served for seven years in the same Parliament as his
brother, Tony, whom I knew quite well. He was a man
of his time, a man who served his community, his party
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and his electorate. He died at 72 years of age. On behalf
of the government I offer my condolences to his wife,
Prue, and their family.
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — It is always
with great reluctance that we join condolence motions,
particularly when we have served with the members
about whom we are speaking. I knew Jim Plowman
very well over a long period of time. Not only did I
serve with him in the Parliament, but I came to know
him prior to my election to Parliament through my
involvement with the Victorian Farmers Federation.
Some described Jim Plowman as Gentleman Jim, and
that is how I will always recall him. He lived through
interesting political times. As the Leader of the
Government indicated, he served a total of 23 years in
the Parliament in two tranches, one might say. But it
was not so much his length of service as the fact that in
the concluding Parliament of his first tranche he was
the Speaker, and as the Speaker he had to exercise his
casting vote on numerous occasions as the numbers
were 41 for the government and 40 for the rest. That
put a certain perspective into parliamentary life for Jim.
I believe he gained a good deal of respect as Speaker of
the Legislative Assembly and discharged that duty
dispassionately but at the same time had an eye for the
fact that he was a member of the government.
In 1982, along with a number of his colleagues from the
then Thompson government, he managed to have a
brief sabbatical as a result of the election cycle, but he
was then able to achieve something that few members
of Parliament who lose their seats are able to achieve:
he contested the same seat and regained his foothold in
the Parliament in 1985. Jim was tenacious but in an
extraordinarily polite way. He was not rambunctious, as
some of us are in this place, and he was not perceived
to be thrusting himself forward.
But on two separate occasions he was regarded highly
enough by his peers to be elected as Speaker, which is
no mean feat. On the second occasion when he was
Speaker, which was in the second Kennett government,
he again, with a very large majority to control in effect,
won a reputation for being fair in terms of the
parliamentary procedures.
I suppose the most significant parliamentary and
government role that he had was as Minister Assisting
the Treasurer on State Owned Enterprises and Minister
for Energy and Minerals, both offices which he held
conjointly in the first Kennett government when of
course there was a massive reorganisation of the energy
industries in this state. Jim Plowman, with Alan
Stockdale, were the architects of the energy reforms
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which led Australia and put Victoria in a very
competitive position, and which have led to great
benefits to both consumers and taxpayers. This is not
the place to debate the benefits of disaggregation and
privatisation, but the history tells the story, as does the
current government’s policy, that the reforms of that era
have been largely unamended.
Jim Plowman not only had a life in the Parliament but
he had a distinguished life as a member of his local
community, having served in local government and
been active in the various organisations representing
farmers, and that is how I first came to know Jim
Plowman. I did not know until I entered the Parliament
that he had a more interesting history. After having
finished his schooling and been a trainee in a civil
engineering firm in Melbourne he went off to work in
New Guinea. As the Leader of the Government
mentioned, Jim managed a coffee plantation and a
timber milling operation. He was in New Guinea for
three years and was a volunteer in the Papua New
Guinea Rifles from 1957–59, having done his national
service in 1955.
He had a history of jackarooing and of property
management, leading to the purchase of his own
property at Benalla, and subsequently moving to
Glenburn in 1964 where he was predominantly
involved in raising prime lambs, beef cattle and
growing wool. Jim Plowman very much was in my
mind Gentleman Jim the farmer. Although he had an
illustrious career in Parliament he did enjoy discussing
rural pursuits. I had many opportunities to share a
deeply felt common interest with Jim, and I am
delighted to be able to contribute briefly to this
condolence motion.
It is unique for a member of Parliament to be able to
serve concurrently with a sibling. My good friend Tony
Plowman, who was elected with me in 1992, had with
Jim a unique opportunity to serve for seven years in the
same Parliament, indeed in the same house. There are
not many families who have that record of contribution
to Parliament.
Mrs Coote — And in the same party.
Mr P. DAVIS — And in the same party, as my
colleague has interjected. What marks both Jim and
Tony is that above all — and while this is not a
condolence for Tony fortunately because he is very
much alive and kicking, and I have had discussions
with him in the last week — they saw themselves very
much as parliamentarians as opposed to those of us
who see ourselves as politicians. Both Jim and Tony
demonstrated that by their behaviour. Jim did that not
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only in his role as Speaker, but before he came to that
position he showed his respect for the procedures of
Parliament and the use of Parliament as a place to
represent his community.
I know that Tony will sorely miss his friend and
brother. I also know that Jim will be missed deeply by
his wife, Prue, and their children, Sophie, Lucinda,
Prudence, or ‘Pookie’, and James. I express the
condolences of the opposition to the Plowman family.
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — This afternoon I
join with the government and the opposition and
express the sincere sorrow felt by The Nationals at the
passing of Jim Plowman. As we all know, Jim served
this Parliament as the member for Evelyn from 1973 to
1982 and from 1985 to 1999 — a period of 23 years. I
had the privilege of serving with Jim between 1988 and
1999. During that period of time, despite his being a
member of another party in the other chamber, I still
got to know Jim reasonably well.
Jim was Minister for Energy and Minerals between
1992 and 1996, and that task brought him to the
Latrobe Valley in my electorate on a number of
occasions. I accompanied Jim on some of the various
visits he undertook to generation facilities in the valley,
and I was impressed with the manner in which he
conducted himself during those visits. As the Leader of
the Opposition said, it was not an easy time to be
Minister for Energy and Minerals because during that
time the State Electricity Commission of Victoria was
substantially restructured — it was first corporatised
and ultimately privatised in part.
I was impressed with the way Jim conducted himself on
each of those visits and throughout the dealings he had
with the many organisations and the workers in the
Latrobe Valley. Indeed I learned much from the way in
which he dealt with and considered people. Jim listened
to the concerns of and I believe had genuine sympathy
for the people who expressed those concerns. He did
his very best to alleviate the anxieties that were
expressed to him. He had a calm nature. He did not get
heated or flustered. He was quiet but inquiring, and,
impressively, he was always most respectful. Jim was
also held in high esteem in his role as Speaker during
the two terms he served in that office.
Jim passed away on 3 May at the age of 73. In
describing Jim I could not go past the words of a friend
of Jim’s that were repeated by Jim’s brother, Tony, and
quoted in a local newspaper. Those words were:
Jim was a man whose life was marked by the true gentleman
that shows inner strength, love and care for others, courage,
loyalty, fairness and a strong sense of basic duty.
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I think those well-chosen words are most apt in
describing Jim Plowman as a person and as a
parliamentarian. On behalf of The Nationals I extend
sincere condolences to Jim’s wife, Prue, to his children,
Sophie, Lucinda, Prudence and James, and to his
extended family.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
join in the condolence motion for the Honourable
James Plowman, with whom I also had the great
privilege of serving from 1992 to 1999. Jim’s life was
certainly varied. He had the opportunity of working
across various spheres and levels of activity in his life,
from jackaroo right through to the highest office in this
Parliament. He was no doubt immensely proud of that
achievement but never once was he flushed with the
arrogance that sometime comes with power or the
ascent to high office.
Jim was committed to rural affairs issues affecting
communities. He served his local community as a
councillor and a member of Parliament. He served as a
minister and served two terms as Speaker. In many
ways Jim was an exemplar to others in his conduct in
civic life, and he could be very proud of that as well as
of the legacy he has left.
Jim was also an interesting person. Despite his manner,
and I will not say it was gruff, because he certainly was
a gentleman, as has been mentioned by other speakers,
he had great respect for women. I think in that regard he
was a man ahead of his time rather than just a man of
his time. On a re-reading of his inaugural speech it is
clear that some of the issues he raised then remain
controversial even today. I believe he made a very
significant contribution, not only as a member of
Parliament but also as Speaker. In fact he will probably
be remembered as the last Speaker to date to wear a
wig.
That had no bearing on or relationship to his
demeanour. Jim was always a very principled person.
He was very down to earth and rooted in the
practicalities of life. He actually believed in the
impartiality of the office of Speaker, so when he
became Speaker he stopped attending party room
meetings, because he believed he could only really
conduct that particular role by standing at arm’s length
from party politics. This sometimes brought him grief.
That impartiality was translated into relationships he
enjoyed with other members of Parliament, not only
those on the Liberal side of politics but also on the
Labor side, and he treated all of them with fairness,
dignity and consideration.
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Jim went to great lengths to assist new members of
Parliament when they were elected, and I was the
beneficiary of that demeanour and conduct. I was
fortunate in that he appointed me, along with others, as
one of his acting speakers. I enjoyed tremendous
support from him in learning the forms of the house
which were certainly more vigorous in those times.
As I mentioned before, Jim was a principled man. I had
the honour of serving not only with him but also with
Tony, his brother, who was also elected in 1992. The
two men shared many of those attributes of being
terribly decent and fair-minded and had a commitment
to high standards of civic and parliamentary service.
Both were very strong supporters of and advocates for
their own communities. Jim must have been one of the
very few presiding officers who left the chair during
question time due to the misbehaviour of members of
his own side, much, of course, to the annoyance of
members of the government at the time.
Jim Plowman brought credit to parliamentary service,
to his conduct as a minister as well as in the
community. In this regard he stood out in the field. I
would like to place on record the sorrow not only that I
feel at his passing but many of our colleagues who have
since left Parliament and do not have the opportunity of
placing their condolences on the record. On behalf of
myself as well as those parliamentary colleagues I
extend my sympathies to the Plowman family at what is
obviously a very sad time.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish very
briefly to add some comments to this condolence
motion on the late Jim Plowman. I have to say to the
house that I was both saddened and shocked when I
heard that Jim had passed from us. I served with Jim, as
Mrs Peulich did, between 1992 and 1999 in another
place. During the first term of government he was a
minister, as has been indicated by a number of
speakers, and I did not really get to know him all that
well. The pace of that first term was such that those of
us on the back bench at that time did not get the
opportunity to get to know ministers as well as perhaps
we might now.
Certainly after he became Speaker after 1996 I got to
know Jim very, very well. I had an enormous respect
for him in his capacity as Speaker and also an
enormous respect for him as a human being. I had a
great admiration, indeed affection for him. I am sure it
is not known that he took me aside from time to time as
a young member trying to find my way in the world
and was very generous in the advice, support and
encouragement he offered me many times throughout
the course of the three and a half years between 1996
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and the September 1999 election. As a result I will
always have very, very fond memories of Jim Plowman
and the role he played not only in that Parliament but
also the role that I played in Parliament. He was very
strongly supportive.
Jim, as has been pointed out, had his ups and downs.
He went out of the Parliament in 1982 for a brief
period. One cannot help but think it must take a
particularly strong character to be defeated at an
election and return to Parliament at a subsequent
election. Jim certainly was a character of strength, and I
do not think there would be anyone in this house, in the
other house or anyone who knew him who would
dispute that. He was, as was mentioned by the Leader
of the Opposition, known as Gentleman Jim, and a very
apt name that was, because he was a gentleman in
every way, as is his brother, Tony, for whom I also
have a huge degree of admiration.
As has again been mentioned by the Leader of the
Opposition, the Plowman family has made an
enormous contribution to this Parliament. Jim — in his
role as member, as minister and as Speaker — is
someone who will stand out in my memory for a very
long time indeed.
President, we are the poorer for the far-too-early
passing of Jim Plowman — at 72 he was far from an
old man — but we are much the richer for his having
been here, not just in this Parliament but having shared
this earth with us, because he made a huge contribution
over a huge period of time. I join with other members
in offering to his family my personal condolences and
the condolences of Liberals throughout the western
suburbs of Melbourne.
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I too
wish to associate myself with this motion, and in doing
so I endorse many of the generous comments that
members have made in the chamber today.
When I was elected in 1996 Jim Plowman was in the
process of being elected Speaker, and the fine job he
did in that role was an example to many of us in this
Parliament. He was generous with his time, as
Mrs Peulich has indicated to the chamber, with new
members and was prepared to take them aside and give
them generous and constructive advice. That is a very
important role, and I want to place on record as
somebody who was elected in 1996 the thanks of not
just myself but others who were elected around that
time. As has been pointed out, he was not only an
individual who was well connected with his local area
but also a fine parliamentarian in every sense of that
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word. Those values and the contributions he made will
stand the test of time.
He was, as the Leader of the Opposition has pointed
out, also a very successful minister. His contribution as
Minister Assisting the Treasurer on State Owned
Enterprises and Minister for Energy and Minerals in
that first period of the Kennett government was a very
significant one. Many of the reforms that were made at
that time placed the Victorian economy and the
community in a very strong position, and they have
been accepted broadly by the community. The
trailblazing work that was done through that period of
government involves a set of steps for which he can
fully and fairly take some credit.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I first met Jim
Plowman when he was a minister in the first term of the
Kennett government. As Philip Davis has already said,
Jim was known as Gentleman Jim, and that is how I
will fondly remember him.
Jim had a long and distinguished parliamentary career,
but Jim not only served the people of Evelyn and the
Victorian Parliament with great distinction he also
served as a well respected and active member of the
Liberal Party organisation for almost 50 years. After
Jim’s distinguished parliamentary career he continued
to be active in the Liberal Party, and together with his
wife, Prue, was a delegate to the Northern Victoria
Region electorate council and a delegate to the
preselection convention that selected Donna Petrovich
and myself to represent the Liberal Party at the 2006
election. Unfortunately due to Jim’s failing health he
was unable to attend the preselection convention on the
day it was held.
As I said, I will always remember Jim fondly as a true
gentleman, and I extend my heartfelt sympathy and the
sympathy of all Liberal members in the Northern
Victoria Region to his wife, Prue, children, Sophie,
Lucinda, Prudence and James, his son-in-law, Sam,
granddaughter, Amelia, and also to Tony and Jenny
Plowman and the extended family.
Motion agreed to in silence, honourable members
showing unanimous agreement by standing in their
places.
Sitting suspended 2.32 p.m. until 3.34 p.m.
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ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent on 29 May to:
Equal Opportunity Amendment Act
Fair Trading and Consumer Acts Amendment
Act
Gambling and Racing Legislation Amendment
(Sports Betting) Act
Howard Florey Institute of Experimental
Physiology and Medicine (Repeal) Act.

RULINGS BY THE CHAIR
Adjournment: guidelines
The PRESIDENT — Order! I have become aware
that the daily adjournment is causing some concern
among members. It seems that members are unsure
whether or not their matter will be ruled to be in order
in accordance with the current guidelines. Consequently
I have discussed the matter with the party leaders, and it
has been agreed to vary the current guidelines so as to
give members a little more flexibility in the matters
they raise.
The principal authority for the conduct of the
adjournment is standing order 4.10, and standing
order 4.11 outlines the rules for the procedure. These
have been supplemented by successive rulings from the
Chair over the years which have set out the parameters
for the procedure.
On the adjournment members may raise matters for
consideration by ministers. The problems with the
adjournment appear to fall into the following areas.
Although the standing orders describe the
adjournment as a debate, it is not a debate in the
usual sense where members who raise matters can
invite a response from other members.
The matters raised are often in the form of a
question. The adjournment is not another question
time and questions similar to questions without
notice have long been regarded as inadmissible.
On several occasions members have sought action
which has been of a general nature and deemed to be
not ‘specific’ enough to comply with the guidelines.
Many members are failing to follow the
recommended four-stage process for raising matters,
which requires them to give a brief résumé of the
facts in the 3 minutes allowed.
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In some cases where federal and state jurisdictions
overlap, some members are failing to direct their
matter to the state minister as it specifically relates to
their area of responsibility. The matter must be
related in some way to Victorian government
administration.
It is not proposed to substantially alter the way the
adjournment is conducted, but I believe the changes
which I propose will make it far more efficient and of
greater benefit to members.
The requirement under the standing orders that the
adjournment is for members to raise matters for
consideration by ministers remains. Members will still
have to seek some action from ministers. However, the
distinction between whether the action sought from the
minister is specific or more general in nature will be
removed. Members will be considered to be in order
provided they ask ministers to take some action on
matters which are strictly relevant to their portfolios
and within the competence of the Victorian
government. If a matter falls within the responsibility of
the federal government, it will be ruled out of order.
These changes are not designed to turn the adjournment
into a longer version of 90-second statements in which
members can simply raise any matter of concern.
Although the prohibition on making set speeches has
been removed in the new standing orders, members
should be mindful that there is a 3-minute time limit on
contributions, which requires them to be succinct and to
follow the recommended four-stage process for raising
matters to ensure that they will be in order. The
adjournment is where members can raise a series of
quite unrelated matters upon which they seek action by
ministers. They cannot therefore debate the issue.
Members should also remember that question time is a
different procedure from the adjournment. Matters put
in the form of a question during the adjournment will
be inadmissible.
For the guidance of members I will take this
opportunity to restate in full the guidelines which will
now apply to the adjournment.
Members should adopt the following four-stage
process for raising matters:
1. indicate the minister to whom the matter is
being directed;
2. give a brief and succinct summary of the
facts;
3. set out the request, query or complaint; and
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4. suggest the action sought.
Members may only provide such information as is
necessary to assist the minister’s understanding of
the issue. They should avoid debating the issue,
which might invite a response from other members.
Members may not read speeches but may refer to
detailed notes when referring to local issues or
places and people or when referring to complex
matters such as statistics or figures.
Questions similar to questions without notice will be
inadmissible.
The matter raised by a member must seek some
action from a minister which is relevant to the
minister’s portfolio.
It is not in order for a member to attack members or
their parties or other governments when raising
matters on the adjournment.
The matter raised must relate strictly to Victorian
government administration. However, where federal
and state jurisdictions overlap, a matter may be
directed to the state minister as it specifically relates
to their area of responsibility. Any matter falling
within the administration of the federal government
will be ruled out of order.
I hope these revised guidelines will assist members
in the conduct of the adjournment.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Schools: drug-deal reporting
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I direct my
question without notice to the Minister for Education.
Given the recent high-profile revelations of drug
dealing in some non-government schools, when will the
minister mandate reporting of drug deals on all school
grounds to the police?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I thank
the Leader of the Opposition for his question and his
interest in schools and the issues of welfare and
discipline in schools. The history of education in this
state is clouded by ministers reacting hastily to
6 o’clock news deadlines by being political. Mandating
responses by schools again and again means that those
schools are ultimately tied up in red tape. The previous
government gagged its teachers; the alternative
government wants to tie them up in red tape.
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This government sees illegal drug use in schools as
totally unacceptable. We will work on policies to stamp
it out in government schools, and we will work with
non-government schools on policies and best practices
to stamp it out. We expect the laws of Victoria to be
obeyed in every circumstance. But let us not hide from
the gist of Mr Davis’s question, which is to try to get
from the government a response which will regulate the
702 non-government schools in this state to a level
never seen since the Education Act was passed in 1872.
If the Leader of the Opposition wishes to be part of a
process to regulate every government school and tie the
principals in red tape because of a knee-jerk reaction,
much like Julie Bishop tries to regulate schools at every
second breath, then I suggest he go forth and say so.
This government will put best practices in place. We
will not go down the path of Moscow on the Molonglo.
No-one since Konstantin Chernenko in the Soviet
Union has been into that form of regulation. We will
work with schools. I, like the Leader of the Opposition,
am concerned about any reports of schools in Victoria
where there are bad practices happening. We will work
with schools to deal with that, but ultimately the
Registered Schools Board in this state does an audit of
schools every six years when it does re-registration and
requires welfare and discipline policies to be in place
for schools. That is the process we have followed, but I
will watch with interest and take action where required.
Supplementary question
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — Will the
minister explain why the primary duty of care of
students expected in the government school system is
not required by the government in respect of
non-government schools?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — It is
ironic that Mr Davis has red tape entwined around his
tie. It is an appropriate start to the day. But Mr Davis
asked a question about primary duty of care to
government schools. Without indulging overly in this
chamber on a history lesson, I remind — —
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — No, do it!
Mr LENDERS — Thank you, Mr Theophanous. I
remind Mr Davis, firstly, that going back to 1872 when
we had compulsory education in this state we mandated
that it be free, secular and compulsory, so the
government schools have free, secular and compulsory
education and non-government schools have other
choices. At every step on the way there is governance
in place. In the 1594 government schools it is
governance put in place by the Department of
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Education to various levels. Yes, in Victoria we have
devolved power to individual school councils more
than any other jurisdiction, but we, as the government,
own the schools. They are government schools and
therefore the governance regulation is set in place by
the government. That is logical.
We also have in Victoria 702 non-government schools.
Those non-government schools, some of which were in
place before the 1872 act and many of them since, have
governance requirements in place which deal with
those fundamental issues of student welfare and student
discipline. Those schools — and I repeat this — are
required once every six years to have their registration
renewed by the schools registration board. Among the
things they have to establish and show is that they have
policies in place — and to use Mr Davis’s term,
prime-care responsibilities — that deal with student
welfare and student discipline. We have a process that
deals with that. We have a regulatory regime that deals
with that, but the basic premise — and I am looking at
Mr Davis’s tie, which has red tape wound around it —
is that a school gets registration if it meets those
requirements. If the Leader of the Opposition wants us
to regulate further, to tie up the schools in red tape like
his tie is tied up in red tape, he should say so, and we
will have a policy discussion about it.

Aboriginals: heritage
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. Can the
minister inform the house of the timing of the
proclamation of the Aboriginal Heritage Act?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs) — I thank Mr Scheffer for his question and his
concern about the wellbeing of Aboriginal people,
particularly as it is reflected through the proclamation
of the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Act, which came
into effect on 28 May, which was last week.
That important piece of Victorian legislation replaces a
pre-existing commonwealth act, the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act, and the
previous Victorian Archaeological and Aboriginal
Relics Act. I am very pleased to say that the new act for
the first time integrates cultural heritage protection in
the state of Victoria with the Victorian planning regime
and provides for the ongoing involvement of
Aboriginal people in their rich cultural heritage. I am
also pleased to say that there was a high degree of
collaboration between the state and the commonwealth.
Congratulations to the commonwealth government on
seeing the good sense of enabling the state of Victoria
to proclaim a new act that will provide for that
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integration of cultural heritage protection and the
planning scheme, which is something it was not
possible to achieve through the provisions of the
commonwealth act.
The success of the new act requires the good grace and
the compliance of local government in the state of
Victoria. We, the Bracks government, in partnership
with the Municipal Association of Victoria, are
supporting local governments in being able to establish
their own assessment of cultural heritage values within
their municipalities, and we are providing funding
support to local governments to enable them to identify
items of cultural heritage significance so that planning
decisions are better grounded within municipalities.
When planners and developers want to actually come in
and seek planning approvals, local governments will be
well versed in the sensitivity of cultural heritage within
their municipalities and will provide timely and
appropriate advice to developers and land-holders who
want to get on with their business, as they have every
right to do, and make sure they are aware of cultural
heritage significance on the land they wish to develop.
In that way the appropriate cultural heritage assessment
can be undertaken.
The provisions of the new act also depend upon making
sure that Aboriginal people are involved in those
decision-making processes. The Aboriginal Heritage
Council in the state of Victoria is charged with the
responsibility of seeking submissions from local
Aboriginal people, making assessments about their
relative standing, both in terms of their connection to
country and their capacity to undertake responsibilities
under the act, and subsequently, to register them and
make sure they are scoped within the provisions of the
legislation. The Aboriginal Heritage Council is going
about that important task as we speak. Indeed I met
with the council last week, and it is processing many
applications currently.
For any member of the Victorian community who may
be concerned that the provisions of the legislation will
not have an effect if the total state of Victoria is not
covered by registered Aboriginal parties, I advise that
the provisions of the legislation and regulations will
allow the Secretary of the Department for Victorian
Communities, on the advice of the heritage council and
local Aboriginal parties — the people who will most
likely end up in the schedule of the act — to make
decisions so there will be no delay in the
decision-making framework of the act. That will be the
default position until all of Victoria is covered by
registered Aboriginal parties. That will be done in
cooperation with the Aboriginal Heritage Council and
Aboriginal communities across Victoria.
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I look forward to the appropriate protection of cultural
heritage in the years to come in a way that is totally
integrated with the planning scheme and the
expectation of members of the Victorian community
that they will be able to go about their business in a way
that is respectful and mindful of the rich cultural
heritage of the state of Victoria.

Port of Hastings: development
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question without notice is to the Minister for Planning,
Mr Madden. Last night I attended an excellent public
meeting in Chelsea organised by the Southern Victoria
Community Action Group to raise awareness of the
potential impact of the Port of Hastings Corporation
land use and transport strategy draft. In addition to the
lack of any economic rationale for what is possibly the
largest infrastructure proposal ever, one of the many
concerns raised was the proposal by the port of
Hastings to conduct several small staged environmental
effects studies rather than a study of the whole strategy.
In April members of the Southern Victoria Community
Action Group met with Minister Madden and the
Minister for Roads and Ports in the other place,
Mr Pallas, regarding this issue but have had no
satisfactory response. Before this proceeds any further,
will the minister commit to a full and comprehensive
study of the economic, social and environmental effects
of all aspects of the Port of Hastings Corporation
strategy and an extensive an open public consultation
process?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome the member’s question in relation to the port
of Hastings and its draft strategy. I have had meetings
with community representatives in relation to this
matter, and I noted their concerns and anxiety in
relation to the proposals the port of Hastings was
identifying. The proposals are comprehensive.
It is worth appreciating that this plan is a draft
strategy — I emphasise the word ‘draft’ — for many
years to come, and I suspect there is a fair bit of ambit
in what is being proposed. No doubt the Minister for
Roads and Ports as part of his role would be the
proponent for such a case if it were to be made. I
recognise the anxiety of community members about the
implications of any proposal, whether it be about small
chunks of that proposal or about a substantial amount of
the draft strategy. I reassured them, as I can reassure the
member today, that if any of these proposals were to
take place in any form, remembering that it is a draft, I
would expect full and thorough community
consultation by the port of Hastings and a full and
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thorough planning process. If there were environmental
effects, I would expect a full and due process would be
undertaken.
I am not going to rule anything in or rule anything out
because in many ways much of this is still hypothetical.
Until a proposal comes to me as the planning authority
in relation to matters like this, it is no good my
speculating on what it may or may not be. But if a
proposal were to come to me, I would expect it would
require due process, full consideration, sound advice
and a full and thorough planning process.

Aged care: government initiatives
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Community Services. Can the
minister explain to the house how the Bracks
government is supporting the health of older Victorians
by providing a continuum of care and in particular what
the government is doing in my electorate to focus on
the high-care end of this spectrum?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Community
Services) — I thank Ms Tierney for her question and in
fact for eliciting spontaneous support from members of
the other side of the chamber in trying to rope
themselves into the important commitment of the
Bracks government to make sure that we support those
people right throughout Victoria, in this context in the
Barwon south-western region, which is part of the
Western Victoria Region electorate to which many
members lay claim. In fact I am sure there are many
members of this chamber who will lay claim to the
great initiatives that have been undertaken by the
Bracks government to support older members of those
communities right throughout that region.
I had the good fortune last Friday to see, in its
construction phase, a fantastic new state-of-the-art
nursing home facility in Grovedale, which the Bracks
government has supported. It is a 108-bed facility with
a construction cost of $25 million, which is part of the
third stage of the McKellar Centre redevelopment.
During the life of the Bracks government we have
committed to the redevelopment of 261 beds through
three different facilities. The majority of the
redevelopment has taken place on the McKellar Centre
site. The new greenfields nursing home in Grovedale in
the southern part of Geelong will provide for timely
care for citizens of that region now and into the future.
I took the opportunity on that occasion to also indicate
to the community throughout the Barwon
south-western region the significant contribution that
we recognised — —
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Mrs Coote interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — No. When it has been opened I
would be very happy for all members to be invited.
This was actually a site visit and possibly my
familiarisation with it did not warrant a full-scale
invitation to all members of the region. But indeed I
look forward to that in a better time frame.
Mr P. Davis — So what was the basis on which
they were invited? There wouldn’t be a political
overlay, would there?
Mr JENNINGS — President, I can see you are
about to assist me in not being distracted from my
essential message on behalf of the government, which
is to indicate that we recognise our commitment to
older members of the community when they require
nursing home care, but in fact that is not the only
recognition of the support that it is appropriate to
provide for older people.
I took the opportunity to make the announcement that
$693 000 would be added to the aids and equipment
program throughout the Barwon south-western region,
which will in fact eliminate the waiting list of
379 people who have been waiting for aids and
equipment through the disability program. I am very
pleased to be able to say that the majority of the
beneficiaries of that announcement will be older
members of the community.
I took the opportunity to indicate that significant
investment will be made through the home and
community care program (HACC) throughout the
region. It is a fantastic program in which the Bracks
government more than matches the funding
requirements of the state and commonwealth HACC
agreement that we provide for the appropriate support
of older members of the community to live at home
independently and with high-quality home and
community care.
In the Geelong municipality alone $17 million was
allocated to home and community care in the last
financial year. Indeed we estimate in the next year that
funding will increase by more than $1 million in
Geelong alone to support the quality of life of older
members of the community. Indeed $35 million is
being spent throughout the Barwon south-western
region to try to make sure that people can live
independently and be appropriately supported at home,
regardless of where they live throughout the region.
The Bracks government is very keen to support older
members of the community, regardless of where they
live, but particularly throughout Western Victoria
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Region. And I note the sheer enthusiasm of the
opposition benches to join with the Bracks government
in trumpeting the support that we provide to older
members of the community.

Reservoir West Primary School: funding
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I direct a
question without notice to the Minister for Education. I
refer the minister to the predicament of the Reservoir
West Primary School — —
Hon. J. M. Madden — Reservoir or Reservoir?
Mr P. DAVIS — Thank you; the way you
pronounce it depends on which school you went to,
really!
The primary school was assured that, at the completion
of stage 1 redevelopments, stage 2 funding would be
immediately forthcoming. I ask: why were the promises
made to the Reservoir West Primary School broken?
When will the school receive its stage 2 funding?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — The
Leader of the Opposition lives in the city of ‘Sail-ah’, I
believe known by some as Sale. I am delighted on any
occasion to take questions on education from the
Leader of the Opposition, and I am delighted that he
has obviously had his first foray into the northern
suburbs of Melbourne. He sallied forth and wandered
around.
The member’s serious question is about Reservoir West
Primary School. The school has expectations. The
school obviously is a great government school that had
funding in the 2006–07 state budget of $1.9 million for
stage 1 of its modernisation, which gave it six
brand-new classrooms and a library. The school
principal expressed his delight at the brand-new
facilities the school will soon have completed. What we
have here is a school, one of the 1594 government
schools, which has had funding for stage 1 of its
development — giving it six classrooms and a
library — and the Leader of the Opposition complains
and talks it down.
I absolutely understand the aspirations of the school
community in wanting the next stage. For that very
reason the Bracks government is investing $1.9 billion
in its Victorian schools plan, which has seen
131 schools like Reservoir West primary receive
funding in this budget. I remind the house that that is a
sixfold increase on the last capital budget under the
Kennett government.
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I find it interesting that the Leader of the Opposition is
not talking about the great schools in Sale — I will use
its correct name — or Yarram and Foster, or in the
Latrobe Valley at Morwell and Churchill, or in Drouin
or in any of the other places in his electorate. He does
not talk about any of those. What he would rather do is
scurry around the state to try to find a single school that
is dissatisfied. I can advise the opposition leader that
within 10 years we will be delivering redevelopment,
modernisation or rebuilding to every school in the state.
Our word is our bond. We will deliver on that; the
Premier has made that clear. We will see that rolled out,
school by school, across the state.

From now on we will in the second budget, the third
budget and the fourth budget — but hopefully in the
second budget — deal with the rest of the schools
where promises have been explicitly made. Schools like
Toora in Mr Davis’s electorate, which, as has been
recorded in this house previously, has for 127 years
operated out of temporary facilities and which is being
rebuilt. We will deliver on our promises. It is just a tad
rich to hear the Leader of the Opposition again talk
about Lloyd Street Primary School in Malvern, which
is in the municipality of Stonnington where the Kennett
government closed every government secondary
school, and to hear him talking now about education!

We do that because we think it is important to the
quality of the education you get. It is an investment in
education that is critical. I welcome any questions on
education that the Leader of the Opposition brings up,
because the Bracks government has that as its no. 1
priority.

We are investing in 131 schools in this budget and
more in the next three budgets to come. The Leader of
the Opposition does not like good news. I love it. I
relish that we are investing in 131 schools in this budget
and that at least 369 will be rebuilt and modernised in
the next three years of the Bracks government.

While we are talking of education, the Leader of the
Opposition’s good friend Dr Napthine, the member for
South-West Coast in another place, could do with a
dose of it. He referred to his community being
‘dude-ed’ — not ‘dudded’ — by the Bracks
government. We have a long way to go; we have to
re-educate the member for South-West Coast. But we
will invest in every school in this state, because that is
the critical agenda for the 21st century to make Victoria
a better place to live, work and raise a family.
Supplementary question
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I thank the
minister for his answer. I therefore ask: will the
minister inform the house why Lloyd Street Primary
School, Koroit and District Primary School, Darnum
Primary School, Nar Nar Goon Primary School, Buln
Buln Primary School and Doncaster Secondary
College, each of which was pledged funding for
redevelopment ahead of the election, missed out in this
year’s budget?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — The
Bracks government — and again, this is a history
lesson for Mr Davis — was transparent in the lead-up
to the last election. The Premier and the then Minister
for Education and Training in the other place,
Ms Kosky, went forward and said, ‘We will invest
$1.9 billion that will deal with the capital for either new
schools, a rebuild, a modernisation or a regeneration in
500 government schools’. Also, the Premier and the
then minister listed a number of schools that would be
dealt with in the four-year term of this government. We
have delivered on 131 of those schools.

Planning: outdoor signage review
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — My question is
to the Minister for Planning, the Honourable Justin
Madden. The Cutting Red Tape in Planning report
recommended a review of the existing signage
provisions in planning schemes. In light of emerging
trends for signage such as video, electronic signs and
advertising on street furniture, I ask the minister to
update the house on what action the Bracks government
is taking to implement this recommendation.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
thank Ms Broad for the question and her interest in this
particular matter. I am delighted to inform the house
that an outdoor advertising advisory committee has
been appointed in accordance with the Cutting Red
Tape in Planning report action 8.1, which
recommended a review of the existing signage
provisions in Victorian planning schemes, and
following the report of the parliamentary Road Safety
Committee’s inquiry into driver distraction. This action
is based on those recommendations.
The advisory committee is made up of industry
specialists who will undertake a comprehensive review
of advertising sign provisions with an emphasis on
streamlining the approvals process. The issues
considered by the committee will include addressing
the effect of signage on road safety; simplifying the
rules in relation to definitions of outdoor advertising
items; investigating opportunities for exemptions for
particular signs; investigating opportunities to improve
the sign provisions in the zones in the category that
applies to each zone; investigating tighter controls on
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the size and type of signage in particular locations to
ensure that the characters of those locations are
maintained; and, importantly, addressing the emerging
trends in advertising such as projected images, video
and electronic signs, advertising on street furniture,
integration with buildings and mobile signs.
The review will be carried out in three stages. The first
stage will be the preparation of an issues and options
paper to examine the issues to be resolved in
developing new signage provision. The paper will be
informed by various reports into road signage, current
national practice for management of advertising signs,
relevant planning panel reports and Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal decisions as well as workshops
with industry practitioners including the Outdoor Media
Association, VicRoads, the Transport Accident
Commission and various councils.
The second stage will call for submissions during
October and November this year. This will allow for a
wide range of stakeholders to contribute to the review
process, so we can look forward to having a
comprehensive outdoor signage policy that meets the
needs of councils, industry, government and the
community into the future.
The third stage will involve the preparation of a final
report, which we would expect to be provided around
about December this year. I will then consider the
committee’s recommendations, and I look forward to
making announcements regarding the outcomes of the
review early in the new year.
The state government is committed to finding the best
balance between streamlining and simplifying signage
rules for industry and ensuring road safety is not
compromised by distracting signage, whilst
maintaining, importantly, the amenity, vibrancy and
attractiveness of our major cities and centres to make
sure that we make Victoria an even better place to live,
work and raise a family.

Planning: rural zones
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — My question
is to the Minister for Planning. Can the minister advise
the house if he stands by his government’s decision to
approve C48 translation and its ban on building on lots
under 40 hectares?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
appreciate that Mr Guy has an interest in rural zones, as
we all do if we have an interest in planning matters
right across the state. It is very important to appreciate
that the rural zones for building houses in new farming
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zones are basically no different to the rules that existed
under the previous rural zones. The new rural zones do
not affect — let me reinforce this for the people who
are scaremongering out there — the existing right of
landowners to apply for permits to build houses on rural
lots. It has always been the case — and still is — that
these permits are subject to council approval. It has
always been up to councils as to how they interpret
zoning requirements. That has not changed with the
new rural zones.
Let me just reinforce this. The vast majority of the
55 000 planning permits on average that are delivered
across the state in any given year are delivered through
local government. I reinforce the role of local
government in these matters and its ability to approve
permits in relation to many of these matters. I reinforce
that and I hope Mr Guy and the opposition also
appreciate the significant role of local government in
the planning process.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — I note that the
former Minister for Planning, the Attorney-General in
the other place, is seeking to build on his 20-hectare lot
but is restricted by the government’s 40-hectare
minimum, and I ask: does the minister now intend to
provide some flexibility to rural landowners and change
the laws?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
have often use the term ‘collaboration’, and I use that in
stark contrast to the opposition, because we know when
it comes to the planning policy of the opposition that
there is very little of it.
Mr Guy interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Guy asked the
question. He might like to listen to the answer.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — We know that the
opposition would like to return to the Maclellanesque
days of old when intervention was the norm not the
exception. We will work in collaboration with local
governments to give them the tools they need and to
make sure that if they need clarity in relation to what
they seek to zone, we will assist them in any matter. We
are happy to continue to work collaboratively to give
them those tools and help them work through those
issues locally.
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Students: Victorian certificate of education
awards
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
My question is for the Minister for Education. Can the
minister update the house on how Victorian schools are
supporting students who achieve excellent results in the
Victorian certificate of education?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I thank
Mr Somyurek for his question, his interest in
outstanding results of VCE (Victorian certificate of
education) students and his enthusiasm in asking the
question and getting his jacket off to ask it.
I had the great thrill last week of being at the VCE
excellence awards with the Premier, the Governor and
1600 other Victorians to celebrate excellence among
our VCE students. The Premier’s VCE awards, now in
their 13th year, pay tribute to young Victorians who
with the support of their family and school have
completed their years at school with distinction. The
Premier presented the top all-around VCE high
achievers award to 24 students who had gained study
scores of 46 or more. For those who have had students
in VCE in recent years or have followed it closely, a
study score of 46 is an extraordinary outcome. Awards
were presented for achievement in 62 subject areas.
There was a range of celebrity presenters, and we
celebrated with students how well they had done. The
award recipients came from across the state.
Mrs Coote interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Mrs Coote asked me to name
them. I can say some places were Ballarat, Bendigo,
Geelong, Swan Hill and Echuca and included schools
in Mrs Coote’s and my electorate. There were certainly
a number of students from Melbourne High School and
Glen Waverley Secondary College. We know there is a
graduate of Glen Waverley Secondary College in this
chamber — Mr Barber. His school had an extraordinary
number of students who received VCE excellence
awards. The award recipients demonstrated energy and
enthusiasm for their studies — what was amazing was
that you could sense a vibrant future for Victoria among
these young Victorians.
I mentioned Mr Barber’s former school, Glen Waverley
Secondary College. When the VCE results were
published late last year, Glen Waverley Secondary
College had four perfect VCE scores. While we
celebrate all students’ achievements, that was an
extraordinary outcome for the school. The performance
of one of the students was quite amazing. Tianhong Wu
received a VCE high-achiever award with a perfect
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score. Her achievement provides an example of how
Victorian schools can excel and bring out students’ full
potential. Tianhong could barely speak English when
she arrived here five years ago, yet she got a perfect
score in her VCE and is now studying medicine at the
University of Melbourne. What we have here is an
example of our schools churning out the results.
Mrs Peulich — How about a few Albert Park
Secondary School students?
Mr LENDERS — Mrs Peulich yet again is part of
the Julie Bishop cheer squad that talks down
government schools. I am describing to the house how
we can celebrate excellence in education, celebrate
excellence with students from both government schools
and non-government schools who have achieved the
very best in this state, yet all we get from Mrs Peulich,
who is part of the Julie Bishop cheer squad, is her again
talking education down.
I was absolutely delighted to be at the awards with the
Premier and the Governor. It was fantastic to be able to
celebrate the achievements of young Victorian students.
I just hope that one day Julie Bishop will come down
from her ivory tower, come to the real world and
celebrate achievement rather than talking down
education.

Schools: drought support
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — My question
without notice is directed to the Leader of the
Government in his capacity as Minister for Education. I
refer the minister to his government’s announcement on
27 March this year of a $2.9 million relief package for
schools to help students and their families in
drought-affected areas of the state. In particular some of
that program money was to fund drought support
welfare officers to work with schools and provide
support to students and families, and some was to
provide subsidies to schools to help with transport costs
for students and with the cost of books and stationery. I
ask the minister if he can advise the house how much of
that $2.9 million has now been spent and in which
program areas.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I thank
Mr Hall for his question and his interest, particularly
given that Mr Hall comes from a rural electorate. The
relief package provides support for both drought and
bushfire-affected communities. Gippsland was at the
forefront at the start of the bushfires and was probably
the last area in the state to receive significant rain.
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The relief package announced by the Premier was
designed, as Mr Hall said, specifically to give support
to schools in responding to the drought and also, in part,
in response to the bushfires. Some of it was for
important things like assisting when staff were away
and it was beyond the capacity of a school budget to
provide relief staff, and some was for the in important
area of the rebuilding of schools, whether that be in
terms of morale or making up for lost income.

from Dargo, Stratford, Yarram, Foster and a number of
other schools in the Gippsland area. One of my
questions when I visit a school is how people are
coping with the drought, and I am aware that it has
been a big issue in schools. I will certainly take on
notice his question about the specifics of how that relief
package has been spent.

Those packages were being issued through the nine
regional offices of the department, so I do not have at
my fingertips how much of the $2.9 million has been
spent. I will certainly take that on notice for Mr Hall,
because we all know and share an understanding of the
importance of providing the resources. In schools it is
not just a case of a lack of income for schools because
the local communities are doing it tough in a drought. It
is not just that; it is the stresses that fall on local
families and on schools when that is happening.
Whether it be the welfare officers or whether it be the
other support that is in place such as counselling, all of
these things are fairly critical.

Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Industry and State
Development. Will the minister release the
Buckingham report into the performance of Victorian
government business offices and all the submissions to
that inquiry today, and if not, why not?

This package is one that has been announced by my
colleague in the other place the Minister for Skills,
Education Services and Employment, Jacinta Allen, but
I will take the question on notice for a response to
Mr Hall as to exactly where it has been spent. The
critical thing is: when communities are under stress it is
the obligation of the government to be flexible and
assist them, and what we are seeking to do with this is
assist school communities in dealing with the very
difficult task of drought. I wish all school communities
well, and will respond to Mr Hall on notice.
Supplementary question
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — I thank the minister
for his preparedness to provide some further
information on this, and in so doing I specifically ask
the minister, with the further information he has
indicated he will provide, whether school drought
support welfare officers have been appointed to the five
regions that have been identified as suffering most from
drought — being the Grampians, Gippsland,
Loddon-Mallee, Hume and Barwon south-western —
and whether schools in those regions have actually
received some financial assistance from the
$2.9 million package.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — As I
said to Mr Hall, I will take the specifics of his question
on notice, but I have discussed this with schools I have
been out and about visiting. In his electorate I have
certainly discussed the issue of drought with people

Victorian government business offices: review

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — The Buckingham
report to which the honourable member has referred,
for the benefit of other members of the house, is a
report which has been prepared by David Buckingham
in relation to the effectiveness of our government
business offices around the world, of which we have
about 11 or 12. He was asked by the Premier to conduct
a review of those offices and to come back to the
government with recommendations on how we could
improve the performance of those offices, bearing in
mind that recent reviews we have done show that those
offices have been responsible for attracting something
in the order of about $8.7 billion of investment from
overseas. The relatively small amount of money we
spend in keeping those offices alive has been shown to
be a very good investment, from the point of view of
both the huge amount of investment they have helped
to generate in Victoria and the number of jobs that have
been created as well.
This inquiry has been conducted. The government has
responded to the report by restructuring those offices. I
understand Mr Davis was offered an opportunity to
gain a clearer understanding of how the offices were
going to be affected and their importance and to be part
of the launch of that process, and he declined to take up
that opportunity.
Supplementary question
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
disappointed the minister has not answered the question
at all. The minister’s response to Victoria’s falling share
of national exports has been, in effect, to announce a
downgrading of half of the Victorian government
business offices. In this light, and given the previous
lack of an answer from him, can he give the house an
ironclad assurance that there will be no reduction in
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staff or resources at any of the so-called non-core
offices — that is, at Frankfurt, Chicago, New York,
Nanjing and Hong Kong?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — I should correct
the honourable member, because he has a tendency
towards coming into the house and wanting to run
down Victoria and the Victorian economy. He does this
consistently, and every time he does it I will correct
him, because he keeps saying that the Victorian
economy is not doing well. On this occasion he has
suggested that our share of exports is somehow
reducing. In fact our share of exports, as I have
indicated to the house before, is not reducing at all. The
honourable member keeps quoting figures which I
think he makes up for himself, because they have no
resemblance to reality. I have already indicated to the
house how well the Victorian economy is doing, both in
terms of export orientation and also other variables —
virtually any variable he wants to name.
Let me go to exports. In the three months — —
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — He wanted to
know about exports, so I am going to tell him about
exports. In the three months to April, the value of
Victorian exports was up 5.3 per cent over the year —
and David Davis should listen to this, because he keeps
saying it is going down. He should listen to this and he
will understand. It grew faster than the national average
of 5.1 per cent and, of the mainland states, we were
second only to Western Australia, which is a
resource-rich state that is exporting. The claim made by
David Davis in relation to exports is wrong.
In relation to the other part of his question, the
government is determined to resource its overseas
offices adequately. We have it as a priority to ensure
that there is adequate resourcing of what David Davis
has described as the core offices, but also we would like
to extend the reach of the core offices so that we are
able to improve the performance of both the core
offices and the non-core offices. Whilst I am not in a
position to make announcements in relation to future
funding, let me say that a priority of the government is
to improve the funding of government business
enterprises, their reporting on a
whole-of-government-type approach and their
orientation towards a greater emphasis on exports than
has been the case before.
Mr D. Davis — Downgrading investment attraction.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — President, this is
the problem: I need to take up the interjection by David
Davis because he said, ‘Downgrading investment
attraction’. It does not matter what you do. We have
done such a terrific job on investment attraction. When
he came in here I had to show him that he was incorrect
and that in fact we had attracted $8.7 billion into the
state. Then I had to say, ‘We are now going to put
emphasis on exports’. His natural inclination was to
say, ‘But you are downgrading investment attraction’. It
just goes to show the utter inanity of that kind of
statement. Some people just cannot understand that
when you do something well and you have shown that
you can do it well, you then also try to do something
else and do that equally well. That is something which I
am sure David Davis has absolutely no idea about.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 64, 69,
77–114, 121, 128, 252, 268, 291, 295, 298–299,
301–303.

PLANNING: MINISTERIAL
INTERVENTION
Statement 2006–07
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning), by
leave, presented statement on ministerial
intervention in planning matters, May 2006 to April
2007.
Laid on table.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 7
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) presented Alert
Digest No. 7 of 2007, including appendices and
extracts from the proceedings.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
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PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes:
Bass Coast Planning Scheme — Amendment C60.
Campaspe Planning Scheme — Amendment C51.
Corangamite Planning Scheme — Amendment C3.
East Gippsland Planning Scheme — Amendment C39.
Frankston Planning Scheme — Amendment C39.
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APPROPRIATION (2007/2008) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2007–08
Concurrent debate
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — By
leave, I move:
That this house authorises and requires the President to permit
the second-reading debate on the Appropriation (2007/2008)
Bill to be taken concurrently with further debate on the
motion to take note of the budget papers 2007–08.

Motion agreed to.

Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme — Amendment C85.
Greater Dandenong Planning Scheme —
Amendment C79.
Hume Planning Scheme — Amendment C94.
Melton Planning Scheme — Amendment C53 Part 1.
Mildura Planning Scheme — Amendment C35.
Port Phillip Planning Scheme — Amendment C60.
Southern Grampians Planning Scheme —
Amendment C11.
Wellington Planning Scheme — Amendment C38.
Whittlesea Planning Scheme — Amendment C94.
Yarra Planning Scheme — Amendment C65.
Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme — Amendment C66.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 — No. 41.
Architects Act 1991 — No. 40.
Extractive Industries Development Act — No. 37.
Guardianship and Administration Act 1986 — No. 36.
Road Safety Act 1986 — Nos. 38 and 39.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 —
Minister’s exception certificates under section 8(4) in
respect of Statutory Rule Nos. 38 and 39.
Minister’s exemption certificate under section 9(6) in
respect of Statutory Rule No. 39.

The following proclamation fixing an operative date
was laid upon the table by the Clerk:
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 — 28 May 2007 (Gazette
No. G21, 24 May 2007).

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
South West Institute of TAFE: Glenormiston
rural learning centre
Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — I want to
congratulate the Bracks government on establishing a
new rural and residential learning centre for
government school students at Glenormiston. In an
August 2006 media release the then Minister for
Education and Training is quoted as saying:
The 283 hectare Glenormiston campus has a long pastoral
history that will now continue by passing on important skills
and knowledge to year 9 students from across the state …
The new residential centre is set to open in 2008 and will
cater for 45 students and three staff. Up to $2.8 million will be
allocated for the project.

What has flabbergasted the current tenant, the South
West Institute of TAFE and its staff, is that the
$2.8 million will be spent on building a new facility on
a rocky outcrop about a kilometre away from the
present campus, where bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchen
facilities and lecture rooms cater for and house
approximately 120 boarding students. The minister’s
media release goes on to say:
… the rural learning centre concept had proved to be an
outstanding innovation that supported children in
educationally inspiring and environmentally unique locations.

The present campus surely is in such a location. The
release further states:
Glenormiston has established education facilities which will
be used, in part, to create the new campus. Detailed
discussions will be held with the current tenants, South West
Institute of TAFE, regarding future planning options on best
use of the site.

Why on earth would you spend $2.8 million on a
brand-new facility about a kilometre from the present
site and, as I said, on a rocky outcrop which is very
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unsuitable for the project? It is ludicrous to replicate
another facility just a stone’s throw away from the
present campus. I call on the minister to knock a few
heads together to make sure that the $2.8 million is
spent wisely on the present Glenormiston campus site.

Public transport: service standards
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — This
week public transport fares increased but there has been
no improvement in service. This morning I caught the
7.32 a.m. train from Footscray, which was so
overcrowded it was at the point of being unsafe. I am
not sure how much earlier I need to catch a train to
actually get a seat. The government tells us there are no
safety issues with overcrowding and that people being
left behind at train or tram stops — as happened to
Mr Barber this morning — is perfectly all right. The
community wants to use public transport, as is shown
by the increase in passenger numbers, but the
government needs to look at both short-term and
long-term solutions to these problems, such as
extending the train service to Caroline Springs and
increasing services on the Williamstown, Werribee and
Sydenham lines.
An honourable member interjected.
Ms HARTLAND — There are no increased
services. The government needs to take control of
public transport and allow it to be used properly by
commuters.
Mr Pakula interjected.
Ms HARTLAND — I ask Mr Pakula why, if there
are so many services, it is so overcrowded.
Mr Pakula interjected.
Ms HARTLAND — When will they start?

Energy: green power
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I congratulate
eastern suburbs councils, such as Manningham City
Council, for leading the way in reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. Manningham council has shown
leadership by using green energy for all public lighting.
This has resulted in a saving of 3500 tonnes of CO2. In
one year that is the equivalent of having 1000 fewer
cars on the road — a great achievement. Of course that
would not be possible without a viable green energy
industry, and the reason we have a viable green energy
industry in Victoria is because of the leadership the
state government has shown in mandating a 10 per cent
renewable energy target. That has sent the right signals
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to business and created an environment for the
development of a green energy industry.
Unfortunately there is a cloud on this very sunny
horizon. The prime ministerial task group on emissions
trading released a report last week which fails to
recommend a target for CO2 reduction. Worse still, the
report recommends the abolition of schemes such as the
one in operation in Victoria. The implementation of this
recommendation would undermine the green energy
industry in Victoria. I call on other local councils to
follow Manningham’s lead. I urge them to move
quickly before the Howard government takes the
wrecking ball to Victoria’s green energy industry.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Public transport: service standards
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
Recently Victorians learned of a public transport fare
hike, but sadly, as we all know, service standards
continue to decline. This means that we now have
public transport that is slower, less reliable and more
expensive. Many people in the community are very
concerned about the negative impact of our
deteriorating public transport on the social and physical
environment as well as the physical safety of
pedestrians, commuters and drivers. Many of course are
concerned about less time being productively spent in
family life or community activities, as well as the
negative impact on our roads, business productivity and
jobs.
To highlight the problems, in March this year the
government abolished zone 3 — a Liberal Party policy
dating back to pre-2002. Unfortunately even the zone
maps on trains have not been updated to reflect this
change. My constituents are so concerned about the state
of the public transport system that I have had to set up an
email address so that constituents can share their concerns
about these very important issues. That particular email
address is publictransport@ingapeulich.org.
This would not have been necessary if there was a
minister who was concerned, who cared and who was
interested in fixing the problems facing our public
transport system. This is clearly not the case, and it is
not good enough.

Maribyrnong: drug program
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I refer to
the ongoing campaign against drug use in the city of
Maribyrnong. I refer to it particularly in light of the
$3.3 million provided by the state government in the
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recent budget to the City of Maribyrnong to combat
drug use. The City of Maribyrnong, particularly its
councillors, is to be congratulated for the innovative
community-based programs it is supporting, including
the Maribyrnong council drug strategy project and the
community outreach response support service. The
budget injection, which was announced on 1 May, will
be used in part by council to support those projects.
The proof of the pudding in regard to those projects is
in the eating. Council statistics show that in the first
six months of 2006 almost 80 per cent of syringes
which were collected by council were appropriately
disposed of in syringe bins. According to police
statistics, between 2004–05 and 2005–06 there were
reductions in the offences of cultivation, manufacturing
and trafficking and possession in the city of
Maribyrnong. I want to congratulate Maribyrnong
council and the Minister for Mental Health in the other
place, Lisa Neville, for their vision and for continuing
to support strategies to reduce and ameliorate the
impact of drugs in the city of Maribyrnong.

Disability services: supported accommodation
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — Since
being elected as a member of this place I have become
aware of the silent crisis faced by parents and carers of
those with an intellectual disability. More often than not
these carers have devoted their lives to their children,
generally with little or no state government assistance.
Many of these carers, who are aged in their 60s, 70s
and 80s, are faced with the haunting prospect of what
will happen to their children when they are gone. If
other family members are unable or unwilling to give
up their lives, often these children will be placed
wherever there is a bed, no matter where that is. Some
of these distressed parents and carers have formed
groups such as the Frankston-Mornington Peninsula
carers group or the Gippsland carers group to lobby the
government to remedy the disgraceful situation that
exists.
It is time that this government and the Minister for
Community Services, Gavin Jennings, in particular,
recognised the silent crisis that exists for carers of those
with an intellectual disability and provided practical
solutions and resources to help the many thousands of
carers and disabled people who deserve better. New
accommodation settings should be developed and a
forward plan should be made so that ageing carers can
have peace of mind in knowing that when they are gone
their children will be cared for. The Bracks government
needs to take its head out of the sand and act to address
this crisis.
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Community cabinet: Mildura
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — On Monday last
week I was pleased to attend a community cabinet
consultation in Mildura in my electorate. The Bracks
government has now conducted more than
70 community cabinet consultations across Victoria,
and the Mildura consultation was outstanding.
I wish to congratulate the mayor of Mildura Rural City
Council, John Arnold, councillors, council officers and
staff on their presentations and thank them for their
hospitality on the day. I also wish to acknowledge and
thank all members of the community, community
organisations and businesses who made more than
90 submissions on the day — in person, to ministers, to
parliamentary secretaries and to department heads.
I am very pleased that the Premier and the Treasurer
were able to announce $8 million in funding for the
relocation of the rail freight lines and freight gate from
the centre of Mildura to Merbein. This funding will
deliver on the community’s top priority — the
redevelopment and improvement of the riverfront in the
centre of Mildura. A lot of effort goes into preparing for
a community cabinet visit, and that effort is of great
benefit to all communities in the Mildura area.

Ukraine: democracy
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — I would like to
take this opportunity to inform the house about one of
the last Cold War battles that is taking place right now
in Ukraine. As an Australian with Ukrainian heritage I
believe it is important that Australians are aware of the
current fight between democracy and socialism in
Eastern Europe. The Ukrainian president, Viktor
Yushchenko, was elected with a mandate to
democratise a nation that has been suppressed by Soviet
communism for 70 years. Since Yushchenko came to
power socialists have tried to ruin the democracy and
have not understood that the judicial processes are not
just for show and that being a legislator is not an
entrepreneurial enterprise.
The present stand-off in Ukraine is between the
president and the prime minister, Victor Yanukovych,
and his socialist followers. The president has rightly
dismissed those found to be acting improperly, such as
Svyatoslav Piskun, the prosecutor general, who in reply
to his sacking simply refused to leave office. He has
now been fired twice. The interior minister, a mate of
Mr Piskun, mobilised interior ministry troops to occupy
his office in an attempt to bully the president into not
firing him a third time. Thankfully the army nowadays
has said it will act only on the orders of the elected
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president. Ukraine will now go to the polls again — the
second time in two years — to try to resolve its crisis.

Australian Labor Party: union official
expulsion

For Australian Ukrainians I want to make mention of
the work being done by the Australian Federation of
Ukrainian Organisations, in particular Stefan Romaniw,
who heads the international coordinating committee for
the 75th commemoration of the Ukrainian genocide.
The national anthem is Ще не вмерла України, which
means Ukraine has not perished yet. For the 47 million
Ukrainians’ sakes, we all hope its democracy has not
yet perished either.

Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I have long
deeply regretted the low regard in which the practice of
politics is held by the population in general. This of
course is not helped when someone involved in politics
tells the truth and is slapped down for doing so. I refer
to Mr Dean Mighell, who did tell the truth. He told us
exactly what would happen in the unfortunate event of
the federal Leader of the Opposition, Kevin Rudd,
becoming Prime Minister of this country later this year:
he told us that the unions would be running the show.
What happened to him? He was severely belted around
the ears by his leader and kicked out of the party of the
workers. Since when have we had a trade union official
who has gotten up and told the truth and then been
kicked out of the Labor Party as a result?

World Environment Day
Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria) — Today is the
35th World Environment Day, which aims to
encourage environmental awareness and actions that
will have a positive benefit for the planet. The 2007
focus is on polar ecosystems, and it is very appropriate
given the general concern about increases in carbon
emissions, which cause global warming, melting of the
ice caps, rising seas and turbulent weather events. This
year World Environment Day is especially aimed at
leaders, who are urged to get behind real changes to
clean up the planet.
So what is Australia doing? The good thing is that the
Howard government is finally talking about an
emissions trading scheme, but so far it has set the
emission targets for 2008 and carbon pricing out to
2012. Why so slow? Jill Singer put it very directly in
yesterday’s Herald Sun:
The Australian government is determined to protect the fossil
fuel industry at the expense of the renewable sector.

In this morning’s Age an article by Tim Colebatch
states:
Shergold’s coal-heavy team also urges a bias towards coal
over renewables. It wants the states’ mandatory renewable
energy schemes to be shut down, saying government should
not ‘pick winners’.

Like Labor, the Prime Minister should be encouraging
clean energy technologies, fossil fuels and renewables.
The Australia Institute points out that under the Howard
scheme, if polluters release more carbon than their
entitlements allow, they will have to pay only a small
penalty, and that there will be two systems: the market
price and the special unlimited levy for those who
cannot live within their carbon limits. Tragically the
Prime Minister is playing politics. He still does not get
it.

We heard Mr Davis earlier explaining what he thought
Mr Mighell had done wrong, but I would be interested
in at some stage hearing from members of the
government about what they think he did wrong. I am
sure Mr Leane in particular would be most entertaining
on that subject. At this point though, Dean Mighell,
having suffered this travesty, can look at Kevin Rudd
and say, ‘The truth? You can’t handle the truth!’.

Elsternwick Primary School: rebuilding
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — I rise
today to congratulate the staff and the parents of the
Elsternwick Primary School on the hard work they put
in over many years to work towards the complete
rebuilding of their school.
I had the privilege of visiting the school for the first
time in September or October last year. That group of
hardworking parents and staff had been working on a
plan for some time to completely rebuild the school and
to take what is a wonderful site and make it into what
will be the sort of next-generation education facility
that will live on long beyond the time that their children
will be there. I think it is indicative of the type of
community spirit that you have in a strong government
school that people are willing to work on something
that perhaps their children will get some benefit from
but which generations after them will get much greater
benefit from.
In particular I want to thank the principal, Mark
Walker, the assistant principal, Sarah Salder, the school
council president of that year, John Stafford; and the
school council treasurer, Janee McEvoy, for the hard
work they have done not just in putting together what I
think is a sensational plan for the new school, with the
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architects Baldasso Cortese, but also for having the
tenacity to work and fight it through.
It is one of the benefits we have with the new upper
house system, President, that while Elsternwick
Primary School previously a little disadvantaged by the
fact that it is situated in Brighton when most of its
catchment area is in Caulfield and Albert Park, now all
five members representing the Southern Metropolitan
Region will continue to look after it.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Students: Victorian certificate of education
awards
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak to this house about the education awards night I
attended at the invitation of the Minister for Education,
John Lenders, and the Minister for Skills, Education
Services and Employment in the other place, Jacinta
Allan. Firstly I would like to congratulate the recipients
who were honoured on Friday, 11 May 2007.
The theme of the awards was ‘Rewarding education
excellence’. We know that as a government we are all
committed to providing our young people with the best
start in life. The Steve Bracks team has striven to ensure
that both educators and students alike are given the
essential skills and opportunities that are necessary for
them to succeed well and determine their own brilliant
careers.
I was impressed with the calibre of all the entrants, and
they are too numerous to name here today, but I know
that when governments recognise endeavour and
achievement in our teachers, our future as a nation is
more secure, and we are all well-positioned to meet the
challenges that lie ahead for our younger generation of
students.

Schools: Healthy Eating Schools program
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — President,
the health of the children of Victoria is something that
each and every one of us holds dear. For years we have
all focused our attention mostly on those children who
are seriously ill or who have been injured, through
support of such worthy causes as the annual Royal
Children’s Hospital Good Friday appeal, hosted by
Channel 7 and the Herald Sun.
We have supported charitable interests in feeding
children who are starving, both in Australia and
overseas. Today our generation faces a new disease
which in many ways is the opposite to starving
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children. I refer to the growing numbers of obese
children who eat largely junk food and who exercise far
too little.
I congratulate the Minister for Health in the other place
and the Bracks Labor government for their latest
initiative in launching the Healthy Eating Schools
program. Last year Ms Pike launched the healthy
canteens advisory service at Strathmore Secondary
College, one of the best school canteens in the state.
This new program adds to the canteens program and
shows that the government is absolutely committed to
the health of the next generation. But to be even more
successful, this great initiative will require the active
support of schools and parents.
It is sad to go past some schools and see children
walking to school with junk food in their hands. The
Healthy Eating Schools program is a brilliant initiative,
and I wish it every success.

Gilden Peppin
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I wish to pay
tribute to a committed unionist and advocate for safe
and healthy workplaces, Gilden Peppin. Gilden Peppin
is very unwell and is currently receiving palliative care.
He was born in India 52 years ago and came to
Australia in 1987. Gilden is an employee at Bunnings
distribution centre in Lyndhurst, where he has worked
for almost 10 years. I came to know Gilden during time
spent supporting a group of process workers who had
been locked out for resisting their employer’s attempts
to engage them as individual contractors.
At his own workplace Gilden put his sense of social
justice into action too. He is passionate about defending
the notion of a fair go and totally committed to
workplace safety. It is said by friends and colleagues
that he would leave no stone unturned and would
always make sure everything was right when it came to
keeping his co-workers safe.
Gilden’s efforts were recognised in 2004 when he was
nominated as a WorkSafe occupational health and
safety representative of the year. Throughout his
outstanding service Gilden has enjoyed the support of
his partner, Sabrina Harding, and daughters, Chloe and
Melissa.
Gilden will always be fondly remembered for his
photographic contribution to his union. Through this
contribution to the records, he will always be
remembered by his comrades.
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Warracknabeal Primary School: reading
challenge
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — On 18 May
this year I attended the Warracknabeal Primary School
to talk with students, teachers and support staff on the
importance of the Premier’s reading challenge. The day
was a celebration of what reading brings to all of us as
individuals, as well as the ongoing development of a
mature and democratic society. It was also an
opportunity to congratulate the students involved in the
Premier’s reading challenge — nearly 100 students,
which is twice the number as this time last year.
I was joined by David Metzenthen, a well-known
author of children’s books. David’s books are very well
known at Warracknabeal Primary School, and it was a
wonderful opportunity for students to spend quality
time with David throughout the day.
Congratulations to all students involved, Mr Don
Wallis, the principal, and Carolyn Bergen, the
coordinator of the reading challenge. I know
Ms Darveniza and Ms Broad, members for Northern
Victoria Region, are looking forward to visiting the
school and seeing the many names, and names with
stars, along the corridor outside the library — living
testimonies to the ongoing success of the Premier’s
reading challenge.

STATUTE LAW REPEALS BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 2 May; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education).
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I am pleased to rise to speak on the
Statute Law Repeals Bill. I must say I do so with a
sense of deja vu, having spoken on the previous statute
law bill just in the last sitting week.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — I thank the Leader of the
Government for his kind words. I must say with respect
to this bill that I have had further representations from
certain parties at Diamond Creek and Yarrambat, and I
have them an undertaking that I would consider their
concerns about the bill.
In broad terms this afternoon’s bill is different from the
previous statute law bill insofar as this bill is purely a
repeal bill. It repeals, I am advised by the shadow
Attorney-General, 282 separate acts of Parliament. The
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explanatory memorandum breaks them down into three
categories of acts that are being repealed. The first
category is that of spent principal acts, with the
majority of their provisions, where necessary, saved by
virtue of the Interpretation of Legislation Act.
The second category is the spent amending acts which
are transitional provisions. The explanatory
memorandum makes it clear that in most of those the
transitional provisions have expired and the amending
provisions have been completed. The third category of
acts are those that are purely spent amending acts. The
amendments they create have taken place, and there is
now no longer any purpose for the amending acts to
remain on the statute book. That is the basis on which
these 282 acts are being repealed by this bill.
I said that I would take up matters raised by certain
residents of Diamond Creek and Yarrambat. These
people are involved in what I understand is largely a
planning dispute — certainly a dispute relating to
certain properties in Diamond Creek and Yarrambat.
They have expressed concern about certain provisions
of the Statute Law Revision Bill that the Parliament
passed two weeks ago, and they have similar concerns
with the Statute Law Repeals Bill that members are
considering now. The particular concerns with this bill
relate to the provisions repealing certain town and
country planning acts throughout the statute book.
I place on the record that, while at times it is regarded
as a bit of sport to raise such issues about a bill like this,
it is appropriate for members of this place to give due
consideration to representations that they receive from
people expressing concerns about particular provisions
of bills. I can understand that these land-holders have
concerns that the repeal of various acts will affect their
entitlements. Having looked at their particular concerns,
it is not a view that I share, but it is a view that should
be considered in the passage of this legislation.
The particular matters that they are concerned about
relate, firstly, to the Town and Country Planning
(Planning Schemes) Act 1979. The explanatory
memorandum notes that this is an act to validate certain
planning schemes and also to deem certain matters to
have occurred. The reason that the act is being repealed
is that the deeming provisions have already taken
effect. The validations will be preserved by section 14
of the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984. Thus the
repeal of that act will not impact upon the rights and
entitlements of the residents I mentioned previously.
The second concern relates to the Town and Country
Planning (Planning Schemes) Act 1985, which is an act
to validate certain planning schemes. According to the
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explanatory memorandum, those schemes have been
revoked and any residual provisions are preserved by
section 14 of the Interpretation of Legislation Act.
The other issue of concern raised by those residents
relates to the Town and Country Planning
(Amendment) Act 1978, which has validating
provisions relating to the principal legislation. Again,
following the repeal of this particular act, those
provisions will be preserved by section 14 of the
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984, and the repeal of
that act will not have an impact upon the rights and
entitlements of those certain residents in Diamond
Creek and Yarrambat.
As I said earlier, I appreciate that constituents are
concerned when they see an omnibus bill like this come
forward that mentions acts about which they have
concerns, and it is appropriate that this Parliament
consider those concerns before the passage of this
legislation. I am happy to say that it is certainly the
view of the opposition that those repeal provisions will
not affect the entitlements of those people, and
therefore it is happy to support the bill.
This is a very simple bill. As I said, it repeals
282 redundant acts on the statute book. It is to be
welcomed; we should welcome any efforts to clean up
the statute book. In this instance, the bill deals with
merely redundant acts, but we should also welcome an
opportunity to clean up the statute book with respect to
acts that are currently in force. Members would have
seen the report from the Victorian Competition and
Efficiency Commission on the regulatory burden in this
state and the annual increase in that regulatory burden;
anything that can be done to reduce that burden is
welcome. This bill is a step in that direction, and it is
supported by the Liberal Party.
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — It seems we are
going to get a bit more room on the middle table of this
chamber, because what we are doing today is throwing
away 282 of the acts of Parliament that are bound in red
folders on the centre table. There will be a bit more
room for the Hansard reporters and others who operate
from there from time to time. Unfortunately though
those 282 acts are rather small, most being amending or
repealing acts They are not voluminous in nature so the
room saved will probably be minimal. Despite that, the
removal of 282 acts which are no longer required on the
statute book of Victorian law is a welcome thing to be
doing, and so it is that The Nationals will be supporting
this legislation.
It is interesting that this week and in the last week of
sitting the two chambers have seemed to be swapping
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statute law bills. When the Legislative Council last sat
we dealt with the Statute Law Revision Bill, and today
we are dealing with the Statute Law Repeal Bill, and
vice versa in the Assembly. Both have been described
as housekeeping bills. The Statute Law Revision Act,
which has previously been dealt with by this chamber,
repealed certain sections of various acts as well as
fixing up some minor errors like spelling and
grammatical mistakes. The revision act actually
repealed certain sections of acts, and what we are
seeing with the Statute Law Repeal Bill is entire acts
being repealed.
As Gordon Rich-Phillips said, those acts largely fall
into three different categories, the first being amending
acts. Of course amending acts, by their very nature, are
designed to do one thing and one thing only — that is,
to amend in part a principal act. Once those
amendments have been effected, then the amending
acts themselves have no worthwhile purpose;
consequently, that is why there is from time to time a
sensible measure brought into this house to repeal those
amending acts.
It is probably also worth reminding the house that
because of the nature of another act of Parliament
passed by the chamber earlier this year, amending acts
will now automatically be repealed after a period of
time when their amendments have taken effect. It may
be that in the future we will not have as much need for
statute law repeal legislation such as the bill we have
before us this afternoon.
As I said, three categories of acts are being repealed
under this bill, and the second of those categories is
repealing acts. Some acts are proclaimed purely for the
purpose of repealing principal acts; once those principal
acts have been repealed, then the repealing acts become
redundant, and they themselves can be repealed.
Some acts are acts in their own right and are referred to
as principal acts, and we see some of those also being
repealed today as they are no longer required. It is quite
interesting to flip through the schedule of the bill before
us as it actually lists the 282 acts that are being
repealed. Some are quite historical, and some are of
more recent times. Even the ones of more recent times
are interesting to flip through, and those members who
have been in this chamber a few years will recall
having spoken in debate on some of the acts we are
repealing this afternoon.
I had a quick look through the schedule of this bill and
looked at just a sample of some of the acts we are
repealing. Had I had the time to do some more research,
I would have found it quite interesting to look through
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some of the history of the acts that were actually
created by this Parliament and which are now being
repealed. I went to the ‘Victorian law today’ page on
the Parliament’s website and ran off a copy of one of
the acts we are repealing — that is, The Ammunition
Factory Act 1889. This is a principal act in itself, and I
just want to mention this act briefly and draw it to the
house’s attention because it has some interesting
aspects. The first of those is that this act is retrospective
in its nature — so as much as we dislike retrospectivity
in proclaiming acts of Parliament, they were doing it
back in 1889!
I will quote what is under the heading of the act, which
is essentially what would now be the purpose clause of
an act. It states:
An act to ratify a lease of certain land granted by the
government of Victoria to the Colonial Ammunition
Company Limited for the purposes of an ammunition factory.

It is interesting that the lease for this company to build
an ammunition factory was entered into by the
government on 28 May 1889 but the act itself was not
assented to until 4 November 1889. It is interesting too
that this 1889 act had a preamble. I thought it was a
recent innovation for governments to include preambles
to acts because for many years we did not have
preambles, but there was a preamble to this act back in
1889. The act did not have a purpose clause; essentially
the preamble served to express the purpose of an act
back in those days. It is interesting that it was a small
act and, as I said, that the date of the lease was different
from the date of royal assent so that the act was
retrospective in nature.
Again, if I had the time there is a matter I would like to
make further inquiry into. I quote from the preamble:
Whereas in order to enable the Colonial Ammunition
Company Limited, a company duly registered in England, to
establish and maintain an ammunition factory in Victoria, a
lease of five acres of land or thereabouts at Cut-Paw-Paw in
the county of Burke has by a lease bearing date the
twenty-eighth day of May one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-nine been granted by the Governor in Council to the
said company.

I would like to know exactly where Cut-Paw-Paw in
the county of Burke was, because it was somewhere in
Victoria back in 1889. I cite that as an example of the
historical nature of some of these acts that are being
removed from the Victorian statute book. In removing
them we are probably losing a bit of history, and I hope
that somebody with an historical bent has made a
record of them before they disappear completely. This
is just one I picked up that I found quite interesting. If I
had the time I am sure I could find other acts that would
be equally appealing and of equal historical interest.
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With those few words I indicate that this is a sensible
measure. We are repealing 282 acts but many are
purely amendment or repeal acts themselves, so it
seems to be a sensible housekeeping measure that will
improve the efficiency of the record of statutes in
Victoria.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — I am pleased to
rise very briefly in support of the Statute Law Repeals
Bill. I would like to pick up the theme of Mr Hall’s
contribution. In fact I had also marked the Ammunition
Factory Act 1889 as an interesting historical act that
will go under this legislation. Of course it is relevant for
the Parliament to ensure that redundant legislation is
removed from the statute book, but it is also a time to
observe the historical nature of some of the legislation.
One of the others is the Marong Reserve Mining Act
1895. Essentially the purpose of that act was to provide
for mining on the reserve by holders of miners rights. I
guess one would have to say that legislation such as that
might now be unnecessary. I am not sure whether the
Marong Reserve still exists. Maybe one of the members
from that area might know. Obviously if it is no longer
being mined, that act is no longer a necessary piece of
legislation.
Another interesting one is the Croydon Fruit Cool
Stores Act 1949, which provides for the sale of the
Croydon cool stores to a private company for £5000,
which I guess was perhaps a fairly early privatisation
by the Victorian Parliament.
Another one that I also think is of interest is the
Tallangatta Township (Removal) Act of 1950. It
essentially moved Tallangatta to make way for the new
dam. The old township of Tallangatta now of
course — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr VINEY — It was underwater. I do not know
whether, in the current conditions of our dry climate, it
has been re-exposed. I remember a number of years ago
in a previous drought walking to the old farmhouses on
Lake Eildon. They were still standing, although I
suspect they probably did not withstand the subsequent
inundation. It was perhaps in the 1980s that I walked
down the Eildon Dam. I suspect they are no longer
there, but I imagine the site is exposed again in the
current environment.
With those short words I want to support the legislation.
It is important to keep maintaining the relevance of the
statute, and this is a means by which we need to go
through these processes. I commend the bill to the
house.
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Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I am
pleased to also rise to speak on the Statute Law Repeals
Bill that was introduced in the other place on
19 December last year. Whilst not being as exciting as
some other pieces of legislation, these bills play an
important role in keeping the statute book of Victoria as
tidy as possible. As other members have said, this bill
repeals 282 acts — not an insignificant number. Those
acts deal with a variety of issues and give a good
flavour of the legislation that has come before and been
passed by this place over many different years.
In my small contribution I want to touch on a couple of
things — first of all, the process by which this bill
comes before us today. The work of the chief
parliamentary counsel, together with that of different
parts of government, in identifying redundant acts
should be commended. Parliamentary counsel play a
very important part, firstly, in identifying the acts that
are redundant and working with the different parts of
government to identify those acts, and secondly, in
verifying or signing off that those acts are in fact
redundant.
I refer in particular to the letter from the chief
parliamentary counsel to the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee confirming that the acts that are
before us are all spent and redundant and are therefore
no longer necessary. I also note the new practice that is
now in place that acts that are amending existing acts
and that are spent are automatically repealed, generally
after 12 months of coming into operation. That will
reduce the necessity of having future statute law repeals
acts going forward, which will help keep the process of
this place as efficient as possible. That is to be
commended.
I will conclude by making the point that while this bill
helps tidy up the statute book, it is a great pity that more
legislation does not come before this place to make
Victoria a more efficient place, to keep regulation to an
absolute minimum and to allow small business to grow
and flourish as it could but for the regulation of this
government. I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
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Third reading
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
By leave, I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

In doing so I wish to thank the respective members for
their contributions to the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

STATE TAXATION AND GAMBLING
LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (BUDGET
MEASURES) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 23 May; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education).
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I am pleased to rise to speak this
afternoon on the State Taxation and Gambling
Legislation Amendment (Budget Measures) Bill, and at
the outset state that the Liberal Party will not be
opposing the bill. The bill we are considering now is
the bill that puts into place the measures announced by
the Treasurer in his 1 May budget speech. To that point
many of these measures have already been considered
by this place in its consideration of the budget papers
and are obviously well known to members of the
Parliament.
The bill makes four significant changes to various
pieces of state taxation legislation. Taking them in turn,
the first is contained in part 2 of the bill, which relates
to amendments to the Congestion Levy Act 2005. The
bill seeks to reduce from $800 to $400 the levy that will
be paid in respect of car parks located within a defined
area that could basically be described as the south bank
of the river near Docklands. The congestion levy was
introduced in 2005 without the support of the Liberal
Party. We do not believe that it in any way addresses
the issue of congestion in the CBD (central business
district). We believe it is simply a revenue-raising
measure of this government.
The fact that the government has now seen fit to
introduce a temporary reduction in that levy for 2007
and 2008 in respect of that area of Docklands — or
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Southbank near Docklands — further reinforces that
point. It is not a levy we support. We do not believe it is
working. We believe there are other ways in which
congestion in the city could be addressed, if that was
indeed the government’s intention, rather than simply
raising revenue through this tax, which is notionally
$800 per annum per car spot for CBD parking.
The next part of the bill, part 3, amends the Duties Act.
This is a change that was announced with respect to the
duty payable on the registration of new motor vehicles
sold in Victoria. It raises the threshold at which the
upper rate, which is $10 per $200 of value of the
vehicle, cuts in from $35 000 to $57 009. I understand
the reason for the unusual amount — $57 009 — is that
that figure is drawn from the commonwealth legislation
with respect to fringe benefits tax. This bill will make
the Victorian provision consistent with the
commonwealth provision. Of course it is not indexed so
this matter will need to be addressed again in the future.
The Liberal Party supports this change to the threshold
at which the upper rate of the duty is paid. It is a matter
that has been of concern to the motor vehicle industry
for a long time. Over the last five years I have received
representations from motor vehicle traders seeking to
have that threshold increased. Their argument was quite
sound because when the duty was set with the $35 000
threshold, it was done on the basis that at that time
$35 000 was regarded as the price of a luxury vehicle.
As many members in this place would be aware, and
certainly as our constituents are aware, $35 000 now
buys little more than a basic, Australian-built,
six-cylinder car. It is hard to argue in 2007 that the
$35 000 threshold represents luxury cars in the
Victorian market, and it is appropriate that it be raised
to the $57 000 we see in this bill. A couple of
transitional provisions have been introduced that make
it clear that the new duty rate applies from 1 May, the
date of the budget speech.
This is also an area where Mr Barber for the Greens has
foreshadowed, to members of the Liberal Party at least,
that he will seek to amend the proposed provisions to
allow electric and hybrid vehicles to have a lower rate
of duty consistent with that of vehicles under the
$57 000 threshold. The Liberal Party is receptive to that
idea in that it would encourage the use of hybrid and
electric vehicles. However, we will not support his
amendment because we are not willing to support
amendments to taxing provisions.
It has been a longstanding practice of the Liberal Party
not to amend taxation bills without having appropriate
background information — that is, the most basic form
of information regarding what the revenue impact of
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such changes would be. So while we are sympathetic to
the purpose of Mr Barber’s amendment, it is not one we
are happy to support at this time, given that we do not
have the benefit of Treasury advice as to exactly what
the impact of that amendment would be.
The next area of the bill I will touch upon is part 4,
which amends the Land Tax Act. There are two key
provisions here. The first introduces changes to the
special land tax provisions. Special land tax is a
measure I understand to have been introduced in the
1970s primarily to address the issue of people buying
up large parcels of land and holding them in
anticipation of their being subject to rezoning and
redevelopment.
This applied particularly to land on the fringes of
Melbourne — land we now regard as the eastern and
south-eastern suburbs but which at the time the
provisions were introduced was very much on the
fringes of Melbourne. The consequence of those
provisions was, however, that land which was used in
recent years for primary production and which is now
being purchased and developed has been caught by the
provisions.
This has meant land-holders who have held small farms
on the fringes of Melbourne, particularly in my former
electorate — up through the hills at Belgrave, Emerald
and that type of area — have been subject to special
land tax when they have retired from farming and
sought to sell their farms. It has been a particularly
vexing issue for those land-holders, who have regarded
their properties as representing their superannuation.
They have farmed them, in many instances, for a very
long time — 20 to 30 years — and they expected to use
the proceeds from the sale of those properties for their
retirement; but now they find that once they sell their
property and the purchaser ceases farming it, they are
subject to special land tax.
It is not a big issue for Treasury. Information I received
from it last year in response to questions on notice
revealed that the revenue collected through special land
tax was minimal. It was certainly less than $10 million
per annum, and I think it was less than $5 million per
annum. So the impact for Treasury was insignificant,
but for the individual land-holders it was a very real
concern.
The bill implements the budget announcement that will
exempt transactions that take place wholly or partly
within the metropolitan area from special land tax. That
change will pick up a lot of the land that has been the
subject of concern — in areas such as the shires of
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Yarra Ranges and Cardinia and to some extent the city
of Casey. That is a measure I particularly welcome.
Another area covered by the bill is a reduction in the
land tax rate. This is a matter that the Liberal Party has
been pushing for some time. We do not believe the
measures in the bill go far enough. We note that the
revenue impact from this change is sufficiently small
that we will continue to see a growth in land tax
revenue in the out years. There is not even a dip in land
tax revenue to reflect these changes that were
announced in the budget. We are continuing to see a
growth in land tax revenue, and it is simply our position
that not enough has been done to address the impact of
land tax on the Victorian community.
Mr Pakula — It’s half the rate you had on that!
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — Mr Pakula says by
interjection, ‘It’s half the rate you had — —
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the
member not to comment on the interjection. Mr Pakula
is not in his place, and therefore none of us heard him.
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Another area the bill touches upon is to amend the
commission provisions with respect to certain wagering
products. The bill removes the current cap of 16 per
cent, set for total turnover on wagering products for the
operator, Tabcorp. It requires the individual
commission rates that are in place for various products
to be maintained but allows a rate of up to 25 per cent
to be set for new products. I understand with the current
system the commission rates were variable up to 25 per
cent on any individual product provided that the cap of
16 per cent was met. The cap is now removed, and new
products will be able to be set at up to 25 per cent, with
variations from the existing structure for existing
products requiring the concurrence of the Treasurer.
The Liberal Party is not opposing this bill. We welcome
the taxation measures that it introduces. We believe a
lot more could have been done. The government has
had a windfall as a result of the intergovernmental
agreement on federal-state financial relations, and the
GST revenue has been flowing for the last seven years.
Not enough has been done in the area of state taxation
reform. More could be done.

Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — Deputy President, I can
only be guided by your wisdom, but if government
members had interjected along the lines of criticising
the role of the previous government, the point I would
make of course is that the value of land in this state has
gone up enormously over the life of this government,
and it is appropriate that the land tax scales be adjusted
to reflect that. It is amazing to hear that government
members want to talk about the rates and thresholds
that applied under previous administrations without
reflecting upon the average values that applied at the
same time. We can go back 20, 30 or 40 years and talk
about what happened under the Bolte government in
terms of rates and thresholds on taxation in this state,
but it would not be relevant unless we talked about the
actual values to which it applied.

This is a step in the right direction, but in many respects
it is a minor one. We expect that more should be
delivered.

The bill deals with amendments to the Gambling
Regulation Act regarding taxation as it applies to
gaming. One of the key changes is a further increase in
the tax on EGMs (electronic gaming machines) to
$4333, an increase of $1300. I think this is the third
increase in that levy on EGMs since it was introduced
around 2000–01. We see that the government has
discovered a very solid source of revenue in that levy
on EGMs. There is no capacity for it to diminish in any
way; the number of EGMs is fixed, and the government
has said it is not a matter that it is looking to change. It
has a very solid cash flow now through lifting this levy
periodically.

I do not think government members need me to walk
them through this legislation. I am not going to spend a
lot of time talking about what is wrong with this policy
in light of the publicised debate last week and the
increasing debate on climate change. Perhaps for their
benefit, I will talk a little about what is going on in
regards to the fuel efficiency of the vehicle fleet, how it
is impacting on transport policy, and greenhouse gas
emissions more generally, so that the next time an issue
like this comes up in the caucus, caucus members can
speak up and put a few arguments of their own.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I advise
Mr Drum that I will allow Mr Barber to speak next, on
the understanding that he is to foreshadow a proposed
amendment. I think that then allows the house the
opportunity to reflect on the amendment.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — The
Greens can support and live with most of the aspects of
this bill, but there is one part which we think is an
absolute shocker — that is, the tax cuts for gas guzzlers.
This week it is ironic that we are raising public
transport fares but bringing down the tax on larger cars,
while small cars get no tax benefits from this bill.

Part of the rationale of providing a tax cut on new cars
is that it will turn over the fleet faster and will provide
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more fuel efficiency, but it is a myth that we will get a
more fuel efficient fleet. Certainly the engines will be
more efficient, but the cars in which they sit are getting
bigger and are being fitted with more features that use
energy; those features weigh more. If you look at the
data of the Australian Bureau of Statistics on this issue,
you will see that the average fuel efficiency of a
passenger vehicle has not improved dramatically since
records have been kept — since 1963 — when it was
about 11.4 litres per 100 kilometres. It got a bit worse
for a while; then it got better. Today it is at 11.7 litres
per 100 kilometres.
The newest cars, the vehicles purchased since 2002,
had an average fuel efficiency of 12.1 litres per
100 kilometres — this was an average of the fleet as a
whole and actually 1 litre higher than the average
efficiency of cars purchased between 1990 and 1999.
There are a few reasons why this is happening, with
some of them to be found in the 2003 report by the
Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce entitled
Trends in the Retail Motor Vehicle Sales Industry. It
notes that cars have been getting quite dramatically
cheaper.
Vehicle affordability in Australia in the early 1990s was
this: 42 weeks of the average wage would buy the
average car; now it is down to 35.8 weeks. While
technically cars are able to be built more efficiently,
they are also becoming more affordable, which means
that people are buying bigger ones with more features.
This is cancelling out the effect. That is one report
which provides a part of the puzzle.
The other aspect is what is going on in the market in
terms of demand. The market is segmented into two
halves. Sales of medium-size cars fell between 1991
and 1998 according to a study by the Australian
Greenhouse Office entitled Study on Factors Impacting
on Australia’s National Average Fuel Consumption
Levels to 2010. This document was used to set a
national target for fuel efficiency. Medium cars are
dropping out; small cars are coming in and so are
upper-medium cars.
If you are into fuel efficiency, fuel economy and
generally low price, affordability, you buy a small car;
but if you are into power and have the need for speed,
you will buy a big car. Unfortunately today’s tax cut
will exacerbate that trend. We have had the federal
wholesale sales tax cut of about 22 per cent, a large
majority of which was paid into the coffers by car sales,
and that was replaced by the 10 per cent GST. We have
had tariff cuts on cars, which has certainly saved people
money on imported cars but has also led to more
competition in the industry.
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All things being equal, it is good to make something
that is essential to daily life cheaper for people, but all
things are obviously not equal. We are in the middle of
an extremely important debate about climate change,
about the livability of this city and certainly about
transport, so a measure like this needs to be given extra
thought. In the life of the Bracks government, since
1999, an extra half a million cars have been put on the
roads as a result some of these trends. Not surprisingly
we have a problem in the city of Melbourne. The
greenhouse gases associated with public transport have
gone up 23 per cent since 1990. Amongst transport
emissions, passenger vehicles account for more than
half, so they are a big part of the problem.
The further problem with the car domination of
Melbourne has been described clearly in the
commissioner for environmental sustainability’s May
2007 report entitled Creating a City that Works. I am
sure the Minister for Planning has paid attention to this
report. The government appointed the commissioner for
environmental sustainability, who has now reported on
the impact of the government’s policies. I shall read a
few of his comments:
Based on previous trends in overall travel, the strategy —

that is, the 20 per cent by 2020, an integral part of the
Melbourne 2030 strategy —
would require increasing the number of public transport trips
per capita per year to over 200 by 2020, similar to the 1966
level —

in Melbourne —
and similar to the levels achieved in cities like Montreal,
Copenhagen or Oslo. In other words it would require a
dramatic increase in the total number of public transport trips,
from 390 million in 2005–06 to over 1 billion —

trips on public transport —
by 2020.

As everybody knows, and as Ms Hartland informed the
Parliament earlier, the public transport system is
creaking at the seams and virtually collapsing, because
there has been a 10 or 15 per cent growth in public
transport usage in the last couple of years. This is a
target for 2020. We are at 2007 now, so by 2020 you
would expect the public transport system to carry three
times as many people as it is currently carrying in
Melbourne.
To give a little more information from the
commissioner for environmental sustainability report
on investment in transport, he also talks about meeting
our transport challenges.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I remind
Mr Barber that this is a taxation bill. I am allowing him
some latitude in indicating the need for the tax changes
as proposed, but I suggest that he keep fairly tightly to
the bill before the house, which is essentially a tax bill,
and use his remarks to substantiate his proposed
amendments, not to explore too widely an
environmental debate in speaking on this particular
legislation.
Mr BARBER — I was making the point that that is
what the Treasurer should have done before he bowled
this one up to us. As to the particular measure, which is
to make big cars cheaper — I anticipate the argument
from government members will be, ‘Well, that is a
good thing for struggling families in the outer
suburbs’ — I shall talk about something the
commissioner for environmental sustainability noted
about the impact on the outer suburbs and about
keeping those people car dependent. He said:
It is generally understood that the distribution of mobility
choices is not evenly spread across the metropolitan area, and
this influences social and economic patterns. Several mode
choices exist for those living in the inner areas of Melbourne,
but with distance from the centre there is a general pattern of
reduced choices and higher car dependency.

He referred to the work of Dodson and Sipe of 2006,
which is what he calls the vulnerability assessment for
mortgage, petrol, inflation risks and expenditure, the
so-called VAMPIRE index. What it shows quite clearly
is that people in the outer suburbs are desperately
vulnerable to increases in petrol prices.
The government’s proposal today is to cut $177 million
off stamp duty for big cars, whereas the Greens would
have created a fare freeze to assist the alternative mode
in Victoria for those people and get public transport
fares down to something those families could afford. Or
possibly we would have spent the same sort of money
on extending public transport into other suburbs or on
just addressing safety on public transport. It would have
been a much better use of the public’s money.
We are aware that under the constitution the upper
house is not allowed to amend this bill but can suggest
amendments. The Greens will propose amendments
relating to hybrid vehicles. I am quite happy for those
amendments to be circulated to the house now.
Greens amendments circulated by Mr BARBER
(Northern Metropolitan) pursuant to standing
orders.
Mr BARBER — The amendments relate to hybrid
vehicles. If this bill passes, there will be two tax rates,
and the higher tax rate will kick in at $57 000. The
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Greens are going to propose that all hybrid vehicles —
and for that matter electric vehicles — attract the lower
tax rate. At the moment the majority of the hybrid
vehicles that are most frequently sold in Victoria are
already sold at below the $57 000 mark; however; they
are just the two most commonly purchased types. To
my knowledge there are actually at least 21 different
makes and models of hybrid vehicles out there,
including some hybrid four-wheel drives. There are
also hybrid minivans and passenger vehicles, and we
are getting hybrid trucks and even hybrid trains now.
Given that those vehicles will inevitably be more
fuel-efficient than their internal combustion engine
counterparts, we think there should be tax incentives in
place to support them.
I need to refer to a couple of bits of information on how
other jurisdictions have approached hybrid electric
vehicles. Just so that members understand exactly what
hybrid electric vehicles are and why they achieve better
fuel efficiency, basically it turns out that the best way to
carry energy around is as a liquid fuel. If you start
building an electric car with large chemical batteries,
you start getting negative feedback. Certainly a liquid
fuel is the best way to compartmentalise energy.
However, an internal combustion engine is very
inefficient. There are large energy losses as it moves
through its cycle. It produces a large amount of heat,
and there are a lot of frictional and kinetic losses as it
then turns pistons which turn a drive train which turn
wheels.
A hybrid electric vehicle has a small petrol motor
which creates electricity, and the electricity is then used
to turn the wheels. One of the effects of that is that
when the car is braking, the electric motor can harness
back the energy that the car is shedding. Typically you
are already getting a 50 per cent improvement in
efficiency just from moving to hybrid rather than using
a petrol internal combustion engine alone. But there is a
great opportunity for hybrid vehicles to become even
more efficient than they are now. While changing the
engine type might have delivered one great chunk of
efficiency, there are further measures that can be taken.
Certainly it is possible to make those cars lighter
because of the change that has been made.
At the moment a hybrid is typically just a hybrid engine
system in a traditional body, a typical retrofitted car, but
you can also bring in ultralight construction —
including modern composite plastic materials which are
much tougher and much safer than metal — low-drag
design and the efficiencies gained once you start trying
to save energy and save electricity usage in your car.
You then start to look at issues like air conditioning and
how that can be made as efficient as possible. It turns
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out the best way to do that is not to let the heat into the
car in the first place. We then get into the issues of
windows and even bringing solar-powered fans into
play to run those devices.
In North America, residents in Ontario, Canada, can
claim a rebate on their provincial retail sales tax of up
to $2000 Canadian on the purchase or lease of a hybrid
vehicle — that is, a $2000 tax cut just associated with
hybrid vehicles. In British Columbia there is a 100 per
cent reduction in sales tax up to a maximum of $2000 if
the hybrid vehicle is purchased or leased before 2011,
which has now been extended and expanded.
In the United States, starting on 1 January 2006, the
purchase of a hybrid car qualifies the purchaser for a
tax credit of up to $3400 on their federal income tax.
The tax credits are to be phased in until the
manufacturer has sold 60 000 cars, so it is limited to the
number of cars sold. Obviously that is designed to be a
catalyst for a new industry.
In the European Union, the Netherlands vehicle
registration tax is payable when a car is sold to its first
buyer. That is completely analogous to what we are
doing here. It can earn the owner of a hybrid a discount
of up to 6000 Euros. In the Republic of Ireland, there is
a 50 per cent reduction in vehicle registration tax,
which normally amounts to 25 per cent of the market
value of the car, so on 25 per cent of the value of a car
you get a 50 per cent cut if you buy a hybrid.
In the United Kingdom drivers of hybrid vehicles
benefit from the lowest band of vehicle excise which is
based on CO2 emissions. The proposal of the Treasurer,
Mr Brumby, is to skew the tax rates in the exact
opposite direction — bigger cars get a bigger saving.
These vehicles are also exempt from the daily
congestion charge in central London. How about that?
If you buy a hybrid you can just drive straight in and
you do not pay the congestion charge! Even up in
Sydney now there are developer contributions where
smaller car parking spaces attract lower developer fees
than larger car parking spaces, which is offering the
incentives this government is proposing to take away
today.
We think that the proposed amendments, the operation
of which I will discuss in more detail, is worthy of
support. I do not know where this particular proposal
came from. I do not know why it was put up to favour
gas guzzlers through tax cuts, but it swims against the
tide of rhetoric that has been flowing from the Labor
and Liberal parties in the last couple of weeks.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! During the
course of the debate the last two speakers have actually
referred to whether or not the amendments can proceed.
At the time that I take the chair for the committee stage
I will comment on the status of those amendments.
Essentially, as Mr Barber said, the house does not have
the constitutional power to amend this legislation as a
tax bill, but it does have a capacity to recommend
changes by way of amendment. That is the basis upon
which those amendments will be considered in
committee. I only make those remarks now because it
has been referred to by the last two speakers and it may
well become an issue in the course of this debate.
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — In effect the
State Taxation and Gambling Legislation Amendment
(Budget Measures) Bill will bring into action many of
the initiatives that have been brought forward by the
Treasurer and were announced in the budget speech of
1 May. The bill will give effect to all of those
announcements and those initiatives. A range of acts
will be amended as a consequence, predominantly the
Congestion Levy Act 2005 and the Duties Act 2000.
There will be some changes brought about by the
special land tax provisions which are deemed to come
into operation from 1 May. Also the bill will amend the
Land Tax Act 2005. The Gambling Regulation Act
2003 will also be amended, as will the Casino Control
Act 1991, when we will come to look at how the
government is taking more revenue out of electronic
gaming machines.
The aspect of this bill pertaining to the Duties Act has
been well covered by Mr Barber when he talked about
the decision by the government to make a more
favourable stamp duty regime available to people who
want to buy more prestigious cars. The concept of
including hybrid cars into that tax break is laudable, and
The Nationals support the philosophy associated with
introducing hybrid cars into that advantage. Even
though, as Mr Barber has said, the majority if not all of
those hybrid vehicles currently retail for under the
$57 000 mark, it is worthwhile their being in that
bracket as a philosophical indicator for the future.
As I said, we are not quite sure of some of the products
out there in the market at the moment, and we are not
quite sure where the production of these hybrid cars and
electric cars may go in the future. Certainly it is quite
feasible to suggest that some rather expensive cars on
this market could be brought onto our markets in the
near future. If that is the case, then encouraging people
to take this step and buy a more fuel-efficient vehicle
would be an outstanding initiative.
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The Land Tax Act has also been amended, and we will
be increasing the threshold by some 12 per cent for the
bottom end of the market, effectively raising that
threshold from $200 000 up to $225 000. Hopefully
there will be a range of investment properties that will
escape the need to pay land tax.
The next bracket, as I understand it, will remain the
same. It is not until you get past two more brackets that
we will have another saving with a 1.2 per cent rate cut,
which will effectively meld a couple of thresholds
together. That will be of advantage to and help the
people who were owners of land around the $1 million
to $1.19 million mark. There will also be some rate cuts
for those in the $1.162 million bracket and further rate
cuts for people with properties in the $2.7 million range
as well. Those cuts are all going to be welcome.
Obviously the government can very well afford these
rate cuts. We know the government is in receipt of
more money than it has ever had in its past. We know
the government is the recipient of more GST and more
money from the commonwealth government than any
other government has ever had before. We know this
government is the recipient of a greater increase in
available revenue than any other government has ever
received in a seven-year period. I am talking about
percentages of the initial available revenue. The
government came to office in 1999 with some
$18 billion or $19 billion; now, some seven and a half
years later, we find that although the amount has not
quite doubled, it is certainly in the vicinity of a 100 per
cent increase. We would suggest it is in the high 90s.
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what it estimated it would have last year. It is simply
giving us a tax break on the huge surpluses it is
understating.
This bill talks about leaving the car parking levy of
$400 per space. It uses the terminology ‘congestion
levy’. We know the congestion levies of other cities
around the world have a deterrent aspect to them. The
ones most commonly quoted are those in Singapore and
London. The significance of those levies is that people
are legitimately deterred from entering the city because
of the enormous amount that is charged.
In Victoria the levy has been very well structured so
that it is an additional sum of money that jumps into the
Victorian government’s revenue stream, but it is not
enough to deter people from bringing their cars into the
city. It is The Nationals’ belief that that aspect has been
carefully planned to deliver just that outcome. There is
no deterrent at all, so we still get all the people coming
into the city who previously came into the city, but
there is an additional revenue stream as a consequence.
We believe this has been described as a temporary
concession so maybe that will be altered in the future.

There is some revenue not included in that, such as the
dividends the government takes out of water
authorities. When they are all added in you certainly
would be getting to a situation where this government
has very nearly had its income stream doubled in the
short time it has been in office. On top of all these
additional fines, the government still seems to have the
need to introduce new taxes and a whole range of
indexing of every piece of revenue that comes before it.

Another new aspect of taxation with which the Bracks
Labor government seems to be hell-bent on going back
to the well time and time again is the health benefits
levy. It was first introduced, using the Treasurer’s own
words, as a one-off only measure to give some
assistance to hospitals from the revenue of a gaming
sector that could afford it. That lasted only a couple of
years and then the government went back to the well
for a second time. We have before us today legislation
which sees the government going back to the well for a
third time. Each time it seems about a $40 million pay
cheque is taken out of the gaming sector and put into
the health-care system. This is typical Labor
philosophy: pick an area that is unpopular, pick an
industry which does not have great support within the
community and which seems to be preying on the
vulnerable, rip money out of it and put that money into
an area that is chronically underfunded.

The government can afford the rate decreases provided
for in this bill. It is going to end up with more net
income in its coffers next year than it has currently this
year, even with these reductions. When the government
puts its estimates on the table it makes underestimating
them an art form. You can be certain that the
government is going to receive in the order of
$150 million extra from its land tax take than it
estimates it will receive. That was the case this year,
and there is every indication that it will be the case next
year. So in fact what this government estimates it will
be receiving after its tax cuts are included is in effect

The government underfunds the health-care sector. It
has historically been responsible for funding health care
in this state, and yet it has taken the opportunity,
without any consultation with the gaming industry, of
simply going back, taking out about another
$40 million from that sector and putting it into
hospitals, in effect leaving the hospitals continually
underfunded. That is a classic Labor manipulation of
the state’s finances. We will end up with another
industry becoming stressed. We will wait to see what
happens when the government has to deal with the
gaming industry, which is going through another
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process, of working out where it is headed for the next
10 to 20 years, which is an issue separate from this
legislation.
A range of things covered in this bill are certainly of
some concern to The Nationals. It is important that
people look at it in the overall context of what this
government is doing in relation to the recent handing
down of the budget by the Treasurer and look at what is
happening with all of this. This government tends to be
devoted to spin; it likes to let the people of Victoria
know and would like the people of Victoria to think
that this is not their money, that actually the Bracks
government owns this money.
Sometimes in Parliament we lose sight of the fact that it
is the Victorian public’s money that we are actually
doling out. The government is reaping record levels of
state taxes and a record level of GST, which is collected
by the federal government and 100 per cent of which is
given back to the states. It is divided up by the states,
using criteria that has been developed by the states.
Quite often the states quarrel amongst themselves. But
all the states have Labor governments, so if they have
an issue with the way the GST money is divvied up, it
is up to the Labor states to work it out.
We do not need the Bracks Labor government spinning
its way into our households, telling us that we need to
be eternally grateful for having our money returned to
us because it simply might have a couple of billion
dollars too much in its coffers. We need to make people
realise that Victoria now has a government that
continually blows out the time lines, continually blows
out the budgets on the major projects that it attempts to
complete. The government cannot even commence a
project unless it dresses up that particular project for it
to be seen as something it is not — and I am talking
about the fast rail project. Only two weeks ago the
Auditor-General handed down his report that said the
fast rail project in Victoria was simply a maintenance
project on the rail system and that the people of
Victoria should never have been led to think that it was
ever delivering fast rail.
But it is indicative of what we have in this state, with a
government that is committed to spinning its way
through the shortcomings of its financial management. I
have already mentioned the fact that we have had the
health-care levy introduced three times; we have a
congestion tax, which is not really a congestion tax at
all; we have a constant misuse of the Community
Support Fund, which sees, again, many items that
historically have been funded by line items in the
budget now remaining in the budget but with money
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being taken out of the gaming sector to pay for those
aspects of everyday Victorian life.
This government has indexed every available ounce of
income. Every fee, every licence, every tax, every fine
that the people of Victoria find themselves paying has
been indexed on an annual basis, yet whenever there is
a need for money to be paid out by the government we
find that those payments out of the State Revenue
Office are not indexed in the same way as is revenue.
We now have a state government receiving over
$34 billion of general revenue. We believe it is morally
wrong for it to introduce new taxes and to index
existing taxes. We certainly have some issues with that.
I have mentioned that the revenue streams have in
effect doubled in the time the government has been
here, and there are not many households in the state of
Victoria that can say they are earning 100 per cent more
than they were earning seven years ago. If there are any
households in Victoria that have doubled their income
streams in seven years, you would not find many of
them having the financial strife this government is
having.
We have a government which was left with the gift of a
gold-plated economic status when it came to
government but which continues to overspend on every
departmental budget it puts in place, and the total
overspending of all its departmental budgets is now in
the vicinity of $9 billion. The Bracks government
continues to increase the borrowings it has put in place.
We have a Labor government that continues to be
condemned for its lack of capital infrastructure
investment. The Bracks Labor government continues to
refuse to fund many worthwhile projects in disability
and drug and alcohol rehabilitation, areas that
historically you would especially link Labor with. We
have a government that is absolutely tailing off in the
way it is looking after some of the problems society is
facing in Victoria, especially in regional Victoria,
which is being left wanting more funding and more
resources than it is currently receiving.
The Nationals will not be opposing this legislation. We
voice our support for the philosophy surrounding the
inclusion of hybrid and electronic vehicles in the
category of vehicles that can cost up to $57 000 while
benefiting from the tax advantages that are being
offered.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I rise to
support the State Taxation and Gambling Legislation
Amendment (Budget Measures) Bill. I was going to
talk on a wide range of aspects of the bill, but I think it
is more appropriate, given that I have heard from all the
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parties now, bar the Democratic Labor Party, to talk
about the points of difference rather than the areas on
which there seems to be some general cross-party
agreement.
I will direct my remarks primarily to the issue of the
cuts in stamp duty on motor vehicles and will keep in
mind the amendments that have come forward from the
Greens. With respect to the tax cuts, it is important that
we focus on the range of vehicles and the limit of
$57 009, but prior to doing that it is important to
reinforce the approach the government is taking on this
and how it is trying to balance up and be mindful of the
competing factors we have before us. It is clear that the
Bracks government wants to promote the purchase of
more environmentally sustainable and fuel-efficient
vehicles in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
That is clear; that is plain. These tax cuts will deliver
benefits to buyers of more fuel-efficient vehicles such
as hybrids, which are generally priced within this range.
I will come back to that in a moment.
There are a number of other spin-offs in relation to this.
The purchase of more fuel-efficient vehicles will
deliver ongoing savings for Victorians — for example,
an improvement in fuel consumption that means just
1 litre of fuel will take us 100 kilometres and will save
the average motorist just under $200 a year, and that is
a significant saving for Victorian families. New
vehicles in this range offer more recent safety benefits
and innovations and therefore are delivering further
benefits for Victorians.
On the suggested amendments that the Greens have
provided us with in the last 5 or 10 minutes, you could
argue that it appears on the surface they should be
applauded. On my first quick reading I thought maybe
there was some serious tangible benefit in the proposal
to lift the $57 009 benchmark for hybrid vehicles, but I
have a number of concerns. I think they are shared by a
number of my colleagues, and indeed I know they will
be shared by various members of the community. The
first is that I do not see what the real benefit of the
amendments is. In fact I think they would provide very
little benefit. The little benefit that I can see is for those
people who can afford those hybrid vehicles that are
priced beyond $57 009.
So we are actually creating a scenario where those who
can afford what I would consider to be luxury vehicles,
those who do not need a tax break, would under this
proposal be receiving a benefit in the order of
approximately $6000. That is of concern. I have been
able to do some quick checking and, in the short time
available, the information provided to me is that
essentially there are two hybrid cars imported into this
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country that are beyond the maximum price of $57 009,
and they are substantially beyond that maximum. One
is the Lexus four-wheel drive, which retails at around
$94 000 — certainly a car well beyond the means of an
ordinary working family — and the second is the Lexus
GS450h, which retails, I am told, at $121 990. That is
just under $122 000. Frankly, having that information
in front of me, I have to say that I do not believe I could
look a vehicle worker in the eye — someone who was
working on the production line at Ford Broadmeadows
or in the stamping plant down in Geelong — and say
that I think these are fair and equitable amendments. I
do not think these amendments even contemplate or
consider the working lives of those people.
I believe these are unnecessary amendments, and I
cannot help but believe they are probably a sop to the
cafe latte set. They do nothing at all to support
Australian manufacturing. Despite that, I do not think
anything should get in the way of all of us pressurising
the car manufacturing industry in this country to step up
to the mark in producing and manufacturing hybrid
alternative and dual-fuel vehicles as soon as possible.
However, I would argue that these amendments are not
the way to go about things. We all know that
manufacturing in this country is in a very fragile state.
It needs to be encouraged, it needs to be nurtured, it
needs to be developed and it needs to be supported.
These amendments do not do that, and they do not
assist ordinary Australian families. I would call on the
chamber to support the bill and reject the suggested
amendments.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to make a contribution this evening to the
debate on the State Taxation and Gambling
Amendment (Budget Measures) Bill. I am also
interested in the suggested amendments to be proposed
in the committee stage by Mr Barber, which I will talk
to a bit later in my contribution.
I have to say from reviewing the bill that the
government is again giving with one hand and taking
away with the other — or, in this case, it is taking with
one hand and says it will give with the other. In
comparison with what it has already taken, what it
proposes to give back is minimal. Going to the
purposes of the legislation, the purpose clause at page 1
contains an interesting use of terminology. The spin
doctors have clearly been at work there. Clause 1(a)
states that a purpose of the act is to amend ‘the
Congestion Levy Act 2005 to provide a temporary levy
deduction in part of the levy area’. From our
recollection of the original debate, the congestion levy
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was a Greens proposal. Labor appeared to take it as its
proposal and then placed it in a legislative framework.
I cannot get over the fact that the government keeps
calling it a levy — it is a tax. If members want to see it
in its true form, they should look at the title of the bill.
The title refers to ‘state taxation’; it does not say ‘state
levy’. What we have is a temporary levy reduction —
the government cannot get the word ‘tax’ in there; I
love the fact that it keeps on using the word ‘levy’ —
which is anticipated in the forward estimates to bring in
$39 million. It is not referred to as a tax but as a levy,
but it is still provided for in the State Taxation and
Gambling Legislation Amendment (Budget Measures)
Bill. It is fascinating.
Clause 1(b), the second purpose of the bill, is to amend
‘the Duties Act 2000 to reduce’ — again we see a play
on words — ‘the rate of duty on the registration of new
vehicles’. I will talk more about that a bit later.
Clause 1(c) sets out another purpose of the bill. It is to
amend ‘the Land Tax Act 2005 to reduce’ — again we
see that word — ‘rates of land tax and alter special land
tax’. It does not matter that the government has raised
land tax to so high a level that any reduction is
miniscule by comparison. I will prove that a bit later in
the debate.
Moving to part 2 of the bill, I will compare the taxation
regime under the previous government in 1998–99 with
how it is now in terms of the forward estimates, the
budget and the reason for the bill before the house.
Clause 3 of part 2, ‘Congestion Levy Act 2005’, is
headed ‘Temporary levy reduction’. If members go
through the entire part 2 they will not see one use of the
word ‘tax’, but the word ‘levy’ is used about 450 times.
As I said before, this is a tax. It is a revenue raiser, for
whatever reason you may wish to give. In 1998–99 the
amount of income derived by the previous government
from this tax was zero. In this forward estimates for this
budget it is anticipated to be $39 million. To say that
we have a reduction in this levy/tax when it was never
in existence previously is quite an amazing play on
words.
Part 3 of the bill amends the Duties Act in regard to
motor vehicle duty. The reduction in stamp duty
payable on motor vehicles in Victoria needs to be put in
the context of where stamp duty is and whether this
reduction has been significant enough. Over the past
eight years under this government — since 1998–99 —
stamp duty has risen overall by $1.8 billion, which is a
184 per cent increase. Stamp duty in 1998–99 was
$1.006 billion, and in the forward estimates stamp duty
is anticipated to be $2.854 billion. It is great to see the
word ‘reduction’ being used, but you only have to
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compare it to the real facts to see that it is substantially
higher than any reduction the government proposes to
make.
Part 4 of the bill is about land tax. Again, it is
fascinating to see the government use the word
‘reduction’ in the bill when it talks about the reduction
of land tax and older special land tax provisions. The
government has taken with one hand, and taken more
than it ever anticipated. This notional reduction in land
tax is farcical. In 1998–99 the land tax take by the
former government was $378 million. In the 2007–08
forward estimates it is anticipated to be $765 million —
that is, up 102 per cent or $387 million from what it
was under the previous government, and yet
government members sit in here with their hands on
their hearts saying they are reducing land tax.
I also put on record the fact that clause 7(6) of the bill is
headed ‘Land tax for trusts for 2008 and subsequent
years’. I have not looked at whether there is a reduction
in land tax on trusts, but we must remember that there
was no land tax on trusts before this government got its
greasy hands on that as well. Wherever there is an
opportunity, the government gets its hands into it and
taxes the living life out of Victorians.
Part 5 of the bill amends gambling legislation. I
remember raising this during a Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee hearing. Whilst there is some
argument for the removal of the 16 per cent annual cap
on betting commissions, the fact is there will now be a
cap not exceeding 25 per cent. My understanding is that
it will not be a win-win for the punters. From
memory — I do not have the figures here, so I may be
wrong — it was going to generate an extra $4 million
for the state government coffers. Whilst the bill might
talk about a reduction, it does nothing more than further
fill up the coffers.
I have reviewed the amendments, and there are some
taxation implications. The basis of Mr Barber’s
proposal is sound; however, not enough work has been
done in terms of what the taxation implications are
going to be. No matter what, I think this chamber needs
to be cautious in relation to taxation. On that basis it
will be interesting to hear debate on the suggested
amendments and the arguments put forward by
Mr Barber. Other than that, the bill is not opposed by
the Liberal Party and I look forward to its passing.
Sitting suspended 6.29 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr D. DAVIS
(Southern Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until next day.
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ADJOURNMENT
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — As a
sign of respect for the fatalities at the accident in
Kerang today, I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

The PRESIDENT — The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 8.04 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT (Hon. R. F. Smith) took the chair
at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

1519
Auditor-General —
Follow-up of Selected Performance Audits Tabled in
2003 and 2004, June 2007.
Results of Financial Statement Audits for Agencies with
other than 30 June 2006 Balance Dates, June 2007.

PETITION
Following petition presented to house:

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Notices

Moorabbin Children’s Traffic School: future
To the Honourable the President and members of the
Legislative Council assembled in Parliament:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council the Victorian
government’s closure of the Moorabbin Children’s Traffic
School, East Boundary Road, Bentleigh East.
We oppose the closure of the Moorabbin Children’s Traffic
School and believe this facility has had a vital role in
educating children in Melbourne’s south-east in road safety.
We therefore request that the traffic school be reopened at
East Boundary Road, Bentleigh East, and that the Victorian
government restore funding for it to continue operation as it
had up until the time of its closure.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan)
(354 signatures)
Laid on table.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Production of documents
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) — On
behalf of the President, by leave, I move:
That a copy of an opinion from Mr Bret Walker, SC, to the
Clerk of the Legislative Council relating to the power of the
Legislative Council to order the production of documents and
other matters relating to the powers of Legislative Council
select committees be presented.

Notices given.
Ms Tierney having given notice:
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am informed that
Ms Tierney already has one.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I will
withdraw the TAFE notice and do the Deakin
University one.
Further notice given.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Rail: Kerang accident
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — On behalf of
the opposition I wish to briefly make some comments
in regard to the terrible collision that occurred yesterday
on the Swan Hill–Kerang V/Line passenger service
which resulted in at least 11 deaths with 3 people
missing and more than two dozen injured, some
critically. I express my sympathy, and the sympathy of
the opposition, to all of the bereaved and to all of those
people who have been affected. We do not know the
actual circumstances and cause of the collision. Suffice
to say this is a tragedy at a personal level of immense
proportion to all those who have been affected by it. I
sincerely believe the Parliament will be grieving along
with those families.

Rail: Kerang accident

Motion agreed to.
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Asset Confiscation Operations — Activities Summary and
Report to Attorney General, 2005–06.

Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — I too wish to take
this opportunity to pass on my sympathy and
condolences to the families and friends of those who
were either killed or seriously injured in yesterday’s
train crash near Kerang. We know that in the next few
days and weeks many heartbreaking stories will come
forth, and we are going to need to be very supportive of
those families as they recover from their loss and their
grief. I would like to thank the emergency services
workers, paramedics, local doctors and nurses for their
efforts yesterday working in the most horrific of
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circumstances. This tragic accident is going to have a
lasting impact on the communities of Swan Hill,
Kerang and Bendigo, and I would like to add that our
thoughts and our prayers are with all of those families
in their suffering as they come to grips with the
consequences of yesterday’s accident.

Rail: Kerang accident
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) — I wish to offer
my condolences to the families of the 11 people who
were tragically killed and my support to those who
were injured in yesterday’s horrific train derailment just
north of Kerang on the Swan Hill line. This is the worst
train accident that has occurred in Victoria in living
memory and is indeed a tragedy for our state. So often
we hear of these sorts of tragedies happening in
faraway places to communities that we have no
connection with, but when a tragedy like this happens
in our own electorates the shocking reality is
overwhelming. This tragedy has devastated the
communities of both Swan Hill and Kerang and
touched the lives of so many people. It is a tragedy that
will affect everyone involved for many years to come. I
wish to thank all the medical and emergency personnel
who assisted the victims, both at the scene of the
accident and afterwards. You are all our heroes. My
heart goes out to the families and friends of those who
were killed, and I continue to pray for those who are
injured or missing and all those who were involved in
or are touched by this horrific accident.

Rail: Kerang accident
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I also join
other members of this chamber in wishing the very best
to all of those families who have been taken by surprise
by yesterday’s events. I also join with Ms Lovell in
expressing thanks for all the tireless work that has been
done over the last nearly 24 hours by the emergency
services personnel and other people, including
volunteers who just walked out of their homes to assist
and those who manned telephones and did all the things
we normally take for granted. I know that it has shaken
a number of communities in the north of this state, but I
think it has also touched the hearts of people living in
rural and isolated areas and regional centres. Indeed
Melbourne has been rocked to its very foundations by
the events of the last 24 hours.

Rail: Kerang accident
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — I rise
today with a heavy heart to speak in acknowledgement
of the tragic rail accident on the Kerang to Swan Hill
line yesterday and to offer my condolences to those
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affected. At this most shocking time my prayers and
thoughts go out to those families who have lost loved
ones and to those who are still looking for family
members who are missing. I hope time will help with
the physical and emotional effects of this accident for
all those who are struggling with injuries and the
trauma of what has happened.
Our country communities have a strong history of
pulling together during times of crisis, and that will be
needed now more than ever. Our wonderful State
Emergency Service, Country Fire Authority, police and
medical personnel are to be commended for once again
being there to assist in our time of need. I hope that
assistance will be provided to them for their emotional
needs in the aftermath of the accident. Level crossings
without boom gates have claimed the lives of many
country people over the years, and country drivers
should be ever mindful of the dangers surrounding
them.
I do not think we have witnessed an accident such as
this in living memory in the country, and I hope that
measures will be taken so that we never have to witness
one again. I am sure that the thoughts of all Victorians
are with the families and communities involved, and I
hope that the support and condolences being extended
to them will give some comfort to those who are
suffering at this time.

Rail: Kerang accident
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — Along with all
Victorians I express my deepest sympathy to the
families and friends of those who died and those who
are still unaccounted for in the tragic collision yesterday
between a passenger train and a semitrailer just north of
Kerang. I also express my gratitude to the accident and
emergency service workers and volunteers at all levels
of government and in the community who are caring
for the injured and providing support to the families and
communities affected.
As someone who travelled by road from Swan Hill to
Kerang just last week around the middle of the day in
the course of my duties as a local member of
Parliament, I am acutely aware that it is a journey taken
by many people on a regular basis. It is extremely
difficult to contemplate the tragic events that unfolded
yesterday on that road. I welcome the support that has
been offered by the Swan Hill Rural City Council, the
Gannawarra Shire Council, the Premier of Victoria and
the Prime Minister to the families and communities
affected, as well as the support from MPs on all sides of
the house.
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Rail: Kerang accident

Rail: Kerang accident

Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — I also extend my
condolences to those in northern Victoria on the rail
tragedy we had yesterday.

Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
wish to join my colleagues in extending my
condolences to the people of northern Victoria on this
tragic train and road disaster. I have been touched by it
in my own way because relatives of mine in
Wangaratta own the transport company and the truck
involved in the collision.

Rotary Club of Hamilton: 70th anniversary
Mr KOCH — As a fellow Rotarian I was delighted
to join Hamilton Rotary Club members and guests in
celebrating the 70th anniversary of the club at a dinner
held on Saturday, 26 May 2007. Special guest for the
evening was former Australian Prime Minister and past
member for the federal seat of Wannon, Malcolm
Fraser, accompanied by his wife, Tammie. Mr Fraser
spoke entertainingly to the 120 members and guests
about Australia’s recent history from the end of World
War II until the completion of his term as Prime
Minister in 1983. During the formal part of the evening
club president Peter Dignan presented the club’s
longest serving member, Eric Sobey, with his 50-year
service award — a truly remarkable achievement. The
Rotary district 9780 governor, Andrew Suggett,
honoured local member Ian Black with the Paul Harris
Fellowship sapphire award for his outstanding
contribution to Rotary over 20 years. This is the only
time in the Hamilton club’s history that this award has
been presented. Mr Black’s contribution includes the
compilation of a complete history of the club into a
fascinating book that was launched as part of the
celebrations on the evening. Peter Dignan thanked all
present and past members for their community focus
and applauded Hamilton Rotarians for achieving this
remarkable anniversary. I also extend my
congratulations to Hamilton Rotary for serving the
community, and look forward to future opportunities of
service.

Rail: Kerang accident
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I also
would like to express my condolences to the families
and friends of the 11 people who lost their lives in the
devastating Kerang train disaster yesterday, to those
whose relatives or friends are missing and to the dozens
of people who were injured in that disaster. I also want
to acknowledge and express my appreciation of the
excellent work that has been carried out by emergency
services — the State Emergency Service and the
ambulance service, including the air ambulance, which
airlifted a number of critically ill people to hospital —
the doctors, the nurses and all the emergency staff, as
well as the local hospitals which have taken up the task
of looking after those injured in the accident.

Box Hill Institute: vocational presentation
dinner
Mrs KRONBERG — I would like to speak about
the occasion on 30 May when I attended an awards
ceremony at Box Hill Institute, hosted by the president
of the Box Hill board, John Rasa, and the chief
executive officer, John Maddock, for the institute’s
vocational presentation dinner for the outstanding
student of the year awards. As is custom, guests had the
opportunity to dine in Box Hill Institute’s celebrated
Fountains Restaurant — the location of celebrity chef
Jamie Oliver’s outstanding television program Fifteen.
The food was prepared and served in the exemplary
fashion one expects of Box Hill Institute.
Students who received awards included fashion student
Nuala Trindall and music student Benjamin Rogers.
Benjamin was presented with the Rotary Club of Box
Hill’s Alan Broadhead achievement award by the
club’s president, Colin Johnson. The overall winner of
outstanding student of the year was hospitality student
Sam Powell.

Rail: Kerang accident
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — It
was with sadness that I read in today’s newspapers
about the disaster at Kerang, and we have heard
members on both sides mention that.

Tony Mokbel
Mr DALLA-RIVA — However, I want to talk
about the positive news on the front page of today’s
paper and that is the capture of Australia’s most
wanted, Tony Mokbel.
Ms Darveniza — The police officer in him is
coming out.
Mr DALLA-RIVA — It is the police officer in me,
Ms Darveniza. It is a fantastic outcome from
coordination between state, federal and international
law enforcement agencies. It is great that this heinous
person, who has been on the run for 15 months, has
now been apprehended in Greece. This is great news
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for all Victorians who are opposed to drugs and drug
trafficking and gangland murders and the like.
Tony Mokbel is very much a wanted man. On behalf of
myself, I think Ms Darveniza and I hope the
Parliament, I congratulate Victoria Police and other law
enforcement agencies here and in Greece for his
capture. We look forward to his return to Victoria,
where he can serve out his time in Victoria’s finest
institutions.

Rail: Kerang accident
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I too
extend my condolences to everyone touched by the
tragedy at Kerang yesterday. I am certain that all
constituents of Southern Metropolitan Region extend
their sympathies to the communities as well.

Prahran Mission: winter breakfast program
Mrs COOTE — Last week I attended the Prahran
Mission winter breakfast program launched at the
Prahran town hall. The Prahran Mission has provided
thousands of free and low-cost breakfasts to people in
need over the last 15 years. This program could not
exist if it were not for a large number of volunteers. The
Prahran Mission says, ‘Prahran Mission values and
recognises the importance of every volunteer, without
whom we could not achieve the remarkable things we
do together’. The assembled guests were served by
students doing the Prahran Mission accredited
hospitality training program. The students were very
professional and some received their certificates at the
breakfast. Although many of these students have
experienced mental health issues or have been
homeless, they have not only managed to complete the
training course but have moved into paid employment.
They are to be congratulated.
The guest speaker, called ‘Pauline’, was inspirational.
She has suffered severe depression and has been
hospitalised on many occasions but through the training
program has been able to re-establish her life. She now
has a full-time position running the catering department
with the Sacred Heart Mission in St Kilda. My residual
thought, after listening to Pauline, was that we should
not stigmatise people with mental illness but should
work together and see what can be achieved. She is
certainly proof of that dictum. My congratulations to
everyone associated with the Prahran Mission.
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PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE:
INVESTMENT
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I move:
That this house notes the failure of the state government, over
seven years, to facilitate the required investment in public
infrastructure to ensure the security of supply and reliability
of water, electricity, public transport and the road network.

In moving this motion this morning it would be very
easy to come into this place and simply make a list of
the projects the government has not done — either
projects it has committed to and failed to deliver or
projects that we and the community believe should
have been completed but have not been adopted by
government. What I am hoping to do this morning is go
into a bit more depth in the debate about what is
happening with infrastructure in Victoria rather than
focus on what projects have been done or have not been
done. Rather than have opposition members say the
government has not done a list of things and have the
government come back and say it has done all these
things, I would like to focus on outcomes, on what we
have actually achieved over the last eight years in the
infrastructure package that is available to Victoria and
where that infrastructure platform is failing to deliver
for the Victorian community.
My starting point is to ask the following questions.
Why is infrastructure important? Why are we having
this debate? Why does the type and level of
infrastructure that is available to us in Victoria matter?
The fundamental issue here, certainly from an
economic point of view, is productivity. It is now
accepted in Australia that the key to prosperity is
productivity. In its simplest terms productivity means
getting more outputs for every input. In the workplace it
means getting more out of your labour and more out of
your capital. There are only so many ways this can be
achieved. Only to a point can you make your
employees work harder. There is a definite limit to
what can be achieved in productivity by expecting
people to work harder.
You can expect them to work longer, but again the
scope of what can be achieved is limited. You can
improve their skills and education, which will clearly
lead to productivity improvements, or you can improve
the tools with which they work. You can give them the
capacity to leverage off capital investment, and that is
where the infrastructure platform of the state comes into
play. It is the tool by which the Victorian economy can
leverage its existing assets to enhance its international
competitiveness. It is now widely accepted that this is
important for Australia and critically important for
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Victoria. It is the fundamental role of government to
ensure that an appropriate infrastructure platform is
provided to give Victoria that competitive advantage
both domestically, in comparison to the other states,
and internationally — in the region and further afield.
This year the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee has a new chairman with a new approach.
The member for Burwood in the other place,
Mr Stensholt, has been appointed chair, and I
acknowledge that he is a good chair. He has chaired
those hearings very well, but one of his themes
throughout the hearings has been to ask each minister
what the impact of their portfolio outputs will be on
productivity.
It has been interesting to consider the various responses
from the ministers who have appeared before the
committee on the 20 or so portfolios they represent.
The Premier was the first minister of whom that
question was asked. When you read back through the
Premier’s response you get the impression that perhaps
he did not quite understand where the chair was going
with the question, because he spoke about the
efficiency measures to be taken in the state budget, in
particular with reference to the Department of Premier
and Cabinet, but he did not make the link between the
Victorian budget and productivity in the Victorian
economy.
The Treasurer, who appeared the following day, did
make the link, but his response was in terms of the
national reform agenda, which is a platform from the
Council of Australian Governments that involves the
states and the commonwealth and focuses in particular
on the development of human capital, the
commonwealth-state relationship and matters that can
be addressed collaboratively between the two levels of
government. But the Treasurer also did not make the
link between the Victorian infrastructure platform,
Victorian government responsibility and the Victorian
economy. The majority of other ministers who
appeared before the committee did not make the link at
all. They either did not understand the chair’s question
in terms of the impact of their budget on the Victorian
economy or they chose to answer it in terms of internal
productivity matters within government rather than a
big picture perspective for the state.
In framing this motion I wanted to consider three areas,
and I chose particular language in putting it together.
The first element I want to touch upon is reference to
facilitation of the required infrastructure. I chose to use
the word ‘facilitate’ in relation to the required
infrastructure in recognition that in 2007 we do not
believe, and I can safely say the government does not
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believe, it is necessarily the responsibility of
government to build and own every piece of
infrastructure that is required in the state. The motion is
not about condemning the government for failing to
build and own certain aspects of the Victorian
infrastructure platform, because we recognise that it
would not necessarily be the best model for the
government to own, build and operate all public
infrastructure in the state.
We recognise that there is an increasing role for the
private sector in providing infrastructure in Victoria,
but nonetheless it is the responsibility of the Victorian
government to facilitate that investment. Whether it is
to be private investment or whether it is to be public
investment, the government should maintain a
leadership role in the provision of that infrastructure.
The other two aspects of the motion I will comment on
at this point relate not simply to supplying
infrastructure but to securing supply and the reliability
of supply. These are two critical issues, because it is
one thing to say, ‘We have developed, built, and
facilitated infrastructure X’, but if an investor in
Victoria and the Victorian community cannot rely on
that infrastructure, in many respects they may as well
not have it. If you are not assured of access to that
infrastructure or if you have access to that infrastructure
but you are not assured that supply is going to be
reliable, it is a big detriment to users and it is a big
detriment to the Victorian economy. The question is not
simply one of providing infrastructure or investing in
infrastructure, it is also about ensuring that that supply
accessible and is reliable.
I will go back seven years and have a quick look at the
current government’s approach to infrastructure. In
1999 the current government did not have a credible
infrastructure program. In fact going into the election in
1999 the Labor Party opposition produced a document
entitled Labor’s Financial Statement — The First Term
of a Bracks Labor Government. This document, which
runs to 90 pages, sets out the Labor Party’s objectives if
it were elected to government. At the back of that
document is the capital works program the Labor Party
proposed to undertake. At that stage the capital works
program, three years worth of investment, totalled all of
$208 million, and of that $208 million, significant
infrastructure accounted for less than $200 million.
There were some absurd commitments for
infrastructure funding. There was all of $30 million for
the Dingley bypass. We could now ask, ‘What have we
seen with respect to the Dingley bypass?’. There was
also a $20 million commitment for an airport–city rail
link, and eight years on the Victorian community can
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ask what became of that rail link. There was a
commitment of $80 million to regional fast rail
projects, and of course it is now a matter of public
record as to what happened to that $80 million
commitment to regional fast rail links. There was also,
under the infrastructure program, a commitment of
$250 000 for bicycle track extensions.
My point is that this was not a big infrastructure
program proposed by this government when it was in
opposition in 1999. In fact one of the key aspects of the
infrastructure program was a commitment to establish
an infrastructure planning council. Basically Labor’s
policy was that it would establish a committee that
would tell it what its policy was. Sure enough,
following the election of this government to office in
late 1999, Victoria’s Infrastructure Planning Council
was established in early 2000. It was a council with
14 members set up under the leadership of Mike
Fitzpatrick, and its brief was to provide the Victorian
government with an infrastructure agenda out to 2020.
It was charged with looking at four key infrastructure
areas: water, energy, transport and communications. It
set about its work over a two-year period. It assessed
the existing infrastructure platform in Victoria; it
identified existing gaps in infrastructure — that is to
say, gaps and shortcomings in the infrastructure
platform as at 2001–02; and it outlined a platform for
infrastructure development towards 2020.
I would like to consider some of the recommendations
that were made by the Infrastructure Planning Council
in its final report, which was released in 2002. The
chairman’s foreword to that report is very telling. Mike
Fitzpatrick said:
Over the past decade we have seen increased involvement of
the private sector in financing, building and operating
Victoria’s infrastructure. While there are many advantages to
this arrangement, there is still a community perception that
the government is accountable for water quality, a reliable
energy supply, a workable public transport system and
connectivity in the phone system — that is, the big
infrastructure issues.
Victorians still expect governments to be planners, to provide
direction and to have the capacity to weave together diverse
interests into a long-term, whole-of-society view.
Government must take the lead; this is a very clear message.

So the foreword to that report was very strong.
Notwithstanding the fact that the private sector now
plays a role in Victoria’s infrastructure, it outlined that
the responsibility still rests with government in terms of
planning and providing an adequate long-term
infrastructure platform.
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In the final report the Infrastructure Planning Council
made 45 recommendations. It outlined a very detailed
framework for the planning, delivery and accountability
of infrastructure works in the state and it also made
specific recommendations with respect to water,
energy, transport and communications, including
outlining potential projects that the government should
consider as part of the 2020 infrastructure plan. One of
the take-home messages from this report was that
significant infrastructure development requires
significant lead times and that governments need to
plan to ensure that the necessary infrastructure is
provided in the state at a time when demand develops.
Virtually as soon as that report was produced by the
Infrastructure Planning Council it was dead in the
water. The government looked at the recommendations
from Fitzpatrick and decided that perhaps it was all a
bit too hard. Instead of adopting the recommendations,
an alternative document was produced by the
government entitled Investing for Our Future. This is a
booklet that was to respond to the recommendations
and set out the government’s own agenda for
infrastructure leading out to 2020. Some specific
projects were enunciated in that document — and I will
touch upon them shortly — and there was a range of
motherhood statements along the lines that the
government noted the recommendations from the
Infrastructure Planning Council but was already doing
them or was already taking those matters under
consideration. Lots of the specific recommendations
were not picked up and the government adopted other
projects for its own Investing for Our Future platform.
I want to touch on some of the projects that were
outlined so that members can consider where we have
progressed since the government brought down its own
infrastructure platform. This announcement was made
by the Premier in September 2002. Some of the key
projects the Premier outlined then, almost five years
ago, included the West Gate Bridge:
… the government will commission a study into future
transport options for the West Gate Bridge corridor, given the
bridge is expected to reach capacity by 2007.

Five years ago a commitment was made to have a study
because the West Gate Bridge was going to be at
capacity in 2007, yet we are still to see any progress on
that project, despite subsequent announcements.
Another one was the city loop:
The government will investigate increasing the capacity of the
city loop to meet future growth in demand due to
Melbourne’s growing population and increasing commuter
numbers.
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I am sure members of this house and certainly members
of the community would be well aware of what has
happened to the city loop since that announcement in
September 2002. A third major project was channel
deepening:
The government will commence work on the channel
deepening project … to maximise Victoria’s competitiveness
by developing better access to the port of Melbourne.

That was in September 2002. I do not need to outline to
the house what progress has been made on that project
over the last five years. That was the government’s
alternative platform to the Infrastructure Planning
Council recommendations of 2002, and the government
can stand on its record for what it has achieved relative
to those announcements.
More recently Engineers Australia, a spin-off
organisation of the Institution of Engineers Australia,
has produced a report entitled Infrastructure Report
Card — Victoria. The report for 2005 assesses a range
of Victorian infrastructure. It is worth reflecting exactly
what Engineers Australia had to say with respect to the
Victorian infrastructure portfolio. This report followed
on from a national assessment that Engineers Australia
undertook in 2001. In respect of the criteria it
considered in putting together its assessment it states:
Ratings have been based on an assessment of asset condition,
asset availability and reliability, asset management,
sustainability (including economic, environmental and social
issues) and security.

A five-step rating has been assigned to each
infrastructure category. The report states:
A

Very Good

Infrastructure is fit for its current and
anticipated purpose in terms of
infrastructure condition, committed
investment, regulatory appropriateness
and compliance and planning processes.

B

Good

Minor changes required in one or more of
the above areas to enable infrastructure to
be fit for its current and anticipated
purpose.

C

Adequate

Major changes required in one or more of
the above areas to enable infrastructure to
be fit for its current and anticipated
purpose.

D

Poor

Critical changes required in one or more
of the above areas to be fit for its current
and anticipated purpose.

F

Inadequate

Inadequate for current and future needs.

With respect to Victoria’s infrastructure portfolio the
following ratings were assessed. With respect to roads,
the grading was C minus, meaning major change is
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required. With respect to rail, the overall assessment
was C minus.
Mrs Peulich — Almost a D.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — As Mrs Peulich said, it is
almost a D. That is for the overall rail network. In
respect of the freight network the assessment was D,
meaning critical change is required. With respect to
water — and this is as at 2005 — the assessment was
B minus, meaning minor change is required in one or
more areas to deliver the current and anticipated
purpose. Metropolitan wastewater was assessed as B
and non-metropolitan wastewater was assessed as
B minus, meaning again minor change is required.
Potable water supply was assessed as B for
metropolitan and B minus for non-metropolitan.
Stormwater was C minus, meaning major change is
required. Irrigation was D, meaning critical change is
required to deliver the current and anticipated purposes.
Electricity was C, again meaning that major change is
required to meet anticipated purposes.
Mrs Peulich — Is there an A anywhere?
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — Mrs Peulich asked, ‘Is
there an A anywhere?’. I have to say that there is not.
There is no infrastructure assessed by Engineers
Australia in Victoria as meeting the A category,
meaning very good. Electricity, gas and ports were
assessed as C — major changes required.
Mr Pakula — These are all things you had flogged
off.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — I take up Mr Pakula’s
interjection, ‘These are all things you had flogged off’. I
am surprised at his remark because, as I noted in my
introductory comments, I thought we had moved
beyond the issue of who owns the capital, but
apparently those on the other side have not yet moved
to that position. I note that over the eight years the
incumbent government has been in power it has not
moved to regain ownership of any of these assets. It has
had the opportunity to do so on at least one occasion
with public transport, with another occasion not far off.
It is worth noting that Mr Pakula is Parliamentary
Secretary for Transport, and his minister — —
Mr Pakula — Roads and ports, as you know.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — Mr Pakula likes to qualify
his role as relating to roads and ports. The Minister for
Public Transport in the other place has made it clear
that she does not want the government to resume
ownership of these assets.
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I turn to the specifics of the motion — water,
electricity, public transport and roads infrastructure. As
I said, the motion is about the reliability of supply,
supply and infrastructure. As of the first half of 2007
Victoria, certainly country Victoria, has all but run out
of water. Coliban Water serves areas to the north of
Melbourne like Bendigo and Kyneton. Its share of Lake
Eppalock’s water reserves is down to 1.4 per cent of
capacity, and its share of the Upper Coliban Reservoir’s
reserves is down to 0 per cent of capacity, according to
figures dated 1 June. The two largest reservoirs that are
managed by Coliban Water and serve that part of
Victoria are now below 2 per cent of capacity. People
in country areas are required to cut water usage. The
only reason the water issue is off the front page at the
moment is that we have had strong rains in May. These
rains do not, I might add, indicate the end of this
problem. The greening up of the environment — you
only need to have seen Victoria in the last couple of
weeks to see how things have become very green —
does not signal the end of the problem. This issue
represents the single largest infrastructure failing of the
Bracks government.
It is very telling to reflect on the government’s response
with respect to water infrastructure. In his budget
speech of 1 May, just over a month ago, the Treasurer
said the Victorian government has invested $4.7 billion
in water infrastructure. He said $1.7 billion has been
directly invested by the government and a further
$3 billion has been invested by water authorities. He
then went on to outline how eight years into its term the
government is now looking at some major water
infrastructure projects. When the Treasurer appeared
before the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
two days after delivering his budget speech, I asked
him what exactly were those water infrastructure
projects that the government has funded to the extent of
$4.7 billion. His response was very telling. All he could
say, after waffling for a minute, was:
I do not think I have got it with me today, but we would be
happy to get that information for you …

The government claimed $4.7 billion of water
infrastructure investment. Two days after making that
claim the best the Treasurer could say was, ‘I do not
think I have got that with me today, but I will be happy
to get that information for you’.
Mrs Peulich — And has he?
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — Responses are not yet due
for matters taken on notice, but I look forward to seeing
exactly what the government comes back with in
respect of its list of $4.7 billion worth of infrastructure.
It is very telling that we have a headline figure of
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$4.7 billion, yet the Treasurer was unable to mention a
single large project that is accounted for within that
amount. When pressed he talked about things like
sewerage schemes in the Yarra Valley, which, given
that the subject of discussion was water augmentation,
was hardly in the category that was being considered.
Mr O’Donohue interjected.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — The Yarra Valley
sewerage issue was reported on by the Auditor-General
a couple of years ago, and the work that has been done
there is addressing a backlog. As Mr O’Donohue says,
it is not about water augmentation. It speaks volumes
that the Treasurer was not able to articulate any of the
major projects that were supposedly covered within this
$4.7 billion cap.
The next area I would like to touch on is electricity. The
secure supply of cheap and reliable electricity has been
a competitive advantage for Victoria since coal was
mined in the Latrobe Valley in the 1920s. It was the
basis on which the Victorian manufacturing industry
was built through the 1950s and 1960s, and to this day
it continues to be a competitive advantage for Victoria.
In fact the website of Invest Victoria, the agency that is
charged with attracting direct foreign investment into
Victoria, highlights the availability of very cheap,
reliable electricity as one of our key competitive
advantages. However, on 16 January in Victoria the
lights went out. To put this in context I would like to
quote from an article that appeared — —
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS — We will come to that,
Mr Pakula. An article that appeared in the Age that day
explained the significance of that situation. It carries the
headline ‘Mass power outages hit state’. The article
reads:
Large parts of Victoria including much of metropolitan
Melbourne are now without power, after a bushfire near
Benalla in the north-east of the state knocked out vital
transmission lines connecting Victoria to the national power
grid.
…
Reports have flooded in to theage.com.au since around 4 p.m.
of power outages from the Melbourne CBD and Southbank
out to Cranbourne in the east. Power is also reported to be out
in the regional centres of Geelong, Bendigo and Ballarat.
Blackouts have been reported in parts of the city including
Richmond, Prahran, Southbank and St Kilda Road. North
Fitzroy, Northcote and Thornbury have also reportedly been
affected.
Yarra Trams reported its trams were operating on limited
power after six substations lost their supplies.
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…
Metropolitan Fire Brigade spokesman … said the brigade
took 42 calls for help including from people trapped in lifts at
the height of the crisis. That number had fallen to 16 by
6 p.m.
Metropolitan Ambulance Service spokesman … said
paramedics were called to several lift failures, including one
in Queens Road, with a pregnant woman among up to 10 …
trapped inside.
…
The outages have also affected many of the city’s traffic
lights, and Victoria Police have asked motorists to take care,
particularly at intersections.
Connex spokesman … told 3AW there would be major
delays across all suburban train services.

The reason I quote that article is to point out the
significance of this power outage: how widespread it
was and how it affected every aspect of Victorian lives
across the suburbs, across the regions, across the city,
across the transport network, in city buildings, in lifts
and in hospitals.
This was a very significant outage. The reason for it
was reportedly bushfires in north-eastern Victoria. I
understand that is subject to several investigations by
the Department of Infrastructure and others, but it
points up the weakness of the electricity grid in its lack
of redundancy. It occurred on a hot summer’s day when
the demand for electricity in Victoria was high, and it
showed significant weaknesses in the system. Our
reliance upon that interconnection from New South
Wales, the fact that we did not have redundancy in
supply and the fact that we did not have excess capacity
in Victoria meant that that one line being taken out by a
fire in north-eastern Victoria virtually knocked out
electricity for a very large part of the state for that day.
That is not the basis on which we can claim to be
supplying reliable, cheap electricity. The fact that that
can occur, that we have moved to a situation where the
peak demand for electricity is such that the capacity to
deliver it is contingent upon having that link from New
South Wales, undermines our capacity to claim cheap
electricity as a competitive advantage for Victoria.
Going back to the final report of the Fitzpatrick
Infrastructure Planning Council, I note
recommendations that were made with respect to
electricity generation in 2002. At page 41 the report
states:
Presently, baseload generation in Victoria is running at near
capacity. As Victoria’s energy requirements grow, more
baseload will be needed. Average demand in Victoria is
projected by … VENCorp to increase over the 2002–07
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period by 2 per cent per annum based on a forecast ‘medium’
economic growth scenario. Victoria’s generation capacity is
currently around 8765 megawatts, but up to 2500 megawatts
of new capacity is required by 2012–13 to meet demand
projections.

It is not a surprise to the government that we have this
demand. It was foreshadowed in the Fitzpatrick report
five years ago that we would need augmentation of our
baseload supply. Over the eight years of this
government it has not delivered on that need. I
acknowledge that there has been some increase in peak
power supply with the Laverton gas-fired plant and the
connection of Basslink, but the system still does not, as
the event in January demonstrated, provide reliable
supply for Victoria’s needs. As we now see each
summer, when demand peaks on hot days supply
cannot be guaranteed.
I turn to the issue of public transport. The government
set a target that, by 2020, 20 per cent of trips taken in
Melbourne would be on public transport. This was one
of the motherhood statements made by members of the
government. It is their own plan and objective, yet we
are now seeing that there is absolutely no way that the
Victorian public transport system could meet anywhere
near that demand. Over the past two years we have seen
the demand for public transport, primarily as a response
to rising petrol prices, increase by around 20 per cent.
But the number of trips on public transport is still
around the 9 per cent mark, so we are halfway to the
government’s target of 20 per cent of trips. Growth of
20 per cent in the past two years has seen the system at
breaking point.
In 2002 we had the then current public transport
arrangements on the metropolitan system renegotiated
by the then Minister for Transport. Since that time we
have seen falling performance. Victorians are now
paying and more getting less and going slower on
public transport. The system is so stretched that now we
are seeing headings such as that which appeared in the
Herald Sun on 29 May — ‘Connex on crowd control’.
The article states:
Connex staff are acting as crowd controllers on inner city
platforms as passenger numbers reach breaking point.
Passengers are now having to fight their way onto platforms
because of the chronically overcrowded trains.
The Herald Sun has captured the chaos at the busiest inner
city stations in the morning and afternoon peaks.

We still have members of the government saying that
they want 20 per cent of trips on public transport, yet
we have a clear indication that we cannot accommodate
even 9 per cent of trips on public transport, and we have
not seen any effort to address that.
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Throughout my own electorate, which has the Glen
Waverley, Pakenham and Frankston lines going
through it, we are seeing trains that are crowded when
they reach the electorate boundaries. Mrs Peulich has
raised the issue of the Frankston line on numerous
occasions. I know that when trains on the Dandenong
line reach the electorate boundary at Berwick they are
already crowded. The system is simply not keeping up
with the demand. Despite the government’s target for
2020, we are not seeing any enhancement of the service
to give Victorian commuters any confidence that that
capacity will be provided to meet the demand the
government is planning for.
The other aspect of infrastructure that I would like
touch on is roads. This is probably where the greatest
amount of work has been done in research and analysis
of infrastructure and its shortcomings. We had the
Fitzpatrick Infrastructure Planning Council report in
2002, which made a number of recommendations with
respect to roads, we had the Engineers Australia
Infrastructure Report Card Victoria of 2005 and we
had the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria’s The
Missing Links report of 2002 — all of which identified
key projects for development. In particular I refer to the
infrastructure report card prepared by Engineers
Australia, which articulates why road management and
road planning are so important. On page 9, in the roads
section, the report refers to urban congestion and states:
The total cost of congestion in Melbourne is estimated to be
$3 billion per year, and this is expected to triple in the next
20 years if measures are not taken to avert this result. In
2003–04 urban traffic delays resulted in a 0.70 min/km delay
in the morning peak time and a 0.61 min/km delay in the
evening peak time. The average vehicle speed in the morning
peak time was 37.4 km/h and in the evening it was
39.8 km/h … At peak times there is approximately
640 kilometres of congestion on Melbourne’s roads. If no
changes are made, this is expected to increase to
1300 kilometres by 2021.
A distinguishing feature of Melbourne’s road network is its
shared road space with trams. Road congestion impacts trams
and can cause delays for 40 per cent of total tram travel time.
As a result of congestion, 30 per cent of trams are regularly
delayed, with tram speeds reduced to an average of only
16 km/h.

It is clear from the 2005 infrastructure report card
prepared by Engineers Australia why road management
is important and that it impacts not only on road-bound
commuters but also on the provision of public transport
by trams in particular but also, of course, by the bus
network.
We see this in two ways. We see it daily through
ordinary congestion. Those who use the Monash
Freeway, which services my electorate, see that the
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evening peak hour now starts no later than 3:30 p.m. on
a weekday and that quite often the freeway has
peak-hour conditions by 3.00 p.m. and they extend well
into the evening. We also see it through incidents. This
comes back to my earlier point about the lack of
redundancy in the electricity grid.
Earlier this year we had the unfortunate accident in the
Burnley Tunnel, which understandably closed that
tunnel for a period. But it also had dramatic
consequences for the rest of the road network in
Melbourne. We saw widespread delays on alternative
roads, and that continued for a number of days. It
highlighted the lack of excess capacity, and it
highlighted the lack of redundancy in the road network
that the closure of one link sent the rest of the network
into chaos. It is simply due to the general lack of
significant incidents that we do not see the problem
occurring more often. It demonstrates that the current
network is operating at capacity and that any incidents
like that will very quickly throw the network into chaos.
The motion this morning is not simply about what
infrastructure has been built or what infrastructure has
not been built; it is about long-term planning for critical
infrastructure for Victoria. By rejecting the report of the
Infrastructure Planning Council and failing to develop
its own alternative platform, the government has failed
to facilitate the infrastructure to deliver the
requirements of the Victorian community. The
government claims billions of dollars of investment in
public infrastructure, yet we have an unreliable water
supply and an unreliable electricity supply, and we have
public transport and a road network that are at breaking
point. Despite the rhetoric Victoria’s infrastructure does
not meet the needs of 2007, let alone 2020, and this
eight-year-old government must accept responsibility
for that.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — This is an
interesting topic to me, but maybe the public finds it a
little bit dry. Certainly I was — —
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr BARBER — In terms of how the motion has
been framed anyway. Certainly I was the resident asset
management bore at Yarra council. I tried to get the
local paper interested in the question, so I am happy to
provide a little bit of a contribution here today.
How much we are spending on infrastructure provision
and maintenance in Victoria is actually a fairly simple
and transparent matter of record. All you need do is
open up the budget papers, and in this case budget
paper 4, and look at the historical cash flow statements
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going back to 1986 in this series, and there is your
answer right there. Over the years going back to 1986
typically the government spent about $1 billion a year
in the purchase of property, plant and equipment. That
figure of $1 billion stayed roughly constant —
$1 billion, $1.2 billion or a bit less — in nominal terms
all the way through the period of the Cain and Kirner
governments, through the period of the Kennett
government and up to the first year of the Bracks
government. In the life of the Bracks government the
amount spent on the purchase of property, plant and
equipment — that is, basic infrastructure — started to
rise and has now reached about $2 billion, and it is
projected to rise to about $3 billion in coming years.
Of course the flip side is the repayment of debt. Again,
going back to the Cain and Kirner years, those
governments were repaying roughly $1 billion worth of
debt. The Kennett government chose to sell off assets
and use that money to pay down debt. It did not put it
into capital; it did not put it into infrastructure. As
members know, running down assets is the same thing
as running up debt; it is jut a little less visible on the
balance sheet. But it is certainly visible to members of
the public. They can see their schools, hospitals, roads
and the public transport system falling apart around
their ears. So a series of governments — under Cain,
Kirner and Kennett — have made their choices in this
area, and their choice was to continue to run down
assets, and now we are bearing the burden.
I will give the Bracks government credit for putting in
the money to start repairing some of our historical
maintenance debt, if you like, in that it has picked up on
the very successful political formula of the Greens on
Yarra council pioneered from about the year 2002
onward — —
Mr Leane — Is there anything you don’t claim?
Mr BARBER — I am saying that great minds think
alike, or a busted clock gets it right once a day; pick
your analogy.
Mr D. Davis — Twice a day actually.
Mr BARBER — Once a day and once a night, yes.
In the last year of the ninth out of nine ALP councils in
Yarra, it spent about $14 million on capital works. We
were well aware that that was not enough. We got in,
we had a bit of a look around and we repaired the
finances. We started to investigate the condition of our
assets. We started to investigate the condition of what
we owned for that matter. That was hard enough to find
out. If you did not know what you owned, it was pretty
obvious that you were not going to be maintaining it.
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We boosted the capital works budget to about
$20 million.
We also instigated an asset management process and
developed an asset management plan. The results of
that process indicated that in fact we needed to spend
$25 million a year just to stay ahead. Clearly that
council was underspending on its assets, and the
maintenance debt that it was racking up was of course
$5 million or $10 million a year cumulative. Each year
that maintenance debt got bigger.
There is no question now that we are spending a
sizeable proportion of our state budget on assets and
infrastructure. The question then becomes an argument
about the efficiency and effectiveness of that spending
and whether it is being spent according to the
community’s needs and values or whether that capital is
being allocated politically as a result of the most
successful lobbying voices that are getting in the
government’s ear at the time.
When we debated the changes to the parliamentary
committee system Ms Pennicuik proposed a
mechanism that might not have taken the politics out of
this question but would certainly have provided a forum
in which the issue could be discussed in more depth on
the basis of clear facts and where findings could have
been made in a more neutral environment. It was to
pick up on a proposal of the member for East Gippsland
in the other place, Mr Ingram, to change the name of
the Economic Development and Infrastructure
Committee to the Economic Development,
Infrastructure and Public Works Committee. The
scrutiny of proposed public works is a much-needed
function, particularly in an era of increased
public-private partnerships and the associated
commercial-in-confidence issues. In the commonwealth
Parliament all public works estimated to cost more than
$15 million are referred to the Joint Standing
Committee on Public Works, as Ms Pennicuik noted in
her remarks. That committee was established in 1913.
Rather than this debate going over several days of
general business time, it is a debate that could have
taken place already in that committee if we had chosen
to set it up. We moved an amendment, but it was not
successful. For that matter the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee could look at those questions as
well, but there would be a lot of work involved and we
could not really afford to sit around listening to a lot of
Dorothy Dixers and a lot of prepared statements from
ministers. If the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee or another parliamentary committee were to
take on the question of infrastructure that we are going
to debate here today and shed some light on it, there
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would be a lot of work involved and that would have to
be work of a productive nature.

getting, it will pull the pin, walk away and hand it back
to the government.

I think another factor that led to this poor performance
on infrastructure spending over the last few decades is
that the Labor and Liberal parties have been locked in
an ideological debate about what services government
should provide.

In the case of other more commercial assets — for
instance, the Melbourne Convention Centre being
established alongside the Yarra River — the
government may or may not realise that it is bearing the
residual risk on the condition of that asset when it is
handed back or for that matter the commercial cash
flows that may or may not be associated with the asset
when it is handed back. That is not something that can
be assessed as we go along, and it is certainly not
transparent.

Mr D. Davis — You are agreeing with us now.
Mr BARBER — I admit, Mr Davis, we have
reached the end of history now and there is not a debate
anymore. You only own assets or infrastructure for the
purpose of delivering services. If there is no real
consensus about what services government should
deliver, you can well understand why there has not
been a capacity for the government to get up a political
head of steam and spend money on those assets. In the
example of schools, as I have said, various policies
have been in place to hollow out the public system and
move people over to the private education system. Not
surprisingly, over the decade there has been poor
performance in spending on schools and that asset debt
has now come back to haunt us. It became a hot
political issue at the last state election, and thankfully
there has been a significant injection — not before
time — into the school system.
Another factor that is really dragging down this debate
is the introduction of PPPs (public-private partnerships)
and the fairly arbitrary target of getting 10 per cent of
the government’s capital spending flowing through the
PPP mechanism regardless of questions about which
assets we are talking about or where the target might
derive from. The trouble with the PPP approach is that
government spending on infrastructure is no longer
transparent through the budget papers in the way I
described earlier. It is no longer a case of just going to
the cash flow statement and looking at spending to find
out what is really being spent on infrastructure or, for
that matter, what condition it is in. Things have become
a lot murkier.
The question becomes who is bearing the risk on that
asset, rather than who owns it, and what does it cost.
Clearly in the case of the public transport system, in the
case of a couple of hospitals I can mention — one in
Victoria and one in Port Macquarie — and in the case
of the rail tracks and infrastructure, in the end the
government bears the risk. We cannot afford to have
those things stop working. Governments will not bear
the political cost of having them shut down, so if the
private sector decides it cannot make a go of it or
simply does not like the risk-weighted return it is

I think a final reason there has been no clear consensus
on infrastructure spending and maintenance in Victoria
is that this government has had the unenviable task of
unwinding a whole set of failed privatisations and other
aspects of what the Kennett government set up. That
was certainly the reality at the Yarra City Council when
it inherited an organisation that was having difficulty in
delivering a lot of services. Why? Because the services
had been contracted out in a rush, again with an
arbitrary target of contracting out 50 per cent of local
council services, which was a system set up by the
former Kennett government. That was happening in the
late 1990s. At Yarra council by 2002 most of the
contracts, being three-plus-two-year contracts, were
coming up for renewal. They were not delivering and
there was no way of enforcing performance through
those contracts, so we were facing the reality of either
recontracting or bringing them back in-house, with the
associated cost to infrastructure and assets. That is how
the Greens see us as having now reached the point
where there is no question that we are having a
significant debate about infrastructure across the
community.
Our view is somewhat broader. For example, we see
the actual living and natural environment as part of the
state’s infrastructure — a very important part. It does
not really appear on any state balance sheet but it
nevertheless provides us with some of our most
important services. As the result of a long history
Victoria is the most ecologically damaged state in
Australia. It has had the highest proportion of land
clearing affecting its ecosystems, its rivers are in the
worst condition, it has the highest rate of extinction of
animals and plants and it has the highest proportion of
endangered species. There is no question that these are
essential parts of our infrastructure.
Being able to swim at a clean beach on Port Phillip Bay
is just as important as having the trains or roads that
you use to get you there. The mountain forests and the
alpine bogs that provide us with our water are key
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pieces of infrastructure, as are the pipes and the dams
that get water to us. Remembering that those mountain
forests and alpine areas are only 3 per cent of the area
of the Murray–Darling Basin but provide over 70 per
cent of the water, you would have to say that that small
area of land is a key piece of the infrastructure we have
in Victoria, yet we certainly have not maintained it with
loving care. We have treated it as a cow paddock and a
woodchip dump. No examination of infrastructure can
really afford to ignore the question of the environment,
and yet it is ignored.
Clearly the Greens put a high premium on the provision
of public transport infrastructure vis-a-vis roads. The
commissioner for environmental sustainability pointed
out in his very recent report that the government
through its Meeting Our Transport Challenges
statement had front loaded all the spending on to
roads — some 40 per cent will be spent in the next little
while — whereas all the spending on public transport
was back loaded towards the end of the planning
period. Then there is the less visible community
infrastructure such as neighbourhood houses,
community health centres and things which are on the
balance sheet of various other non-government bodies
but which nevertheless rely on the government to
maintain them. That is where you find the biggest
neglect.
In the case of community health centres, which is an
issue I raised during a meeting of the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee, I refer to the Richmond
community health centre, my local centre, which is
housed in a bunch of old portable buildings from the
time of Gough that were put together, joined up and
have had no major investment in them since then. In
fact the government brought out a delegation from
China to visit the Richmond community health centre
to show the Chinese what a fantastic community health
centre network we had in Victoria and present it as an
example of what China should do. The night before the
delegation came the roof fell in, and at that point
Richmond received more funding. I give the
government credit for the fact that since then the centre
has received major funding for a new and permanent
home.
Maternal and child health centres are another example.
They are small community or government-owned
facilities that are often in poor condition. They do not
need even a small part of the billions that will be
thrown at putting in another lane on a freeway
somewhere; they just need a mere few hundred million
dollars rather than the billions of dollars that road
projects soak up.
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Open space is, of course, community infrastructure as
well. It is incredibly valuable and provides an
incredibly important service. Being able to live in a
small apartment in the inner city and having a large
place like Royal Park to play in is just as important a
piece of infrastructure to our wellbeing as some of the
more hard-edged stuff that gets the big construction and
financing groups excited.
If local government were represented here today it
would be talking about cost shifting in relation to
infrastructure. You can build all the roads you want, but
frequently it will be that last mile of road that provides
the crucial link to your business or to your home and
that last mile is frequently owned and maintained by
local government. We know a $1 billion asset deficit
has arisen among local governments around Australia.
You cannot begin to debate this question without
bringing in the issues faced by local government at the
moment. This is not only in terms of physical
infrastructure, but local government is frequently
providing the community safety net — an incredibly
important part of the community services and health
safety net — through the services it provides and, of
course, those services rely on infrastructure.
If all this was not hard enough, we now need to
examine our infrastructure needs into the future under
the moving target of climate change. What further
assets will we need to cope with the effects of climate
change? What assets will become redundant? What
assets are likely to be dramatically affected —
management of coastal lands, planning and
infrastructure in those areas, alpine resorts, water
infrastructure, physical infrastructure around the
urban-rural fringe in relation to bushfires?
The way forward on all this in the Greens’ view is not
to go back and look at the last 7 years or the last
30 years and trawl over the wreckage but to start setting
up a forward-looking plan. We should start setting up a
forward-looking plan and debating our future needs.
We should set up, if you like, an asset management
plan for the state of Victoria with long time lines, not
one that comes up in fits and starts — not like the
recent political hot button of schools which has led to a
sudden surge in spending on schools. I applaud it, but I
point out that the community needs a bit more certainty
and confidence than it gets from seeing spending just
when things become politically unbearable for the
government. That leads to spending in fits and starts. It
leads to a lack of understanding of the government’s
priorities, of whether the government is listening to the
community’s priorities and of what level of taxation
and fiscal needs we have to have to meet the
requirements of our long-term assets. It is exactly the
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same dialogue we had with our community in the city
of Yarra but on a larger scale. I appreciate the time I
have had to make these comments. We look forward to
hearing the rest of the debate.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I would like
to thank Mr Rich-Phillips for giving us on the
government side the opportunity to have noted in the
house the huge difference between what the Bracks
government has done in investing in these services and
the hatchet job the Liberal Party did on these essential
services for Victorians when it was in power.
This is a different style of general business motion from
the opposition to those we have got used to this year.
We have come to call midweek in the parliamentary
sitting week select committee Wednesday, so much so
that some members of the government have
contemplated moving a motion to set up our own select
committee to look into the use of select committees.
The problem with that is we are afraid that, in line with
its recent mentality, the opposition might come in the
next sitting week and move a motion to form a select
committee to look into our select committee that is
looking into select committees.
Getting back to today’s motion and the hatchet job the
Liberals did on the delivery of electricity, water, public
transport and roads when they were in power, not only
did they commit to little or no investment in these areas
when they were unfortunately in power, but in their
urgency to privatise most of these areas and with their
lack of foresight they failed to put anything in place to
compel the private companies to which they sold the
services to commit to actually maintaining the existing
infrastructure to any decent standard or to make
provision in their budgets to put some of their profits
into improving and increasing the infrastructure.
However, the Liberals’ most villainous act at that time
was to put nothing in place to fill the void left in
training people in the skills needed to maintain the
same infrastructure they are saying the government has
neglected. They put no onus on private companies to
train new skilled people to replace the people who left
the system. I would like to talk further about that later.
I want to cover a number of infrastructure projects in
the electrical field which have been invested in by the
Bracks government. Since 1999 Victoria’s electrical
capacity has increased by 2000 megawatts through the
construction of new generation transmission
infrastructure and the recommissioning of the upgrade
of existing generation infrastructure.
Mr D. Davis — Tell me about the generation
infrastructure; is it all new?
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Mr LEANE — There are some new projects; I am
glad the member asked me about that. The Laverton
North gas plant which produces 320 megawatts is a
new plant. The new Valley Power gas plant produces
300 megawatts of power for the system. The Somerton
gas plant adds 150 megawatts into the system. The
Challicum Hills wind farm adds 50 megawatts; it
produces enough clean energy to power 26 000 homes
each year. That is a lot of black balloons. The Snowy
interconnect upgrade produces 400 megawatts for the
system.
What about Basslink? It became fully operational in
April of last year, and happened to be officially opened
the following month by the Premier, Steve Bracks. The
Basslink interconnector runs from Loy Yang in
Gippsland, Victoria, across Bass Strait to Bell Bay in
northern Tasmania. It has a 290-kilometre undersea
component. Not only is it the envy of every electric eel
in Bass Strait, but it is also the longest subsea electrical
cable in the world. And the opposition says we have not
done anything in infrastructure in this area.
Turning to future projects, we are not standing still. We
are continuing our good work in this area with
investments in the Hazelwood upgrade, a
154-megawatt solar system project and the Victorian
renewable energy target, which has led to
1100 megawatts of hydro and wind projects being
confirmed.
We have to compare this spending on infrastructure
with that of the previous government. How many
power stations were built by the Liberal government
between 1992 and 1999? The answer is none — not
one new power station. In moving this motion
Mr Rich-Phillips said that rather than talk about what
has been done he would like to talk about what has not
been done. I say members on the opposition side of the
house are experts on what has not been done. I am not
too sure what mark of A, B, C et cetera is the lowest,
but they would have to have ranked with an F minus.
Getting back to the Kennett government’s strategy of
selling off government-owned utilities like they were
playing their own tragic game of Monopoly to make the
books look good, I would like to talk to some facts
mainly around the electrical supply regarding the loss
of human resources and the beginning of the Victorian
utilities industry skills shortage, which has had an
adverse effect on the whole Australian economy. I
would like to go through some dates. In 1995 the
Kennett government privatised the first Victorian
electricity distribution business, and United Energy,
which was owned by a USA company, was established.
From 1995 to 1999 the State Electricity Commission of
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Victoria (SECV) and the 11 metropolitan local
government electricity supply businesses that
constituted the Victorian electricity distribution,
transmission and generation industry sectors were
progressively privatised by the Kennett government.
There were about 27 000 permanent employees of the
Victorian electricity distribution, transmission and
generation industry sectors. Through the
implementation of redundancies that number was
reduced to approximately 7000 — from 27 000 it went
to 7000. If we talk about all Victorian government
utilities, including electricity, gas, rail, tram and other
public transport, water and ports, being privatised, the
workforce was reduced by nearly 40 000 permanent
jobs through redundancies, early retirements and so
forth. Employment of apprentices in electricity and
other utilities was substantially reduced or eliminated.
Instead of employing apprentices in the electricity
industry adults were employed. There was not an
apprentice linesman employed for 10 years.
The annual employment numbers for apprentices at the
SECV used to be 80 in the 1980s, but that has been
reduced to zero. Employment of apprentices in other
trades such as electrical fitting, joining and metering,
plumbers, carpentering, painting, and fitting and
turning, was reduced to zero. The number of
professionals and semi-professionals employed as
engineers or electrical operating technicians was
reduced to zero. Clerical, administrative, call centre and
other white-collar employment in the area was reduced
to zero — nothing.
Mr Jennings interjected.
Mr LEANE — It was bleak, and it kept going on.
But then the sun came out. In 1999 the first Bracks
government was elected with a platform and policies to
address outages in the electricity industry.
Unfortunately contracts signed by the Kennett
government were still in place, and the new
government was tied to those contracts until it could
turn things around. The Bracks Labor government
acted to reverse the process. It commenced by
rebuilding infrastructure that had been neglected and
has become run down throughout the Kennett Liberal
years, with such projects as I previously mentioned and
with the establishment of the Essential Services
Commission, which was set up to make sure that the
private companies were actually doing the
maintenance.
I want to go back to one of the facts I touched on
before. With the privatisation of all Victorian
government utilities, including electricity, gas, rail, tram
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and other public transport, water and ports, there was a
loss of permanent employment, and the number of
skilled workers was reduced by 40 000. Nothing was
put in place to train skilled workers or bring in new
ones. Nothing was put in place for the people who were
induced into early retirement. I have to say something
about Victorian public utilities. Most trained people in
the public sector coming into their trade went into
private industry, and private industry has suffered
greatly in recent years due to the lack of skilled workers
now available.
We now have the federal Treasurer, Peter Costello,
saying that the lack of skilled workers is a handbrake on
the Australian economy. Mr Rich-Phillips said his
argument is based around economics. I have to say that
if Mr Costello cares to find the biggest villains in recent
history who had a hand in producing the skills shortage,
he would have to look towards his colleagues in the
Victorian Liberal Party. Some of them had a personal
hand in that economic vandalism.
I am not too sure how Liberal Party factions work, but I
have been told that there is a faction that backs
Mr Costello and another faction tied to Mr Kennett.
Maybe the next time there is a factional meeting one of
the Costello-ites here can sidle up to him and say,
‘Sorry about the skills shortage we caused, Peter. Sorry
about the strain we have put on the economy. That
would have been us’. Maybe they can apologise to
Mr Costello by letter. It could almost be biblical: a
letter from the Kennettions to the Costello-ites
apologising for their role in creating the skills shortage
that has put a handbrake on the economy. Mr Costello
has feebly tried to blame state governments for any
economic problem raised. If he was fair dinkum, he
would be pointing the finger at his own state
colleagues.
This motion relates to the infrastructure of state utilities,
but we have to question whether the Liberals
understand that all the infrastructure in the world is not
that flash unless you train people to maintain it. This
government has had to play catch-up, and we are doing
a great job of it. This government is addressing the
training of new skilled workers. It is putting millions
into training and millions into TAFE. It has also put
millions into infrastructure, and even though our budget
has delivered healthy surpluses seven years in a row,
the last time I heard opposition members talking about
the recent budget they were saying that we are spending
too much, the sky is falling and we are going into debt.
This motion does not make sense to us, and we will be
voting against it.
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Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to rise to make a contribution to this debate on
Mr Rich-Phillips’s very important motion that this
house notes the failure of the state government over
seven years to facilitate the required investment in
public infrastructure to ensure the security of supply
and reliability of water, electricity, public transport and
the road network. I can only commend
Mr Rich-Phillips on bringing this motion to the
chamber, because it is a timely motion and a motion
that is increasingly understood by the community. In
many respects the idea of infrastructure provision is a
dry subject, and the community would not in the first
instance engage with the economic detail of it, but
increasingly the community is understanding that it is
important. It is important for the delivery of basic
services like water and electricity in our state. There has
been much already said on those things, and I will come
to each in turn.
I might start in the first instance with a recent series of
papers that puts some of these matters into a broader
context. There is an Australian context, but there are
lessons to be learned about the provision of
infrastructure nationally.
As an economy, nationally we have a lot of work to do.
Over several governments and over a number of
decades, there is more to do, and I have to say that the
current federal government has taken very significant
steps in the right direction.
In the context of this motion today, through the Chair, I
want draw the attention of the house and Mr Thornley
to a paper written by Henry Ergas entitled State of the
States that was produced recently by the Menzies
Research Centre.
Mr Thornley — An economist.
Mr D. DAVIS — Indeed an economist, as
Mr Thornley points out. He is a respected economist
who has made a number of very useful points in this
paper. On a page headed ‘Abstract’ the paper says:
This paper aims to fill the gap by linking publicly available
information on state and territory government revenue and
spending to information on their performance in provision of
government services and infrastructure.

This paper sets out to achieve a valuable task, one that
points in a timely way to problems we have throughout
the states. State provision of government services and
infrastructure is lacking in a number of ways. It goes on
to say:
Specifically, it reports the additional revenue that state and
territory governments received in 2005–06 compared to
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1999–2000 (i.e. the last year of the pre-GST era) and
examines how state and territory governments have spent this
revenue windfall.

That is the important point to understand today — that
the state government has a revenue windfall not only
from the GST but from the healthy national economy, a
revenue windfall that has not been well applied.
Mr Thornley interjected.
Mr D. DAVIS — I agree with the point
Mr Thornley makes about the share of the GST.
Mr Thornley — Share of GSP, mate!
Mr D. DAVIS — I am sorry, I thought you said
share of GST. Indeed, we can make points about the
that share of the gross state product too, if the member
wishes, and I will come to that in a moment. At least I
know those phrases, unlike John Kerin, the member’s
compatriot.
The paper points to:
… a decline in productivity of state and territory government
service provision, at least since 2002–03. This suggests that in
recent years taxpayers have been getting less ‘bang’ for their
tax dollar.

These are important points. State governments, as much
as the federal government, have a duty to use the
resources they have at their disposal for the best
possible outcomes for the community, and that means
the efficient provision of services to the maximum
scope that is achievable, and as part of that process, the
provision of infrastructure that facilitates those services
into the future.
There are a number of key issues with this government.
I will quote further from the paper, which I commend to
the chamber. It talks about how the government is
spending this revenue windfall:
The first is that state and territory governments are allocating
the bulk of their revenue windfalls to the provision of
government services.

That is in many respects as it should be, but it is a
question of what we are actually getting for that
expenditure. The paper continues:
The second stand out feature of state and territory government
spending of their revenue windfalls is that while the states and
territories on balance have remained net lenders, their
collective fiscal position peaked in 2003–04.

There has been a deterioration in the long-term
position. The paper continues:
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The third stand out feature relates to state and territory
government investment in net additions to infrastructure stock
as measured by net acquisition of non-financial assets. After
several years of stagnation at pre-GST levels, in 2005–06 the
state and territory governments began to take advantage of
their stronger fiscal position to boost infrastructure spending.

He makes the point that there was a very long way to
go before there was any significant movement. He goes
on to say:
Whether this is a good news story, however, depends on how
efficiently state and territory governments are managing the
investment process.

That is a key issue in this state, specifically with the
public-private partnership process we have in place. We
need to ensure that that process is effective and gets the
best outcomes for the Victorian community. I place on
the record my support for public-private partnerships
and for the fact that the Kennett government pioneered
in Australia the use of private infrastructure spending to
provide assets that the community could use.
Mr Thornley — All or only some?
Mr D. DAVIS — I have to say that we pioneered
that process in this country. If you look at projects like
CityLink, you find that very few in Victoria would now
argue that CityLink should not have been built. Most
would argue that it was a visionary project.
Mr Thornley interjected.
Mr D. DAVIS — I have to say that it and other
similar projects were very sensible steps in providing
infrastructure at a time when infrastructure capacity in
state government coffers was very restricted as we
steadily recovered in Victoria from the very low base of
the Cain and Kirner period. During Mr Leane’s
extraordinary contribution to this debate, or should I say
Mr Mighell’s extraordinary contribution, he pointed to
some of those, but what he did not seem to understand
was that the outstanding feature of the Cain and Kirner
period was that the Victorian economy was in free
fall — public assets were flogged off at fire sale prices
and unemployment peaked at over 1 million in
Australia, with a massive share of that in Victoria.
Those things were entirely the responsibility of the Cain
and Kirner governments, because of their
mismanagement of the Victorian economy, and of the
Keating government colleagues in Canberra, who so
mismanaged the Australian economy.
The paper also points to:
Increased labour costs accounted for two-thirds … of the …
increase in operating costs —
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at state level. I have to say again that nobody minds
paying more for more people to deliver services or
more per individual for those services so long as there
is a commensurate increase in output. That is a real
question with this government. The paper goes on to
say:
Education, health and public order and safety received
two-thirds of the increased expenditure.

It goes on to say:
… it becomes apparent that the productivity of government
service provision in these key program areas appears to have
declined.

I thought it would be worthwhile today putting on the
record just one of those areas, and I could choose many
areas, but if one looks at the very large expenditure
areas of state government, one sees that the acute health
output group in the Department of Human Services
budget is a very good place to begin. I thought it was
worthwhile looking at the spending on that output
group in 1998–99 and comparing that with proposed
spending in 2007–08. In that acute health output group
spending will move from $3 024.9 million in 1998–99
to $6 482 million in 2007–08, an increase of
$3 457 million — a 114 per cent increase in the acute
health output group over that period.
Mr Thornley — Your point?
Mr D. DAVIS — My point is that this significant
increase in spending is not being matched. It is far
above the growth of the economy and far above the
growth in the population — even taking account of
factors like ageing of the population.
Mr Thornley interjected.
Mr D. DAVIS — No, what I am looking for is good
value for money and good outcomes for patients. The
number of separations increased from just under
950 000 to 1 408 000. That is an increase of 458 000, a
48.2 per cent increase. So you have a 48.2 per cent
increase in the throughput in terms of separations from
public hospitals, but an increase in spending of 114 per
cent. That is a massive chasm that requires significant
explanation, given that waiting lists have gone up in
that period, the number of people waiting has gone up
and waiting times have also increased. So you have to
say there has been an enormous application of new
money, but the outcomes for the community have not
been achieved.
Looking at emergency departments, also within the
acute health output, and at the occasions of emergency
service, in 1998–99 the number was 1.056 million and
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rising to 1.35 million in 2007–08 projected under this
government’s current budget. Now that is an increase of
294 000 services, or occasions of emergency services,
in our public hospital system in Victoria. That is a
27.8 per cent increase. There is a 114 per cent increase
in spending, but if you look at the two broadest —
admittedly, and I accept that — measures of what is
occurring in our public hospital system, there is a 48 per
cent increase in the separations and a 27.8 per cent
increase in the occasions of emergency services.
Mr Thornley — Are those real figures?
Mr D. DAVIS — Let me give you some very real
figures from the Auditor-General’s report that was
tabled today. I go to section 4 of the report entitled
Follow-up of Selected Performance Audits Tabled in
2003 and 2004 which is headed ‘Managing emergency
demand in public hospitals’ and refers to the
Auditor-General’s previous report on managing
emergency demand. If you look at the performance of
the emergency departments and you look at — —
Mr Pakula — Is the member trying to roll
Mrs Shardey in the other place?
Mr D. DAVIS — No, I am just picking one of the
largest areas — —
Mr Pakula — You are encroaching on the shadow
minister’s turf.
Mr D. DAVIS — I think the shadow minister would
be very relaxed about it as I move into quite a few other
areas too, Mr Pakula.
Mr Pakula — The member is on the move. Get the
shadow minister out of the way and he is home and
hosed.
Mr D. DAVIS — Mr Pakula may well laugh, but I
have to say that the Auditor-General has pointed to
enormous problems in our public hospitals, and his
singling out of long-stay patients is a classic example of
that. There are still thousands of patients who wait more
than 24 hours in our emergency departments: there
were more than 2000 in 2006–07; and in 2004–05 there
were even greater numbers. The fact that massive
numbers of people have been waiting enormous lengths
of time has had significant effects on their health.
The Auditor-General in his earlier report on managing
emergency demand pointed to the health outcomes
which were severe for people waiting. Despite the
provision of more money and more resources and the
treating of a much lower number of patients than that
enormous spending would suggest, the outcomes in
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those emergency departments — the number of people
waiting and the length of time they are waiting — have
deteriorated. My point is that the government in terms
of infrastructure needs to be providing those resources.
It has begun to do that in some areas with our
emergency departments in public hospitals, but much
more needs to be done to improve those outputs. Much
more remains to be done to get outcomes that are
satisfactory.
There is every sign with those raw or broad figures that
the government is not getting the results that the
community would expect. Part of that is because in
Victoria, for example, the government is closing beds;
it is taking steps that mean that there is less effective
infrastructure available in this state.
Moving to another section of the State of the States
report, there are some very interesting points made
about infrastructure provision directly. Henry Ergas
makes the point that there is mixed evidence on
whether total infrastructure investment in Australia is
keeping pace within international trends, and he moves
to look at areas like water and gas and those areas that
are the subject of this debate and about which
Mr Rich-Phillips has made comment today.
Henry Ergas looked at who is funding Australia’s
infrastructure investment. He said:
The value of total infrastructure in Australian states and
territories (as measured by the value of engineering
construction work undertaken by private and public sectors)
has increased by 85 per cent in real terms since 1999–2000 to
reach $39 billion in 2005–06. It is important to note that this
measure reflects expenditure located in those states and
territories, regardless of how they are funded or who they are
funded by.
Most of this increase is due to increased private sector
investment in areas such as roads, highways, subdivisions,
bridges —

and the list that we have discussed in the chamber
today. Henry Ergas makes a very important point when
he says public sector infrastructure investment has been
relatively flat in real terms since 1989–90, though it
increased slightly in 2005–06. It is therefore not
surprising that public infrastructure outlays, including
all levels of government, have declined as a share of
aggregate gross state product — and that is significant.
He said:
There has therefore been a significant shift from public to
private sector funding of infrastructure. In 2005–06 total
private infrastructure investment equalled or exceeded public
infrastructure outlays in Victoria, Queensland, South
Australia, Western Australia and the Northern Territory.
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He flags a concern about the use of public-private
partnerships. I share that concern to the extent that
greater transparency and examination of public-private
partnerships is required to ensure that we get the best
value for money. But I make it very clear that I think
there is a very strong place for public-private
partnerships.
The report says on page 21:
One concern is that too heavy a reliance on PPPs may bias
infrastructure investment to areas where there is the greatest
ability to impose direct user charges (e.g. toll roads) relative
to areas where user charging is more difficult. This may
account for the relatively greater private sector investment in
transport infrastructure. Moreover, the growth in private
investment in infrastructure may also be affected by once-off
adjustments associated with privatisations, as well as by a
relatively small number of major projects.

That is the point — it makes investment lumpy and
means that examination of it has to be closely focused.
It certainly means that some areas of infrastructure
provision may be less suitable for the use of
public-private partnerships and there is therefore a
greater role for government involvement in the
provision of infrastructure through mechanisms other
than public-private partnerships.
It is important to look at some broader areas of
government activity. I pay tribute — as I have already
done in part by mentioning a report by the
Auditor-General on emergency department demand —
to the previous Victorian Auditor-General, Wayne
Cameron, who did the state a great service by placing
on the record many areas of infrastructure spending and
backlog. He did major audits in the area of medical
equipment, an area that in my view had not been
previously examined adequately by auditors in the state
or had not been measured in a sufficient way at all. He
did major audits that in my view put the state in a much
stronger position in terms of stormwater infrastructure.
He pointed to massive backlogs that require close
attention to keep that infrastructure up to date.
The point here is that much of our stormwater
infrastructure was put in place many years ago — some
early in the last century and some indeed even earlier
than that. The maintenance of that infrastructure is a
task that requires the close focus of government and the
measurement of progress on an ongoing basis. By
cataloguing the backlog, by pointing to the areas of
concern, the previous Auditor-General, Wayne
Cameron, did the state a great service. There has been a
response by local government, metropolitan water
authorities and the state government to the issues
around stormwater maintenance and infrastructure
backlog, but that response to date has not been swift
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enough nor adequate. There is much more work to be
done there. He also did the community a great service
in his examination of the lack of action on the
connection of septic tanks — a backlog that is getting
larger, not smaller. I urge members of this chamber to
go — —
Mr Thornley interjected.
Mr D. DAVIS — Mr Thornley may laugh, but this
is actually quite a serious matter. Across the
metropolitan area more than 40 000 homes do not have
sewerage connected. The number has been static for a
number of years; if anything, it has increased slightly.
The government has not put in place a proper plan to
address it. Councils have been in many cases reluctant
to deal with that issue, and the end result has been the
potential exposure of the community to health risks —
and certainly our environmental assets, as Mr Barber
pointed to in this debate, are being put at risk. The idea
that near-raw effluent would be at very high
concentrations in major rivers near the city because of
our failure to deal with these basic infrastructure issues
is an indictment on the whole community and in
particular an indictment of this government. It is
something the Liberal Party tried to address in the last
state election period.
In the lead-up to the last state election we focused on
the need to respond to the Auditor-General’s approach.
I could quote this in a number of ways to the chamber. I
could quote the raw figures for the number of sewerage
connections required. As I said, well over 40 000 are
needed, and it would take hundreds of years at the
current rate to make those connections. On page 95 of
his report the Auditor-General looked at the number of
connections being made. This is recent data; 2005 is the
latest material he presented. In the Yarra Valley Water
area in 2005 two houses were connected. Two!
Mr Finn — Two — that is pathetic!
Mr D. DAVIS — That is pathetic. In the year before
that there were 5 and in the year before that there were
52.
Mr Finn — Is that a backward move? Do I detect a
backward move?
Mr D. DAVIS — Indeed. If you go back into earlier
periods, you find there were much higher rates of
connection. There are a number of reasons for this. One
reason is the lack of coordination between authorities
and the lack of clarity about responsibility between
landowners on the one hand and municipal authorities,
water catchment authorities and water authorities — the
distribution companies as well as, in this case,
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Melbourne Water, or in the case I was just quoting,
Yarra Valley Water — on the other hand. There is a
lack of clarity on responsibility but the end result is that
major infrastructure assets — sewerage connections in
this case — have not been dealt with. There may be
other alternatives as to how that need for sewerage
could be dealt with but those options are not being
investigated either. We have a sort of stasis. There is a
lack of investment and political courage or will to
tackle the issue, and the effluent keeps flowing and
despoiling our environmental assets in an unacceptable
way.
One reason that this is occurring is what I call negative
infrastructure investment. Mr Barber talked about
allowing assets to decay as a reduction in your net
effective infrastructure, but there is another way the
government has approached this — that is, it actually
takes resources out of key authorities. In the case of
metropolitan Melbourne, since 1999 the government
has taken out almost $1.8 billion in dividends from City
West Water, Yarra Valley Water, South East Water and
Melbourne Water. Just under $1.8 billion in dividends
has been taken out of those four water bodies! In
2005–06, $218.6 million was taken out. The
government did this not just at a time when stormwater,
drainage and sewerage infrastructure had been left to
rot but at a time when we faced a significant drought
and significant water challenges as well.
You need to think about these water infrastructure
provision issues in terms of the growth in population in
Melbourne. The government set a target for 2030 of an
additional 1 million people, and there is every reason to
believe that could be achieved under the current
projections and arrangements, but that requires
additional infrastructure of the type that you would
need to provide basic services to those people. That
means transport infrastructure, and there has been a
considerable amount said already about transport
infrastructure and the fact that the government has not
managed that well.
Water infrastructure is in many senses the most basic of
all. We have seen Melbourne and other areas of the
state on significant water restrictions over the recent
period. Despite some decent rain in May, as Mr Gordon
Rich-Phillips said earlier, there is no clarity as to
whether the difficulties that Melbourne faces are over.
The same applies elsewhere in the state. The
government has underdone the provision of basic water
infrastructure. It should have taken steps to provide
additional infrastructure, and it could have done that in
a number of ways. It could have put in place, as the
Liberal Party suggested before the last election, a
desalination plant. That would have provided an
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augmentation of Melbourne’s water supply. It could
have looked at other ways of augmenting Melbourne’s
water supply. We mentioned the possibility before the
last election of an additional water storage; that is an
option, but it is one the government refused to look at.
At the same time the option of recycled water is one
that the government has not taken up with any sensible
approach. In 2002 the government had an election
policy to upgrade the eastern treatment plant. We are
still waiting on that promise to be delivered on. Despite
more than five years of drought, despite nearly eight
years of this government, despite ripping $1.8 billion
out of the water authorities, despite putting Melbourne
on water restrictions and despite more than 400 million
litres a day going out at the Gunnamatta sewage outfall,
the government is yet to upgrade the eastern treatment
plant to a standard that would enable the recycled water
to be used on a significant scale to supplant
Melbourne’s water supply by replacing potable water in
a variety of uses. There is no reason why that water
could not have been used for a whole variety of uses,
such as parks and gardens and industry. There is no
reason why arrangements could not have been put in
place to use a significant addition to Melbourne’s
available water supply. Equally the government says
that it is going to send that water to the Latrobe Valley
to replace the use of potable water in the power stations.
This might work — I do not know — and there is a
feasibility study the government has completed at a cost
of more than $1 million, but the government refuses to
release that study.
I have to say that one of the key things in the provision
of infrastructure that needs to get better under this
government is transparency. You cannot allow
governments to hide this important data, to make these
decisions in secret — these massive decisions that
affect the community’s future in such a substantial
way — without the data, the information and the facts
being on the table. The government has used $1 million
to produce a feasibility study; it will not release that
feasibility study to enable the communities that will be
affected along the route to enable the whole of the
Victorian community to properly assess whether this
project is a goer or not. It is a scandal that the Premier is
sitting on this important feasibility study at a time when
Victorians are facing water restrictions. Victorians have
a right to know, and it is about time the government
came clean on its management, or should I say
mismanagement, of water infrastructure in this state.
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr D. DAVIS — I am very interested to see it. I say
to Mr Pakula that what we do know is that water
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infrastructure has been mismanaged in the state. There
is every reason to believe that the water situation in
Melbourne would not be so severe if significant
augmentation of supply had been put in place by this
government earlier. This government’s dithering delays
and obfuscation on these matters has put the
community at significant risk. Industry faces risks.
Why, for example, would you as a major firm wanting
to invest in Victoria in a water-intensive industry invest
here where you had no security of water supply? No
matter what sensible savings and arrangements you
were to put in place with this government you would be
subject to the fact that there may well be cuts to your
supply at some point, and that is a significant concern
to Victorians. Victorians should have every reason to be
angry about their government.
There are some good projects under way in the state.
The long-delayed Wimmera–Mallee pipeline, a federal
and state initiative which has broad support in the
Wimmera-Mallee area and would provide much greater
security of water supply for agriculture into the future,
is an exemplar of how things ought to go forward. The
project is also an exemplar for a cooperative approach
on a federal-state level. I urge the Bracks government to
look beyond its partisan issues and work cooperatively
with the federal government to come to an agreement
that is in the interests of Victorian consumers. The
government has, through its intransigence, not been
prepared to talk fairly with the federal government. I
urge the Premier to reconsider his position and work
swiftly — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr D. DAVIS — Negotiations can always be
productive in these areas, and I urge Mr Bracks to
negotiate in good faith. He has been very slow in
coming to this position. In light of the need for major
water investment in rural water authorities and water
supply, we need to get moving very quickly. I must say
I am disappointed in the approach the Bracks
government has adopted in this regard.
Moving to the topic of our cities and the need for the
proper provision of basic services, a number of people
have today pointed to the issue of rail services,
particularly metropolitan rail services. As Melbourne
2030, the government’s planning blueprint, pushes
forward at a fast pace — often against strong
community opposition, but the government appears
determined to push forward with it — it is important
that there is proper infrastructure support in place. That
means not only water, power and so forth, but also
public transport.
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The government had an objective of 20-20-20 — 20 per
cent of journeys on public transport by 2020 — but it
has quietly ditched that objective. It is no longer talked
about by this government; it is persona non grata. You
cannot mention the 20-20-20 pledge within the hearing
of this government’s ministers without them becoming
agitated, and they never willingly refer to it. There is
good reason for that — to achieve that objective you
need to invest in infrastructure. You cannot just will it
into existence by saying it is an objective; you have to
do the hard work to put the infrastructure in place.
We have seen the government’s infrastructure provision
at work in recent weeks as it scraped around in
farmyards in New South Wales to buy old trains back.
This government’s provision of railway rolling stock
has been the buyback of old Hitachi trains that had been
flogged off — —
Mr Finn — It is a circus.
Mr D. DAVIS — It is a circus. Increasingly those
who catch public transport know it is a circus, as
Mr Finn has pointed out. Let us look at the reliability
and punctuality achievements on a number of rail lines.
The Frankston line, for example — —
Mr Viney — How long are you going to go for,
Mr Davis?
Mr D. DAVIS — Would you like me to go for
longer, Mr Viney? I thought we were going to go to
next week. Let me just discuss one line — the
Frankston line — in the interests of brevity — —
Ms Broad — Brevity? You wouldn’t know what the
word means.
Mr D. DAVIS — I would if I needed to, don’t
worry.
Regarding the Frankston line the latest figures, which
are for April, show that 84.5 per cent of trains met the
reliability and punctuality targets, indicating that
15.5 per cent of trains did not meet those targets. That is
a disgrace. That is one in seven trains not running on
time, not meeting the reliability or punctuality targets. I
have talked to people who catch trains on that line a lot.
They point to the cramming of people onto trains, the
cancellation of trains and the fact that the authorities try
to fit two trainloads of passengers onto one train. That
is a joke. Nobody can expect people to switch to public
transport when that sort of approach is taken.
Local Labor members of Parliament need to start
getting active in this regard. Particularly absent has
been Rob Hudson, the member for Bentleigh in the
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other place. He has refused to deal with the issue of
public transport in his electorate. Many local people are
now calling on him to become personally active instead
of sitting mute while his community is — —
Mrs Peulich — He just sticks his A-frame out.
Mr D. DAVIS — He just puts his A-frame sign out
the front and does nothing whatsoever to deal with
these issues. I think members of the community will
begin to get more and more agitated about the lack of
performance of some of these Labor backbenchers and
will begin to judge them very harshly. Mr Stensholt, the
member for Burwood in the other place, is another
example. He has not been prepared to stick up for his
local residents — —
Mr Thornley interjected.
Mr D. DAVIS — Indeed, and the trains worked a
lot better in Jeffrey Kennett’s time, I can tell you.
Reliability was far better than it is now. Many people
would prefer to see the sort of attention that the
Alamein line got under the Kennett government, which
upgraded the standard of the stations. Reliability was
much greater. Mr Thornley might laugh at that, but I
know the commuters in that area well, and they do not
laugh. They know that the service has deteriorated.
I commend Mr Rich-Phillips on his contribution to the
debate today. There is a great deal more that we could
say on this matter, and I look forward to this chamber
turning its attention to these issues again in the future.
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — I rise today to
reject the opposition’s motion. My reason for rejecting
the motion is most clearly indicated by the
government’s record in investing public money —
public money that is the result of hard work by all
Victorians, as well as prudent fiscal management by the
Bracks government. I think it is worth outlining to the
house very succinctly just what that record is.
The Bracks government has over the past seven years
invested a record $16 billion in capital works,
averaging some $2.3 billion every year that the
government has been in office. That means that
compared to the previous Liberal-National party
government the Bracks government has more than
doubled investment in infrastructure. Not content with
that, the Bracks government appreciates that more
needs to be done, and that is why in this year’s budget,
the 2007–08 budget, the Bracks government has
allocated an additional $13 billion over the next four
years. That is going to lift average net infrastructure
investment to $3.3 billion every year through to
2010–2011. That data clearly indicates that not only is
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the opposition motion today completely misconstrued
but that the figures simply do not back up the
opposition in choosing to concentrate on the
government’s record over the past seven years.
Today I want to focus particularly on water. It is
instructive to look at the funding that the Prime
Minister has announced for water infrastructure —
some $10 billion over 10 years for the nation. That is
around $1 billion a year for 10 years for water
infrastructure for the whole of Australia. When you
compare that announcement with the track record of the
Bracks government in Victoria over the past seven
years you can only wonder at what the federal
government is thinking if it really considers that that
investment is going to be adequate to address the huge
challenges ahead of us across the whole of the nation,
including Victoria. I said I wanted to focus particularly
on water today not only because it is listed in the
opposition motion but also because it is such an
important issue for all Victorians, especially in light of
climate change and the 10 years of drought that
Victoria has experienced. The Bracks government has
invested some $1.7 billion in water since coming to
office.
Mr D. Davis — You have taken $1.8 billion out of
water authorities in Melbourne.
Ms BROAD — I will come to the question of
dividends, Mr Davis, all in good time. I am happy to
deal with that issue comprehensively and at length,
because there is a very clear story to tell. In addition to
the $1.7 billion that has been invested by the Bracks
government since coming to office an additional
$3 billion has been invested by water authorities.
The government has prepared a comprehensive water
white paper as well as a central region water strategy,
which has been recognised as a leading water plan in
Australia. That plan certainly addresses Melbourne’s
water needs in the short, medium and long terms, as
you would expect. It takes into account the impact of
climate change and expected population growth, and it
is based on conservation and recycling as well as on
finding additional water supplies. Our conservation
campaign means that the Bracks government is
responsible for our using 100 billion litres of water less
every year in Melbourne alone, making Melbourne the
city which is making the greatest gains in water savings
in Australia.
Mr Finn interjected.
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Ms BROAD — There would be some people
around Australia who would be surprised to hear you
say that.
Conservation initiatives include tiered pricing to reward
people who are water savers — and they should be
rewarded. It also includes rebates on water-saving
products and permanent water-saving rules as well as
very important public education awareness campaigns,
because changing Victorians’ awareness of water
savings is a very important part of the Bracks
government’s initiatives. The government’s
$1000 water tank rebate is the largest in Australia. It is
helping to provide water tanks so that householders are
able to keep their gardens and lawns. Some
150 000 rebates on water-saving products have been
claimed to date, so Victorians are enthusiastically
taking up these opportunities. If these actions had not
been taken by the Bracks government when they were
and these water savings had not been achieved, there is
no doubt that Melburnians and Victorians across the
state would have been facing much tougher water
restrictions much earlier than they have so far.
We are now recycling more than 14 per cent of
Melbourne’s wastewater and third-pipe schemes are
now included in housing developments in outer
Melbourne suburbs. Of course taking that up in new
developments is a great opportunity.
In January the Bracks government announced drought
contingency measures to boost Melbourne’s water
supplies by up to 40 billion litres over two years. As
well as that the government is reconnecting the Tarago
Reservoir to provide 20 billion litres of new water to
Melbourne by 2010. That is a very interesting initiative
to focus on. Members might ask, ‘Why is it that a water
reservoir that can provide 20 billion litres of water is
having to be reconnected?’. The answer is that it is
having to be reconnected and the investment is having
to be made to reconnect it because it was
decommissioned under the former Liberal-National
party government, so it is somewhat extraordinary that
the opposition would put forward this motion today
criticising the track record of the Bracks government
over the seven and a bit years it has been in office when
the last time members opposite were in office they
actually decommissioned a reservoir which can provide
20 billion litres of water to Melbourne.
Moving on, the Bracks government is also building the
goldfields super-pipe to supply up to 38 billion litres of
water which is urgently needed to secure the water
supplies for Bendigo and Ballarat. It has been
disappointing that the federal government has taken so
long to finally wake up to the fact that families,
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businesses and farms around Bendigo and Ballarat
simply cannot wait for these investments to be made.
That is the reason of course why the Bracks
government got on with making these investments
ahead of the federal government sorting out what it was
going to do. As well as all that, recycling projects that
are being constructed in Bendigo, Ballarat, Gippsland
and Geelong will save more than 10 billion litres of
water.
The government is also undertaking in Victoria the
largest water infrastructure project in Australia. That of
course is the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline that will save
100 billion litres of water a year. That project is
creating a lot of jobs in my electorate. That very
important project could have proceeded much earlier
than it did if we had had a federal government whose
members recognised the importance of investing in
water infrastructure and of making water savings. But
of course that is not the federal government we have. In
a very belated fashion, suddenly, because there is an
election looming — surprise, surprise — members of
the federal government are discovering that these are
important issues and they are being dragged to finally
take them seriously.
Mr Pakula — Kicking and screaming!
Ms BROAD — Kicking and screaming indeed. As
well as all those projects that are being constructed and
are achieving very important improvements to our
water supplies, the Bracks government has committed
another $300 million to upgrading the eastern treatment
plant to treat wastewater for industry, new housing
estates and agriculture, which is a very important
investment. Later this year there will be further
announcements by the government to build on that very
extensive list of water savings and investment projects
across the state.
In this year’s budget the Bracks government has
delivered an extra $136 million for water projects
which will generate in excess of 80 billion litres of
water every year. Some of the initiatives in this year’s
state budget which I would like to mention in particular
are the modernisation of the Shepparton irrigation area
project, in which $38 million is being invested; the
$10 million that is being invested in improving
irrigation practices on farms; the $16 million that is
being invested for water recycling projects across
Melbourne; the $10 million for new stormwater
projects in urban areas; and the $20 billion for rebates
on efficient household water projects. So this year’s
state budget builds on the very extensive investment
that the Bracks government has made over the past
seven years — the period that the opposition has chosen
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to concentrate on in its motion. As I have already
outlined, the amount that the Bracks government has
invested over that period is already more than double
what was invested under the former Liberal-National
party government led by Jeff Kennett.
In October last year the government announced that it is
proceeding with a business case for major industry
recycling projects in Gippsland. That business case is
examining projects that would free up more than
100 billion litres of water for Melbourne. That is an
enormous project by any measure, and it is very
important that that business case is done thoroughly and
well. As well as that, feasibility studies are under way
into desalinisation and the better use of stormwater,
mainly from the Yarra River. Desalinisation is a form
of production of water which has been put into effect in
a number of places internationally and around
Australia. The government has always taken the view
that examining that option was the responsible thing to
do — unlike the Liberal Party, which claimed that it
was possible to build a desalinisation plant for
Melbourne at a cost of $400 million. I think that any
reasonable person would realise — and certainly the
evidence would suggest — that conservatively
speaking more than double that amount is what would
be required to construct a desalinisation plant for
Melbourne, assuming that the issues around location
and supplying all the inputs into that plant could be
satisfied. Not surprisingly, they were also matters that
members of the Liberal Party were absolutely silent on
in their discussions leading up to the last state election.
Coming back to the actions being taken by the Bracks
government, it has indicated that it will be making an
announcement about major options to boost
Melbourne’s water supplies in coming months, when
all the detailed work which is necessary has been
completed and properly considered. Various estimates
of the costs of these projects have been floated, but
there will be a much better indication of the investment
that will be required when all the information has been
compiled. Victorians can rest assured that the Bracks
government will made the best possible investments in
the interests of all Victorians when those decisions are
made.
I want to place on the record also that Victorian farmers
are the most productive users of Murray-Darling Basin
water, generating twice as much value as others for
each megalitre used. That is the reason why the Bracks
government is continuing to make major investments in
our irrigation areas. They include completing the
Tungamah pipeline and upgrading the Eildon Dam as
well as pursuing other irrigation projects.
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It is extremely disappointing that when the Prime
Minister went public with his so-called water plan for
the Murray–Darling Basin he had not considered,
amongst other things, what this would mean for
irrigators in Victoria, and it was hardly a surprise when
the Victorian Farmers Federation did not support the
Prime Minister’s plan. That should have been an
indication to him that something was amiss and that
perhaps it might have been a good idea to take that
so-called plan through his own cabinet processes to
seek the advice of his own government departments,
including federal Treasury and the many experts within
federal government departments in these areas, before
deciding for hugely political reasons to rush out into the
public arena.
As we have seen over the period since those
announcements, the Victorian government, led by
Premier Steve Bracks, is working hard to ensure that any
actions that are taken in relation to the Murray–Darling
Basin take into account the very important impact not
only on irrigators but on our environment, on our towns,
on domestic and stock water supplies, on the pricing of
water, on the planning of development and on all the
families and communities that will be affected by these
decisions long into the future.
Victoria has led the nation when it comes to the
protection of our rivers. Victoria has established a
$225 million environmental contribution giving rivers
the legal right to water, putting billions of litres back
into struggling rivers including the Murray, Thomson
and Snowy rivers. I well recall when it came to
negotiating the Snowy River agreement in the first term
of the Bracks government how adamantly opposed the
federal government was to restoring any water at all to
the Snowy River. Through its environment minister the
federal government made it abundantly clear publicly
that it regarded it as a waste of water. As well as that
the federal government made it abundantly clear that it
was not willing to invest a single dollar in any actions
to provide environmental flows to the Snowy River.
Fortunately, around the country the Bracks government
and other state Labor governments have recognised the
value of restoring water flows to our rivers and the very
important benefits they provide not only to the
environment but to productive applications including
horticulture, agriculture, fisheries and the like. Those
are just some of the investments and the reasons for
those investments by the Bracks government.
I conclude on one area which has been referred to in the
debate to date, and that is the matter of water dividends.
The opposition has sought to claim that because the
Bracks government is reinvesting water dividends in
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infrastructure for water in some way that investment
does not count. I think it is important to put on the
record just what the facts are in relation to the
investments the Bracks government has made and just
what has happened in relation to dividends from water
authorities. As I mentioned, under the Bracks
government $2.7 billion has been invested in water.
Budget papers show that since the election of the
Bracks government $1.7 billion has been committed to
water projects, with a further $1 billion being invested
in water catchment management. The total dividends
between 2000–01 and 2006–07, including the
environment levy, amount to some $1.9 billion —
somewhat less than the investment made by the Bracks
government in water infrastructure.

To conclude, the Bracks government is at the forefront
in water management planning and investment in
infrastructure. That is demonstrated by its more than
doubling the investment over the same period under the
previous Liberal-National Party government, and there
is much more to come from the Bracks government.
For all those reasons I reject the motion, and I urge
honourable members to reject it as well.

As well as that, under the Bracks government the
payment of dividends by regional water authorities in
particular has reduced, and I think it is important to set
out what has happened there in order to refute the
claims being made by the opposition in this place and
outside of it. In 1999–2000 regional water authorities
that service towns and communities like Ballarat,
Bendigo and Geelong paid around $11 million in
dividends. The Bracks government was elected in
1999–2000 midway through a budget cycle, so those
dividends were set by the Kennett government. They
contrast with dividends paid in 2005–06 under the
Bracks government of less than $2 million.

Mrs Peulich — Even by its standards it has got to
be a classic.

I think it is useful to extend the list since the opposition
clearly requires some convincing. In Gippsland the figures
are: under the Kennett government it was $9 million,
under the Bracks government it was — wait for it — nil;
no dividends were paid under the Bracks government.
Under the Kennett government Goulburn-Murray Water
paid $3.2 million; under the Bracks government it was
$1.9 million. Central Highlands Water paid $7.1 million
under the Kennett government; under the Bracks
government it was $2.2 million. Under the Kennett
government Coliban Water paid $12.4 million; under the
Bracks government it was $5.5 million — less than half.
The Bracks government makes no apologies for
investing in critical water infrastructure that is needed
to secure water supplies across the state. Victorians
expect nothing less than the dividends from water
authorities being invested in these critical water
infrastructure projects, and that is something the
government will continue to do. Without funds from
the state government for projects like the goldfields
super-pipe customers in these water authority areas
would be footing much larger bills in order to fund the
full cost of the infrastructure.

Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
support the motion so ably moved by Mr Rich-Phillips
earlier this morning. In doing so I bring to the house’s
recall the speech made by Mr Leane earlier today,
which I have to say was one of the classic Labor
speeches of all time — one of the classics.

Mr FINN — Mrs Peulich is right: even by its
standards it was a classic. It was obviously written, or at
least co-written, by somebody with a fair bit of spare
time on their hands. One can imagine that the former
member of the Australian Labor Party, Dean Mighell,
reading that in Hansard would be singing to himself
Me and My Shadow. I am sure he is looking forward to
that.
One thing that Labor members are exceedingly good at,
one of the very few things that Labor members are very
good at, is rewriting history. Mr Leane gave us a classic
lesson in that today. According to Mr Leane the
Cain-Kirner years in Victoria did not exist and the
Keating government did not exist. All those years when
Paul Keating caused so much damage to Australia as
federal Treasurer did not exist. The million Australians
out of work did not exist. Mr Leane would have us
believe it was all the fault of the Liberals, all the fault of
the Tories. I say to the house and suggest very strongly
that they might take Mr Leane’s history lesson with a
grain of salt.
Mrs Peulich — A kilo!
Mr FINN — No, a grain is all it is worth; there is a
lot more than Mr Leane would present. Mr Leane also
attacked at some length the federal Treasurer, Peter
Costello. This amused me somewhat because it is the
actions of the federal Treasurer and the federal
government that are keeping this state government
afloat. If it were not for the GST this government would
be broke, if it were not for the GST Victoria would be
back to the days of Cain and Kirner — we would be in
the hands of the liquidators. For anybody on that side of
the house to be criticising in any way, shape or form,
the federal Treasurer is self-defeating to say the least.
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Peter Costello is without doubt the best Treasurer this
nation has ever had — the best ever. I ask members
opposite to remember that when they get up and talk
about the great job they have done of running this state.
I ask them to remember who funded it, who provided
the dollars for them to waste — and I say ‘waste’
advisedly — as they have done excitedly over such a
long period of time.
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr FINN — Mr Pakula may well get excited about
this. He has reason to get excited about this, because the
chickens are coming home to roost as far as I am
concerned with regard to this. Labor rhetoric does not
add up. Members opposite can stand up in this place
and rave and rant, but when one sits down and
rationally looks at the facts — —
Mr Guy — Rationally.
Mr FINN — Rationally, as Mr Guy points out —
when one rationally looks at the facts the only
conclusion one can come to is that the government does
not have a leg to stand on, not one. We heard from
Ms Broad and Mr Leane that the water debate is all
about the federal government preparing for the election
later this year. I had to have a quiet laugh, a quiet
chuckle to myself, when I thought that of course that is
not something members of the Bracks government
would ever involve themselves in. They would never
involve themselves in preparing for an election just a
few months out. I thought to myself that they probably
would not because until about six weeks before an
election the Bracks government is sound asleep. Its
members are comatose — in exactly the same state they
are currently in. About six weeks before the election
they wake up and say, ‘We had better get cracking
here’ and start spending and throw their millions
around to get their mates in the advertising industry to
come up with the greatest codswallop you have ever
heard in your life. Unfortunately, up to this point it has
worked. Indeed you can be baffled by bulldust, as the
Bracks government proves on an all too regular basis.
The bottom line with regard to this motion is that the
Bracks Labor government has failed Victoria and has
failed Victorians in infrastructure. Labor members like
to tell us how much they have spent. The say, ‘We have
spent $40 million here, we have spent a billion dollars
here and we have spend another $200 million there’,
but they never tell us what results we get from all the
money, all the GST revenue, all the land tax and all the
gambling tax that goes down the drain under this
government. What are the results? That is not
something they are interested in. They will give us the
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bottom line of how much they have spent, but we do
not really want to know that. We want to know what
we are getting for our dollars. Victorians are interested,
as they have always been, in value for money. Value
for money is something that the Bracks government
will never deliver. It is incapable of delivering it. It is
obvious as we look around so many areas of Victoria
that results and the Bracks government are kilometres
apart.
I listened with interest to Ms Broad’s contribution on
water — I listened to her anyway. I thought to myself
that I was living in another world. Ms Broad sort of
indicated that the Bracks government had everything
under control. I thought to myself, ‘Are we living in the
same state, are we living in the same city? Is this the
place that is actually running out of water and has a
reservoir supply that is below 30 per cent? Is this the
state that is facing an imminent water crisis and has a
water crisis at this very minute?’. According to
Ms Broad and members of the government that is not
actually the case. Let me tell them something — it is.
Gardens are dying, farmers are unable to irrigate and
right across the state from one end to the other
Victorians are feeling the water crisis. What is the
government doing? Absolutely nothing. We have a
water minister who sits on his hands. I have no idea
what he is doing.
Mrs Peulich — Surfing!
Mr FINN — He may be doing some surfing; I have
no idea. I am not keeping an eye on him on that score,
but he is not doing much else. The only person who has
less idea than anyone else of what the minister is doing
is him. Here we have the worst water crisis that we
have ever experienced in the history of this state and
what is the minister doing? What is the government
doing? Nothing. They are waiting for it to rain. That is
just sensational. We look over to Western Australia and
we see that the Western Australian government, to its
credit, has just announced a second desalination plant
for Perth and it is looking at a third. We see that a
desalination plant is being built in Sydney and that even
Peter Beattie, the Premier of Queensland, is doing
something. That is controversial in itself. What is
happening in Victoria? Nothing is happening in
Victoria.
Mrs Peulich — He is in Dubai!
Mr FINN — I hope he stays in Dubai. There is
nothing happening to alleviate the water crisis that we
have in this state. There is only one crew that can take
the blame for that, and that is the Bracks Labor
government. It has been in government for eight years.
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This is not something that snuck up on us last week;
this has been coming for years. What has the Bracks
government done? It has sat on its hands and hoped it
would go away. It has not gone away. Let me tell the
house that given the inaction of the government it will
not go away in the foreseeable future.
Mr Pakula interjected.
Mr FINN — Mr Pakula seems to have some
objection. I would be interested to hear his contribution
later on as to what the government is doing to ease the
dreadful situation faced by every Victorian. I look
forward to him telling us how he will put water into our
taps in a way that the government has not done up to
this point.
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr FINN — Some pray and others hope, I think.
The issue of public transport has been touched on in
this debate, and it is a very important area. The
government seems to have one policy in this area and
only one plank in that policy and that is it is Connex’s
fault. Anything that happens in the area of public
transport is Connex’s fault. The Minister for Public
Transport even sent out an email to her colleagues
saying she is not interested, that she does not want to
know about it and that members should not tell her but
should ring Connex.
Mrs Peulich — They call her Lynne Connsky.
Mr FINN — Lynne Connexsky — —
Mrs Peulich — Connsky.
Mr FINN — The minister might not care what is
happening on our rails. She might not care what is
happening on our bus services. She might not care what
is happening on our trams, but let me tell you that
commuters in Victoria do, and they have to put up with
it every single day. Connex is a company that has to
make do with what the government provides; we are
talking about the infrastructure. This debate is all about
infrastructure. When we talk about, for example, what
is happening at North Melbourne with the
overcongestion there, that is something that Connex
cannot do anything about. I am sure it is doing the best
it can under extraordinarily difficult circumstances
considering that we have a government that just does
not provide the infrastructure that Victoria needs for a
proper, decent public transport system. That is
something that will not happen — —
Ms Hartland — You voted for Connex.
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Mr FINN — Ms Hartland might like to consider
what I said a moment ago: Connex has to make do with
the infrastructure the government provides it with. I am
talking about carriages, I am talking about tracks, I am
talking about all that level of infrastructure. Connex has
to make do with that. The government is just not
keeping up to scratch in that area.
Mr Viney — That is complete rubbish.
Mr FINN — No, it is not, Mr Viney. If the member
thinks it is rubbish, he should go and see if he can find
the minister. If he can find the minister, well done
because he will be one of the very few who has.
Mr Viney should have a chat to her and she will explain
it to him.
Another area which has been touched on at some length
in this debate is the area of health. The health system in
this state is going backwards. For the first time in this
state we now have waiting lists to go on waiting lists.
We actually have people waiting, sometimes for years,
to get on a waiting list so that they can wait for years to
be operated on. How many times over the past few
months have I heard horror stories about people who
are on those waiting lists being called into hospital and
being told, ‘Sorry, we made a mistake. We don’t have a
bed, you have to go home’? It seems to happen time
and time again.
Human suffering is caused by this lack of support. The
inefficient support by this government of our health
system is just not good enough. It does not serve the
people that it should. It is in every way disgraceful. I
have to say, as somebody who has had far too much to
do with the public health system over a long period of
time, and indeed as somebody whose wife has been a
nurse in the public health system over a long period of
time, that the public health system in this state is going
backwards at a rapid rate. I fear to think where we will
end up if that continues.
The area of roads is something that hits home to each
and every one of us. Victoria is the state of congestion.
That should be on our numberplates. Forget ‘The place
to be’, make it ‘Victoria — state of congestion’. What
we need is a vehicular decongestant, and that is not
easy to say. We will not get one until such time as we
get a government that actually cares about motorists.
We all know that the Labor Party in this state, and
probably not just in this state but across Australia, has a
long history of total disinterest in cars, car travel and
roads. I am glad Mr Guy mentioned — he reminded me
of it — that when John Cain was Premier of the state he
instructed his chauffeur to avoid travelling on freeways
whenever possible. I do not know how much time was
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wasted by Mr Cain doing that, although given what he
did at the office it was probably a good thing that he
was in the car for as long as possible.
However, the reality is that in this state at the moment it
is impossible to go anywhere in a reasonable time
anywhere near peak hour. Peak hour used to be from
about 4.30 p.m. until about 6.00 p.m.; now it starts at
about 3 o’clock and ends up about 7.30 p.m., and it is
getting worse. In the two years prior to my election to
this place I was travelling from the outer west to the
outer east every day. When I first began doing that in
2004 it took me 11⁄4 hours to get there. Two years later
travelling the same route took me close to 2 hours. That
is something that is replicated by thousands of people
every day.
When one considers the amount of petrol — and I hope
my Greens friends are listening to this — that is wasted
by people stuck in traffic jams on a daily basis, morning
and night, one has to say that that must contribute
enormously to climate change and must create an
enormous number of black balloons. That is something
the government should have a good hard think about if
its rhetoric is in any way, shape or form fair dinkum,
and I am far from convinced that it is.
When one looks at peak hour in this city, whether it be
the western suburbs, the northern suburbs, the east or
the south, there are more red lights than Amsterdam. It
is just not good enough. As far as the eye can see all
that is on display are red lights. This is going on on a
daily basis, both morning and night. One should
consider what Victorians should and could be doing if
they were not stuck behind the wheels of their cars in
traffic jams.
Ms Hartland — Catch a train.
Mr FINN — I will get to that in a minute too,
because, as Ms Hartland has mentioned previously, that
is something which has become increasingly hard to do
with the overcrowding on the train network.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr FINN — How did you get on? Did they push
you on Japanese style?
I hope Mr Pakula is listening to this because I know the
western suburbs are not an area he is familiar with,
although I understand he has been there a couple of
times this year, which is a giant step in the right
direction. However, the western suburbs comprise the
fastest growing region of Melbourne. They are literally
growing like the clappers. I am sorry that Mr Madden
has left the chamber because he will get up and he will
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trumpet that he has allowed another estate to be opened
in the western suburbs, bringing in thousands more
people, but where is the infrastructure? It does not exist.
Mr Guy — What are they going to live in?
Mr FINN — As Mr Guy points out — he is on his
mettle today — the Minister for Planning, Mr Madden,
will talk about McMansions. He will criticise what
people live in. He will tell them what they should live
in. He will try to dictate the lifestyle that they should
live, but will he or his government provide the
infrastructure for a decent life? Will they provide, for
example, more roads in the western suburbs? Will they
provide more bus services in the areas that do not have
them?
Mr Guy — The South Morang railway.
Mr FINN — It is not in the west, but it is pretty
close. What the people of the western suburbs need and
want more than anything else from this government is
decent infrastructure to supplement their lifestyles and
allow them to live a decent and proper life as they
desire.
I turn to the area of overcrowding on trains, to which
Ms Hartland referred. We do need more trains, and I do
not think there is any doubt about that at all. The
government has recently announced that it is going to
do a bit of a slap-up job on the North Melbourne
station. It is going to give it an escalator and a coat of
paint. That is just sensational! However, it does not in
any way, shape or form help commuters in that area.
North Melbourne station services trains on the
Werribee, Newport, Williamstown, Broadmeadows,
Upfield and Watergardens metropolitan lines and the
Geelong, Warrnambool, Sunbury, Bendigo,
Craigieburn and Kilmore lines in the country. We have
an enormous number of trains coming through North
Melbourne station. They just cannot all fit through.
As the population continues to explode at an
extraordinary rate, more trains are needed. If the trains
are put there, they will not be able to get through the
stations, so obviously there will not be enough trains.
Can I suggest to the government that if it is talking
about infrastructure, an escalator and a coat of paint are
not good enough. We need to look at this seriously and
come up with solutions which are going to provide for
the people who use public transport in the west of
Melbourne and indeed in the north of Melbourne, as
Mr Guy so correctly pointed out.
As I alluded to, the roads situation is just absolutely
horrific. The West Gate Freeway was once something
we all held up as something to be proud of. In fact I
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recall when working at the late-lamented radio station,
3DB, in the 1980s, that the West Gate Bridge was the
‘gateway to tomorrow’. That is the way it was
promoted. Right now it is the gateway to nowhere,
because if you get on the West Gate Freeway, it is
really a gamble as to how long you will stay on it and
whether you will get off it, because this thing usually
gets blocked up at about 6.30 a.m. and might unclog
itself by 10.00 a.m. if we are lucky, but the rest of the
time it is just an unmitigated disaster. I have seen the
West Gate Freeway blocked back to Werribee.
It does not affect just the people of the western suburbs
in a huge way, it affects the people of Geelong. There is
a huge commuting population in Geelong. It affects
hundreds of thousands of people. We desperately need
a second Yarra crossing where the West Gate Bridge is.
The West Gate Bridge itself, I am told, is coming to the
end of its useful time. That in itself is a big worry. What
is the government doing about that? Absolutely
nothing.
Mr Guy — Surprising.
Mr FINN — A surprise indeed! The same as it does
about everything else, the government is doing
absolutely nothing. Those opposite are comatose. They
are sitting back there having a snooze. I am not sure
what they are dreaming about, but I hope they are
having pleasant dreams, because the rest of us are
having nightmares thanks to the inaction, the doziness,
of this government that just will not act, that will not get
up to support the people of this state and in particular
the people of the western suburbs of Melbourne.
Rail freight is another issue where the Labor Party has
let down the people of the west. There is now no rail
freight from the port of Melbourne to the west of
Melbourne as a result of the inaction of this
government. The only company that provided that
pulled up stumps earlier this year because, as its
representatives said to me, it had just had enough of the
Bracks government. The company had been talking to
the government for years, and what had it got? It got
exactly what everybody else gets from the
government — absolutely nothing.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — You’re making it up!
Mr FINN — If Mr Theophanous thinks I am
making it up, I am very happy to take him out to
Altona — I will take him because he will not be able to
get there himself — and sit him down with the people
responsible, the people who have put millions and
millions of dollars into that project but have had to pull
out just a few months ago.
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After eight years is it not time that the Bracks
government realised that it is in government? Is it not
time it realised that what happened before happened
before, but now it has responsibility for what happens
in the state? It has responsibility for water and
electricity and roads and public transport and all those
other areas — all those things that it does not want to
know about? Is it not time that it took some
responsibility for being in government? It has been
sleeping far too long. I respectfully suggest that it is
time that this government might like to activate itself a
little bit. It might like to get out and talk to real people
with real problems.
I would welcome any member coming with me out to
the western suburbs to talk to the people in Footscray,
to talk to the people in Sunshine, to talk to the people in
Keilor or Werribee or Altona or any of the places so
badly affected by a government that just does not care,
to get out and talk to these people, find out what the
problems are and find solutions. These are problems
that are affecting people enormously on a daily basis. It
is not good enough for the Labor Party to sit back,
accept the cars and all the perks of office and do
nothing for it. It is almost fraud. This government has
been and is asleep at the wheel. It is about time it woke
up.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr DRUM
(Northern Victoria).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 13 June.
Sitting suspended 12.50 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Schools: drug-deal reporting
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I direct a
question without notice to the Minister for Education. I
refer the minister to comments made by the Victorian
deputy commissioner of police, Simon Overland, who
was reported in today’s Herald Sun as having said
with respect to drug dealing in non-government
schools:
…if there’s criminal behaviour involved, they really do need
to involve the police and the earlier they do that, the better.

I also refer the minister to the editorial in the same
paper today which states:
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Dealing ecstasy is a serious crime that demands a proper
police investigation, uncomfortable as that might be to a
school.
Student welfare must come first. Keeping dirty linen hidden
only leaves schools open to the suspicion they are more
worried about their reputation than drugs.

I therefore ask: will the minister revise the
government’s policy and make it mandatory for all
schools to report drug dealing to the authorities, in line
with police and community expectations?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I thank
the Leader of the Opposition, Philip Davis, for his
question and I thank him also for his new-found interest
in education. But what I would urge the Leader of the
Opposition to do with his new-found interest is research
the laws against illicit drugs in schools. If he wandered
down to the table and had a browse through the Drugs,
Poisons and Controlled Substances Act he would
actually find that the law in Victoria requires these
things to be reported at the moment. I would also
suggest to the Leader of the Opposition that if he
referred to the Association of Independent Schools of
Victoria website he would find the advice that that
association gives to members of independent schools,
alerting them to their obligations on reporting these
matters to the police.
I welcome his interest completely, because stamping
out illicit drug use in schools is important to everybody
in this chamber and the community, but I also urge him
to check the legislation. I also urge him in his research
to go to an easy-to-find website for independent schools
in Victoria because it may help him in question time.
Supplementary question
Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — My
supplementary question goes to the very issue I raised
in my initial question, which is that I am more
interested in the government’s policy than the policies
of peak bodies. Given that the first duty of care of the
Minister for Education is to ensure that all students in
Victorian schools, whether they be in government or
non-government schools, are dealt with appropriately,
when will the government revise its policy with respect
to mandatory reporting in all Victorian schools?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I again
urge the Leader of the Opposition to check the statute
book. I again urge him to check the website, which is
not particularly hard — a Google search would actually
find this. I also get back to my response to a question
asked yesterday. It may have been the practice of the
Kennett government to gag principals and it may be the
wish of a future Baillieu government to tie them up in
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red tape. This sector has a MOU (memorandum of
understanding) regarding the Victoria Police on
reporting. The three sectors — the government sector,
the Catholic sector and the independent sector — have
a MOU. We have an act of Parliament which actually
deals with these issues, yet the Leader of the Opposition
calls for more red tape.
I know he is an acolyte of Julie Bishop, who does
nothing but call for red tape, and, as I have said before
in this chamber, a reminiscence of Konstantin
Chernenko, with a craving for regulation and red tape.
We have a serious issue in schools in Victoria, which is
drugs, which every parent in this state wants a solution
to, which Parliament through the statute book wants a
solution to and which the schools want a solution to.
We are working to have this addressed.
Professor Penington came into this Parliament during
the Kennett years to talk of the problem of drugs, and
we have had across the education sector a way of
dealing with it effectively that does not involve
politicians beating their chests in order get a headline in
the Herald Sun or on the 6 o’clock news. We are trying
to deal with families, teachers and parents. We are
working through the problem. We have all the sectors
signed up to find solutions. I suggest to the Leader of
the Opposition that he should seek to find a solution
rather than prescriptive regulatory responses which
traditionally have not worked.

Business: Victorian industry participation
policy
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — My question
is to the Minister for Industry and State Development.
Can the minister inform the house of any recent
announcements by the Bracks government that will
assist local businesses in benefiting from government
tenders?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — Before answering
the question, President, I would like to extend my
sympathies to all those involved in yesterday’s
accident, especially to the families and friends who
have lost a loved one or had one injured. I also express
my appreciation and the appreciation of all members of
the house of the work of emergency workers who have
assisted following that tragic accident.
I thank the member for his question. I want to report to
the house that just over a week and a half ago I had the
pleasure of announcing the Bracks government’s
changes to the Victorian industry participation policy
(VIPP). The VIPP was introduced in 2001 by the
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Bracks government to help local businesses benefit
from public sector spending on things such as
procurement contracts, major projects, major events,
and industry and infrastructure grants, while delivering
value for money for Victorian taxpayers. It has been an
outstanding success in helping to generate employment
in Victoria and making sure that our local industries get
an opportunity to deliver for Victorians in these
important areas.
As I announced, from 1 July 2007 we will be reducing
the thresholds where, when we apply the policy, a VIPP
implementation plan will be required. With that
reduction it will drop from contractual arrangements of
$50 million plus — which is the old arrangement —
down to $10 million plus. Every government
procurement or contractual arrangement of $10 million
plus will now come under the VIPP. For regional
Victoria it will come down from $5 million to
$2.5 million. This will result in many more businesses
being able to take advantage of the VIPP. It will deliver
value for money for Victorians and will also involve
local businesses having a fair go at getting those
contracts and therefore helping the Victorian economy
at the same time.
I made this announcement at an Industry Capability
Network breakfast. The Industry Capability Network
has been assisting us in delivering this program, so it
was appropriate for me to make the announcement at
that breakfast. It was attended by 300 people. I looked
at my notes while I was making the announcement, and
my notes said I should acknowledge David Davis as the
opposition spokesperson.
Mr D. Davis — Indeed the minister should.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I am very happy
to, Mr Davis. I looked around the room desperately
trying to find David Davis, and guess what: was he
there?
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because he just does not turn up to support Victorian
industry.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I have given the
minister a great deal of leeway. I do not think the
minister transgressed until very late in the piece when
he criticised Mr Davis — I think Philip Davis, or he
confused them — of being treacherous. I am
uncomfortable with that, and I ask the minister to
withdraw that comment.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — President, I am
happy to withdraw. I simply say that people should just
read the Age. I hasten to add that the Age often gets
things wrong, and if its quote of Philip Davis is
incorrect, I invite him to get up and correct the record.
Since its introduction, the VIPP — I need to inform the
house of this — has been applied to 566 projects valued
at $12 billion, it has assisted in the generation of
14 000 jobs in Victoria, and it has achieved average
local content levels of 87 per cent. Just imagine the
further application of that policy to a range of other
areas. I have to say that I also discussed this with the
Australian Industry Group, and it was absolutely
thrilled with it. In particular it was thrilled with the fact
that we will now, where we can, include whole-of-life
costing for these projects, which of course helps local
industry even more to get a foot in the door. This
program has been a runaway success, and its expansion
will mean more jobs for Victorians.
Questions interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT — Order! I wish to draw to the
attention of the chamber the presence in the gallery of
the recently retired Barry Bishop, the previous Deputy
President of this chamber.
QUESTIONSWITHOUTNOTICE

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — No! It was
another no-show at an important event.
Mr Atkinson — Did the minister mention that this
time?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I would have
been happy to mention Mr Atkinson, because I am sure
Mr Atkinson, if he had been invited, would have turned
up. But the opposition spokesperson, on the other hand,
did not turn up. No wonder the Age reported Philip
Davis as referring to David Davis as ‘treacherous and
unreliable’. It is certainly the case that he is unreliable,

Questions resumed.

Exports: performance
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is for the Minister for Industry and State
Development. I refer to the national accounts data for
the March quarter, released by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics today, and to the minister’s comments
yesterday during question time spruiking how well
Victoria’s exports are performing. If our exports are
doing so well, why is it that Victoria’s export volumes
fell for the second quarter in a row and by 0.8 per cent
in the March quarter, meaning that our export volumes
stagnated over the last year, growing by only 0.6 per
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cent, and have fallen alarmingly by nearly 6 per cent in
the last six months alone?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — I know David
Davis has made an art form of coming in and
selectively quoting little bits of Australian Bureau of
Statistics figures or other figures he can find because he
does not want to look at the overall picture. When the
member looks at the overall picture — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I have made this
ruling on a couple of occasions, and the minister is
testing my patience. The standing orders prevent
ministers debating their answers. Ministers should
confine themselves to the points contained in the
question.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The member has
asked me a question in relation to exports. It is
important that we get the figures absolutely accurate
when we are talking about exports. I take the
opportunity to again point out to the house — because I
am concerned when incorrect figures go out — that I
can recall another occasion on which export figures
were quoted by the member. He quoted a figure of
12 per cent. I do not know where he got that figure. It
turned out that the figure was in fact 13.6 per cent.
Without wanting to debate the question, but simply
wanting to put the record straight in relation to the
figures, let me point out that the figures for the three
months to April show that the value of Victorian
exports went up 5.3 per cent over the year. They grew
faster than the national average of 5.1 per cent. The
Victorian growth was 5.3 per cent, so our exports were
growing faster than the national average and faster than
the average of the mainland states. We were second
only to Western Australia, which of course has a
resource boom and is therefore exporting an enormous
amount of resources out of the country.
Once again the member just does not want to recognise
and acknowledge that in fact the Victorian economy is
doing extraordinarily well. I am happy to quote to the
honourable member economic growth figures, national
accounts figures, employment figures and regional
growth figures. I do not know how many positive
figures I need to quote before I can convince the
opposition, and in particular David Davis, that the
Victorian economy is doing extremely well.
Supplementary question
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — Given
that Victoria’s share of Australia’s exports is now at an
all-time low, will the minister raise the paltry 2.1 per
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cent annual growth required to reach his government’s
new and underwhelming $35 billion export target by
2015 so that it at least matches the expected inflation
rate?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — I think the best
way to respond to the honourable member is to simply
point out what the figures say has happened since we
came into government in 1999. That is the best way to
respond. Since we came into government in 1999 the
value of exports has not gone down, as is often claimed
by the honourable member, but in fact our exports have
increased by 25 per cent.
Mr D. Davis interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Davis!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The increase in
our exports has been 25 per cent since 1999. Since 2000
our service industry exports — and members should
remember that service industries is a difficult area in
which to get export leverage — have increased by a
massive 41 per cent.

Victorian government business offices: review
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question
is also to the mighty Minister for Industry and State
Development — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I advise Mr Leane that
that is a totally inappropriate remark to make in
addressing the minister in question time. He can do it
out in the passageway but not in here.
Mr LEANE — I will save that for sucking up to the
minister outside.
Can the minister inform the house of any recent
announcements by the Bracks government that will
continue to assist local businesses exporting overseas
and attract overseas businesses to set up in Victoria?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — I thank the
member for his question and his preamble. Just last
week I had the pleasure of attending Government
House for a business leaders reception to promote the
role of Victorian government business offices
(VGBOs) in the internationalisation of the Victorian
economy. This was an important event. It was attended
by the Premier and many businesspeople and heads of
overseas offices. The Premier outlined the next stage of
reform of the Victorian government offices overseas,
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which will boost Victoria’s economic performance and
standing in the global economy.
Mr D. Davis interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I will come to
that. President, can you guess who was on the list of
attendees for this event? Apart from the Premier, the
Governor and other distinguished guests, guess who
else was on the list of acceptors for this event. Guess
who else was supposed to be there. I will give you a
hint — his initials are DD.
Mr Lenders — Damian Drum?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — No, it was not
Damian Drum. The person who had accepted the
invitation to the event was David Davis. Was he there?
No, it was another no show. He did not front up again;
he accepted but did not turn up again.
President, I want you to picture this: the Governor was
there and he sent out — —
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, in a
very short space of time the minister has deliberately
disregarded your advice and guidance. He has been
debating the question and continues to do so. I ask that
you either rule him out of order or sin-bin him.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I thank Mrs Peulich,
but I remind her that it is not for her to advise me as to
what I should and should not do from the chair. I have
listened to the minister, and whilst I have stated to this
house quite clearly that it is not acceptable for a
minister to personally attack someone asking a question
or supplementary question or to overtly — overtly! —
criticise the opposition or a member of the opposition, I
do not believe he has got to that stage yet — and I
sincerely hope he does not. Whilst there is some
criticism, the fact is that it is not overt criticism.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — This event was
very important because in attendance were all of our
government business office people, major people from
industry and the Governor. I want to report to the house
what happened with the Governor at that point in the
event. In preparation for the Premier, the Governor and
me coming in to make our presentations, the Governor
asked whether he should acknowledge David Davis in
his presentation. He then sent his assistant out to check
whether Mr Davis was present so he could
acknowledge him. The assistant came back with
5 minutes to go and said he was not there.
When, with 1 minute to go, he still was not there, the
Governor asked the Premier what to do. The Premier
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then said, ‘You should cast your eyes around before
you commence speaking and see if you can see David
Davis’. Then he went on to say, ‘And do you know
what he looks like, Governor?’, to which the Governor
said, ‘I am not sure, but I think I might be able to
recognise him from his photograph’.
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, I
would like to draw your attention to standing order 8.03
headed ‘Matter not to be debated in answer’.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am not convinced
that the minister is actually debating it, but I would
suggest that he is going on a bit and he might like to
finetune his answer.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — This was an
important event, and I think it was a bit embarrassing
for the Governor to be put into that position. But I do
want to make this point: David Davis did in fact come
in here and ask me a question yesterday in relation to
this matter. The question he asked me was in relation to
the report itself. Had he actually been at the function he
would have heard the Premier say that the review will
be publicly released along with the government’s
response. The point I am trying to make is that
sometimes even those kinds of questions can be
avoided if people actually turn up to functions that they
are supposed to come to.
The reforms of the Buckingham review will be very
important, because they will see the establishment of an
international coordination office as a new central
coordination point for government, they will introduce
service level agreements across the overseas network
and they will see an upgrade of 6 of the 11 Victorian
government business offices to core posts — and all of
these reforms are designed to increase our export
penetration. I would simply say to the Leader of the
Opposition, who I think is astute in his description of
his colleague, that maybe Philip Davis should apply the
three-strikes-and-you-are-out principle.

Brambuk Aboriginal Cultural Centre:
management
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.
Brambuk Aboriginal Cultural Centre, located in the
Grampians, has been supported by the Kennett
government and the Bracks government. It has been
lauded all over the world as a benchmark in indigenous
partnerships. Can the minister confirm that the chief
executive officer has resigned, several of the staff are
on stress leave and that the centre is experiencing major
upheaval?
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Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs) — I thank the member for her recognition of
the value that Brambuk plays both as a cultural heritage
institution and the important role that it plays in the
wellbeing of Grampians (Gariwerd) National Park. As
she clearly identifies, it is a centre of international
repute in which there has been significant investment
by our government, and some contributions from other
jurisdictions as well, to not only build on the fantastic
centre in its own right but to develop the information
centre within the national park to be sympathetic
towards and act as a coherent and consistent
introduction to the rich national park environment and
the cultural heritage that permeates the park.
There has been significant growth in the employment
opportunities for Aboriginal people that have come
through Brambuk in taking responsibility for the
management of that information centre. From memory
the Brambuk organisation took responsibility for the
information centre as recently as in the last 18 months
and assumed new responsibilities for managing that
aspect of that integrated service. All community
organisations undergo some degree of staff renewal and
changeover of staff from time to time.
Mr Drum — Come on, get serious here, Gavin.
Mr JENNINGS — I am serious.
Mr Drum — No, you are not.
Mr JENNINGS — Of course I am serious,
Mr Drum.
Mr Drum — Come on, straight to the point. You
know what is going on.
Mr JENNINGS — I think I am quite able to deal
with the answer, Mr Drum. I have no difficulty
covering the range of issues.
Every organisation undergoes change and renewal.
Every organisation has ebbs and flows of staff turnover.
There may have been in recent times a significant
turnover within that organisation. I think it is very
appropriate for people to allow a proper examination of
management change and staff turnover within an
organisation and not to jump to the lowest common
denominator of assumptions about what is going on
within a community-based organisation.
In fact I would encourage all members of the
community to be reasonably sober in their assessments
of these issues rather than jumping to conclusions and
perpetrating certain myths about the management
capacity of Aboriginal community-controlled
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organisations. We need to appropriately assess the
circumstances on their merits. I think it would be
premature for me or for the minister who is responsible
for these relationships, the Minister for Water,
Environment and Climate Change in the other place,
who manages Parks Victoria and who works in
collaboration with Brambuk, to make any assumptions
without proper examination of the management control
issues. Those issues are being discussed between the
relevant department and the organisation to provide
confidence for all parties concerned in going forward.
Supplementary question
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — Can the
minister confirm that former Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Commission chairman, Geoff Clark, and
his immediate family are now running Brambuk?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs) — In fact I can confirm that Geoff Clark and
Jeremy Clark have been members of the Brambuk
incorporated body for many years. The Brambuk
partnership is a coalition of a number of traditional
owner groups and community organisations throughout
western Victoria. It has been, on many occasions,
lauded by previous governments. It has been lauded by
the commonwealth government, and in fact it has been
supported by the Bracks government on the basis of
being an outstanding collaboration of community
organisations — and it has an outstanding track record.
As to the current perceptions of difficulties within the
organisation, I encourage no-one to jump too far ahead
of the analysis of what is happening there, because the
Clark family, as a member of the Framlingham trust,
has had a continuous connection with this organisation
for probably the best part of 20 years.

Small business: confidence
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Small Business. In
deference to you, President, I will not be using any
adjectives. I ask the minister to advise the house of the
results of this quarter’s Sensis small business index and
how Victoria has fared.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Small
Business) — I am very pleased to get this question
from the member in relation to the Sensis small
business index and how Victoria fared in the index.
Members should remember that this index involves a
survey of 1800 businesses across Australia, so it is a
very significant survey. I begin answering this question
by saying that the Bracks government has worked very
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hard. We recognise that small business plays a critical
role in our economy. It makes up 96 per cent of
businesses, and I am absolutely — —
An honourable member interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — The member
wants to take another shot at small businesses, but
rather than take his word for it, let us look at what small
business itself says in the Sensis index. I was delighted
to see that Victorian businesses recognised the role of
and show confidence in the Bracks Labor government.
The Sensis small business index shows that the
Victorian government received an approval rating of
positive 4, which is the second highest of any state
government. Victoria came in as the second highest of
any state government in approval ratings by small
businesses themselves.
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economy and small business is doing so well. I
conclude my remarks by pleading with David Davis, as
opposition spokesperson, to not just say things but to
check his facts and turn up to functions or, if he does
not want to do that, to get out of the way and let
somebody like Bruce Atkinson come in and do his job.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind members of
the house that despite the Minister for Small Business’s
obvious infatuation with David Davis and others on the
opposition side, they are no longer to be referred to as
‘Honourable’, but as ‘the member for’ or ‘Mr’ or ‘Mrs’
or ‘Ms’.
Mr Atkinson — I object. He is destroying my
career!
The PRESIDENT — Order! One more objection
from Mr Atkinson and I will — I will not go there.

Mr Atkinson interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Atkinson!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Confidence also
jumped by 5 points in this quarter to 59 per cent, which
is the third consecutive rise in this sector. Victorian
small and medium-sized enterprises reported positive
business conditions over the quarter, with increased
performances in sales, employment, profitability and
expenditure. In terms of exports — and the issue has
been raised by the opposition — Victoria was the
highest export performer in Australia over the quarter,
with 19 per cent of small and medium-sized enterprises
reporting that they have exported over the last
12 months. Just think about that — 19 per cent of the
300 000 small and medium-sized enterprises in Victoria
reported that they have exported over the last
12 months.
Sensis commented that the most frequently given key
reasons for support of the Victorian government were
because small and medium-sized enterprises believe its
policies are supportive of small business and because of
its small business management training schemes. That
is what small business itself said, not what the
Honourable David Davis said, about the Victorian
government. Even the Age was prepared to say ‘The
Bracks government has finally won over small
business’.
I am sure that opposition members would applaud the
results of the Sensis data, the fact that small business is
expressing confidence in the Victorian economy. I am
sure the Honourable Bruce Atkinson, Philip Davis and
Andrea Coote would applaud it, and I am sure many
other members would as well. I need to say this: most
members would applaud the fact that the Victorian

Disability services: supported accommodation
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My
question is to the Minister for Community Services.
The minister has previously committed his department
to providing flexible and responsive service to its
clients. What protocols are in place in his department
for communication with the families of people with a
disability who live in community residential units?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Community
Services) — I am not sure what is at the heart of
Mr O’Donohue’s question about the responsibility of
the department or the people who provide services
through the department. They are obliged to make sure
they communicate effectively with residents, their
loved ones and carers. That would be my full
expectation of them in their embarking both formally
and informally on satisfying the rights of and providing
opportunities to people who live in community
residential units. There are many obligations outlined
within the incoming disability act to ensure that
residential tenancy rights that are described within the
act will be implemented. All providers, including
government providers, will be obliged to comply with
those provisions.
Whether Mr O’Donohue wants to know what the
template of communication may be, I am not quite sure;
maybe he will elucidate that in a supplementary
question. If he has any particular issue, I wait to hear
from him, but I expect my department to have full and
respectful lines of communication with all residents in
those units and their loved ones. That is my full
expectation. I wait for further advice about any specific
incident or concern Mr O’Donohue may have.
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Supplementary question
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — Brian
Joyce, the regional director of the north and west
metropolitan region for the Department of Human
Services, circulated a detailed briefing note to the
minister’s departmental secretary and executive
directors advising that all emails from the family of
disabled man, Paul Tregale, be directed to the manager,
quality performance effectiveness, severely limiting
their access to information about their son. He even
asked the information technology unit to block the
family’s emails at the DHS firewall. Given the
minister’s answer to the previous question, how could
this practice of limiting communication with the
Tregale family have been allowed to occur?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Community
Services) — I am not certain about the specific details
of the issue the member raises, but I am very happy to
explore it. As a general rule I stand by my substantive
answer, and I will continue to stand by my substantive
answer. There may be some members of the Victorian
community who are either desperate in their concerns
or exercise their concerns on an hourly basis, as some
people in the community do, and that may warrant
some measures being taken by departmental staff to try
to enable effective and respectful communication —
but communication in an orderly fashion so that they do
not lose their productive capacity — and that might be
at the heart of this matter.
Mrs Coote interjected.
Mr JENNINGS — No, I stand by my answer. I
would expect officers of the department to comply in a
respectful way and in an appropriate and effective
fashion in relation to the families of those people who
live in community residential units, but I am happy to
explore the specific circumstances that relate to
Mr O’Donohue’s question.

John Holland Aviation Services: Melbourne
Airport facility
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Industry and State
Development. Can the minister inform the house of any
recent announcement that demonstrates the strength of
the aviation industry in Victoria?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — I thank the
member for his question, and in deference to your
ruling, President, may I apologise for calling David
Davis ‘Honourable’ earlier.
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This is more good news — another good news story. I
was pleased to announce on Monday the final chapter
in the Ansett saga. In a deal which was brokered by the
Bracks government, John Holland Aviation Services
acquired the old Ansett engineering facility at
Melbourne Airport. This is a very important acquisition
because it brings to an end six years of uncertainty for
150 workers who have been battling to keep their jobs
over that period of time. Those 150 highly qualified
engineers kept that business operating even while it was
in administration, and the fact that we have been able to
sponsor a deal in which John Holland Aviation Services
has taken over a site and will now be running it is
absolutely thrilling.
I was certainly thrilled to open the new facility. It will
be the only independent maintenance repair and
overhaul centre in Australia for aviation. It is capable of
providing heavy aircraft overhaul and maintenance and
support to international and domestic airlines. I might
say that 150 people are working there today. We expect
that with this purchase and restructure by John Holland
Aviation Services that figure will increase to 500. That
is 500 jobs for Victorians that have been secured as a
result of this arrangement.
I might also say that in putting together this package we
had a number of challenges. One of the significant
challenges was in industrial relations. I want to thank
the union and the company for their cooperation,
because we were able to put together a flexible
arrangement through a collective agreement, not an
Australian workplace agreement (AWA). There is no
AWA in this particular agreement, but it is a flexible,
collective agreement between the unions and the
company which will allow a great deal of flexibility in
the delivery of the company’s services. It will also
allow flexibility for the workers themselves in terms of
when they will have to work. It is based on the concept
of an annualised salary so that the company gets an
enormous amount of certainty in relation to its costs
going forward.
What you have is an agreement that has been put
together without the need to go to John Howard’s
industrial relations formula. It is an agreement that is
going to benefit this state and provide 500 jobs in the
aviation sector. It really is a vote of confidence. Do not
just take my word for it, allow me to quote from
yesterday’s Age. It says:
Almost six years after Ansett’s collapse, the aviation industry
is experiencing a resurgence, particularly in Victoria.
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I repeat: particularly in Victoria. The Age goes on to
say:
Later this year, the state will feel the benefits of Tiger
Airways’ decision to run its domestic operations from
Melbourne.

So in the last six months we have secured Tiger
Airways, we have Indian Airlines flying exclusively
into Melbourne, and we have John Holland Aviation
Services with 500 new jobs. I was very pleased to be
there to make this announcement. Thankfully David
Davis was not invited for this particular announcement,
because it would have been highly embarrassing to
have Janet Holmes à Court looking around trying to
find David Davis.
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I do want to say
that this is an important decision that has been made. It
is an important development for the Victorian
economy. I know that Bernie Finn would be very happy
with this announcement, because it is about jobs at
Tullamarine. Perhaps I could conclude by suggesting to
Philip Davis that maybe he should consider Bernie Finn
for David Davis’s job.

Planning: Melbourne 2030
Mr KAVANAGH (Western Victoria) — My
question is for the Minister for Planning and relates to
the review of Melbourne 2030. Interested community
groups are very anxious to actively participate in the
review of 2030 beyond just making submissions. Will
the government commit to genuine participation by
concerned community representatives in the 2030
review, and will it undertake not to bind them to
confidentiality agreements?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome the question in relation to the Melbourne 2030
review. As members of this chamber would no doubt
be aware, at the introduction of Melbourne 2030 we
committed to review it after five years. We are
currently already into that process. The initial stage of
that process is basically a stocktake prior to stage 2.
That stocktake is the gathering of information in
relation to what has taken place and the extent to
whether it is or is not rolling out on the ground as might
be expected. I will be making further announcements in
relation to the next stage in the not-too-distant future.
I am eager that members of the community have the
ability to present their position in relation to matters
surrounding Melbourne 2030. I know that there is a
great deal of anticipation of that review among many,
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many community groups. I acknowledge that they
would be interested in making submissions, and I am
eager that those groups present to the team that will be
involved. I am also eager to hear from those groups at
any time in relation to matters they might feel
concerned about, either in relation to the planning
system or the rollout of planning at a local level or
where they believe there are anxieties of community
members that need to be either addressed or listened to.
I am always eager to take those issues on board.
On a number of occasions I have mentioned in this
chamber that I have an open door policy as the
dedicated planning minister to allow for either
representative groups to try to make a time to see me or
for responses to any invitations that might come my
way or to meet with proponents, if that is appropriate,
to allow them to actually discuss issues surrounding the
planning system.
I am confident that my further announcements in the
not-too-distant future in relation to the second stage of
Melbourne 2030 will alleviate the concerns of any
community groups or individuals who are eager to have
input. I am confident that that will alleviate any
anxieties or any fears in this area.
Supplementary question
Mr KAVANAGH (Western Victoria) — I wonder
if the minister might give us a peek now at what the
decision is going to be in the near future and tell us if
that announcement will include allowing
representatives of four, if not six, community-based
areas to participate, whether they will be able to
participate beyond making submissions and whether
they will be bound by confidentiality clauses.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
am conscious that there are a number of community
groups that have respective interests in significant local
community issues they feel need to be dealt with in the
consideration of the Melbourne 2030 review. I am also
conscious that some of those groups have things in
common that they might share with other groups in
other local areas. There are other groups that might
advocate strongly on a regional basis for whatever
region that might be, and then there are yet other groups
that feel strongly around particular themes, whether
they be green wedges, the urban growth boundary or
other such issues. I am conscious that there will be
different groups that will seek to advocate on behalf of
localities, regions or themes or other particular issues.
I am keen that, in whatever form they wish to present or
advocate, they can do that within this process. I am
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confident that those matters will be considered on their
merits through the process and that this will be a great
opportunity for us to further explore the issues around
the Melbourne 2030 themes. I am eager to see that we
have a planning system that addresses these issues and
that works to give a planning process that delivers
certainty and confidence and also continues to build on
the reputation of Melbourne and Victoria as a great
place to live.

Small business: red tape
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Small Business. Can the
minister advise what measures are being taken in his
portfolio to address red tape reform?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Small
Business) — I am very pleased to be able today to get
five questions from the government benches, because
they have allowed me to put on the record five good
news stories for the Victorian economy. The question
asked of me by the honourable member relates to red
tape, which is, of course, a big issue for small business,
as honourable members in this house who are interested
in small business would know.
I have mentioned before and I mention again that the
Bracks government recognises the importance of small
businesses. They make up 96 per cent of our
businesses, and they are an important part of our
economy in providing employment to a very large
number of Victorians. As I have indicated today, the
Sensis survey shows that Victorian small businesses are
showing increased confidence in the Bracks Labor
government. One reason that is the case is that the
Bracks government has made an enormous number of
efforts to reduce the regulatory burden — that is, to
reduce red tape. We have taken a range of actions
which are well known within the business community.
They include things like a small business regulatory
assessment manual, a business consultation database for
red tape, the world-class service initiative, a range of
other initiatives to reduce red tape and of course our
target of reducing red tape by 25 per cent over the
course of the next five years.
Our efforts have been recognised by the Business
Council of Australia. It is not a body that you would
necessarily expect to recognise the Bracks Labor
government for its efforts in this area. The Business
Council of Australia has prepared a report called
A Scorecard of State Red Tape Reform. It was making a
judgement about how well each of the states were
doing in relation to red tape. Guess what? Guess which
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state the Business Council of Australia identifies as the
leading state or territory in its red tape reform process?
Hon. J. M. Madden — Which one?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Guess which
one?
Mr Jennings — Tassie!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — No, it is not
Tasmania. No, it is not New South Wales.
An honourable member — South Australia.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — It is not South
Australia.
An honourable member — Northern Territory.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — No. It is Victoria!
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — In fact Victoria
was assessed as having the best regulation-making
processes, and it was the only state to receive an overall
good rating on regulation reform. More good news!
The scorecard was based on four benchmarks for
assessing good regulation-making processes: principles
of regulation making, accountability, transparency and
review processes. In each of these areas states were
given a score. The only state to receive a good rating in
every single one of those four areas was Victoria.
Again, Victoria received that tick.
The report recognised Victoria’s efforts to reduce the
regulatory burden for business, including publication of
the Victorian Guide to Regulation, the establishment of
the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission
and the commitment to cut existing administrative
burden by 25 per cent in the next five years. Again we
see how the Victorian economy is moving ahead and
how businesses themselves are voting with their feet.
Business organisations, including Sensis and the
Business Council of Australia — all of these
organisation — are now saying that Victoria is the
place to do business and to move forward.
I think now would be a good time to get a cross-party
position where we all at least try to talk up the Victorian
economy for the benefit of Victorian workers and for
the benefit of our businesses. There is a friend of
Winnie-the-Pooh called Eeyore, who is described in
Wikipedia as ‘pessimistic, gloomy … depressed,
stuffed’, and I think it is a reasonably good description
of the opposition spokesperson, David Davis, on this
occasion.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 32,
124–7, 138, 287, 288, 317–19.

STATE TAXATION AND GAMBLING
LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (BUDGET
MEASURES) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 5 June; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education).
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to rise to make a contribution to the debate on
the State Taxation and Gambling Legislation
Amendment (Budget Measures) Bill. As members of
the chamber will know, we were to debate this bill last
night but that debate was cut short by the tragedy which
occurred in Kerang. In beginning this speech I take the
opportunity to record my concern for the families
involved and, I think, the concern of most people in this
chamber at what occurred there. I hope the results are
the best they can be at this point.
The State Taxation and Gambling Legislation
Amendment (Budget Measures) Bill amends the Duties
Act and claims to lower the rate of stamp duty
applicable to the purchase and registration of new
passenger cars and near-new demonstrator vehicles. It
changes the thresholds on a number of state tax
measures, but I make the point, and I will make the
point as this contribution goes forward, that this
measure simply tinkers at the edges of what the state
needs in taxation arrangements and incentives. The bill
makes amendments to the Congestion Levy Act 2005
to provide a so-called temporary levy reduction for a
discrete part of the existing levy area — that is, the area
south of the river. As I said, it makes amendments to
the Duties Act to reduce the rate of duty on certain new
or near-new passenger cars. It makes amendments to
the Land Tax Act 2005 to include further so-called
reductions in the rates of land tax, and there is an
increase in the threshold and reform of the special land
tax provisions. It makes amendments to the Gambling
Regulation Act and the Casino Control Act 1991.
These changes need to be viewed in the broad context
of this government’s increases in taxation over the last
almost eight years. At every turn this government has
taken the opportunity to increase tax either directly or
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by stealth by allowing increased values for items on
which tax is levied to move them into higher taxation
brackets. That has applied to land tax, it has applied to
stamp duty and it has applied to a number of other
duties as well. In its essence this is not a very
sophisticated approach by the government; it is
basically an approach that takes additional tax by
stealth. It is worth putting on the record that when the
coalition lost government in 1999 the state budget was
around $19 billion. It is now over $33 billion — a very
significant increase in that period. Despite population
increases and increases in the size of our economy, the
increases in no way match this massive increase in the
size of the state budget.
Of course the state budget has had the windfall gains
that have been received through the GST payments
from the commonwealth. Whilst Victoria has adhered
to the very strict letter of the law in removing the taxes
that were agreed to be removed in the
intergovernmental agreement, what it has not done is
honour the spirit of that agreement, which would have
seen additional taxes removed as the revenue base grew
and would have given the government greater
flexibility to remove some of those taxes. Indeed the
story of the Bracks government of course is that it has
introduced new taxes and has introduced them at a
frightening rate.
But before I talk about the new taxes I think it is worth
putting on the record the size of the business tax
collections under the Bracks government and the
change over time. With the agreement of the house,
President, I seek to incorporate a table into Hansard. As
you are aware I have discussed with —
The PRESIDENT — Order! You checked with me.
Mr D. DAVIS — I did indeed. If people wish to
have a copy, they are welcome. It is an important table
that lays out — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! On a point of
clarification, are you seeking leave to have it
incorporated into Hansard?
Mr D. DAVIS — Yes.
Leave granted; see page 1610.
Mr D. DAVIS — The reality is that important taxes
have gone up very substantially over the period. Let me
lay out some of this. In the case of land tax, in 1998–99
the tax collected was $378 million and by this budget
just gone the revised estimate was $890 million — a
massive $512 million, or 135 per cent, increase. Even
with the changes that flow through to land tax as a
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result of this budget the increase will still be 102 per
cent in the amount collected.
We have had this debate in the chamber before, but it is
essentially a very simple point. The amount that is
taken out of the community has grown in relation to the
size of the population or the size of the economy.
Whichever measure you choose to use, this tax take is
far and away outside the parameters of the growth in
the economy or the population. Whilst there has been
some tinkering at the edges with rates, those rates in no
way reduce the total take in comparison to the earlier
situation. My point here is that those rates are felt by
individuals. At the end of the day those land taxes are
paid by individual property owners, whether they be
people who have investments or whether they be those
who have a business premises or other similar premises.
Those rates add directly to the cost of business, and in
many cases they add a harsh burden to those who have
saved for their retirement.
The metropolitan improvement levy is a similar story.
The congestion levy is one of the Bracks government’s
brand-new taxes, and although this bill modifies the
congestion levy in a minor way it in no way
significantly deals with the fact that the congestion levy
is a major new impost. The so-called congestion levy is
really a parking tax, a tax on parking in the central
business district. You have to ask yourself how or why
the government would claim that this would deal with
congestion. There is no evidence it will reduce
congestion; indeed, there is evidence to the contrary. At
the time of the 1998–99 budget revenue from stamp
duty was $1006 million, but in this budget it is
$2854 million — an increase of 183 per cent. Even
with adjustments it will come to a 184 per cent increase
over the period this government has been in office. The
growth in police fines is well known, and in that area
the government expects to collect $419 million — a
323 per cent increase over the almost eight years of the
Bracks government.
Insurance taxes have gone up massively. On the
estimated values of the 2007–08 budget year there is a
massive change from $532 million in 1998–99 to
$1136 million — a 114 per cent increase. The
comments made by the federal Treasurer on insurance
taxes and the impact they have on underinsurance are
significant. These taxes on insurance directly hit
business costs and directly hit householders and
consumers. These taxes are a direct impost on
businesses and lead in particular to householders and
consumers underinsuring. There are additional costs
that are felt elsewhere in the system because of that
underinsurance.
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The payroll tax take is estimated to be up 63 per cent
next year. I will say something about estimated takes.
Often you find that the government estimates a low
number in its budget projections but that the amount
that is actually received is vastly greater. That is the
story with stamp duty, land tax and payroll tax in
particular, where the amount the community has had to
pay to the government has invariably exceeded, and
often massively exceeded, the budget estimates. Motor
vehicle taxation fees have increased from $885 million
in 1998–99 to $1338 million this year, an increase of
$453 million between 1998–99 and 2007–08 — a
51 per cent increase. It is half as much again, a massive
charge that impacts directly on business.
We heard Mr Theophanous in this chamber earlier
ranting and raving about regulation and red tape. Let
me give the chamber some examples of this
government’s impact in terms of red tape. The
government has not just introduced a whole raft of new
regulations, but in the context of this bill the
government has introduced 13 or 14 new taxes,
depending on how you count them. Let me run through
them. There is the gaming machine levy and the payroll
tax on fringe benefits, eligible termination payments
and leave, as well as on apprentices and trainees. I have
previously discussed this in the chamber, but the truth is
that this government has lowered the rate on some of
these things a mite but broadened the base of the taxes,
bringing more people and more revenue into the loop.
These payroll taxes that have been put on additional
benefits strike very hard at many businesses. This is a
government that says it wants a clever country, a
government that says it wants to support training and
apprentices, but its solution to the need for more
training and apprentices is to put a new tax on — a
bizarre and strange step for a government that says it
wants more trainees and training.
The stamp duty on mortgage-backed debentures is a
new tax; there is the annual indexation of fines, fees and
charges. Previously if taxes or charges were increased
they came back to the Parliament, but this government
has scrapped that and indexed these taxes and charges
every year. It is a new grab and a new tax sweep that
the government has in place. The transit city tax, the
stamp duty extensions on land-holding bodies and the
payroll tax on employment agencies — these are again
widening the net for additional revenue opportunities. It
is no wonder that payroll tax has gone up 63 per cent
over the term of this government — a 63 per cent
increase in payroll tax! The government has done this
by widening the number of people who are paying and
the amount of assessable income that is available to be
levied every term. The 5 per cent water levy is simply a
tax; there is no other word for it. The long-term parking
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tax, a so-called congestion tax, is iniquitous. It is a
complex tax to calculate and a tax that is having
perverse effects in the city. I will make some comments
about that at another time in this place. That tax is
impacting severely on a number of industries in the
central business district.
The land tax on trusts is again a new and onerous
impost on those who hold land through trusts. This
government has not even come clean on how much it
has collected in land tax. As with many of these taxes, it
is difficult to get the truth out of the government. The
land development levy, which Mr Guy understands, is
in effect ramping up tax opportunities for government
and a replacement of infrastructure that would
otherwise have been provided through general tax
receipts. The government now scrapes this money out
of developers. It is passed on to new homeowners
through increased costs for houses; it reduces housing
affordability. Finally, a tax the chamber is very familiar
with is the extension of duty on inbound international
airline insurance. Why a government seeking to attract
inbound airlines to this state would put a new and
onerous tax on those overseas airlines is beyond me. It
is significant that these taxes have gone up in the way
they have.
I am very pleased to contribute to this debate. I want to
make some comments about Mr Barber’s proposed
amendments to the bill. I have had a good discussion
with Mr Barber about this, and I understand the
proposed amendments would allow a differential
taxation rate to be applied to hybrid or electric hybrid
vehicles. I have no difficulty with hybrid vehicles. I
think this is a very important part of the effort to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and it is important that
measures are put in place to support this technology and
the option of consumers to go in this direction.
However, the approach laid out in the proposed
amendments is in the mode of picking winners rather
than setting proper and objective targets against which
you can get the best outcome. I know that the
superficial approach of allowing some additional
advantage to hybrid vehicles is attractive on one level,
but I think a better way to go would be to set clear
benchmarks against which any vehicle could compete
and achieve certain greenhouse performance outcomes.
The truth is that there are a number of ways to do this.
A shift to gas is one way of lowering the emissions of
vehicles. There are a number of diesel vehicles that are
available here that put out less emissions than some
hybrid vehicles. Mr Barber talked about the weight of
vehicles, and one of the points with hybrid vehicles is
that they have an engine technology in a shell. That
needs further focus. I would prefer measures of this
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type not to pick individual technologies but to focus on
the outcomes of the particular vehicle and in that way
lay out a better approach.
In this context I want to say something today about the
unhelpful decision of the Queensland government to set
up a scheme whereby duties on certain
Australian-produced cars will be increased. The reality
is the Queensland stamp duty arrangements will
penalise many Australian-produced cars, and I have to
say those cars are overwhelmingly produced in
Victoria, and to a lesser extent South Australia.
Victorian industry and manufacturers will face a further
impost because of the decision of the Queensland
government to differentially tax vehicles in that state.
I make the point that this is not the right way to go. I
think it would have been better if Queensland had
worked with other states on this occasion if it wanted to
take some steps there. The scales that have been put out
in Queensland have the appearance of a ramshackle or
a cobbled-together approach that was designed, in my
view, to give a fig leaf of respectability to a system that
was fundamentally designed to garner more revenue.
There is no doubt that the Queensland Premier,
Mr Beattie, needs more revenue. He needs to spend it
on the infrastructure which is so sorely lacking in that
state. I discussed the State of the States report earlier
today and referred to a paper that points to deficiencies
with infrastructure provision across many of our states.
You can see to some extent from that why states are
seeing the need to garner additional revenue. However,
my concern, as always, with this government and other
Labor governments around the states is that that
additional revenue is not well applied.
There are several issues here. There is the amount of
revenue collected, there is how it is collected and then
there is how the government uses that revenue to best
benefit the community. Community benefit is
obviously about service provision, but it is also about
infrastructure provision. This government’s focus on
infrastructure provision, as we discussed earlier today
in this chamber, has been woefully inadequate whether
it be water infrastructure or in other areas. This bill and
the Treasurer’s approach to these state taxation areas
have been slippery in terms of presentation. He has
always claimed that so many people will benefit, but
there is no proper and ongoing indexation of rates and
thresholds, as there should be in the long term. If there
were, these massive increases in taxation would not
have occurred, because on each occasion the
government would have had to come back to the
Parliament and seek additional revenue from the
Parliament.
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With those comments, I place on record my concerns
about the state’s taxation approach, the high levels of
taxation, the massive amounts that have been garnered
and the impact that is having, in particular on small
businesses and industries that have little capacity to
avoid those taxes.
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — In my short
parliamentary career the legislative agenda and the
rhetoric the Bracks government has come to this house
with have fitted into two categories: stunts or tax slugs.
For the first couple of months we saw the stunts: we
had a stunt on nuclear energy and we had a stunt on
water movement around the state. Now, through the
State Taxation and Gambling Legislation (Budget
Measures) Bill, which will give effect to the state
budget measures involving taxing and gambling
legislation, we see a tax slug.
It is pretty obvious that this bill is full of a lot of new
Labor taxes and charges and spin and rhetoric to
disguise the real situation of the Victorian economy as
it is today. In this bill we have a huge number of
examples of a government that is living with its head
well and truly in the sand. The Treasurer describes us as
the best of the rest. That is the best Labor can offer
Victoria: to run around the country and say we are the
best of the rest. That is not a quote from me, from
anyone in the Liberal Party or from any opponents of
the government. It is a quote from the government
itself. That is its view of Victoria in the context of
Australia: we are the best of the rest.
Mr Koch — Mediocrity.
Mr GUY — It is, Mr Koch, it is about mediocrity. It
is not about trying to be the best, it is about being the
best of the rest. We are content to be second best, we
are content to be somewhere on the scale above
halfway. Frankly I do not think that is good enough. I
know that Liberals in this Parliament, in this house and
across the country do not think that is good enough for
the states they represent.
As I said, the government is full of people in denial.
Recurrent revenue growth is massive. Expenditure
growth is even larger. Our level of infrastructure
investment looks good if you read the government spin
and the documentation that was released last year, but
when it comes to new moneys it is a very different
story. The slow pace of government decision making
and the growing amount of red tape are hindering
where we are going as a state. Those things and the
overall increasing level of taxation are of concern. One
issue I want to mention later which is of major concern
to me and a number of Liberals, and anyone who values
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the future of this state to any extent, is, of course, the
growing amount of debt this government is going into. I
will come back to that later. It just astounds me that
members of the government have come into this
chamber and, almost like sheep, tried to make
themselves believe the word of their Treasurer that
where they are going now and where the debt levels
will be in 5 or 10 years time are somehow good for the
state of Victoria. However, as I said, we will come to
that later.
The overall theme and the obvious nature of what is
being espoused by the government is that, once again,
Labor is a party of total denial. Like the Cain-Kirner
school of denial, the John Bannon school of denial, the
Brian Burke school of denial — —
Mrs Coote — Who?
Mr GUY — That is right, and it is the school of
denial that the Hawke and Keating governments lived
in for 13 long years.
Let us have a quick look at state revenue growth. In the
life of this government there has been an increase in
recurrent revenue from $19 billion to $34 billion. It
took Victoria as a state from the 1850s until 1999 to go
from $0 to $19 billion in revenue. It took that amount of
time to get to $19 billion in revenue. Over the life of
this government we have gone from $19 billion to
$34 billion in recurrent revenue. That should be
remembered and factored into the historical context.
Look how long it took to get to a $19 billion revenue
base and in seven and a half years we have gone up an
extra $15 billion. It is astounding to think that any
government, Labor or Liberal, would have the
opportunity to increase revenue by 80 per cent over a
seven-year period. Compare that to the consumer price
index over that time and clearly the government is,
thanks to a number of measures, awash with cash. The
seven-year increase is almost the size of the whole
budget 15 years ago.
It is very interesting to note how all of this came about.
My colleague David Davis referred previously to the
annual indexing of taxation. No doubt the people I see
cramming themselves onto the trains at Preston on the
Epping line every morning who are paying an
additional 10 per cent or more for their public transport
fares every year are thankful. The service has not
improved, but they are certainly paying more.
However, it is worthwhile looking at GST revenues. I
do not want to go over what has been mentioned
previously to any great extent, but before we talk about
GST revenues it is worth noting that the Labor Party
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opposed the GST at every step of the way. The people
who are now coming into this chamber and gloating
about the state’s financial position have the recurrent
revenue base we have in Victoria today almost
principally because the GST is a growth tax funding
entirely back to the states. The Labor government in
this state takes in $44 million per day in GST revenue,
which is $700 million a month or $8.5 billion per year.
John Brumby goes into his Aladdin’s cave and gets out
his big chest of money, all from the GST, in the amount
of $700 million a month — that is, 26 per cent of the
total state budget.

been fed to them by a government information unit.
There is a very big difference.

My colleague David Davis has talked about stamp
duties, and I too want to talk about stamp duties,
principally because we have the highest rates in the
country. The total take in 1998–99 was $1.006 billion,
it was $2.424 billion in the budget update and in this
budget we are now looking at $2.849 billion. The
highest rates of stamp duty in the country are in South
Australia and Victoria. We are out there trying to
compete with places like Queensland, Western
Australia and New South Wales. We are trying to place
ourselves with a competitive edge in housing and to be
an affordable entry point for people coming into the
housing market. How do we do that? The state
government says, ‘We will give you a bonus. We will
give you a couple of thousand dollars back if your
home is under $500 000’ — that excludes anywhere
within 10 kilometres of the city — ‘Here is your
$3000 cheque, and we are going to take back around
$15 000 to $20 000 in stamp duty’. Typically the Labor
government gives with one hand and takes with the
other.

A letter in the Herald Sun of 12 May from
Mr B. J. K. Johnson states:

I want to contrast Victoria’s stamp duty with that in
other states. On a $300 000 home it would be around
$9500 in New South Wales and $3500 in Queensland,
but in Victoria it would be $12 700. This is a
government that comes in here and talks about housing
affordability. It is worthwhile noting the figures from
the Property Council of Australia, which show that on a
$391 000 home, which a number of months ago was
the average house price in Melbourne, you are paying
$45 000 in tax — state tax — and that is not to mention
the GST, which of course then comes back to the states.
Mr Pakula will no doubt wonder if I have anything
positive to say about this bill, as he always does — —
Mr Lenders — That is because you have a track
record in being negative.
Mr GUY — I have a track record in speaking the
truth, unlike many members of this government who
come in here and speak spin and rhetoric, which has

The reduction in stamp duty on passenger vehicles
worth $35 000 to $57 000 should greatly assist the sales
of locally manufactured vehicles. The Holden Omega,
which is Australia’s largest selling car model, is priced
at around $36 500, I am told, before on-road costs, and
the stamp duty saving will be about $550. That is
tremendous. That is lovely. It is a very, very small step,
but it is something, and we certainly do not oppose any
reduction in taxation.

Bracks is making a gift of $1425 to people who buy
$57 000 cars. Yet he still won’t return the $80 motor
registration concession he took from our poorest citizens.
Whatever happened to true ALP values?

That is very well said, and it is worth noting with regard
to this bill. The other tax worth noting is of course land
tax. Despite some land tax reductions, they are in fact
Clayton’s tax cuts. In 2006–07 the total take from land
tax was $890 million, $108 million more than in the
budget update for December 2006. So much for tax
cuts.
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr GUY — Mr Lenders interjects, ‘We did this and
we did this’. At the end of the day the Labor Party does
not get it when it comes to taxation reduction. It will do
it as a matter of course, it will do it if it has to, it will do
it if it has to tick a box marked ‘tax cut’, but at the end
of the day it does not get it. It is about overall taxation
take, and at the end of the day the Labor Party just does
not get it when it comes to taxation reduction.
Mr Lenders interjected.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I advise the
minister that the member can proceed without
assistance, and the house would be gratified by that.
Mr GUY — Even with the reductions the figure is
still $17.8 million more in 2007–08 than in 2006–07.
Land tax valuations do not take into account individual
circumstances. They just do not go far enough. I would
like to come to a statement made by a former Victorian
of the Year, Mr Ian Armstrong. He said it made him
sick to hear John Brumby, the then Acting Premier and
Treasurer, say on 3AW that land tax has been
reduced — that is, fixed. Mr Armstrong said that two
years ago he sold five factories to reduce the land tax
burden, only to receive a 27 per cent increase. This year
on exactly the same basket of properties he received his
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bill. It had increased by 107.8 per cent. How is that a
reduction? What costs have gone up this much? He
went on to make a number of remarks about the
Treasurer, which I will not repeat, but needless to
say — —
Mr Lenders — He says good things?
Mr GUY — No, no. In fact if Mr Lenders would
like me to repeat them, I would be happy to. No, I will
show them to him personally rather than have them in
Hansard and attributed to me. They are certainly not
friendly.
It is worthwhile noting, as Mr Davis did, the number of
taxes that have been brought in by this government.
Members opposite do not like to hear this, but this is
fact. The government has brought in the gaming
machine levy; payroll tax on fringe benefits; payroll tax
on apprentices and trainees; stamp duty on
mortgage-backed debentures; annual indexation of
fines, fees and charges, which I mentioned earlier;
transit cities tax; stamp duty exemption on land-holding
bodies; payroll tax on employment agencies; the 5 per
cent water levy; the congestion tax; land tax on trusts;
the land development levy — or development tax, as it
should be; the rental business duty; and the inbound
international airline stamp duty extension. This of
course does not factor in the Melbourne Water charges.
The government has allowed Melbourne Water to
increase its drainage charges by 50 per cent on
developments in the outer urban areas, which will
further add to the cost of building a home on the
outskirts of the city.
Just briefly on the congestion tax, it is not a real effort
by the government to combat traffic in the inner urban
areas of Melbourne. It is a blatant revenue-raising
exercise. If it were to the contrary, the moneys might go
back into upgrading public transport. But no, they do
not. Where do they go? They go immediately back into
consolidated revenue. It has nothing to do with global
warming; it has nothing to do with upgrading trams or
rail; and it has nothing to do with upgrading services. It
has everything to do with being a tax by stealth. This is
our point: the Labor Party taxes with one hand and
attempts to give back with the other, saying, ‘Look
what we are doing. We have ticked this box. We are
giving you a taxation reduction’. But it makes it up with
stealth behind our backs. That is a feature of Labor
governments. It has always been a feature of Labor
governments, and that is why whenever Labor Party
members of Parliament walk into this chamber Liberals
always howl them down and say, ‘You don’t get it
when it comes to tax cuts’, because they do not.
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The development tax will come in later this year. Some
of the people who could least afford to pay an increase
in taxation live in the outer areas of Melbourne. When
they try to make a start and build in the outer suburbs,
what is the government’s response? A lower stamp
duty for them? Does it make land supply easier, which
might ease the price of land as a commodity? No. It
puts on a land development tax and says the developers
will absorb it. I do not know who the government
expects to believe that a developer, whether small,
medium or large, would absorb $5000 to $8000 per
block. I think those who believe that line, and certainly
many opposite, are obviously on a different planet from
the other 5.2 million Victorians, because that is not the
case. The government is simply going to tax the people
who can least afford it, as I said, and it will further
increase the cost of housing and place the chance for a
first home out of the reach of the people who are trying
to get into the housing market.
I want to talk about debt. This is very important to this
state, because I am sure we all have a memory of our
position in 1992. Those opposite should listen, because
we are back on the debt train in this state. We all know
on this side of the house how very dangerous Labor is
with a credit card. Labor has form in this area: Cain,
Bannon, Burke, Hawke, Keating and, today, Beattie
were or are all on the debt train. People like
Mr Thornley come into this chamber and try to explain
it away, saying it is to do with this and to do with that,
and on some points he might be right. But at the end of
the day I challenge any member opposite to come into
this chamber and identify an example in recent history
where a state Labor government has come to office and
at the end of its term of government has paid back a
large amount of debt. It has not happened.
I turn to recent examples. As I just said, when the
Hawke and Keating governments left office their debt
level was $96 billion. The Cain and Kirner
governments had a debt of $32 billion. That is the
legacy they left Victorians. They said, ‘Thanks for your
10 years, here is a $32 billion debt’. Victorians have a
right to be very concerned by any Labor government
that comes in and says, ‘We are going from $4 billion
to $14 billion, half way back to Kirner, half way back
to the 1980s. It does not really matter because it is this
and it is the lowest’. At the end of the day Labor
governments do not pay back debt; they use the credit
card and do not pay it back. As we all know, it is left to
other parties to do that. I hope that when the Labor
government’s term ends in 2010 that is not the case.
I quickly turn to the gaming aspects of the bill. Yet
again we see a tax on electronic gaming machines
rising from $3033.33 to $4333.33, a 43 per cent
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increase — and yet again it goes straight back into
consolidated revenue. When you are placing a bet
through the TAB the current legislation says that the
maximum commission the totaliser can take out of the
system is 25 per cent of any bet, so the maximum the
licensee, Tabcorp, can take is no more than 16 per cent.
For every $1000 invested, $840 goes to the winnings
pool and $168 goes in commission. The racing industry
will now get $67.20, or 42 per cent, of the commission;
the government will get $24.80, or 28 per cent; and
Tabcorp will get $48.
The bill abolishes the 16 per cent rule and replaces it
with a complex system of tables which are contained in
the bill and which I will not going into. As we all know,
someone is obviously a winner out of these taxation
changes. You do not need to be Einstein — this applies
to the people on this side of the chamber and, I am sure,
all Victorians — to work out who is the beneficiary of
these taxation changes. It is the Labor government. In
my view this bill should be renamed the State Taxation
and Gambling Legislation Amendment (More Tax
Increases) Bill 2007. That is the way it appears to me.
In conclusion, we have a government in this state which
has had huge revenue growth via the goods and
services tax. The Labor Party vehemently opposed that
tax and went to an election opposing it, but it is the
beneficiary of it. There are also huge revenues coming
from stamp duty, land tax, recurrent taxes and fines,
which go up by 10 per cent every financial year, yet
there has been a failure to invest in infrastructure such
as rail, roads and water. There is growing debt and a
return to the Cain and Kirner school of denial. I say in
closing that I fear this Labor government will end up
with a legacy similar to that of its political mentors of
the 1980s — that is, on the day it leaves office it will
leave Victorians with a very large debt to pick up as a
result of the expenditure and the free-money nature of
its time in office. I fear for that time when it comes.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I thank
members for their contributions. For the record, I would
like to make some comments in reply regarding
taxation under the Bracks government. I will not
comment on the amendments proposed by Mr Barber,
because they will be dealt with extensively in the
committee stage.
Since coming to office the Bracks government has
introduced tax cuts worth over $4 billion. We have an
outstanding tax reform record. For Mr Guy’s benefit,
we have gone from having the second-highest number
of taxes to the second lowest. As an example, payroll
tax has been cut to the second lowest in Australia; land
tax has been cut, and I will go into detail on that; stamp
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duty on properties has been cut; motor vehicle duty has
been cut; duty on non-residential leases has been
abolished; the financial institution duty has been
abolished; duty on quoted marketable securities has
been abolished; duty on unquoted marketable securities
has been abolished; the bank account debit tax has been
abolished; duty on mortgages has been abolished, the
first in the country; and business rental duty has been
abolished. Let us get the record straight on tax cuts — it
is $4 billion over those areas.
We have cut payroll tax from 5.75 per cent under the
Kennett government to 5.05 per cent and will reduce it
further to 5 per cent on 1 July 2008. We have slashed
the top rate of land tax. The figures illustrate what has
happened. Under the Kennett government the top rate
of land tax was increased from 3 per cent to 5 per cent.
Mr Guy interjected.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Pennicuik) —
Order! Thank you, Mr Guy. The minister, to continue.
Mr LENDERS — I repeat that under the Kennett
government the top land tax rate was increased from
3 per cent to 5 per cent, whereas the Bracks government
has reduced it to 2.5 per cent — it has halved it. Let us
get some of the rhetoric right. We have cut the stamp
duty rate for homes that are the purchaser’s principal
place of residence and are priced between $115 000 to
$500 000, saving the buyer of a median-priced home
$2600. Again for Mr Guy’s benefit, that is a 14 per cent
cut in stamp duty. We have also abolished more taxes
under the intergovernmental agreement than any other
state.
I turn to GST revenue. We receive 88 cents of what
Victorians pay in GST. Victorians pay around
$1.2 billion more than we receive. We pay
$10.35 billion and receive $9.14 billion. If the federal
government allocated the amount pro rata it would be
$232 for every man, woman and child in this state. We
have witnessed an unprecedented property boom;
however, land tax revenue has not grown as fast as
property values. Part of that is because the top rate has
been cut from 5 per cent to 2.5 per cent. Since the
Bracks government’s first budget land tax revenue has
increased by 70 per cent, but valuations on taxable
property have gone up by almost double that amount.
Our record is that we have increased the land tax
threshold on four occasions, taking it from $85 000
when we got into government to $225 000. We have
introduced exemptions for aged-care facilities, caravan
parks and rooming houses, and we have capped bills in
two years to 50 per cent. What Mr Guy does not
understand is that when the Kennett government left
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office the starting rate for land tax was one-tenth of a
per cent, so there was a 50-fold increase from start to
finish under a progressive tax scheme. This means that
virtually all Victorian small businesses with land tax
holdings valued at between $380 000 and $4.5 million
will pay lower land tax than their contemporaries in
New South Wales and Queensland.
For the record, this government has sensibly removed
objectionable business taxes while delivering
extraordinary increases in service delivery. I put that on
the record because Mr Guy gets very excited about tax.
We have abolished a number of taxes under the Harvey
business review we said we would undertake, while we
have maintained a prudent revenue stream, which is
more fairly based than that we inherited from the
Kennett government, so that we can deliver services.
On that basis, I commend the bill to the house.
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pay land tax. Is the minister in a position to inform the
committee how many land tax payers will remain
following this amendment?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I do not
have a figure in response to Mr Rich-Phillips. I can take
it on notice for the Treasurer, but I do not have a figure
available.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 and 3 agreed to.
Clause 4

Motion agreed to.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Barber
will move his suggested amendment 1, which is a test
for his remaining amendments 2 to 5 which relate to the
exclusion of a hybrid vehicle or an electronic vehicle
from motor vehicle duty. Mr Barber may refer to those
subsequent amendments as part of dealing with
suggested amendment 1.

Read second time.

Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — I move:
1.

Committed.
Committee
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! I take this
opportunity to indicate for the benefit of members that
section 62 of the Constitution Act 1975 states that a bill
that appropriates any part of the Consolidated Fund or
imposes any duty, rate, tax, rent, return or impost must
originate in the Legislative Assembly. Any such bill
may be rejected by the Legislative Council but not
altered by the Legislative Council.
However, section 64(2) of the Constitution Act 1975
permits the Council to suggest amendments to a bill
that it cannot amend, such as this, provided that the
amendments do not have the effect of increasing a
charge or burden on the people.
The suggested amendments which have been circulated
in Mr Barber’s name and which will be considered in
due course in committee I believe have the effect of
reducing the burden on the people who have hybrid
vehicles, whilst not increasing a burden on anyone else
and are therefore considered in order in the context of
the Constitution Act.
Clause 1
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — In respect to the provisions relating to
land tax, the minister, in the second-reading speech,
noted that as a result of the increase in the threshold
approximately 28 000 taxpayers will no longer have to

Clause 4, line 3, before “For” insert “(1)”.

In relation to this clause on the reduction of motor
vehicle duties, I said during the second-reading debate
that I was not going to put an enormous effort into
underlining what is wrong with this particular proposal
from the government because it is quite obvious. It is
also obvious from the response of the government’s
lead speaker that it is not going to work too hard to try
to convince any of us that it is anything else.
These proposals to introduce tax cuts for gas guzzlers
are socially, environmentally and economically
regressive. They are socially regressive because the
more expensive the car the bigger the tax cut you get. If
your vehicle is anything up to $57 000 you will get a
tax reduction from 5 per cent to 2.5 per cent, which
represents a couple of thousand dollars in value. The
proposals are Howardesque in nature, in that the richer
you are the bigger the tax cut you get. They are
certainly economically inefficient because they distort
people’s transport choices towards a mode of transport
that itself is incredibly inefficient.
Just think about it: the train pulls into Southern Cross
station and unloads about 900 people in about
45 seconds and they are off on the way to work. If you
try to get those same 900 people into the city by car
there would be what is commonly known as a massive
traffic jam. Next time members want to see what
900 cars all in one place looks like, they should stand
on a bridge over a freeway at peak hour and as far as
the eye can see that would be about 900 cars. So it is
throwing more and more public funds in this case at
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cars without offering choice. A typical motor vehicle
costs $200 a week to run, which represents anything up
to 25 or 30 per cent of the household budget.
In relation to the environment the tax is also regressive
in that it offers nothing — no cuts at all for small
cars — and therefore nothing special to drive
efficiency. The problem with this is that motorised
transport is a big part of our greenhouse gas emissions,
and passenger cars are a big part of that. There is no
way we can reduce greenhouse gases without reducing
the proportion that comes from transport. It is just
amazing that the government can bowl up a clause like
this and pay absolutely no attention to the environment,
particularly as we are in the middle of a debate about
climate change. It is no wonder that Peter Garrett, the
federal member for Kingsford Smith, who is the
shadow minister for climate change, environment and
heritage, has such difficulty explaining how he is going
to achieve the targets that he wants to achieve, because
he is not getting any help from any state governments.
The Greens are in considerable difficulty with this issue
because of the constitutional reasons that the Chair has
outlined. We are not in a position to be able to
introduce the sorts of amendments we would have liked
to introduce, which would have turned this whole
stamp duties scale on its head, and introduced measures
that rewarded the more efficient vehicles. We have
brought forward one amendment that simply aims to
make sure that all hybrid vehicles pay the lowest rate of
tax. Why the government did not think of this, I do not
know. Why it did not bring something forward, I do not
know. I pointed in my speech to about six different
jurisdictions where this has already been done,
including a couple of Canadian provinces, the United
Kingdom, the United States of America, the Republic
of Ireland — all of which have already moved down
this path. It has not happened in Victoria.
We are also in difficulty in that we do not have access
to the sort of modelling of revenue impacts that that
would have. I actually asked the Treasurer about this in
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee, and
when I was offered a briefing on the bill I also
requested the same data, the VFACTS data, on which
the Treasurer would have modelled his revenue. I was
simply told I could not have it, that it would not be
given to me.
So that is where we are at. Yesterday, in her
contribution, the government’s lead speaker,
Ms Tierney, dismissed this idea, saying that because it
would apply to all hybrid vehicles, no matter how
expensive, that this was ‘probably a sop to the cafe latte
set’. I thought it was a particularly weak level of
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argument to fish around looking for something to find
wrong with my amendment and pick up Mr Finn’s
favourite one and wave that around. I was looking for
something a bit more sophisticated but I did not get it. I
guess that is because people here have been told to
stand up and defend this bill, but they themselves do
not have much to say about it.
I thought that was a particularly strange inverted kind of
class-warfare argument that was being thrown up at me
given that the bill the government brought in offers no
cuts to small cars. It offers cuts to cars up to $57 000,
including from the government’s own documentation
the $54 000 Holden Calais which receives a cut of
$1300. I am not quite sure which working class hero is
getting around in a $54 000 Holden Calais. It is fair
enough for Ms Tierney to come in here in her previous
role as an advocate for the former Vehicle Builders
Union, but sitting right beside her is Mr Leane from the
Electrical Trades Union. The Greens’ proposal, which
would be to take this $177 million tax cut and put it into
public transport, would, of course, create just as many if
not more jobs in wiring up those new train lines that
could go out to various points of the compass and
repairing the trains to keep them moving. I was
surprised that that was the level of debate, particularly
as I think the onus is really on the state government to
show us the way forward in the debate on climate
change.
The Greens do not come in here worrying about people
who own $54 000 Calais cars; the Greens come in here
to look after those who do not see $50 000 all in one
place in their life or, for that matter, people who end up
sleeping in their cars at the end of the day. We think
that is a much better use of $177 million than the
socially, economically and environmentally regressive
tax cuts proposed in this bill.
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) —
Certainly the government does not accept the suggested
amendments from Mr Barber and the Greens. We do
not accept them for a number of reasons, and I will
address them in general terms. The most pertinent point
in response to Mr Barber is that some of the cars he is
proposing by his amendment receive the stamp duty
exemption include the Lexus GS45Oh, for example,
which has a fuel economy significantly worse than
some of the other cars like a Toyota Corolla, which is
not a hybrid and which uses 7.4 litres of fuel per
100 kilometres. Some of the cars he wishes to exempt
use 8 litres or more per 100 kilometres.
If the remedy he is seeking by his amendment is
actually to reduce fuel usage and therefore greenhouse
gas emissions, we think it is ironic that he is exempting
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cars that, compared to some of the cars that are already
exempted, actually are gas guzzlers. Generally the
government does not accept the amendment. The
amendments we have proposed is a remedy across the
industry. It has been clearly outlined in the Treasurer’s
second-reading speech, and I think the Greens’
amendments do not achieve what Mr Barber says his
goal is and in fact have some really perverted
outcomes. For those reasons the government does not
accept them.

reasons why. Ms Tierney has already talked about some
of the equity and manufacturing jobs issues that relate
to this, but I want to go to the heart of Mr Barber’s
argument at an environmental level. There was a lot of
fascinating discourse in his speeches both on the bill
and to the amendment about a range of important
energy-saving issues far and wide and much more
extensive than the matters discussed here. Many of
them were sensible contributions and I agreed with
much of them.

Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — I am rising to
indicate that The Nationals are going to support this
suggested amendment moved by the Greens. I do not
agree with everything Mr Barber said when putting his
arguments forward, but I do agree with this point —
and this is the reason why we will be supporting these
amendments. I think we have largely ignored the
transport sector when we have had the broader
community debate about the need to reduce emissions.
Whether those emissions are carbon dioxide or carbon
monoxide, which is the major component of car
emissions, we should responsibly do more to reduce the
level of emissions. By giving an extra incentive to
people to purchase hybrid vehicles I think there will be
a positive environmental effect.

The actual amendment that has been put forward here
will do very little to achieve those sorts of ends. The net
result of what is being proposed is a classic example of
people jumping in piecemeal on sexy issues, trying to
do things that look good in the headlines but will have
very little discernible impact on the environmental
issues the Greens claim are so important.

The Nationals have a history of trying to address the
issues of car emissions. It was only in the previous
Parliament that I moved a substantive motion seeking
the support of Parliament to require the government
vehicle fleet to use ethanol-blended products as a fuel.
We in The Nationals see there is a need to progress
transport into using more biofuels across the country in
order to have a positive impact on the environment.
Also there is a bit of self-interest one might claim in
terms of generating another rural industry, but it is a
good environmental impact.
The amendments suggested by Mr Barber and the
Greens are going to be a positive incentive to purchase
hybrid vehicles and that in itself is a measure we are
prepared to support. Notwithstanding this, we support
the general intentions of clause 4 of this bill — that is, a
reduction on the duties payable on new vehicles. We
think there is scope to reduce the level of taxation,
including the level of duties payable on vehicles. We
are certainly prepared to support clause 4 and its
intentions, but as an incentive for more environmentally
friendly motor vehicles — and the same principle
applies to the use of more environmentally friendly
fuels — we are prepared to support the suggested
amendments moved by Mr Barber.
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — We
oppose the amendment, and let me explain the simple

The main effect of this proposal, if it were carried out,
would be to give a tax cut to people who can buy
$120 000 cars, even though its primary purpose — and
it is a laudable purpose — is to reduce carbon
emissions. The cost per tonne of carbon reduced by the
proposal Mr Barber put forward is about 50 times the
cost of carbon emission reductions that could be
secured through other means. The whole point of
having an emissions trading scheme and getting a
market mechanism is so that, whatever level of dollars
you are as a society and an economy willing to put into
the task of carbon emission reduction, you get
maximum bang for your buck in terms of the amount of
carbon reduced.
This proposal is at the wrong end of the spectrum. If,
for example, instead of proposing this we had put the
same amount of money into additional solar panel
support such as the government already provides, we
would get about 10 times more carbon reduction. By
doing these sorts of piecemeal things you actually
discredit the important nexus between the economy and
the environment, the important connection the Greens
talk about rhetorically but cannot actually deliver in
policy terms. We have to make sure that we can show
that improving the environment will be an
economically viable, sustainable and positive force over
time.
By doing something that is 50 times less effective in
reducing carbon emissions than simply buying them on
the open market, you are wasting public money. It is
buying a tiny number of carbon emissions when there
are a thousand different ways, either through the open
market or through other policy prescriptions, that you
could reduce a lot more carbon emissions for the same
price and do so while targeting a group of consumers
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and/or potentially producers and their workers who are
more in need of support. If the purpose of this is to
deliver good carbon reductions and an effective
contribution to the economy, it does neither.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I place on the record that the Liberal
Party will not support Mr Barber’s proposed
amendment. While the Liberal Party is sympathetic to
the intent of the amendment proposed by Mr Barber,
we note that there are flaws in the proposed scheme. I
refer in particular to the issue raised by the Leader of
the Government, which was that some of the vehicles
that would receive concessions under this amendment
would be higher emitting vehicles than others that
would not be covered by the proposed amendment.
We also have concerns, as a matter of policy, in
supporting taxation amendments that have not been
appropriately costed. I understand Mr Barber sought
advice from the Treasury as to the cost of his proposed
measure. For whatever reason, and this is a reflection
on the government, it was not willing to provide
Mr Barber with the advice he sought on the impact on
the budget of this measure. In the absence of that type
of information the Liberal Party is not willing to
support a change to a taxation bill.
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I note that
according to the Affairs of State wall chart one of
Mr Barber’s football teams is Collingwood.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — Collingwood and Richmond were
noted in the Affairs of State wall chart, and no
disrespect to Mr Finn, but given their respective ladder
positions, it would make sense that Mr Barber would
hold greater allegiance for the Pies at the moment. But
surely there should be limits. This amendment may as
well be called the Lexus amendment. We have got the
Lexus Magpies and the Lexus Centre. Now we have
got the Australian Greens proudly sponsored by Lexus.
According to my advice the only two significant hybrid
vehicles that are not covered by the $57 009 threshold
but are covered by the new non-threshold provided by
Mr Barber are the Lexus RX400h valued at $94 100
and the Lexus GS450h valued at $121 900. We know
Mr McGuire did very well out of Lexus, and I sincerely
hope the Greens did as well.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr PAKULA — If it is a car worth $45 000, it is
covered by the current legislation. Mr Thornley has
dealt with the supposed environmental benefit of the
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Greens amendment, which does not stack up cost wise.
It is environmentally inefficient to spend $3000 to fund
tax cuts for people who buy cars worth $122 000. What
we are fundamentally left with is the Greens opposing a
tax cut which is not just about the environment but also
about local jobs and more affordable cars for ordinary
Victorian families — in other words, vehicles that are
in many cases made locally, whether at Toyota, at Ford
or at General Motors — so opposing a tax cut that
supports Victorian families and Victorian jobs and
instead proposing a tax cut on primarily foreign-made
vehicles in the $94 000 to $122 000 range.
I would invite Ms Hartland to drag that amendment
around our electorate. I have no doubt that both
Ms Pennicuik and Mr Barber could find some
constituents keen on $3000 tax breaks for $122 000
vehicles, but I doubt that Ms Hartland or I could,
particularly considering the intended, or perhaps
unintended, consequence of exporting Victorian jobs
overseas. For those reasons the Labor Party opposes the
Greens amendment.
Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 6
Barber, Mr
Drum, Mr (Teller)
Hall, Mr

Hartland, Ms (Teller)
Kavanagh, Mr
Pennicuik, Ms

Noes, 33
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Eideh, Mr (Teller)
Elasmar, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Koch, Mr (Teller)
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr
Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tee, Mr
Thornley, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — C’est la
vie, as they say. At least The Nationals have worked
out that the only way to beat the Greens is to outgreen
them. Nobody else seems to have come up with an
effective strategy so far. The Greens will be voting
against the clause as a whole for the reasons I outlined
earlier. I would be interested to hear if the other
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speakers have any views about the impact per tonne this
clause, unamended, will have.
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a separate appropriation bill for Parliament was a
measure designed to indicate a degree of separation
between the executive and the Parliament.

Committee divided on clause 4:
Ayes, 36
Atkinson, Mr
Broad, Ms
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Darveniza, Ms
Davis, Mr D.
Davis, Mr P.
Drum, Mr
Eideh, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Finn, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hall, Mr
Jennings, Mr
Kavanagh, Mr
Koch, Mr
Kronberg, Mrs
Leane, Mr

Lenders, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr (Teller)
Pakula, Mr
Petrovich, Mrs
Peulich, Mrs
Pulford, Ms
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Tee, Mr
Thornley, Mr
Tierney, Ms
Viney, Mr (Teller)
Vogels, Mr

Noes, 3
Barber, Mr (Teller)
Hartland, Ms

Pennicuik, Ms (Teller)

Clause agreed to.
Clauses 5 to 15 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Report adopted.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT
2007/2008) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 May; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education).
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I am pleased to rise this afternoon to
speak on the Appropriation (Parliament 2007/2008)
Bill. This is a unique bill in the sense that it relates
specifically to the appropriation for Parliament. I am
advised by the Clerk of the Council that the notion of a
discrete appropriation bill for Parliament is a relatively
recent one and that 20 years ago the appropriation for
Parliament was dealt with in the same way as
appropriation for government departments: it was
contained in the primary appropriation bill. The shift to

That is one area that I wish to touch on briefly, because
it is a doctrine of the Westminster system that there be a
separation between the executive and the Parliament
and also that the Parliament be supreme. One of the
difficulties that we have with a bill such as the bill
before the house today is the practical reality that the
bill is a creature of the government. Although it is a
discrete parliamentary appropriation bill, it is a bill that
was introduced by a government minister, it is a bill
that is being dealt with as a government bill and it is a
bill that is being dealt with during government business
time. There is no doubt that, although it is a discrete
parliamentary appropriation bill, this bill is still very
much a government bill that will implement the
decisions of the government.
Members need to be mindful of that fact when
considering what the bill provides, because there are a
number of areas in relation to the resourcing of the
Parliament where the will of the Parliament is not
necessarily the will of the government. We see that in a
contemporary setting with the operation of the
Legislative Council in this 56th Parliament. A number
of changes were made during the previous Parliament
that have resulted in changes to the way that this place
operates in this Parliament.
One of those significant changes is the creation of a
number of select committees. At this point in the
56th Parliament two select committees have been
created. One of the challenges for those select
committees is the issue of adequate resourcing. At the
moment the only funds available for the resourcing of
those select committees is $25 000, which, according to
evidence given at a Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearing, has been the practice of the
Parliament for around 15 years — that is, an allocation
of $25 000 for the administration of select committees.
Of course over the 15 years that allocation has been
made from within the global Legislative Council
budget we have seen the real value of that allocation
diminish, and now $25 000 is a relatively small amount
of money for the administration of select committees.
I can say from my own experience as chairman of the
Select Committee on Gaming Licensing that simply the
requirement of the resolution of the house that we
advertise the terms of reference of the committee took a
significant part of that global $25 000 budget. Now,
with the creation of a second select committee and
potentially other select committees, it is clear that that
$25 000 internal allocation is not adequate. During the
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course of the estimates hearing, I sought from the
President an understanding of what allocation was
expected in this budget for select committees. The
advice which came back and which was confirmed by
the Clerk was that there is no additional allocation for
select committees within the existing budget for the
Legislative Council. The advice provided by Treasury
was that this is a matter that should be dealt with by a
Treasurer’s advance. As members would appreciate,
the difficulty with funding select committees through a
Treasurer’s advance is that it is of course at the
discretion of the Treasurer, or the government.
The ongoing capacity of this house to undertake the
inquiries that it chooses to undertake and for this house
to establish the committees that it chooses to establish
and to appropriately resource them is very much in the
hands of the Treasurer via a Treasurer’s advance. I do
not necessarily have the answer as to how this process
of the parliamentary appropriation can be made more
independent of government, but I think something
members need to be mindful of is the supremacy of the
Parliament — that the view of the Parliament should
take precedence over the view of the government when
it comes to establishing an appropriation for this place.
There are a couple of related areas that I would like to
touch on briefly. One is an issue that was raised during
the estimates hearingsconcerning the ongoing
remuneration of the clerks of the two chambers. This is
a matter that I understand was raised with the Deputy
Premier when he was the Acting Premier, and it is a
matter that has not been addressed. Again, it highlights
one of the shortcomings of the current process by which
the parliamentary appropriation is managed by the
government. I understand that under the parliamentary
officers regime the clerks are engaged through a
Governor in Council appointment and their
remuneration is also a matter for the Governor in
Council, so it is outside the hands of the Parliament to
manage the appointment and remuneration of the
clerks. Of course the practical effect is that as the
Governor in Council is an agent of the government,
ultimately the decisions with respect to the appointment
and remuneration of the clerks are in the hands of the
government. Again, it is a shortcoming of the
parliamentary appropriation process that that is the
case.
The third area that I wish to touch on briefly relates to
joint standing committees. I will show my bias in
raising this point, but I think it is one that should be
raised. It relates to the appointment of committee staff.
The Public Accounts and Estimates Committee has just
completed its estimates hearings — some 51 hours of
hearings with ministers spread over the month of May.
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It has completed that process without the benefit of
having an executive officer following the resignation at
the end of last year of the previous executive officer,
Michele Cornwell. I take this opportunity to place on
the record my thanks to Michele for her work over
many years as executive officer of the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee. Although the committee’s
existing staff are very the good, Michele’s departure to
another role has been a loss for the committee. She
made a great contribution over her decade or so of
service to that committee.
As a consequence of her departure the committee has
operated for the last six months, since it was
re-established by this Parliament, without an executive
officer. The appointment of a new executive officer has
been a protracted process, and it has been a process that
has not been in the hands of the committee due to
recent changes to the way committee staff are
appointed. One of the areas the committee would like to
have seen addressed is the level of remuneration
available for an executive officer for the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee. The practical issue
is that the committee believes there is difficulty in
attracting a candidate of suitable skill and ability at the
level of remuneration that is offered.
In raising that point the committee rubbed against
another issue: the hierarchy of the Parliament. The view
was put that it is not possible to appoint an executive
officer to a committee at a higher level as it would
encroach into the level of remuneration provided for
certain officers in the clerks group — the clerks of
committees, deputy clerks et cetera. I have to say that is
not an argument I necessarily subscribe to. In saying
that I point to the example of the Department of
Premier and Cabinet where I think it is a matter of
public record that the Secretary of the Department of
Premier and Cabinet, Terry Moran, is remunerated at a
considerably higher level than the Premier himself. So
the salaries within a department do not necessarily
match the hierarchy, and there are other examples,
particularly with statutory authorities in the public
sector, where chief executives are remunerated at a
higher level than the department secretary to whom
they are responsible.
I do not necessarily accept that the remuneration for an
executive officer should be constrained by the
remuneration available to the clerks. I certainly note the
issues that have arisen regarding the ongoing
remuneration of the clerks and the limitations that exist
within the current parliamentary appropriation
framework for the Parliament to address that. It is a
shortcoming in the process which should see the
supremacy of Parliament respected and independent
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from the government. As I stated earlier, there are
difficulties in doing that, and I accept that. I do not
know what the alternative mechanism is, but I think
these matters need to be in the hands of the Parliament
rather than in the hands of the government. With those
few words I commend the bill to the house.
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — You would be a bit
unpopular around here if you stood up and opposed this
bill, because it provides for, among other things, the
wages and salary entitlements of a lot of hardworking
people around this building. I am not particularly
referring just to those who occupy seats in this
chamber, but to all those people like the clerks and the
cleaning staff, the attendants and the people who work
in the library, the people who work in the catering
department and the huge number of people who
provide administrative support to the workings of
Parliament and our electorate offices. They are all
contained in the appropriations in this bill.
As I said, I would be a bit unpopular if I opposed the
bill. I think a few people would like us to amend it and
perhaps increase the entitlements available to them, but
I have to report that we are incapable of doing so.
Under the Constitution Act we are not allowed to
amend this bill, and much as I would like to give
greater reward to some of those hardworking people,
we are unable to do so constitutionally by amending
this bill.
The bill provides just over $92 million for the running
of the Parliament. That $92 million is broken down into
five line items, which are shown in schedule 1 of the
bill. They are the Legislative Council, the Legislative
Assembly, the parliamentary investigatory committees,
Parliamentary Services and the office of the
Auditor-General. An amount is prescribed for each of
those five categories. It is worthwhile noting that in
addition there is another $19.455 million which comes
to Parliament through special appropriations from the
Consolidated Fund, and to find that figure you need to
look at budget paper 4, page 176.
What I did when I looked at this particular bill was try
to seek more information about how the collective
amount of around $120 million was actually going to
be spent. I looked at budget paper 3 on service delivery,
and in particular at page 252, and saw that the total
budget prescribed for the Parliament of Victoria in the
2007–08 budget came to $124.3 million. I went back to
look at the $92 million prescribed in this bill and the
additional $19 million from the Consolidated Fund,
which still left a shortfall of $12.7 million. I am not sure
where that is coming from — it may be a carryover
figure from the previous budget; I can only guess that is
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the case — to make up the total amount of
$124.3 million that is actually budgeted for the
operation of the Parliament in this financial year. I
presume that is the case.
I just want to make a couple of remarks about the bill
and the way it is presented to the Parliament, because
one of the things I find grossly deficient is that the bill
lacks any detail about how the appropriation is going to
be spent. Apart from the five line items I mentioned
which are shown in schedule 1, there is absolutely no
breakdown of how the $124 million is going to be
spent. For example, there is no detail of any capital
works expenditure, whether they be capital works being
undertaken at Parliament House itself or in the various
electorate offices around the state. We are completely
left in the dark as to how much expenditure is going to
be made in those areas. There is no detail on funding
for the select committees.
Gordon Rich-Phillips explored that issue very
adequately and commented that if the Parliament is
going to do the job that we all agreed it should do when
we changed the standing orders in this chamber, it will
need resources, yet there is no detail in the budget as to
whether sufficient funding has been appropriated for
that purpose. There is no detail on electorate office
support for members of this newly restructured upper
house. Again, searching through all the budget papers
and media on the government’s budget I could find no
announcements in respect to that, although we are led
to believe by way of rumour at this stage that we will
receive some electorate office support.
Mr Lenders — That is what the Premier said in the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee. He was up
front.
Mr HALL — I am pleased that he said it at the
Public Accounts Estimates Committee, because it is not
mentioned in the budget papers or within this
appropriation bill, and that is my exact point. I would
have thought that the bill would cover at least some of
the new initiatives that are being appropriated for
through this particular document. If you look at the
government’s own budget and its appropriation papers
for the budget, you will see that they detail all the new
spending initiatives. But there is no detail of any new
spending initiatives in this appropriation to the
Parliament, which I might add is not significantly
different to the previous year in terms of its total.
There is also no detail on the reported rollout of new IT
equipment for electorate offices, and I can say that that
is an area of great concern to many members in The
Nationals. We have had some terrible problems with
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the IT equipment in our electorate offices. I understand
it is going to happen and there is going to be some
replacement equipment provided, but again there is no
detail of when that might occur. I think this
appropriation bill is deficient in not expanding on some
of those matters.

house select committees established and there may be
more. They will be doing important work on behalf of
the public and they need to be properly supported. It
remains to be seen whether the allocation for
committees will be enough. We will be looking at
improving that appropriation for the next Parliament.

I hope we are going to be advised in due course of the
details of some of the areas I have mentioned briefly,
because they are critical to the way this Parliament
works. They are also critical to our respective abilities
to serve our electorates and do the jobs we were elected
to do. With those few words, I can indicate that we
certainly support this bill, but I make a plea to the
government that in future members and the public
deserve to have some greater detail of what the
expenditure items within this appropriation bill actually
address.

Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — This is a bill
which is generally received with acclamation by all
members of Parliament each year. Most years I spend a
little time extolling my thanks for the contribution the
professional staff in the Parliament provide to us. This
year it may be taken as a given that I am extraordinarily
grateful to all members of the parliamentary staff. I will
not name them but simply say thank you.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — I
want to make a few brief remarks on the Appropriation
(Parliament 2007/2008) Bill. As Mr Hall mentioned,
the bill covers the remuneration for all the staff as well
as parliamentarians. I take this opportunity on behalf of
the Greens to thank all the staff for the work they do in
supporting us in Parliament. We have only been here a
few months, but we have found everyone extremely
helpful, friendly and gracious. I extend our thanks to all
parliamentary staff and the people in the Department of
Parliamentary Services who go out of there way to help
us because we came here not knowing very much.
I echo what Mr Hall has said in terms of the lack of
detail in the bill. I was quite surprised when I looked at
schedule 1 to the bill which has line item figures
without much detail. Not having looked at a bill like
this before I was surprised to find there was not much
detail — for example, you cannot see from the bill
whether there is any room in the budget for things such
as providing for the streaming of Parliament on the
internet, which is one of the things we should be
looking at to modernise the Parliament and bring it into
the 21st century. I would like to see some detail on
whether there will be any energy efficiency measures in
the Parliament and in electorate offices. People know
the picture in terms of how much more detail we could
get in such a bill, and it would be useful if that were
considered by the government for future appropriation
bills, not only for us but also for members of the public
to see how the parliamentary appropriation is being
spent.
I want to talk briefly about committees. I am unsure
whether the slight increase, or effectively no increase,
in the budget for parliamentary committees is going to
be good enough when we already have two upper

Every year I make the point that the Parliament expends
an extraordinary amount of resources on security.
Unlike ministers, I can say that this is in fact my
primary workplace. My observation of the security in
this place is that that expenditure is largely a waste of
money because it only provides the thinnest veneer of
pretence of real security arrangements. I have had the
joy of working in my office in the evenings and having
to accommodate visitors from other countries who have
wandered in through the front doors when there is no
security but a function is in progress in Queen’s Hall or
some other place. As a result these international visitors
have wandered around Parliament at will and
determined that there might be some entertainment in
the office marked Leader of the Opposition! There have
been occasions when I have been singularly alarmed
about these interruptions to my work.
I do not wish to pursue that theme again, but I believe
we are wasting money. It is a farce. Let us get on with
either providing proper security for the Parliament or
acknowledging that Parliament is unable to be properly
secured and save the taxpayers the money.
What I want to talk about today principally is this: the
issued of whether members voted for or against the
government’s changes to the electoral system and to the
upper house is irrelevant, because the fact is the upper
house has changed. I am sure the Leader of the
Government would attest to that, because it is a new
experience for him not to be in that Soviet-like Moscow
on the Molonglo position of being able to prescribe
every waking moment of operation in this house. As a
result the Leader of the Government has needed to
adopt a much more flexible approach to the way the
house works because he has no ability to do anything
else. He would have it another way, if he could.
Having said that, I make the point that the Legislative
Council is gradually moving into a phase, as some on
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the government side would claim was always its
intention, of being a forum that can properly bring the
government to account, hold it up to scrutiny and
examine the detailed operation of government policy,
operations and administration. However, the
government is limiting the capacity of the house to
undertake that work. While we have established two
separate select committees, which are gradually moving
into what I would describe as the business end of their
appointments — —
Mr Lenders — The witch-hunt end.
Mr P. DAVIS — The Leader of the Government
says by interjection ‘The witch-hunt end’, but I remind
him that at every opportunity the government has tried
to obstruct every select committee inquiry that has been
established and has made it clear in the debates on the
appointment of those committees that it would continue
to do so. That in my view is a complete contradiction of
the government’s policy to reform and change the
upper house into the establishment that we now have. I
am a little perplexed about this schizoid view that the
government has. On the one hand it believes the
Council should be a house of review and that if it has
the numbers, in government or in opposition, that
would be good, but on the other hand if it does not have
the numbers it does not want a house of review at all.
That I think is essentially the policy position of the
government. I notice the Leader of the Government is
smiling, if not nodding.
I make the point that for the upper house to
competently discharge the high expectations that the
Parliament as a whole and, more importantly, the
community have of it in this new environment, it needs
to be properly and fully resourced. The government,
beyond a few crumbs from the table, has not made any
great investment in assisting the parliamentary select
committee process or the potential establishment of
standing committees of this house by providing the
resources requisite for them to operate. I note from a
glance at the parliamentary appropriation bill, to put it
in perspective, in schedule 1 the summary shows
parliamentary investigatory committees, which are the
joint committees of the Parliament — —
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr P. DAVIS — Stay on message, Mr Lenders.
The parliamentary investigatory committee allocation is
$5.8 million as opposed to a total allocation under the
Parliament department votes of $2.6 million for the
Legislative Council.
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The joint investigatory committees command more
than twice the vote of the Legislative Council, and it
seems to me that that is symbolic of the regard the
government has for the process of scrutiny. At the end
of the day the only way the Council will be able to
undertake and discharge its proper function of holding
government to account and putting government under
scrutiny is with a properly resourced secretariat for the
Legislative Council committee structure as it presently
exists or as it is envisaged, I think by most members of
this house, it will evolve and develop. As that
evolvement and development of the committee process
occurs, it will continue to be limited by the capacity of
those committees to be serviced.
I really am making the case that, with the exception of
the appointment within the internal resources of the
Council of two additional staff to support the existing
committee process, we are very limited in comparison
with the resources vested in joint investigatory
committees. In my view those committees have, over
time, served government after government in a largely
satisfactory way. In fact they serve the current
government in a satisfactory way, because the current
government controls all but one of them and has the
chair of all but one of them. They are lap-dogs of the
executive, so there is no capacity for the joint
investigatory committees to undertake any objective
assessment or examination in detail of government
policy and administration. Consequently it is inevitable
that, given the pressure for the Legislative Council to
perform that function and the realities of the new
political arrangement in the Council, that requirement
will be developed.
Given the imbalance in the resources, I am flagging this
year that it is my expectation that over the next
12 months we will see increasing demand for resources
to support the inquiry process, which I am sure the
Leader of the Government will applaud — that is, lots
more inquiries will be evolving and there will be lots
more activity by members of the Legislative Council in
looking at the performance of the government.
However, along with that activity will be a need for
those inquiries to be properly supported. I am indicating
that I think it would be of some benefit to the
government to understand that there is a need to
properly fund those committees in terms of additional
support staff.
Importantly, in the event that the government does not
see that that is an important initiative, clearly next year
the house itself will need to examine the parliamentary
appropriation bill in detail and look at ways of
reallocating the funding resources provided therein. As
my colleague the Leader of The Nationals said earlier,
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we cannot contemplate amending the parliamentary
appropriation bill to increase the vote to the Parliament,
but there is no difficulty, on the basis of my advice,
with the Parliament determining to reapportion the
funds allocated within the bill.
What I am foreshadowing for the benefit of the Leader
of the Government is that in the event that the
Legislative Council is frustrated during the course of
the next year as a result of the government not
providing the necessary support for the development of
a proper committee structure and process, then I believe
in 12 months time we will have in this chamber a
debate around the parliamentary appropriation bill
which will probably be a great deal more robust than
the debate we are having today. With those few
remarks, I look forward to a response from the
government.
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — And I am happy
to give one, Mr Davis. I have to say it is somewhat
disingenuous for members of the Liberal Party in this
debate on the Appropriation (Parliament 2007/2008)
Bill to lecture this government about the processes of
accountability of the executive to the Parliament. It was
during the Kennett period that the Parliament was
effectively closed down.
The opposition has come in here and said we are not
providing adequate resources to the Parliament, when
in this budget alone 40 additional electorate officers are
to be provided to members of Parliament. Members
have come in and said we have not provided resources
when we have. It is interesting that also in this
appropriation is the figure that goes to the
Auditor-General — $11.618 million. We all remember
what the Liberal Party did to the office of the
Auditor-General in its time in government, because it
did not like the process of accountability to the
Auditor-General.
Now we have a straw-man argument that the
government is not providing adequate resources to the
committee structure of the Legislative Council when
additional staff have already been employed to provide
that service.
Mr P. Davis — Not by the government. That was
very good budgeting by the clerks.
Mr VINEY — Then there were adequate resources
in the parliamentary appropriation for the Legislative
Council to do it, if they were able to find those
resources, and they have been found. Let us consider
this: with the 30-odd bills considered by this house in
this Parliament, not once has the opposition proposed
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that one of them should go to the Legislation
Committee. Who set up the Legislation Committee?
The government. It was the government’s continuation
of its commitment — —
Mr P. Davis interjected.
Mr VINEY — You have had your go, Mr Davis;
you have missed out. It was part of the government’s
continuation of its commitment to reform this house
and to make it a genuine house of review. Of the
hundreds of bills considered in the Kennett
period — —
Mr Lenders — Seven hundred, and not a single
opposition amendment.
Mr VINEY — That is correct, not one amendment
from the Legislative Council. There was not one in
those seven years. We now have a government that has
been committed to reforming the chamber to make it a
more representative chamber, that has been committed
to making it a house of review and that has set up a
Legislation Committee process. That was the initiative
of the government, and I had the honour of chairing it
during its trial run, yet the opposition comes in here and
suggests that this government is not committed to the
accountability of government and the supremacy of the
Parliament. It is a nonsense. We are the ones who
increased the number of sitting days and guaranteed 50.
We are the ones who have provided the additional
resources to the Parliament, and significant additional
resources have come into the parliamentary
appropriation over the past eight years. It is absolutely
disingenuous for the opposition to be suggesting
otherwise.
Mr Davis suggested that this government has been and
will continue to be obstructionist in relation to the select
committees. That is absolutely untrue.
Mr P. Davis — You are going to vote for a select
committee, are you?
Mr VINEY — We have not supported the concept
of the select committees put forward by the opposition.
We did not support the one on gaming, in particular,
because it is a witch-hunt. I will not go there because I
cannot, but there is no question that the intention of
select committees is political. That is what a select
committee is about — it has a political intention. That
is what the select committee processes are about. If the
opposition were genuine about having proper policy
investigations, it would refer them to the joint
parliamentary committees. I think in both cases we
made an offer to do that.
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The other thing that I found absolutely extraordinary in
Mr Davis’s contribution to the debate was his
suggestion that the joint standing committees were a
farce. I think he said they were effectively an arm of the
government.
Mr P. Davis — Lap-dogs.
Mr VINEY — Lap-dogs, that’s right. He has stolen
a line from a member for the former Templestowe
Province, Bill Forwood. Opposition members miss Bill
Forwood. They do not have him in this chamber, and
they do not have a replacement for him. The joint
investigatory committees of this Parliament have an
enviable reputation. They are regarded as being
extremely effective in a range of policy areas, and we
should all acknowledge that. The Road Safety
Committee is often mentioned, and the Drugs and
Crime Prevention Committee has done well. One of the
other great benefits of the joint investigatory
committees is that they are made up of members from
both houses, and that is regarded as one of the strengths
of the system in Victoria.
It is worth getting on the record that parliamentary
appropriation is not about providing resources and
opportunities for the Liberal Party to do its political
hatchet work. That is not what select committees should
be about. In my judgement the reason the opposition is
running a line that we need additional resources in the
select committee process is because it is too damned
lazy to do its own research. If the Liberal Party wants
its political research done, it should get its own people
to go out and do it. It should do it the hard way. It
should do all the things that have to be done to make its
political points, but it should not expect the Parliament
to provide taxpayers funds and appropriations for its
political campaign. That is effectively what the Liberals
are asking for in this process.
The select committees are adequately resourced for
what they need, but I am sure that if there prove to be
new and difficult resource issues for the Legislative
Council or the Legislative Assembly, the presiding
officers will make the appropriate representations to the
government of the day. That is what they do. It is not
appropriate for taxpayers funds to be used, in effect, for
Liberal Party political campaigns. Therefore the
spurious arguments of the Leader of the Opposition and
Mr Rich-Phillips are absolutely inappropriate in relation
to this bill. I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
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Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
AMENDMENT BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister
for Planning) on motion of Mr Lenders.

APPROPRIATION (2007/2008) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2007–08
Second reading
Debate resumed from 24 May and 23 May; motion
of Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) and
Mr LENDERS’s motion:
That the Council take note of the budget papers 2007–08.

Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — I am
pleased to rise and speak in the debate on the bill and
the budget papers. It is most appropriate that the
continuation of this debate follows the debate earlier
today on the motion regarding infrastructure and the
lack of government investment in public infrastructure,
in particular in the areas of water, electricity, public
transport and the road network. In many ways the
debate we had this morning correctly outlined the
problems with the budget that was recently delivered by
the government and indeed the problems that have been
in existence since the election of the Bracks
government — that is, its inability to form an agenda,
its inability to plan for the future and its inability to face
the challenges of the future.
Members on this side of the chamber who have spoken
previously in this debate have identified some of those
issues. Mrs Coote and Mr Atkinson spoke about the
stable macro environment that exists in Australia and
Victoria because of the excellent economic
management of the federal government, and in
particular as a result of the GST windfall that flows to
Victoria and all the states as a result of the continuing
economic growth that has come about because of the
commonwealth’s handling of the Australian economy.
In fact $9.1 billion will flow to Victoria in the coming
financial year because of the GST and because of
excellent economic management by the commonwealth
government.
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We heard government members talking about the
budget, but as was highlighted this morning, we hear
about money being spent here, there and everywhere
for various projects but we do not hear about shorter
travelling times, about an increase in the capacity of our
water supply system, about the expansion or extension
of the rail network or of other public transport
infrastructure. We just hear about money being spent,
as if spending money in itself were a way of achieving
outcomes.
The lack of a plan for the future — the lack of an
agenda — is highlighted by some of the issues that
have been raised by government members in previous
contributions in this debate. In particular Mr Tee said
that 22 new train drivers will be employed. With due
respect to Mr Tee, it is terrific that 22 new train drivers
will be employed, but it will not do a lot to solve the
public transport crisis or to reduce the queues at train
stations, especially at train stations closer to Melbourne,
in an overly congested system. We also heard about
$1000 rebates for water tanks. While that is an excellent
idea, it is hardly the centrepiece of the reform agenda to
address the critical water crisis in Victoria.
The press release from the water minister which crows
about a $136 million boost for water efficiency and
recycling is an absolute disgrace. If the government can
only find $136 million to invest in water infrastructure
and recycling during this time of water crisis then it
should be ashamed of itself. That is a reduction in the
amount of investment in water efficiency and recycling
and will do little to address the underlying structural
issues Victoria is facing as a result of this government’s
inability to deal with the water crisis.
That takes me to a point Mr Barber made in his
contribution. He highlighted the large workloads we all
face and commented that at times he has trouble
keeping up with the bills being introduced into this
place. While I empathise with him and understand what
he is saying, I must say to Mr Barber, and to
government members, that what has struck me about
being a member of this place is the absolute lack of
agenda that the government has. It was elected nearly
eight years ago and has basically sat back, gone with
the flow and been reactionary. It has done little to
address the challenges facing Victoria.
I turn to the challenges facing Australia. We hear much
about the population growth that Victoria is
experiencing and that it is a credit to the Bracks
government, or so Bracks government members would
have us believe. What they do not highlight is that in
the competition between the states for people, for skills
and for skilled workers Victoria is still losing people.
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Victoria has a natural population growth through births
and has immigration from overseas, but a fact one does
not hear often from the Bracks government is that from
an intrastate perspective more people are still leaving
Victoria than are coming here. In the Australian
marketplace that is an indictment of the government.
The government often talks about not being able to
compete with Queensland or Western Australia because
they have the resources boom, and that if it had the iron
ore that those two states have, then Victoria would be
growing at 5 per cent. What the government does not
acknowledge is that many of the large mining
houses — for example BHP Billiton — have their
headquarters in Melbourne and employ thousands of
people within a very short distance of this place. Indeed
this government is a direct beneficiary of those jobs that
have been created in these industries and the taxation
revenue that flows to this state.
Moreover, we live in a single marketplace in Australia.
I personally have friends and former colleagues who fly
to jobs in Townsville or Perth and work two weeks on
at a mine site but who come back to Victoria to spend
the income they earn. I do not accept the
best-of-the-rest line that the government likes to peddle
when it cannot compete with the growth rate of other
states. It gets back to the economic management of the
government more than anything to do with the location
of a particular mine or a particular industry. As I have
said, we live in a single marketplace, and Victoria
benefits significantly from the resources boom because
the corporate headquarters of many of the mining
houses, and indeed many of the banks, are here. That is
not something that is a result of what the Bracks
government has done; it is a legacy of the gold rush and
Victoria’s history. It has nothing to do with the
government.
Moving to the region I am so lucky to represent, the
beautiful region of eastern Victoria, it is a fact that
many of the issues confronting Victoria now have their
origin in that region. Most of Melbourne’s water comes
from eastern Victoria, and there are large numbers of
irrigators in the Macalister irrigation district, in
Lucknow and in various other places throughout
eastern Victoria. Water is a particular issue for those
people. It is worth recounting that this government has
taken nearly $2 billion of dividends from water
authorities, which has crippled their capacity to invest
in new infrastructure and has affected their ability to
provide water in a cost-effective fashion. We hear over
and over again from the government how much money
it is investing in water infrastructure — $1 million here,
$2 million there, $3 million here and $5 million
there — but at the end of the day, when you add up the
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press releases for all the sums of money that have been
spent by the government on water infrastructure, it is
still taking more from those water authorities. It is
taking with one hand and giving back less with the
other.
An example of this is the effect on Westernport Water,
which is doing its absolute best to provide water to the
people of Phillip Island, the Bass Coast and the Bass
Valley. Under the government’s central region water
strategy it is planned to link Westernport Water with
the Melbourne water supply system. The government
basically had two options: it could have extended and
deepened Candowie Reservoir so that it could provide
an adequate water supply for the growing Bass Valley
and Phillip Island area or it could have linked
Westernport Water to Melbourne’s water supply
system. I ask the rhetorical question: what did the
government do? It did nothing. It did not link the Bass
Coast and Westernport Water to the Melbourne water
supply system to guarantee its supply future and it also
refused to expand or deepen Candowie Reservoir.
The result is that the area has been on stage 4
restrictions for a long time, and Candowie Reservoir is
now at 6.8 per cent of capacity. People have not been
able to drink water in that area for many months
because to do so is a health hazard. The water supply
system is basically sucking up dirt with the water from
the bottom of Candowie Reservoir, which is an
absolute indictment of the government.
South Gippsland Water similarly has had its hands tied
behind its back and has not had the capacity to invest in
new infrastructure because of the government’s refusal
to assist it with developing infrastructure. It now has
water at about 15 per cent of capacity. The Thomson
Dam, which is the most significant water asset to the
people of Victoria — where would we be without the
Liberal government that commissioned and built the
Thomson Dam? — is now at 17 per cent, which is very
close to the level at which water cannot be withdrawn
from it. Melbourne is at 28 per cent. It is an indictment
of the government. While members opposite will say
they cannot make it rain, and that is true, they can stop
400 million litres a day flowing out of the Gunnamatta
outfall and they can stop more than 400 million litres a
day flowing out from the western treatment plant at
Werribee.
The government’s inability to increase Victoria’s water
supply is perhaps the biggest indictment of the failures
of this government. It has had the options before it for
many years: recycling, which the Liberal Party has long
been an advocate of and on which it has long had a
policy, and the closure of Gunnamatta outfall. The
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Liberal Party also has a policy of introducing a
desalination plant to augment Victoria’s water supply
system — an idea that was scoffed at by the
government before the last state election but which all
of a sudden it is now warming to. It is having a study
into it, and who knows, it could be one of the options
the government decides on, coming kicking and
screaming to the table at 1 minute to midnight in this
water crisis.
Eastern Victoria is dramatically affected by the water
crisis, and it really is an indictment of the government
that the water situation is so bad. But of course it is not
only with water that this government has let down
people and communities. In its provision of an adequate
road network and infrastructure the government has
done very little. In the interface areas that I am lucky
enough to represent, such as Berwick, Officer,
Pakenham, Somerville, Langwarrin, Lilydale and
elsewhere, the government has been more than happy
to take the stamp duty with one hand but make the new
residents of these areas get by with the existing
infrastructure, which is clearly inadequate for a growing
population.
I will touch on a couple of specific examples. The
EastLink project — which we all remember was to be a
freeway and is now going to be a tollway — when it
opens will dump thousands of cars every day at the
intersection of Cranbourne-Frankston Road and the
Mornington Peninsula Freeway. The government has
known this since the commencement of planning for
this project, yet with the project nearing completion the
government has commissioned a study to look at how
to improve the intersection. The member for Frankston
in the other place should be ashamed that he has been
unable to convince members of the government —
members of his party — to act on this issue. It is an
indictment of the government that when the EastLink
tollway opens it will dump thousands of cars at that
intersection — an intersection that already cannot cope
with the enormous traffic volumes that pass through it
every day.
A similar situation exists with the Frankston bypass.
The logical extension of the EastLink project would be
to construct the Frankston bypass not as part of the
tollway but as a free road. Again, the government has
only just realised what impact the additional traffic will
have on the Frankston area and has now commissioned
another study to look into the Frankston bypass, a
project that should have been ready to open at the same
time as the EastLink tollway.
Further into my electorate the intersection of Clyde
Road with the Pakenham rail line is a terrible traffic
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spot. Traffic banks up on either side during morning
and evening peaks, making it very difficult to access the
Berwick village, causing a detriment to the traders and
residents of the area because of the congestion. On the
other side of the freeway Clyde Road is a three-lane
road which narrows into one lane, making the passing
of traffic virtually impossible at busy times.
Further down the growth corridor the Pakenham
bypass, which only got off the ground after the
commonwealth government kicked in a significant
amount of money, will encourage a lot more traffic
through the township of Koo Wee Rup. What has the
government done about this? Has it foreseen the
problem? Has it decided to address the issue before it
becomes critical? No. The federal government
committed a year ago to funding half the project; it is
seeking matching funding from the state government,
but the state government will not come up with that
funding. It is going to be an absolute disaster for the
people of Koo Wee Rup and those who live between
Pakenham and Koo Wee Rup once the Pakenham
bypass opens.
These are just some of the examples of the crisis on our
roads. The Warburton Highway is also under a great
deal of stress, carrying both an ever-increasing traffic
load of tourists up to the Yarra Valley, Warburton and
Mount Donna Buang, and a growing population of
residents who live along the highway. Very little money
has been spent on the highway, sadly, and numerous
traffic accidents have occurred. There are many
dangerous intersections and there have been several
serious accidents, including some fatalities, which is a
great tragedy. More money needs to be spent on the
upgrade of the Warburton Highway.
Moving on to other issues, the state of the trains and the
public transport system has been discussed earlier today
during opposition business, but it is worth just touching
on a couple of issues again. The trains on the Stony
Point line that run to Frankston must be older than I am,
and the carriages that accompany those old trains must
be older than I am too. The frequency of service leaves
a lot to be desired, and the connection with the
Frankston line often leaves a lot to be desired. The
Frankston line itself has had very few new services
added despite the booming population of the peninsula,
Langwarrin, Seaford, Frankston North and that whole
area. It means that if you do not arrive at Frankston
station car park by 7.00 a.m., you do not get a car park.
You have to jump into your car and keep on going.
Sadly that situation exists in several other of the train
stations in Eastern Victoria Region. If you do not arrive
at the station by 7.00 a.m. or 7.30 a.m. in Pakenham,
Beaconsfield, Lilydale, Belgrave and Berwick, you will
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not get a car park. All that does is encourage more and
more cars to travel on roads that cannot cope with the
added volume.
As part of the supposed fast train project a new car park
was promised for Drouin station to cope with the
anticipated increase in demand. The former member for
Narracan in the other place originally spoke of that
being completed at the same time as the upgrade of the
train. Here we are with the physical works on the
Drouin train station car park yet to commence even
though the works on the supposed fast train are well
over budget and time. It is another indictment of the
government.
Mr Lenders has spoken in the chamber about the
government’s investment in education. He has said it is
going to spend hundreds of millions of dollars
rebuilding and upgrading schools. The emphasis from
Mr Lenders is on dollars spent and not on outcomes
achieved. But if you are talking about dollars spent,
sadly many schools in eastern Victoria that had been
led to believe they would be upgraded or brought up to
standard have missed out in this budget. San Remo
Primary School needs an urgent upgrade, but there is
nothing for it in this budget. Garfield Primary School
needs rebuilding, but there is nothing for it in this
budget. Koo Wee Rup Primary School needs
rebuilding, but there is nothing for it in this budget.
Trafalgar Secondary College was promised an
$8 million rebuild, but there is nothing for it in this
budget. The Maffra Primary and Secondary School
complex needs upgrading and rebuilding, but there is
nothing for it in this budget.
Perhaps it is in the Berwick–Pakenham growth corridor
that the crisis in education is best demonstrated.
Pakenham has one secondary college and urgently
needs a second. The anticipated growth in school
students means that the state schools that do exist both
at a primary and secondary level can hardly cope with
the numbers. The reality is that the private education
system in the growth corridor is booming. That is an
indictment of this government. Wonderful schools such
as Hillcrest Christian College at Beaconsfield,
Beaconhills College, St Margaret’s, Haileybury
College, the new Lutheran school at Lakeside and
various Catholic schools in the growth corridor are
doing a wonderful job of picking up the slack where the
government has failed to provide new infrastructure for
the ever-expanding population of the growth corridor.
Again, it is an example of the government being happy
to take stamp duty, land tax and all the revenue that
flows from new growth areas but failing to build the
necessary infrastructure to cope with that growth.
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This is borne out by statistics from SELLEN, which is
the South East Local Learning and Employment
Network. Only 68 per cent of year 10 students in the
shires of Cardinia and Yarra Ranges go on to complete
year 12 as opposed to the average of 80 per cent across
the state. The students of these growth areas are not
achieving as well as the state average. The government
needs to spend more money to assist these areas to cope
with the growing population. Mr Davis has spoken at
length about the school maintenance backlog. I have
my suspicions after visiting some local schools that the
backlog as quoted by the government does not
adequately reflect the true situation.
If we move on to health, the Rosebud Hospital birthing
unit, which has been open since 1961, was recently
closed. It is a great tragedy for the southern Mornington
Peninsula, an area that has a number of young families
moving in and a high number of children being born
each year. Those families will have to go to Frankston
Hospital. If you live in Flinders, Cape Schanck or other
parts of the southern peninsula, it can take you over an
hour to get to Frankston during busy traffic times and in
the summer. The closure of this birthing unit at
Rosebud will lead to problems in the future.
The West Gippsland hospital has been underfunded to
the tune of $1.5 million. Casey Hospital had theatres
closed during the Easter period due to funding
shortages. There was no funding from the government
for the Latrobe community health centre in Morwell
even though it was promised by the government.
Although there was a $10 million allocation in the
budget for Leongatha hospital, this was promised in the
last budget and was not delivered and moreover the
Leongatha hospital needs a complete rebuild. It needs
the certainty to plan for the future that funds will be
forthcoming in future budgets to allow that rebuild to
happen. In Wonthaggi there is an urgent need for an
accident and emergency department but there was no
funding for it in this budget. Again, in an area of
growing population, the service levels stay the same or
are retracting whilst the population is growing. There is
a doctor crisis in Bass Coast, the upper Yarra,
Warburton, Yarra Junction and in many parts,
particularly the rural parts, of eastern Victoria.
Just this week there were rumours circulating that two
of the police stations on the peninsula would be reduced
to shopfronts — they would lose their police cars and
would be open only from 9.00 a.m. until 5.00 p.m. This
again is a reflection on the difference between the
rhetoric of the government about increased police
numbers and increased resources for police with the
reality on the ground. Just because you spend
$X million more on a particular area it does not mean
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that that is going to lead to increased services or, in this
case, a safer community. It is very concerning that this
speculation exists. It concerns many people on the
peninsula, and I hope the government will address this
issue and clarify for the people on the peninsula what
exactly will happen.
Recently we have also seen concern that there are not
enough police in the hills. Some members of the police
have spoken publicly about the need to have additional
resources at the Emerald police station. There is a
police shortage in the Bass Coast and Phillip Island
areas. Even though Phillip Island’s population balloons
in summertime there are not sufficient resources
allocated to Phillip Island to cater for that increased
community, and indeed Phillip Island needs a 24-hour
police station. It does not have one, and to not have one
compromises the safety of the residents of that area.
Finally I will talk about the housing affordability crisis.
The government likes to pass the buck to the federal
government on housing affordability and the difficulty
that many young families and young people now have
in entering the housing market. Let us be clear: the
federal government’s responsibility in the housing
market is to provide a stable macro fiscal
environment — a stable interest rate environment, a
stable inflation rate and a certain expectation of a
growing economy to provide employment certainty. On
all three of those issues the federal government gets a
big tick. Interest rates are at low levels. We all
remember the disaster of the Keating era with the
recession that we had to have. Economic growth at a
federal level continues to be solid, consistent and stable.
The employment situation has never been better in
Australia. We have gone from 1 million unemployed
during the Keating era to full employment.
I remember my year 12 economics teacher telling me in
1992 that there would be full employment when
Australia had 7 per cent unemployment — that the best
the federal Labor government could hope for was 7 per
cent unemployment because of structural change to the
economy due to the decline of manufacturing. The
coalition at a federal level has introduced flexibility into
the workplace environment and through that has
created opportunity for hundreds of thousands of people
who under the Labor model would never have got a
job; they would have been unemployed for the rest of
their lives. The situation that existed under the Keating
government has existed also in other countries which
have implemented similar policies, such as France and
Germany. It is only through the excellent macro
policies of the federal government that we have a stable
fiscal environment with full employment. The federal
government has done its job in assisting with housing
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affordability and giving people the opportunity to find a
job.
The state government’s responsibility is to bring
enough supply to the marketplace so that prices do not
get beyond the capacity of the average wage earner.
Sadly the government, through the enormous increase
in complexity and red tape, has restricted the supply
that has come onto the market, and that has forced an
increase in the cost of all types of stock in the housing
market — that is, residential units, house and land
packages, vacant blocks of land and townhouses. The
government crows about its funding for housing for
low-income people but it is like putting a bandaid on a
gaping wound, because it does not address the
underlying issues that have led to the creation of this
problem in the first place.
When I speak to constituents in Pakenham, in
Somerville, in Langwarrin or in Berwick they are
concerned that despite having a well-paid job they do
not have the resources to buy into the housing market.
They feel left behind, and that is a direct result of the
actions of the state government. Allocating some
money for people on low incomes to have access to
housing will help some, but, as I said before, it does not
address the underlying macro issue — that is, this
government’s clear failure to manage the demand and
supply equation for housing.
In summary this budget is yet another example of
wasted opportunities from the state government. It is
another example of this government not delivering
despite the enormous economic benefits it has enjoyed,
and that has resulted in reduced services for the people I
represent in Eastern Victoria Region and for all
Victorians.
Mr KAVANAGH (Western Victoria) — I rise to
make some comments on certain aspects of the budget
in light of the values of the Democratic Labor Party and
the interests of the people of Western Victoria Region,
both of which I represent here.
Australia is enjoying unprecedented prosperity, and this
has provided the Victorian government with bountiful
revenue. The government has marginally reduced
certain taxes in this budget. In my opinion, however,
the modest tax relief offered is not wisely targeted.
The budget includes more than $1 billion in revenue
from gambling, much of it from poker machines. In my
view the social cost of this revenue is too high a price to
pay for the money. If we were to estimate the real cost
to Victorians, and not just to the government, of this
revenue, including broken homes, wrecked lives and
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suicides, we would find that this business of
government is already bankrupt. Pokies were
introduced as a desperate response to a financial crisis.
Victoria is no longer facing a crisis, and I suggest that
the appropriate response is to reduce Victoria’s
dependence on pokie revenue by taking measures to
end the exploitation of those least able to afford it and
retaining only that part of the revenue that is derived
from people who are sober, who understand their
chances of winning and losing and who nevertheless
decide to bet money that they can afford to lose.
Helping people, especially families, to buy their first
homes has long been a very high priority of the
Democratic Labor Party. Indeed many of the schemes
that exist throughout Australia today are the result of
initiatives taken by the DLP decades ago. Home
ownership can be of long-term benefit, not just for one
or two people but for all members of a family. It can
bring security to every family member over a long
period, and it can bring a degree of independence from
government by reducing reliance on public housing or
rent assistance and similar measures.
Even after the very slight cuts to stamp duty
incorporated in the budget, Victorian families will still
be paying around $15 000 to $20 000 in stamp duty to
buy a modest home. In late 2005 the government
decided to add to that very considerable burden by
placing a development tax on blocks of land in new
developments, which will add a further $5000 to $8000
to the cost of a new home. The stamp duty ‘savings’
promised and delivered by the government amount to a
sum of perhaps $1200 per home. There is also a
relatively small grant available to some first home
buyers. I do not agree with the comments that are quite
often made in this house by some members that this
amounts to the government giving money to people so
they can buy a home. That the government is reducing
the total tax paid from perhaps $20 000 to $17 000 does
not mean it is giving anything to first home buyers; it is
merely taking slightly less than it otherwise would
have. This figure only applies if home prices remain
stable. We all know that home prices continue to rise,
and this means that even though rates are marginally
cut, first home buyers are paying ever-increasing
amounts in total stamp duty to the state government.
First home buyers do not have the benefit of capital
appreciation on a previous property that is available to
those purchasing second or subsequent homes. Our
housing market presents families trying to buy a first
home with a huge challenge. Stamp duty, the new
development tax and other taxes add considerably to
that great burden. The Democratic Labor Party urges
the government to work towards genuinely abolishing
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all taxes and charges on families seeking to buy a first
home.
Melbourne is experiencing a growing crisis regarding
both public and private transport. Metropolitan and
regional train services are deteriorating rapidly. At the
same time congestion on the roads seems to get visibly
worse by the month, if not the week. Our trams have
been judged to be among the slowest in the world, and
of even more concern is the fact that many passengers
cannot even get on trains at or near peak hours. This
situation would be embarrassing even for a Third
World city. Every month sees the problem grow.
Victoria clearly needs long-term investment in public
transport infrastructure to develop transport facilities for
the future. It also needs emergency measures to
immediately address the current worsening crisis. The
measures proposed by the government seem to me to be
a wholly inadequate response to those challenges.
Commuter services between Melbourne and Western
Victoria are facing similar problems. Trains, especially
those between Melbourne and Ballarat, are
overcrowded at all hours of the day. Many passengers
are being forced to stand for long journeys at high
speed — a very dangerous situation. The people of
Ballarat in particular ask the government to urgently
address this situation.
Of course Victoria is also facing a water crisis. As the
Chinese correctly say, ‘In crisis there is opportunity’.
That is true. The current low levels of water reserves
present Victoria with unique opportunities to attend to
its water infrastructure. Now is the time to deepen
catchments, repair water channels and undertake
improvements to water infrastructure such as
strengthening dam walls so that future rainfall will be
better utilised and the impact of future droughts
reduced. I see little evidence in this budget that the
government is using the rare opportunities that the
water crisis presents.
Victoria is also facing an ice epidemic. In the long term
I believe Victoria will adopt the only strategy that has
been shown to work — compulsory treatment for drug
addicts. In the meantime it is essential, given the nature
of the problem of drug addiction, that resources be
available to those who want them when they want
them. The time opportunity is typically very short.
Existing facilities are not adequate, and developing
facilities to the required standard will inevitably be
expensive. It will cost a lot of money, but we have no
choice.
This budget includes $258 million for modernising
Victoria’s schools, a large part of which is dedicated to
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the construction of 30 technical wings. This alone is a
very high but regrettably necessary price to pay for the
profoundly misguided hostility of former Premier
Kirner to technical schools in the past. This price does
not, of course, include the cost of lost opportunities for
many thousands of Victorians who would have
benefited from technical education over recent decades,
and it does not consider the cost to the Victorian
economy of wilfully and wantonly degrading the state’s
skill base. Within the terms of the budget alone,
however, Victorians are paying a high price for this
Kirner initiative from the days we might call not
Moscow on the Molonglo, but perhaps Pyongyang on
Port Phillip.
In response to this budget many local governments and
community groups have asked me to bring to the
attention of the government projects which require
funding throughout my region, and I have been
surprised by the degree to which skills are a theme in
these requests. Horsham Rural City Council seeks a
continuation of funding for the Wimmera-Grampians
skilled migration project beyond this year. This is a
successful program, which has been contributing to the
development of sustainable industries and prosperity
for the region. A career and skills centre for the
Geelong region is proposed by the G21 group, which is
developing ambitious but well-thought-out plans for
Geelong and surrounding areas.
Geelong is facing particular challenges in coping with
the decline in manufacturing and relatively high rates of
youth unemployment. G21 sees a skills centre as a way
of facilitating skill development, bringing helpful
advice and information on training and job options,
especially to young people, and providing much-needed
opportunities to match skills with jobs. It is envisaged
that the centre would also have branches in Colac,
Corio, Bannockburn and Torquay. The Warrnambool
community wants continued funding to develop the
Warrnambool campus of South West Healthcare. The
Greater Geelong City Council asks that the government
contribute to the Shell water treatment plant — surely a
necessity in our water crisis — and sees the need for
funding stage 4 of the ring-road as urgent.
A large number of local governments in Western
Victoria Region are anxious to see the Victorian
government improve the Western and Princes
highways. The Warrnambool, Geelong and Colac
Otway councils in particular see the duplication of the
Geelong to Western District section of the Princes
Highway as a high priority. The Moorabool Shire
Council has also asked me to emphasise that the
Djerriwarrh section of the Western Highway is
particularly dangerous and in dire need of an upgrade.
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Moorabool is also requesting funding towards a
Bacchus Marsh community precinct program. It sees a
planned precinct as an opportunity to reinvigorate
Bacchus Marsh and contribute to its development as a
vibrant hub for the Moorabool community. It is a plan
which really does seem to hold the potential to enrich
the lives of people in Bacchus Marsh and surrounding
areas. It is a well-prepared plan, which is consistent
with the state government’s policies of Moving
Forward — Making Provincial Victoria the Best Place
to Live, Work and Invest, and Building Stronger
Communities.
Ballarat is seeking financial assistance to help develop
the Ballarat aerodrome. Ballarat has a master plan to
maintain the aerodrome as a transport, leisure and
cultural hub and to develop the surrounding area for
industrial use with an arterial road to strengthen the
Ballarat economy, create jobs and stimulate associated
businesses and industries.
Glenelg Shire Council is asking for support from
Regional Development Victoria to fund a south-west
Victoria timber industry consultation council to
facilitate the production and export of blue gum chips
from plantations. The council envisages that a high
level of coordination will be essential to achieve the full
potential of this industry, which is forecast to create
1500 jobs directly and indirectly over the next five
years.
The Catholic Education Office is asking for funding to
develop two schools: one new school in Mount Clear,
near Ballarat, and the other to be relocated in
Dennington, near Warrnambool. They are proposed to
be redeveloped as lighthouse schools that will have a
strong environmental and technology focus. Funding of
these projects will surely have benefit for the future of
Victoria.
Although I have raised this matter in the past, Western
Victoria Region remains the only region in the state to
lack an emergency helicopter service. I thank the
Premier, Mr Bracks, and the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services in the other place, Mr Cameron,
for their correspondence on this matter, but I urge the
government to reconsider its position. Early treatment
following a serious injury is vital. Western Victoria
Region needs an emergency helicopter service. I ask the
government to be a leader in this matter and address the
issue as a matter of priority.
I understand that it is all too easy to tell a government to
cut taxes and increase spending and at the same time
balance the budget. That is not worthy of the
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Democratic Labor Party, and therefore I intend to make
a few suggestions.
All members understand that without any changes to
stamp duty rates, as housing prices rise, receipts from
stamp duty increase. Therefore I suggest that the
government leave unchanged the current stamp duty
rates for second and subsequent home buyers and use
the increased revenue from those transactions to cut
and, if possible, abolish stamp duty for first home
buyers, particularly families.
The cut to taxes on luxury cars in this budget seems to
me to be not the wisest measure possible. It would have
been much wiser to leave the taxes as they were and to
have used the money that is now being cut from the
budget to fund improvements to public transport.
The government is spending huge amounts of taxpayers
money — approximately $180 million a year — on
advertising, a large part of which effectively promotes
the ALP. This is unfair, not only to other parties but
also to Victorian taxpayers. Victorians do not need to
hear Daddy Cool singing Eagle Rock ad nauseam, as
they did for much of last year during the most
expensive TV air time.
There is no doubt that much of this budget is good and
useful. I have not emphasised those points because the
government has plenty of resources for doing that itself.
What I have attempted to do is suggest some
improvements in accordance with the interests of
western Victoria and the values of the Democratic
Labor Party. I urge the government to consider them.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan) — I begin
by expressing my sympathy to the families of those
people who were killed or injured at Kerang yesterday.
I am very pleased to be able to rise to make a
contribution in support of the 2007–08 state budget,
which delivers on many of the government’s election
commitments. It delivers a great deal to people
throughout the state, in particular the residents of
Northern Metropolitan Region. Previously, in my
speech in reply to the Governor’s speech, I said that I
am very honoured to be able to represent an electorate
as diverse and interesting as Northern Metropolitan
Region. It is an electorate that stretches from
Melbourne’s central business district out north to
growth suburbs such as South Morang and Diamond
Creek. It is a very diverse electorate culturally, with
many different faiths and ethnic groups being
represented there, and it has been home to many
migrants over the years. It is home also to a great deal
of Melbourne’s and Victoria’s manufacturing industry,
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particularly in areas such as Thomastown, Reservoir
and Broadmeadows, and of course it provides many
jobs and many export opportunities for this state.
I am very pleased that in this year’s budget Northern
Metropolitan Region has been looked after very
effectively. It is very important because my electorate is
also home to many disadvantaged families — many
people who are really struggling in this state. They
might be on some Centrelink benefit, carers of people
with disabilities, people who are in public housing or
people who are experiencing some other financial
disadvantage. I am very proud of the fact that this is a
fair and equitable budget but also looks after those in
our communities who are most disadvantaged.
In terms of the specifics in the budget, we in the Labor
Party have always prided ourselves on making
education our no. 1 priority. In this year’s budget
$904 million is allocated to give a record boost to the
state’s school system. As part of that there is a
commitment to the largest school building program in
Victoria’s history, with $555 million to upgrade
131 Victorian schools as part of our 10-year
commitment to modernising every government school
in the state.
I am really pleased with that commitment, because I
can tell members that in my electorate there are many
schools, particularly those close to my electorate office
in Reservoir, that were very much neglected during the
Kennett years. They include the Northland Secondary
College, where people had a very public fight with the
Kennett government because the school was in the
unfortunate position of being located next to a very
hungry shopping centre that wanted to expand. The
Kennett government was prepared to flog off that
school to enable that to happen. All members will recall
that Northland Secondary College was successful in
taking the Kennett government through the courts and
stopping the sale of that school.
I have been very pleased to see schools like Northland
Secondary College be successful in obtaining very
significant funding from the Bracks government since
we have been in office. I was involved with other local
MPs, in particular Martin Ferguson, the federal member
for Batman, in lobbying very strongly for Ntec, which
was a manufacturing school based at Northland
Secondary College, to enable young people in my area
to gain automotive skills and get onto a pathway of
obtaining apprenticeships in the future. That is just one
example of how the government has provided support
and resources for many schools that have been
disadvantaged over the years.
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I am pleased that in this year’s budget there is a
commitment to modernising projects at 89 schools
across Victoria, including modernising science rooms
and tech wings. Many of my local schools, including
Coburg Senior High School, Mill Park Primary School
and North Melbourne Primary School, will benefit
from that commitment. The budget also provides a
$93 million regeneration program involving 24 schools,
including a very significant project in the
Broadmeadows area that will see Broadmeadows
Primary School, Broadmeadows Secondary College,
Erinbank Secondary College and Hillcrest Secondary
College benefit.
As I said, my electorate is home to growth suburbs, and
many young families live in the area. This year’s
budget provides funding for seven new schools,
including stage 2 of Lorimer primary school. There is
also $1 million for new select-entry schools, including
one at North Melbourne. These are just some examples
of how families in my local area will benefit from our
commitment to making education our no. 1 priority.
The budget also provides significant funding for
training. In particular, there is $30 million for the
stage 2 redevelopment of the automotive centre of
excellence at the Kangan Batman Institute of TAFE to
relocate automotive programs to the new
state-of-the-art Docklands facility. Other capital
expenditure for TAFE facilities in my electorate include
$50 000 for the planning and design of the Northern
Melbourne Institute of TAFE stage 1 redevelopment at
the Epping campus to meet the vocational educational
and training needs in that growing community in the
northern suburbs of Melbourne.
Another key priority since the Labor Party has been in
government has, of course, been providing a
world-class health system, and I am very pleased that
there is a $1.9 billion boost for our health system in this
year’s state budget that will provide more funding for
elective surgery, expanded ambulance services and
more inpatient and outpatient appointments. In this
year’s budget there is also a $464 million capital
investment in our hospitals, ambulances and
community health services, including $1 million for
Kensington’s Doutta Galla Community Health Centre
redevelopment, which is again a centre in my
electorate.
There are five major projects that will expand
Melbourne’s suburban hospitals, including $12 million
for a short-stay unit infrastructure upgrade and parking
at the Northern Hospital. Can I say how pleased I was
that just recently we had the formal opening of the
latest expansion of the Northern Hospital, which has
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now been completed. We have recently put in
$245 million to expand that hospital, which has added
64 beds. It is a busy hospital that has the busiest
emergency department in the state. I always take a keen
interest in how things are going at the Northern
Hospital, and I am very pleased it is going to have that
additional capacity as well as expanded paediatric and
emergency departments, other allied health services and
a wound clinic, all of which have opened recently.
I should point out that when the Northern Hospital was
first planned by the Kennett government it was planned
in an inadequate fashion because it was meant to
replace PANCH. That hospital was sold by the Kennett
government, which meant that we ended up with a net
loss of beds for the northern suburbs. I am very pleased
that we have already funded significant upgrades and
expansions at the Northern Hospital, and there will be
more on the way.
This year’s budget includes $16 million to replace
ageing brickwork at the Royal Melbourne Hospital.
There is also funding for two new surgical centres to
help reduce waiting lists for orthopaedic and other
elective surgery. There is $8 million at the Heidelberg
Repatriation Hospital to provide urology and general
elective surgery for over 700 patients a year and
$7 million to build a new orthopaedic surgery centre,
including two new operating theatres, at St Vincent’s
Hospital. This builds upon the recently opened Alfred
Centre, which is already helping to reduce elective
surgery waiting lists across the state.
I am pleased also that the budget provides for drug
prevention and treatment services, which will receive
$156 million over the next five years including
$20 million to continue local drug hot spot initiatives in
my electorate in areas such as the city of Melbourne
and the city of Yarra.
One area that I am particularly pleased about is our
continuing focus on mental health, and this year’s
budget sees a $69 million boost for mental health which
will provide an extra 95 beds. There is funding to build
40 prevention and recovery beds, including at Preston
and Broadmeadows, to treat people who need further
help after leaving hospital but before returning home,
and there is $1.5 million to begin demolition and site
works to redevelop the veterans mental health facility at
the Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital. This year’s
budget also provides funding to equip major hospitals
with mental health treatment teams in emergency
departments, and again this is a critical issue at the
Northern Hospital. It also provides counselling,
referrals and intensive treatment for patients with a
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mental illness in Melbourne’s north through the
Craigieburn health service.
There is also a youth early psychosis program to help
prevent mental illness at four services — Austin Health,
Melbourne Health, Northern Area Mental Health
Services and St Vincent’s Health — to treat an extra
400 people each year. While I am on the issue of
mental health, I also note that in the last sitting week
many members attended, as did I, the inaugural meeting
and launch — I guess we could say — of the
Parliamentary Friends of Schizophrenia group. I was
very pleased to attend that launch, which was organised
through Mental Illness Fellowship Victoria. I really
want to highlight the establishment of that group for
members who may not be aware that it has now been
formally established and to encourage members to take
an interest in it as part of what should be an effort
supported by all parties in this Parliament to help
reduce the stigma associated with mental illness in our
community. It was really heartening to hear from a
young man who suffers from a mental illness who
spoke about his experiences and how he has been able
to turn his life around, engage in employment and
really have quite a productive life.
Another issue I want to touch on is one that I think is
now widely acknowledged by the community as
probably the most pressing issue facing our nation
today — perhaps with the exception of the Prime
Minister — and that is the issue of climate change. I am
really pleased that the Bracks government is taking this
issue very seriously. We now have a dedicated minister
for climate change in the other place, and John
Thwaites is really taking the lead and helping to shape
the debate — at a national level also — by pushing the
need for a national emissions trading scheme by 2010.
Of course this government has made a number of
commitments about the need for a national emissions
trading scheme.
The budget also makes a number of commitments in
relation to tackling the threat posed to our planet by
climate change, allocating $50 million for a range of
initiatives in this year’s budget, including a partnership
project with the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry to help thousands of small and
medium-sized businesses to cut their carbon emissions.
It has also funded a Rebates for Being Green program
to provide rebates for households that upgrade to highly
energy efficient appliances and funding for two years in
a world-leading carbon capture and storage trial in the
Otway Basin.
There are a range of other initiatives which I will not go
into in any detail, but I think it is important to
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acknowledge that this government is very much
committed to tackling the issue of climate change and
doing so in a very real way, and not just giving us the
rhetoric we are getting at the moment from the Howard
government.
Part of the climate change challenge is the associated
issue of water. Again the budget makes a commitment
of an extra $136 million for vital water projects across
the state to deliver water savings in excess of 80 billion
litres, which is the equivalent of building another
Sugarloaf Reservoir — Melbourne’s fourth largest
dam. That of course builds on a range of infrastructure
projects which the government has already committed
to in water and which our water service providers have
also funded themselves.
Another local initiative funded in this year’s budget is
the significant commitment of a $180 million
investment towards a new biosciences research centre
at La Trobe University in Bundoora, which is in my
electorate. The new centre will strengthen Victoria’s
position as a global leader in bioscience technology. It
will help develop new crop varieties with a greater
tolerance to drought and safeguard the state’s biggest
export industry from new and existing biological threat.
This is a very important development in terms of trying
to protect and maintain Victoria’s reputation as a
producer of clean and green food products. I am hoping
that by situating the biosciences centre at La Trobe
University many young people who reside in that area
of the northern suburbs — my neck of the woods —
will take an interest and engage in science courses over
the next few years.
Another significant area where the government has
injected a massive amount of funds in this budget is in
the transport area. This budget has a $872 million boost
in public transport funding, with a key component of
that being the bringing forward of the delivery of
10 new trains and 22 extra drivers to deal with the
current crowding during peak hours. The 10 new trains
being provided for peak times will enable an extra
8000 people to be transported on our public transport
system.
I am also very pleased that the budget provides
significant improvements in the public transport system
in the northern suburbs — for example, the budget
commits $48 million for the duplication of the rail track
between Clifton Hill and Westgarth stations. This will
reduce a major bottleneck on the system. At the
moment up to 20 trains an hour use the single track at
Clifton Hill junction during peak times, so the solving
of this bottleneck will enable further upgrades to the
system. It will be the first step in the broader program
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of addressing constraints on the Hurstbridge and
Epping lines and a key step towards progressively
extending the Epping rail line to South Morang.
The budget also provides $36 million for a new station
at Coolaroo. It also provides for improvements to
signalling at Pascoe Vale Road, a bus interchange,
expansion of the car park and improvements to the
pedestrian overpass. This is a very important project for
the northern suburbs. The budget commits to an
upgrade of three metropolitan premium stations,
including two in my electorate which are Burnley and
Watsonia. These stations will be staffed from the first to
the last train. There will also be an upgrade of stations,
including Broadmeadows, Preston and Coburg, that
will improve passenger accessibility, security and
amenities.
In terms of road funding, there is a $30 million
commitment to a targeted congestion improvement
program, which includes $420 000 to construct an
additional traffic lane in Diamond Creek Road, Yan
Yean Road and Plenty River Drive, one part of the
northern Melbourne growth suburbs.
The budget also makes significant commitments to
supporting young families. This is very important for
the young families in the northern parts of my region. I
am pleased that there is a significant commitment to the
construction of 40 new children centres where there
will be a range of early children services co-located, a
commitment to refurbishing 1600 kindergartens and
child-care centres and an increase in the kindergarten
fee subsidy from $320 to $730, which delivers on our
election commitment to ensure kindergarten is
effectively free for children from families with
health-care cards.
I am very proud of the fact that we have made an
historic commitment of $510 million for 2350 new or
replacement public or social housing dwellings, which
is the biggest investment of its kind ever made by a
state government in this area. As I said earlier, my
electorate is home to many people who live in public
housing, including very large public housing estates
close to my electorate office in East Reservoir. I know
there are many families who are struggling to access
affordable housing and many members have already
touched upon this issue in their own contributions. I am
pleased with the continuation of the first home buyers
grant that we give to first home buyers. I make the point
that if we are really serious about the issue of housing
affordability — and I say this as someone who has
practised as a tax lawyer in the past — we cannot
escape the issue of negative gearing. If there is one
issue that has contributed more than any other to the
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decrease in housing affordability in this country it is
negative gearing. Countries such as the United States of
America allow people to offset as tax deductions
payments they make to the purchase of their first home.
In this country we have the absurd situation where
people are able to claim a tax deduction on an
investment property. If we are serious about housing
affordability we should look at this issue, which is a
federal issue.
In terms of the other areas where the state budget
provides for my electorate I draw attention to the fact
that my electorate covers the Melbourne central
business district, including many of our iconic cultural
precincts. An $8 million commitment is made in the
budget for upgrades to the Greek precinct in Lonsdale
Street, Chinatown and Little Italy in Lygon Street. They
are important initiatives and part of boosting our
tourism market for the city. When you visit New York
City, for example, people always make the point of
visiting Little Italy and Chinatown. It is important we
continue to support these areas as landmark places for
tourists coming to Melbourne and visiting these
particular cultural precincts.
I now turn to the areas of the budget that relate to the
justice portfolio. I do so in my role as Parliamentary
Secretary for Justice. I am honoured to have been
appointed by the Premier to continue in this role since
the election last year. It has been a role that I have
enjoyed very much being involved in over the last four
years. It has given me tremendous opportunities to
work in innovative projects that we have been involved
with as a government, including the introduction of
Koori courts, the Neighbourhood Justice Centre in
Collingwood, the Drug Court and domestic violence
pilots and initiatives that we are supporting as part of
the Victorian Aboriginal Justice Agreement.
The Bracks government has prided itself on its very
strong commitment to community safety. Since 1999
the Bracks government has increased the police budget
by more than 50 per cent to a record $1.6 billion and
has boosted police numbers by over 1400. As a result of
this and a range of other measures that the government
has taken in the justice portfolio, I am pleased to say the
crime rate has fallen by 22 per cent. We also have a
very strong track record of refurbishing more than
150 police stations. This is to provide our police with
modern facilities and resources to do their job properly.
As part of this year’s budget we have funded an extra
350 new police officers, as well as 25 specialist crime
fighters and 25 forensic investigators, a total of
400 additional police to make our streets and our
communities safer.
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We have also committed to building eight new police
stations, five of them to be in regional Victoria, and the
upgrade of the crime department at the St Kilda Road
police complex. We are also providing funding for
improvements to the technology and equipment that the
police use, including new facial recognition technology
for rapidly identifying suspects, 250 laptop tablet
computers for use at crime scenes, 100 new police cars
on the streets, including 71 new cars being visibly
marked as police vehicles, and funding for new
weapons and equipment.
There is also an allocation of $4.5 million over three
years as part of the Bracks government’s fight against
graffiti. I know this issue is important as part of
reducing the public’s perception of crime because when
people see graffiti in a particular area they sometimes
tend to think the area is in some way unsafe, which may
not reflect reality but it does colour people’s
perceptions about their safety and risk of being a victim
of crime.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.
Ms MIKAKOS — Before the dinner break I was
discussing the various commitments in the state budget
in relation to the justice portfolio. This year’s budget
continues the very strong track record of this
government in the area of emergency services. Since
the Bracks government came to office the combined
annual budget of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, the
CFA (Country Fire Authority) and the Victorian State
Emergency Service (SES) has increased by 94 per cent
to over $490 million. In this year’s budget there is a
funding boost of $80 million for Victoria’s emergency
services. This includes a Valuing Volunteers program,
which will receive $3 million to recognise the
contribution made by emergency services volunteers in
their local communities and to encourage more people
to volunteer their time.
The emergency services funding also includes a further
$11 million in grants to buy safety and rescue
equipment. The SES will receive $8 million for new
and improved SES units and $4 million for other
equipment such as trucks, trailers and four-wheel
drives. The State Emergency Service will also receive a
$36.8 million boost to reflect increased operational
costs. The CFA is also receiving a major boost in
funding. Eighteen CFA stations, including two in my
region — Christmas Hills and Whittlesea — will be
replaced or upgraded. In addition two Metropolitan Fire
Brigade stations are to be replaced or upgraded, with a
total commitment by the government of $9.8 million.
The CFA will also receive more than 20 000 new sets
of personal protective clothing, with a government
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contribution of $7.4 million. This is very important
because as a result of climate change it is anticipated
that there will be an increased fire threat across the
nation. This funding will ensure that our emergency
services are able to respond to that threat.

future redevelopment of the Supreme Court buildings.
This follows on from the very significant work done on
the Melbourne Magistrates Court and County Court
buildings but also many other court buildings across the
state.

In today’s world we cannot ignore the risk of terrorism.
The Bracks government has made a number of very
significant financial commitments over the last few
years to ensure that this state is prepared in case of a
disaster but also to prevent acts of terrorism from being
carried out. This year’s budget provides $1.7 million
from a total of $9.6 million over four years to maintain
Victoria’s counter-terrorism and disaster preparedness
capabilities and ensure that the state is able to respond
not only to such emergencies but also to natural
disasters such as bushfires.

I am pleased that the budget includes a significant
commitment of $400 000 for the Court Network Blue
Jacket project. The Court Network is a very important
part of our courts today. It has been around for a long
time. It involves people who volunteer their time to
help people attending court as litigants or witnesses find
their way around the court and also refer them to
relevant support services. I know the Court Network
helps many people attending court by making their
experience a little bit easier. It can be a very difficult
time for people, particularly those involved in criminal
matters.

Something I have been very proud to be associated with
in my role as Parliamentary Secretary for Justice is my
work with the Attorney-General in another place, Rob
Hulls, whom I regard as this state’s best-ever
Attorney-General, to improve access to justice and to
modernise our justice system. Since we came to office
many of our courts have been modernised. We have
also taken an innovative approach to justice issues by
focusing on the underlying causes of crime and
establishing innovative courts such as the Koori Courts,
the Drug Courts, the Family Violence Courts and
Australia’s first neighbourhood justice centre, which
was opened earlier this year. We have made significant
reforms to the way the justice system responds to the
special needs of sexual assault and family violence
victims. We have also provided better financial support
and better counselling to victims of crime. The budget
provides a 30 per cent increase in funding
compensation for pain and suffering for victims of
crime.
This year’s budget includes a very strong commitment
to improving our justice system. In addition to the
further funding for victims of crime, there is funding to
implement the recommendations made by the Victorian
parliamentary Law Reform Committee to improve the
delivery of coronial services, including renovating the
court and providing better facilities. There is a total
package there of $43 million. There is a $45 million
commitment to appointing two additional Supreme
Court justices and two additional County Court judges
plus additional support staff and resources. This is
intended to ensure that people going to court can get
through the court process as expeditiously as possible.
There is an increased commitment to ongoing
professional development for judicial officers and a
financial commitment to continue the work on
Melbourne’s legal precinct master plan, including the

The budget also includes $18 million to make justice
more accessible and affordable for vulnerable
Victorians. This four-year package, which includes a
significant contribution from Victoria Legal Aid, will
deliver, as I indicated before, $8.4 million to increase
state-funded compensation for pain and suffering by
30 per cent; $3.2 million to fund a network of five rural
and regional community lawyers at community legal
centres across the state; $3.8 million to fund a network
of 7.5 dedicated family violence community lawyers;
and increased resources to provide assistance for people
applying for family violence intervention orders. This
additional assistance will be available at a range of
courts, but in particular two courts in my region, the
Broadmeadows and Melbourne magistrates courts, will
benefit from the additional assistance. I am very
pleased that this initiative also provides a further family
violence position at the Aboriginal Family Violence
Prevention and Legal Service, as the issue of family
violence has been identified as a significant problem for
indigenous communities.
The package includes $1.8 million to support a change
in legal aid guidelines to enable families struggling as a
result of drought in rural and regional areas to get legal
assistance for civil matters such as debt refinancing and
mortgage and contractual issues. This is important,
because normally civil matters are not funded for legal
aid. There is also an $800 000 commitment to fund a
dedicated homeless-persons liaison officer to be located
at the Melbourne Magistrates Court and to increase
funding for the Homeless Persons Legal Clinic. This is
a significant contribution, because it is important that
those who are the most vulnerable in our community —
that is, the homeless — are able to enforce their legal
rights and have access to our justice system.
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In conclusion, I think this is a very financially sound
budget. It delivers an operating surplus of $324 million
this year. It delivers a record amount of funding for
infrastructure — a total of $3.3 billion for capital works
this year and more than $13 billion to be spent over the
next four years. This is about planning and building for
this state’s future needs. It also provides a record boost
for education and a very significant increase in funding
in the health area. As I have indicated before, there is a
record amount for public housing and significant
funding to address our water and climate change needs
and our future transport needs. There is $1.5 billion in
savings for Victorian families and businesses over four
years and cuts to land tax, stamp duty on land transfers
and motor vehicles and WorkCover premiums.

comparing what happened back then with what is being
spent today.

This is a very good budget for Victoria. It delivers on
all the key service areas that are important to our
community. It also addresses issues of disadvantage. It
provides support for those in our state who are finding
it most difficult, and in terms of my parochial interest as
one of the members for the Northern Metropolitan
Region, it delivers in a range of areas across all
portfolios for the people of my electorate. I am very
proud to be able to support the budget this evening, and
I wish it a speedy passage.

The Labor Party throughout Australia and particularly
in Victoria is quick to say that the Howard government
has been slow to realise the impact of climate change. If
that is true, then the Labor government in Victoria has
been unbelievably slow to analyse and work through
the impacts of the drought, because this state has had
anywhere from 8 to 10 consecutive years of
below-average rainfall, depending on which part of the
state you live in, and yet we had to wait until
communities were literally within weeks of running out
of water before it stopped sitting on its hands, went into
the regions and instigated some emergency water
procedures.

Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — The budget
handed down by Treasurer Brumby in early May shows
the amount of money at this government’s disposal, and
it is wise for all of us to ponder just how much money
this government is now receiving compared to what it
received when it first came to power. Ms Mikakos, as is
generally the case, is keen to compare the amount of
spending in today’s terms and dollar amounts with that
spent by the Kennett government. But it is quite
disingenuous for government members to compare the
spending of the Victorian government in boom times,
in prosperous times, with the spending of any
government in times when the state was effectively
broke.
We need to get straight to the point. When the Kennett
government was in power in the early 1990s the state
was broke, and we need to acknowledge that. When,
for example, a family has its budget and its finances
ripped apart, it has to go into lockdown mode. That is
what every family does, and the state is no different
with its budget. In the early years of the Kennett
government the state was broke, and it was broke for
one reason: it was broke because the Labor government
that preceded it spent all the money and racked up
$90 billion-odd in borrowings and debt. We have to be
a little less disingenuous when we stand in this
Parliament and rewrite history, because we cannot keep

Having said that, it is time to move on and talk about
the situation we find ourselves in today. Victorians are
having to wait substantial amounts of time for their
infrastructure. The issue that has created the most
interest in this budget debate is water and ongoing
investments in water infrastructure. Ms Broad was able
to make it clear that this government has spent on both
its own projects and the projects that have been
invested in by water authorities around the state an
amount of money that is akin to the amount it has
ripped out of the state through the water authority
dividends.

It was documented that Bendigo would be faced with
running out of water by September. When that was
enunciated to the government it came up to Bendigo
and put in place a pipeline proposal that would see it
have water arrive by September. That is cutting
absolutely to the bone. Any leeway was taken away by
the fact that the government did nothing in the face of
dire warnings. It simply did nothing for the last three
years, even when it became apparent that our storages
were plummeting to depths they had never been to
before. Now we have had some genuinely strong rains,
but the storages in north-western Victoria are yet to
start filling, and we hope the rain flicking through the
state as we speak might bring some inflows into some
of our storages.
We recently visited Wangaratta and spoke with some of
the locals involved in the water industry, who said that
they got to within three weeks of running out of water
when the Treasurer, the Minister for Industry and State
Development in the other place, and the Minister for
Water, Environment and Climate Change travelled to
Wangaratta and got things happening — I think it was
more the former rather than the latter who got things
happening — with three or four emergency water bores
which generate in the vicinity of 10 megalitres per day
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to keep Wangaratta going. That came in with three
weeks to spare. As it turned out it rained in the ensuing
three weeks and the bores have not yet been called on
to supplement Wangaratta’s water supply. It is
laughable that the government tries to defend its actions
in relation to water infrastructure when it can let a city
the size of Wangaratta get to within three weeks of
running out of water.
Places like Euroa have had their water supplies trucked
in because there has been no infrastructure planning.
Places like Violet Town have a similar situation. Water
storages have dried up and have left those communities
without a backup plan. The township of Bright has a
standard population of around 2000 to 3000 people but
that grows to 30 000 people during peak holiday
periods. Bright has no infrastructure support, such as a
reservoir or dam above the Ovens River, so when the
river dries up there is no storage from which more
water can be released. That is not part of the
government’s thinking. Its ideology of having no more
new dams will cause communities in the north of the
state to close down if we have a repeat of the
circumstances that we have had in the last 12 months.
It is not being alarmist or overdramatic to tell city-based
members of Parliament how dire things have become in
regional Victoria. Mansfield has very small reservoirs
at the foothills to the alps that are simply inadequate for
taking that community forward. They are some of the
communities we have not heard a lot about that came
within a whisker of having to go down the path of
Euroa, which had water trucked to it — some hundreds
of trucks per day.
In the midst of all of this proposals have been put
forward by people other than those in the Labor Party
to create greater water security than the government is
currently able to provide. The inability of the
government to take on board some of those suggestions
and ideas and run with them has been staggering. It is
an amazing situation that the government has been
locked into playing the politics of water as opposed to
doing what is right by the respective communities. That
has been one of the most disappointing things. Not one
person who has any credibility has tried to blame the
government for the fact that it has not rained. The
criticism of the government is that it has not been able
to instigate plans and spend money in areas that would
secure the water supplies that communities need.
Bendigo possibly has the driest climate of any city of
about 100 000 people anywhere in the world. Bendigo
is not located on a significant waterway, so it is not able
to draw its water resources from the Goulburn, Broken
or Murray rivers or any of the other rivers that run
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through other parts of the state. It relies on the ingenuity
of its forefathers of more than a hundred years ago, who
built dams to the south of Bendigo. They worked out
that water could gravitate to the Bendigo storages, some
70 kilometres from the edge of the Great Dividing
Range, through other mountain ranges and that they
could get that water into Bendigo via gravity-fed
concrete and earthen races. It is an ingenious system,
but it is inefficient. Once the water gets to Bendigo the
system is even more inefficient.
There has been a lack of government desire, will and
backbone to ensure in Bendigo’s case that the
infrastructure problem would be remedied and the
water system maintained to a standard that would mean
6 gigalitres of water would not be not going to waste.
That is 6000 megalitres, or 6 billion litres, as the water
minister refers to it, that is in effect wasted in the
Bendigo region because this government will not do
anything about it. It has put in place a 5 to 15-year plan
to fix these leaks and inefficiencies, but it must go
further than that. That is water that is wasted on its way
to the customer. If the system were piped in the first
place, once that water arrived at the many hobby farms
there would not be the need for hobby farmers and
those who have larger rural allotments with 1-megalitre
to 4-megalitre dams on them to maintain water rights or
pump water out of their dams. There is potential to save
anywhere from 12 gigalitres to 16 gigalitres of water by
simply investing in water infrastructure in the Bendigo
urban and rural areas.
Places like Bendigo could become self-sustainable with
proper government investment. On top of that, if a
groundbreaking world-first stormwater harvesting plan
were instigated, you could gain another 5, 6 or possibly
10 megalitres of usable water by capturing stormwater.
And because it all runs down one creek it would be
easy to harvest. The government is actively working
against these proposals because these are not its ideas
and it does not see the desperation of the situation. It
thinks it is a better idea to buy farming water from
another community and pipe it to the urban area of
Bendigo. That is the only course of action that is now
available to the government, so that system has to be
supported, because there must be water for a city that is
as dynamic as Bendigo and that is experiencing the
growth that Bendigo is. But that should not take away
shame from a government that has refused to act
responsibly over a long period, because the warnings
have been there.
Public transport has also been spoken about in the
debate. It is worth putting on the record that public
transport in regional Victoria is grossly inadequate. We
have to be careful in this place when talking about
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trying to get people off the roads and on to public
transport. It is a laudable cause to fight for in
metropolitan Melbourne, but there are so many
communities around Victoria where that is not an
option. The bus system in regional Victoria is
spasmodic at best, and only a small portion of the
community has confidence in getting to their respective
appointments in a respectable time.
We need to push hard to improve government
investment in public transport in regional Victoria. We
also need to be mindful that we are a long way from
forcing people off the roads and getting them to use
public transport. The transport system that links our
regional centres with Melbourne is one that can
certainly be improved. The government has spent an
enormous amount of money in the last few years on its
rail upgrades dressed up as the fast rail project. To be
perfectly truthful, the fast rail has not been successful.
What has been dramatically successful is that the
government has reduced public transport fares by an
average of 20 per cent across the board, which has
resulted in a 15 per cent increase in patronage. It is the
best thing that has happened to public transport in
regional Victoria in a long time. Cutting fare prices is
something The Nationals were calling for six months
before the Commonwealth Games when special deals
were being handed out to people in Melbourne and
regional Victorians were left out of those deals. It was
The Nationals that stuck up for regional Victoria and
said regional and country Victorians had to be cut in on
the special deals enabling people to travel to the
Commonwealth Games in Melbourne in effect for
free — there were $10 return tickets for regional
Victorians.
The roads have been a huge issue in regional Victoria
over the last decade or so, and possibly even before that
I would imagine. There simply is an ongoing need to
spend enormous amounts of money to try to get our
roads up to standard. We have the argy-bargy that goes
on between this government and the commonwealth
government about who should fund the state highways,
the fact that we are always calling out for the federal
government to fund the national highways and the fact
that there is always pressure from locals on the councils
of regional Victoria to upgrade the roads that fall under
their responsibility.
Again, we need to realise that there are councils in my
electorate that have funds available to spend on
recurrent road maintenance programs that would allow
them to upgrade their bitumen roads only once every
300 years. That is how much money they have
available to them for the many kilometres they need to
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look after — a road maintenance program that can be
completed every 300 years. That is a stark reminder of
the position we have put our local governments in and
the pressure we are putting on them in their endeavours
to try to fix up our road system.
We need to be very cognisant of the fact that there has
been inadequate investment in the road system around
regional Victoria. The scenario I have just painted can
be repeated in nearly every one of the regional councils
throughout northern Victoria. There are only a handful
of councils in regional Victoria that would say they
have got enough money to upgrade the roads that they
need to maintain. The others are dramatically
underfunded and have to continually try to pinch
money from somewhere. There has been a trend where
all they are doing is simply grading roads rather than
trying to fix up the shoulders and actually resurfacing
them.
This is at a time when this government is the recipient
of more money than any government in the past, and by
substantial amounts. Every government is guilty of
having more money, taxing more or receiving more
taxes than the previous governments. It is a bit of a
folly for opposition people to talk about governments
receiving more tax; and it is just as much of a folly for
governments to say they are spending more money. It is
simply a matter of fact that that is the way it is always
going to be. But why does this government need to
send the state of Victoria back into debt? Why do we
have to go down the path of increased debt levels when
the state government should be looking to the federal
government for a greater source of fiscal management
as opposed to increasing state debt?
Australia is $14 billion better off each and every year
because of the federal government’s ability to repay the
debt that it inherited from the previous Labor
government. We are $14 billion better off each year. So
many of the initiatives that are introduced by the federal
government are only possible because we were able to
pay off the debt of the previous Labor government.
That is something we should always be aware of,
something we should be cognisant of, so that we never
go back in that direction again, and yet while we are
receiving record sums of income this government is
saying that we are going to start increasing the amount
of debt that this state holds. There is no reason why this
state could not implement its own future fund with
some of the funds that are available to it, rather than
following the lead of the federal Labor leader, who
wants to raid the $50 billion-odd that is in the federal
Future Fund.
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The Future Fund that was put in place upon the sale of
Telstra is actually going to safeguard remote, rural and
regional Victorian communities from ever experiencing
the growing divide between those communities that can
afford, just through sheer critical mass of numbers, to
have the latest and the grandest communication
technology and those communities without any critical
mass of people, which are going to miss out. It was the
Future Fund that was going to be able to pass on its
dividends to subsidise the growing divide. If it stays in
place then remote, rural and regional Victorians can in
fact look forward with some confidence to being
subsidised so that they will also be able to enjoy the
same technological advances that their metropolitan
cousins take for granted. That is something that should
occur.
This government has made a lot of noise about it and
the Minister for Education, Mr Lenders, was very
eloquent in the way that he was able to pinpoint many
of the taxes that have been abolished since the GST has
been introduced. The $8.5 billion that has been returned
to the government through the GST has enabled it to
scrap some of the smaller, obscure taxes. To the letter
of the law, this government has upheld its
intergovernmental agreement, but there is so much
scope for this government to be doing more.
It must also be put on record that in the next year this
government is going to have an increase in payroll tax.
It will receive 5 per cent more than it received last year
from payroll tax. There is going to be a nearly 5 per
cent increase in gambling taxes as well. This is about
the sheer amount of money this government is going to
receive. Stamp duty is also going to increase.
This government is very good at underestimating the
cost of projects and recurrent spending. In 2006 it was
estimated that employee benefits would grow by
approximately 4.8 per cent. What in fact happened was
that those costs grew by 6.6 per cent. Again, we have a
situation where the government is underestimating
costs all the time, underestimating expenses,
underestimating major project blow-outs and also
underestimating income streams and income revenues.
Over the past four years the combined growth in
employment-based benefits was estimated to increase
by 15 per cent. The actual growth was 28 per cent. In
my opinion if you underestimate your income once, it
could be said you were a little bit unlucky. If you
underestimate it twice or three times, I am not quite
sure but it could just be luck. If you continually
underestimate your finances, you are either very, very
unlucky or very dumb — or maybe it is so consistent
that everybody knows it for what it is. The Victorian
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public knows it is pure and utter deceit. This
government knows what its income streams are going
to be, and when it suits it simply underestimates them,
because it is much easier and more palatable to control
increased income streams than to deal with the inverse.
The government has come under huge pressure in
relation to its responses to drought and bushfire. Living
on a daily basis with communities that have been
through bushfire and drought has been some of the
toughest work we have done in the last few years. The
response of this government to the drought has been
poor. I notice that the Treasurer came up with a figure
of $157 million. When asked how much the
government was contributing to dealing with the
drought, he came up with that figure. When he was
questioned he included the $5000 rebate that is
provided to farmers who have to pay for water they do
not receive. This is a pathetic response from the
government. We have been begging this government to
simply pay the amount farmers owe water authorities
for water they do not receive. The government would
not do that; it went about a quarter of the way there and
said it was part of an emergency drought response. It is
a pathetic response, and I think the government should
hang its head in shame when it starts trying to be cute
about how much money it has used to assist some of
these families.
In 2002, when the situation was equally dire, this
government at least had the courage to offer $20 000
grants to families. I think about 3500 families were able
to access on average about $16 000. That was a
$50 million program that helped many families just put
bread on the table. Instead of wearing that as a badge of
honour, this government recoiled and decided it would
never do that again. This is one of the most heartless
responses we have seen to many families who through
no fault of their own have been forced to the wall
simply because it has not rained in the right catchment
areas.
Recently in this chamber we have been pushing the fact
that the government is refusing to fund drug and
alcohol centres in regional Victoria. We have put up as
a case in point the Molyullah farm near Benalla with
12 residents in place all the time. Unless this
government realises that drug and alcohol rehabilitation
is necessary in regional Victoria and that we do not
want to have to send everyone with these troubles to
Melbourne to receive this sort of treatment, then this
centre will close down in September. It had to close
down last year because the state government refused to
fund it, and it will have to close down again this year if
the state government refuses to fund it.
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The state government’s response to our request for this
additional funding was that it is a federal government
pilot program which has been funded for eight months
and should be funded for the other four months, and it
is not the state government’s problem. These are some
of the almost unbelievable responses we are getting
from this government, which has hundreds of millions
of dollars in reserve and has simply decided that drug
and alcohol rehabilitation programs are not an issue for
regional Victoria. It is as if we do not have these
problems in regional Victoria. I am saying that we do
and we need some resources.
In the area of disability, which we continually push in
this chamber, there are waiting lists for nearly
everything. We start with the waiting list for
assessment. If you have concerns about how your son
or daughter is responding, there is a waiting list. Once
assessment has been completed, then there is a waiting
list on nearly every service your son or daughter will
have for the rest of their lives. There are waiting lists in
day programs and services, employment programs,
accommodation and in-home and out-of-home respite.
We are simply asking the government to step up to the
plate and pay its share of the disability sector.
This government is taxing Victorians at record
levels — that is fine. That is what happens with all
governments — in today’s terms they are taxing in
record amounts and they spend in record amounts. We
need to talk about the percentages. This government is
receiving nearly 100 per cent more than when it came
to government. If your particular area of interest is not
receiving 100 per cent more now than it did in 1999,
then it is not getting the same share of the pie that it did
when this government came to power. That is how this
government should be viewed. We need to look further
than that and into the outcomes that have been achieved
by this record spending. Unless we are getting some
outcomes it does not matter how much this government
throws at respective issues, because we are always
going to have the same problem — that this
government can waste money like no other government
before it.
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — It is rare that
you can come into the chamber and have two shots at
talking about the Bracks government’s economic
record in the one day, but that is the privilege I have
been given.
Mrs Coote — You still have the adjournment
debate to go.
Mr GUY — Mrs Coote is quite right that I still have
the adjournment debate to go, and I have another issue
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to raise. I will not talk about the economic record of this
government in my adjournment matter, but I certainly
want to talk about it in the budget response, which is
what we are on now. When I first came into this
Parliament only seven months ago, I commented in my
inaugural speech that I was very concerned with the
state of Victoria’s finances and with the way our state is
progressing by comparison with other states and
certainly other jurisdictions internationally. As I said
earlier today, it is a concern that has not left me. This
budget has confounded my beliefs and caused my
concerns. I made the point earlier today that one of the
most telling examples — —
Mr Lenders interjected.
Mr GUY — I say to Mr Lenders that that is not true.
My family was there to be convinced. As I was saying,
one of the most telling examples of the state
government’s economic performance and its vision — I
use that term very loosely — for Victoria is summed up
by the Treasurer’s words when he said that we are the
best of the rest. Mr Lenders should not roll his eyes. He
has heard this speech, and he is going to hear it again,
because it is true — and every Victorian must hear
about it. That is what the Treasurer of Victoria thinks
about our economy and about our state. He thinks, ‘We
are the best of the rest’, and that that is all we are worth
and that is all we are considered to be. He thinks,
‘There is nothing forward or visionary about our trying
to be the best state in the nation; let us just be the best
of the rest. We are bound to be overtaken by
sun-drenched states to our north and west and therefore
we do not need to try. It is no use trying to compete
with them. Let us just try to compete with Morris
Iemma and the corpses of the economies that are New
South Wales or South Australia or Tasmania or
somewhere else. We do not need to be the best’.
Mr Vogels — They’re all Labor governments.
Mr GUY — The common theme is right,
Mr Vogels, they are all Labor governments. I am
concerned with that attitude which comes from the
Treasurer of this state that says we need only to be the
best of the rest, that there is a two-speed economy and it
is okay for us to be down there. But that to me says
everything about this government. It says that it accepts
mediocrity. Labor has always accepted mediocrity. It
did so when it was in government during the Cain and
Kirner terms in office, and it did so in other
jurisdictions, such as in New South Wales under
Neville Wran. Labor just gets by. This government and
this budget certainly reflect that attitude. One of the
comments I heard from Mr Kavanagh today — —
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Mr Lenders — You are accepting mediocrity. You
wanted to be the member for the Yan Yean electorate in
the other place and you came here.
Mr GUY — I should pick up Mr Lenders’s
interjection and say that the good people of Yan Yean
have already been insulted enough by his government
via the comments of the Minister for Planning about
McMansions. I do not think further comments from
Mr Lenders about them or their background are
necessary.
In my first speech one of the comments I made was that
any government that engaged in taking pride in
maintaining huge budget surpluses without making any
real effort to reduce the taxation burden was engaging
in the boast of a thief. After looking at this budget I
would seriously question the government’s
commitment to real taxation reduction in Victoria. As I
said earlier today, we have seen a lot of piecemeal tax
cuts, if you like. The Labor Party has ticked a box here
and ticked a box there and said that it might go to the
next election with a few tax cuts here and there, but at
the end of the day the Labor Party has a huge tax take.
It is the biggest there has ever been in Victoria’s
history. In 1999 the government’s recurrent revenue
base was $19 billion and it is now $34 billion — a
$15 billion increase over seven years. It took 150 years
or so to get the revenue base for the state to $19 billion,
and it has gone up $15 billion in just seven years and a
bit. Victorians need to ask whether service delivery, the
infrastructure of this state and the performance of the
government are 80 per cent better.
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with poorer services while we have got increased
revenues coming in from a GST that we opposed’.
At the end of the day we come into this chamber with
Labor politicians who are prepared to say, ‘We may
give a tax cut here and there’. They never, never
mention to the community that they are getting
$8.5 billion per annum extra in GST revenues. They
never factor that fact into the argument and never admit
to the fact that the $700 million per month they get in
revenue is from a tax that they blatantly opposed and
campaigned against.
Let us talk about the Labor Party and its record on tax.
We talked about land tax earlier today — —
Mr Lenders — You ranted about it.
Mr GUY — I did not rant about land tax; I talked
about it. Mr Lenders may see it as a rant, but it is true.
He may not want to believe that land tax in this state
rose by 102 per cent between 1998–99 and 2006–07. It
has gone from a $378 million take to a $890 million
take. Labor Party members walk back into this chamber
and say, ‘We are going to give land tax relief’, but the
total tax take is going to increase because Labor does
not believe in genuine taxation reform and genuine
taxation reduction. We have seen that from this budget.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! We are
having a speech by Mr Guy, not a conversation
between two players. I ask the minister not to assist
Mr Guy further.

I turn to the stamp duty reductions on passenger
vehicles. I admit that it is a start and that these tax cuts
are designed to assist the local passenger car market. It
is very small and it is selective, but it is something. As a
party we do not oppose taxation reduction — we
certainly welcome it — but at the end of the day let us
have a look at stamp duty as a whole and the overall
revenue. In 1998–99, $1006 million was collected in
stamp duty compared to the 2006–07 budget estimate
of $2850 million. That is a 184 per cent increase. Labor
members walk into this chamber and say, ‘We are
reducing stamp duty. We are lowering the stamp duty
burden on Victorians’. That is rubbish; it is just not true.

Mr GUY — I say to Labor Party members that for
them to come into this chamber and say they believe
service delivery is 80 per cent better in the state of
Victoria means they are grossly out of touch. They have
clearly not caught a train on the Epping line from
Preston at 7.10 a.m. It is packed and you cannot get in.
There are no seats anymore, not even by the time trains
reach Preston. That was not the case seven years ago.
There is no increase in services. The government comes
back and says, ‘We are here to provide upgrades to the
Epping and Hurstbridge lines, and we will get to those
later on, but at the end of the day you guys can put up

Let us talk about stamp duty on properties in the outer
suburbs — the suburbs the Minister for Planning in the
other place so disdainfully referred to as full of obese
houses and McMansions. On a $300 000 home
purchase in New South Wales, a buyer pays $9500 in
stamp duty; in Queensland the figure is $3500; the
figure in Victoria is $12 700. This probably means
nothing to the members opposite, many of whom
inhabit the inner parts of my electorate and Mr Finn’s
electorate, but it means a lot to people who are trying to
get a start in the housing market — trying to get their
foot in the door by buying their first home. It means a

Mr Lenders — Yes.
Mr GUY — They are 80 per cent better?
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huge amount to them. The Labor Party in this state
should be ashamed.
I will talk about Queensland’s 2007–08 budget. I quote
from a document associated with its budget:
Strong house price growth in recent years has made it
increasingly difficult for potential first home buyers to
purchase a home.

I am glad the Queensland Labor government has
acknowledged that; its Victorian Labor counterparts
have not. The document continues:
With immediate effect … the first home buyer exemption
threshold will be doubled from … $250 000 … to
$500 000 …

That is one example of what Queensland is doing to
place itself at a competitive advantage over other states
regarding taxation.
What is Victoria doing? Nothing. That is not true. The
Victorian government is doing one thing. It is imposing
a tax — the development levy. It is imposing a tax on
people willing to buy their first home. Not content with
taking in the largest amount of stamp duty in Victoria’s
history — $2.85 billion worth in 2006–07 — or with
facing competitors like New South Wales and
Queensland, which have lower stamp duty rates than
Victoria, the Victorian government is now saying, ‘By
the way, we will put an extra tax on you for living in
the outer suburbs’. That is madness.
We should not be surprised that the Labor Party has
again with this budget forgotten the meaning of
taxation reduction and relief. As I did earlier today, I
will list the 14 taxes that the Labor Party has either
introduced or increased during its seven and a half
years in government. These should be kept in mind
when considering the fact that the Labor government is
sitting on the largest recurrent revenue base in Victorian
history. Every month $700 million comes in from
goods and services tax revenues. The new or increased
state taxes include the gaming machine levy, which is
up; the payroll tax on fringe benefits; the payroll tax on
apprentices and trainees; the stamp duty on
mortgage-backed debentures; and the disgraceful
annual indexation of fines, fees and government
charges.
I will digress for a moment. We all know that public
transport fares went up recently. The government says
it is committed to getting people onto trains — just like
it is supposedly committed to housing affordability —
but its strategy is to up the cost of public transport.
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I return to my point. Other taxes that have been
introduced or increased include the transit city tax; the
stamp duty extensions on land-holding bodies; the
payroll tax on employment agencies; the 5 per cent
water levy; and the long-term parking levy, which is a
congestion tax.
Again I digress. The Labor Party says, ‘We want to get
people in the inner city area out of cars and onto public
transport’. What is the government’s strategy in this
budget?
Mr Barber — Tax cuts for gas guzzlers.
Mr GUY — It may be tax cuts for gas guzzlers,
Mr Barber — it may be a whole range of things. The
Labor Party’s strategy is not to cut taxes, but to
introduce a new tax. This is the ideology of people in
the Labor Party — to solve a problem you put a tax on
it. The government does not say, ‘We have a problem
with what people are doing, so we will provide you
with an incentive to do the opposite or we will upgrade
public transport services so that train or tram travel is a
competitive option’. It simply says, ‘We will tax it’.
I go back to the list. It includes the land tax on trusts;
the rental business duty; and, as Mr Davis has talked
about a number of times, the inbound international
airline stamp duty extension. The last item on the list is
the one I have talked about before — that is, the
development tax. It is tax on the people who can least
afford it, people who Labor says are its constituency,
people who are trying to get a start in the housing
market. For a government that says it is committed to
helping people from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds, it is doing a helluva lot to prove the
opposite. What Labor is doing in this budget to people
in the outer suburbs of Melbourne, in the northern part
of my electorate — —
Mr Finn — And the west.
Mr GUY — I take up the interjection of Mr Finn,
who has just entered the chamber. I include the
north-western part of Mr Finn’s seat. What the Labor
government is doing to those people is disgraceful and
deceptive. It is taxing the people who can least afford it.
If you are trying to get a start in life by buying your first
home, you can go to Queensland where the government
has just upped the stamp duty free threshold to
$500 000; you can go to New South Wales where the
state Labor government is looking at stamp duty
reductions — even though its rate is high, it is certainly
less than Victoria’s — or you can come to Victoria, the
best place to live, work and raise a family, according to
members opposite. At the end of the day Victoria is the
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highest taxing of these states when it comes to building
a new home.
The Labor government wants to cram people into
activity zones through its Melbourne 2030 strategy. If it
wants to make the city more compact, that is fine. But
at the end of the day the ideology of the ALP is not to
help people but to tax them. If it has a problem it does
not solve it by providing an incentive but by
introducing a new tax. That is the ideology of the
Australian Labor Party, and it has been its ideology
throughout history. It stands as a beacon of what this
government is doing.
I talked earlier today about something in this budget
that concerns me greatly, and I think it should concern
every Victorian — that is, the Labor Party’s obsession
with debt. I put out a challenge to Ms Tierney and to all
the Labor Party members here today to find me a Labor
government that has entered office in the last 30 years
and has left behind it lower levels of government debt
than existed when it entered office.
There is silence, and there is silence for a reason, so let
us have a look at it. Let us talk about this.
Ms Broad — We are not listening.
Mr GUY — I am sure you are not listening,
Ms Broad, because you were part of the problem in the
Cain and Kirner governments — through you, Deputy
President.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT — Order! If Mr Guy
is directing remarks through me, I would suggest that
he does not try to provoke members of the opposition.
It would be best if he stuck to the substance of his
speech.
Mr GUY — As I was saying, the financial record of
Labor governments over the last 30 years is not strong,
particularly at the time they leave office. I think
everybody in this chamber has memories of the Bannon
government in South Australia; of the Brian Burke
government in Western Australia; of the Cain and
Kirner governments in Victoria; of our Greens friends
who were of course, with the Labor Party, part of the
Michael Field experiment in Tasmania; and of the Peter
Beattie government in Queensland, which is increasing
debt in that state. From being the lowest taxing state in
Australia, Queensland is now on track to lose its
position and its competitive edge due to the Beattie
government — up tax, here we go. And of course there
is the Bracks government. Our debt level is $4 billion.
At the end of the forward estimates our debt level will
be $14 billion, halfway back to the position that former
Premier Joan Kirner had us in.
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An honourable member — Here we go again.
Mr GUY — Here we go again. I am sorry, but
members opposite just have to understand that when the
Labor Party is let loose with a credit card it concerns
the Liberals because we have had to clean up the mess
all around the country after former Labor governments.
It concerns us, and it should certainly concern the
Victorian community.
I want to turn, if I can, to areas in my own portfolio of
planning. I have talked about housing affordability and
the disgraceful levels of stamp duty in Victoria being
presided over by the Bracks government, certainly
when compared to Queensland and New South Wales.
This government is utterly uncompetitive compared to
other states. It discourages people from building out in
the suburbs, principally because its planning minister
no doubt thinks they live in obese housing, in
McMansions. He has put on record his dislike of the
outer suburbs, and I am not surprised. When the
government talks about Melbourne being the most
affordable market on the east coast, the reality is that it
is the least unaffordable out of Sydney, Brisbane and
Melbourne. The minister’s comments, when saying
that, are a reflection of the Treasurer’s comments
suggesting that rough enough is good enough for Labor
and that we are the best of the rest. That is what the
Treasurer said about our economy — the ‘best of the
rest’.
The Department of Sustainability and Environment
(DSE) planning, urban design and housing affordability
areas saw a reduction in target funding from
$73.9 million in 2006–07 to $71.5 million in this
budget. The planning minister described this as an
accounting error. It may be, but the reality is that target
funding is no higher. The public face of planning
through land administration and property information
will see a $9.5 million funding cut — $97.6 million
down to $88.1 million in the new financial year. As I
said, at a time when housing affordability is the
toughest it has ever been in Victoria — it has never
been harder to buy a first home — the government’s
principal response is to cut programs in the DSE that
are designed to come up with strategies to help with
housing affordability. You would expect nothing else
from the Bracks government.
Heritage programs also fared badly in this budget — a
17 per cent funding cut in a single financial year. As I
said, the only bit of good news out of this budget, the
only thing the planning minister might be able to take
credit for, if you like, seems to be the Melbourne 2030
audit, which scored a bit of cash. What this shows is
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that in the five-year life of that document two years will
be spent in a review process — 40 per cent of it.
I will briefly turn to some issues in my electorate,
which is in the northern suburbs of Melbourne, a terrific
area of the city. As members of this house will know, I
am one of five members in that region.
Mr Finn — The only good one.
Mr GUY — Thank you very much, Mr Finn.
The most pressing issue in the Northern Metropolitan
Region is without a doubt transport. That is because
there is no freeway coming into town, so the roads are
very full. They are clogged in the morning. It takes a
long time to get in. The traffic is usually gridlocked
from about Bell Street into the city, and the trains are
full, usually from about Regent station. Transport is a
very big issue. I think a little over a week ago when I
came into this chamber and talked about the Epping to
South Morang railway extension I was surprised that
the minister at the table did not seem to know about this
issue. I guess in hindsight I should not be surprised.
In this budget the government has committed to
duplicating the section of railway line from Clifton Hill
to Westgarth, but it has advised that it will take more
than three years to build. Granted this section of rail
line will have a new bridge, but the section from Clifton
Hill to Westgarth is 949 metres long. Of that,
391 metres is currently already duplicated, leaving only
558 metres of track to be duplicated. That is the
distance from the steps of Parliament House to in
between Russell and Swanston streets — and it is going
to take the Bracks government three years to build it.
Going back to the Epping–South Morang railway line
extension, I have mentioned this issue regularly
because I believe it is the most important transport issue
in the northern suburbs. This is principally because by
the year 2021 there will be an extra 40 000 people
living in the city of Whittlesea corridor — an extra
40 000 people!
Mr Finn — Where are they going?
Mr GUY — Well, Mr Finn, they will be living in
McMansions. I am not sure the planning minister will
be too happy about it, but they will be living there.
Those people living in that part of Melbourne need
heavy rail, and they need it now. It was promised by the
Labor Party in 1999 and it was promised again in 2002,
but in the budget for 2007–08 I do not see funding for
that rail extension.
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In fact what I do see in the budget is a quite unique
quote. I do not know where the government gets this
from, but it says that the project for the construction of
the Clifton Hill to Westgarth duplication over the creek
will provide additional pathways and capacity for the
possible future extension of the Epping line to South
Morang. That might sound credible, but the reality is
that the extension from Clifton Hill to Westgarth is on
the Hurstbridge line. It has nothing to do with the
capacity of the Epping line, and it has nothing to do
with the extension of the Epping line to South Morang,
which is 17 kilometres away. I can only say to this
government: it is the most pressing issue in the northern
suburbs. The government promised this extension
seven and a half years ago, and it is disgraceful that the
government is still not coming through with the goods,
or the funding, to build the railway line that it promised.
The northern suburbs may benefit from some of the
new trains — I think it is one per line that this
government has ordered in the budget — but they too
will be stuck on what is indeed the slowest rail service
on the metropolitan network, the service on the
Epping-Hurstbridge section.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr GUY — I will give some quotes here. This is
fact from the government’s own documentation. It
states that poor signalling has meant that the Epping
line trains have an average speed of just 25 kilometres
an hour on the shared-track section from Jolimont to
Clifton Hill, which is about 7 kilometres. I could and
sometimes do ride my bike faster!
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr GUY — Mr Finn, better than that, express trains
have an average speed of 35 kilometres an hour on the
same section. If they are not stuck at ghost stops,
crawling between Collingwood and Victoria Park, the
passengers are unfortunate enough to be packed in like
sardines. The government has not put any serious
money into upgrading the signalling on that line. All it
has done is put money into buying more trains so that
those trains can be stuck in a system that has trains
running at 25 kilometres an hour. What is bizarre is that
the Siemens trains and the Xtrapolis trains, the new
trains on the network, have a maximum speed of
130 kilometres an hour, up from 115 kilometres an
hour. I do not know where they are doing
130 kilometres an hour, but if they are it certainly is not
on the Epping-Hurstbridge section, that is for sure.
Unfortunately for the northern suburbs in my own
electorate, this budget provides my constituents with a
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lot of rhetoric and a lot of promises but little by way of
reality with money to fix the problems that exist there.
By the way, they are going to get a big debt bill at the
end of it, too — $4 billion to $14 billion.
Victorians should take as clear messages from this
budget that this government, while having record
revenues and record GST income and gloating about
what it has done over the past seven and a half years,
still needs to go into debt to fund general infrastructure
upgrades. Not a CityLink, not the Scoresby — which it
said would not be funded by tolls — not any of that; we
are going into debt to fund general infrastructure
upgrades.
Mr O’Donohue interjected.
Mr GUY — Back on the debt trip, Mr O’Donohue.
You are dead right; that is exactly what it is.
Unfortunately, as I have said before, people in my
electorate, indeed all Victorians, should rightfully be
concerned about members of the Labor Party when
they walk into this chamber gloating about how good
and how important it is that we go back into debt,
because Labor has a record on debt that should not and
certainly cannot be forgotten by all Victorians. It is a
record that is frightening and serious.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr GUY — That is shameful, and unfortunately it
will not be etched out of the minds of a lot of Victorians
for a long time. Nor should it be, because the damage
that was done to our state’s economy in the late 1980s
and early 1990s is unforgivable. That kind of economic
vandalism should not be allowed to be repeated. I fear
that in this budget it is.
The best of the rest is what this government says it
wants to provide for Victoria. That is its goal, that is its
strategy, that is its target: the best of the rest. It is a
commitment to mediocrity, a commitment to being
bland and a commitment to doing the basics — ticking
the boxes — but it is not a commitment to truly lead.
With this budget Victorian Labor has had its eighth
opportunity to show that it can be more of a leader and
can be seen as a government with a bright and strong
future for Victoria, more than being just simply the best
of a bad bunch. But unfortunately this budget, like the
preceding seven from the Bracks government, has
missed this opportunity. Unfortunately the biggest loser
will not be just Labor; in the end it may be the whole
state.
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
congratulate the Treasurer, the Honourable John
Brumby, and the Bracks Labor government on bringing
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down a comprehensive budget that seeks to address
shortfalls within the current system and to augment the
many services we deliver every day to young families,
the aged, the infirm and ordinary Victorians. In
particular I make specific reference to some areas
within my electorate that will benefit from this budget,
which is the opposite of what Mr Guy has said.
Members of the government are committed to
providing quality and timely health services. I was very
pleased to see a vitally necessary injection of $8 million
for the Austin medical centre, just one of the many
medical centres and facilities in my electorate, and the
extension of Nurse-on-Call, a service that provides all
Victorians with medical advice, regardless of where
they live in Victoria.
Following on from its commitment and its action in
December 2006 in appointing Victoria’s first Minister
for Mental Health, the Bracks government will continue
to build on its investment through additional funding of
$68.8 million over five years. This includes
$15.5 million for the Northern Hospital to provide
additional mental health beds, expanding the number
from 25 to 50. Our government is meeting the growing
demands for mental health care across the outer
northern suburbs, with $9.6 million allocated to
delivering additional prevention and recovery care
beds, with 20 in Deer Park and 10 in Preston and
Broadmeadows.
Funds for community health centres, which provide,
among other services, a program that allows the elderly
in our community to remain safely in their own homes,
have been boosted by $11 million per year for the next
four years. The budget provides $2 million to be
invested in establishing a central child-care register for
all Victorians. This register will take the confusion and
stress from working mums planning a return to work.
The $48 million upgrade of the Hurstbridge railway
line provides for the duplication of 750 metres of
existing single train track between Clifton Hill and
Westgarth stations, which will significantly reduce a
major bottleneck in the system. During peak traffic
times up to 20 trains an hour use the single track at
Clifton Hill junction. The overall investment in public
transport in our state is a whopping $872 million. I note
that when I was in the chair Mr O’Donohue had a
question about the 22 extra drivers. Mr Tee has
mentioned this before me, and I am proud to repeat it:
the budget provides for the purchase of 10 new trains
and the recruitment of 22 extra drivers. That, fellow
members, is a commitment to our commuters and a
recognition of the overreliance we all have on
petrol-driven vehicles. The provision of an efficient
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public transport system will also have a flow-on effect
of protecting our fragile environment.
Helping senior Victorians stay independent and active
is a commitment the Bracks government will deliver
on, with an extra $2.2 million to provide personal alert
units for older people. This enables our older Victorians
to live independently in their own homes by increasing
their confidence and providing access to 24-hour-a-day
support.
La Trobe University has been allocated a staggering
$180 million to establish a biosciences research centre.
This major project will protect and grow Victoria’s
agriculture sector over a four-year period. It will cost a
massive $239 million.
What an innovation free fruit Friday is! Our children
will be provided with free fruit one day a week, usually
Friday, to encourage prep to grade 2 schoolchildren to
eat and enjoy fresh fruit. The obvious benefit will be the
nutritional value and the education of our little ones in
eating healthy, tasty alternatives to sweet or salty
snacks from an early age.
Giving children the best start in life is a high priority for
me and our government. The first stage of our 10-year
commitment is to modernise or rebuild every
government school in Victoria. As a former teacher I
am passionate about education. Mill Park Primary
School will benefit from $4.43 million in upgrades,
including the modernising of areas such as the library,
the art and craft room, the music room, the first aid
room and staff and student toilets. An amount of
$11.14 million will be invested in regenerating
Broadmeadows secondary and primary schools. The
Bracks government continually leads the way in
education.
I could talk all day and all night about the positive
aspects of this budget. I commend the government on
the 2007 budget because it has targeted all Victorians
from all walks of life by ensuring the tax dollar is being
spent wisely and well. The Treasurer, Mr Brumby, has
again brought down a budget that seeks to improve the
quality of life for all of us.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
thank the member for his 8 minute and 30 second
contribution. I would have liked it to have been a bit
longer so that I could get myself ready.
I am pleased to make my contribution to the debate on
the budget. I do it in the sense that as a member of the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee I guess I
have been through the rigorous process of interrogation,
as it were, of each of the ministers who have presented
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their components of the budget to the committee. It has
been an interesting process to engage in to see how
members of the government speak on the one hand
about what the government has delivered or proposes to
deliver and what the budget outlines on the other hand.
For those who are not aware of it, the budget contains a
lot of what are called TEIs, or total estimated
investments. The TEI is a calculation of what the
government anticipates it will spend over the period of
the forward estimates on the budget program for
particular areas and for any of the proposed outcomes.
The budget covers the Department of Education, the
Department of Human Services, the Department of
Infrastructure, the Department of Innovation, Industry
and Regional Development, the Department of Justice,
the Department of Premier and Cabinet, the
Department of Primary Industries, the Department of
Sustainability and Environment, the Department of
Treasury and Finance, and that elusive department
called the Department for Victorian Communities.
It is interesting to note what is in budget paper 3, which
reviews the government’s performance measures in a
range of portfolios. It is very clear that while the
government speaks about what it intends to do, when
you look at the budget papers you see that the
government does not deliver what it says it will. Budget
paper 3 talks about the TEI and about the government’s
proposed future expenditure on particular projects. We
heard the previous speaker, who I think has decamped
from the scene of the discussion — —
Mr Finn — He’s shot through.
Mr DALLA-RIVA — Exactly, Mr Finn, he has
shot through. Maybe there is a warrant out for his
capture. The fact of the matter is that the TEI is the
government’s proposed expenditure over the forward
estimate period. The forward estimates cover a period
of something like four years, so what we find is that the
government talks about the budget as being expenditure
in this financial year or the forward estimates for the
2007–08 year but when you look at the budget papers
you find they are extrapolated over a period of four
years. We are talking of a period leading into 2009–10
and 2010–11. Often that is fraught with concern,
because clearly there are things that may or may not
occur over that four years of forward estimates.
I note that the government always talks about
delivering a surplus — and every year we have seen
that the government has delivered a surplus far in
excess of what it anticipated. The Treasurer anticipates
an excess on revenue less expenditure of $100 million a
year. We note it is expected that the net result will grow
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every year. Page 9 of budget paper 4 shows a net result
in the 2007–08 estimated operating statement for the
financial year ending 30 June of $303 million. In
2008–09 it will be $406 million, in 2009–10 it will be
$362 million and in 2010–11 it will be $419 million.
We know this government is quite effective at
obtaining revenue streams far in excess of what it
anticipates, and we have seen quite substantial amounts
of revenue far in excess of what the government
expects to receive as its net result for those particular
years. Again, it will be interesting to see how the
government fares in the 2007–08 financial year when it
expects a net result of $303 million on the estimated
operating statement.
We know the government makes adjustments. Recently
we debated a bill which included the word ‘reduction’.
I love the way the government uses that word. The bill
included a reduction in land tax, a reduction in the
congestion levy and a reduction in stamp duty. But
when you do the comparisons, as I think I indicated the
other day, and you look at the real expenditure and the
increase in real terms, it is actually substantially more
than what had been expected in previous years. That
aside, the spin doctors are working well and the
government seems to be getting away with it. The
people of Victoria seem to be prepared to pay more
taxation than most other states. That is the way it is at
the moment.
I was intrigued during the hearings of the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee to see how relevant
ministers portrayed their budgetary responsibilities and
how well they handled their understanding of the
budget process. Some understood it very well and I
commend them for that, particularly those seasoned
ministers who had an understanding about where we
are at in terms of the forward estimates. I had some
concerns about some broader issues of government,
particularly the issues relating to infrastructure.
I know we had a debate today that will continue later. It
is clear from the budget there was a $2.7 billion of total
estimated investment with expenditure on infrastructure
related to issues for water infrastructure. When you
look at the budget, the figures did not correlate with
what the government was saying. Despite questioning,
the Treasurer, the Minister for Water, Environment and
Climate Change and the Premier could not reconcile the
figures provided. It was almost as though they believed
in their own hype and the spin doctors about what was
being delivered as opposed to what was shown in the
budget papers. Even the media reported on the fact that
there was a discrepancy between what the government
had indicated and what the budget papers showed.
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I do not want to be too specific because budget paper 3,
which contains the performance measures, comprises
450 pages, and I do not wish to labour — no pun
intended — the issues relating to this government. At
every particular level, whether it be the Department of
Education, the Department of Premier and Cabinet, the
Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development, the Department of Primary Industries or
the Department of Sustainability and Environment,
there was always an excuse as to why the figures did
not seem to correlate with what the government had
proposed in either a press release or with the budget
papers.
It fascinated me how ministers could talk their way
around some of the performance measures set out in
budget paper 3. It gives a 2005–06 actual, a 2006–07
target and a 2006-07 expected outcome, which figures
never correlate with the target. The 2007–08 target,
which if it did not correlate or match the previous
figures, would fall into appendix C, ‘Discontinued
outputs and/or measures’. This government is famous
for discontinuing measures which do not suit it. The
typical example is where the government has been
hammered year in and year out on hospital waiting lists,
for those waiting on a hospital trolley for 12 hours or
more. I recall last year that the government put that in
appendix C in the 2006–07 budget and introduced a
new performance measure for those patients waiting on
hospital trolleys for more than 8 hours. You had no
comparison between the 12 hours and the 8 hours,
which meant you could not compare them with the
previous forward estimates. It is an amazing feat that
the government seems to get away with every year.
The Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
questioned the Minister for Planning about livable
cities, responsible development, effective property
markets and living cultural heritage, which are dealt
with at pages 211, 212 and 213 of budget paper 3.
Page 212 refers specifically to planning, urban design
and housing affordability. The minister said a
discrepancy between the 2006–07 and 2007–08 budget
figures was the result of an accounting error.
Committee members examined him in respect of that,
and he then said that it was not an accounting error but
a material mistake, or words to that effect. He denied he
used the words ‘accounting error’, even though the
Hansard transcript shows the words ‘accounting error’.
The government continues to use the budget papers less
for delivering real outcomes for Victorians and more as
a vehicle for its spin-doctoring and its expectation that
the people of Victoria believe what it is saying is
gospel. The fact is that in the last eight years the
government has been running under a mantra of not
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delivering the facts, not delivering the truth and not
delivering on outcomes. It is a shame for Victoria
because Victorians would truly like to see outcomes but
they will not get that in this budget, which is an
unfortunate result of the way we are in the state of
Victoria under the Bracks Labor government.
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — Children are
the future and they deserve a solid and complete
education. They are the focus of much attention by the
Bracks Labor government. The reason for that is that
the government cares. While there is much in the state
budget for the community in my electorate, it is our
achievements in education that have so deeply attracted
my interest. The budget was just a small part of the long
history of commitment to our youth by this
government. I am proud to be a member of the
government.
Record amounts have been committed across a range of
areas, but this government is not limited to simply
handing out money. The 2007–08 budget includes
much for my electorate of Western Metropolitan
Region, including redeveloping and upgrading hospitals
in Sunshine and Footscray, upgrading roads, water
recycling at Altona and other areas, expanding
ambulance services in Melton and Altona, and much,
much more. Such is the great commitment of the
Bracks government to the western suburbs. We can add
to that rebates for rainwater tanks, projects with
businesses to achieve water savings, rebates to
households to improve energy usage, greater funds to
Victoria Police to fight crime, support for our
emergency services and much more.
I wish to talk about the dedicated support of education
and the leadership of this government. A record amount
will be spent on education because education remains
the government’s no. 1 priority. Some $80 million will
be spent to employ additional welfare officers for
primary schools, $1.8 million has been allocated to train
qualified professionals as teachers, $1.4 million over six
years has been allocated for science teaching
scholarships, $113 million is available to support needy
non-government schools, $35 million has been
allocated to hire new assistants for each and every
government secondary college, $5.4 million to support
the already strong commitment to after-hours language
education and much more. On top of that there is
$11 million for grants of up to $55 000 for every
government secondary school to improve and
modernise science teaching at a time when this area has
been suffering nationally, and $49 million over three
years is allocated to continue the Schools for Innovation
and Excellence program. The Bracks government is
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truly committed to the education and welfare of our
children, and I am honoured to be a part of it.
Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — In making
some comments on this budget I intend to focus on my
shadow portfolio of agriculture, which includes
fisheries and forests, and to make some comments on
the state’s finances in general and the failure of the
budget to live up to election promises in the western
half of the state.
Before a government can deliver anything it must have
a sound economy with a revenue stream that enables it
to deliver the services demanded by the population.
Thanks to the excellent management of the Australian
economy by the Howard-Costello federal government
Victorians are doing well. This shows up in all the key
performance indicators — low inflation, low interest
rates, low unemployment, confidence in consumer
spending et cetera. Yet there is a real concern about
those services for which the Bracks government is
responsible — water, transport, education, health and
agriculture. Why is this so? As we have heard before,
since the 1999 state election state revenue has increased
from approximately $19 billion to $35 billion per
annum — approximately $100 million a day. All the
announcements in the budget are of expenditure over
four years. No doubt this makes the figures look and
sound better.
A new bioscience research centre, for example, will be
established by relocating the existing DPI (Department
of Primary Industries) metropolitan research centres at
a cost of $180 million over four years. I fully
understand why this is so. However, the point I am
making here is that the Bracks government will have
control of and will expend approximately $150 billion
in its third term in office and yet it is finger-pointing. It
cannot lead or take responsibility for any project which
is clearly a state responsibility. Examples include the
extension of the Princes Highway from Geelong, the
so-called Bendigo and on to Ballarat super-pipe and rail
standardisation. The Premier and Treasurer announce
these projects — half-costed, half-baked projects a lot
of times — and then demand 50 per cent input from the
federal government. What they fail to explain is that
Victoria receives, as was mentioned by Mr Guy, some
$700 million a month, banked with the Treasurer, in
GST alone, and the government can spend this money
on whatever project it desires with no strings attached.
Let us look at agriculture and how it fared in this
budget. The Bracks government has dropped the ball as
far as primary industry is concerned. We have heard the
Treasurer, John Brumby, and every Labor agriculture
minister — first Keith Hamilton, the former member
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for Morwell in another place; then Bob Cameron, the
current Minister for Police and Emergency Services in
another place; although the current Minister for
Agriculture in another place, Joe Helper, is more
cautious — repeat over and over again that we will
have $12 billion worth of food exports by the year
2010. I took this off the DPI trade and investment web
pages. It states:
The Victorian government, working in partnership with
companies and farm enterprises, is committed to meet the
target of increasing Victorian food exports to $12 billion
dollars by the year 2010.

There is more spin after that.
When I was the member for Warrnambool in the other
house in 2002 the then Minister for Agriculture, Keith
Hamilton, said in response to a question from the
member for Ballarat West, Karen Overington:
The total food and fibre exports are well on track to reach the
key sum of $12 billion by 2010.
They are currently over $7 billion in exports …

This was five years ago. At the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee hearing on 17 May the current
Minister for Agriculture put up a lovely slide which
showed that Victoria’s food and fibre exports were
worth $7.2 billion last year. We have not increased that
figure by one single dollar over five years yet we keep
talking about this magical target of $12 billion worth of
food and fibre exports by 2010. If we have not
increased those exports by one single dollar in five
years, I do not know how we are going to increase them
by $5 billion in the next three years. The government
needs to come clean, tell the truth and say that that
target will not be achieved and was never intended to
be achieved.
After the budget the Minister for Agriculture, Joe
Helper, put out a press release saying there was
$239 million in it to strengthen Victorian agriculture.
When I look at the budget figures — budget paper 3,
page 185, table 3.7 — the output summary shows a
revised output for the Department of Primary Industries
of $486.2 million for 2006–07, increasing to
$487 million in 2007–08 — an increase of $800 000.
With inflation rising at anywhere between 2 per cent
and 3 per cent this is a reduction in real terms.
As I mentioned, this press release claims the
government is spending an extra $239 million.
Obviously this is just money that has been reallocated
from one bucket to another bucket — it is robbing Peter
to pay Paul. Let us dig into some of this spin. Before
the election the Bracks government promised to buy out
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commercial fishing licences in Western Port to increase
recreational fishing opportunities. True to its word it
has made available $5 million to carry out that promise.
However, this is not new money out of the $35 billion
tax take — the government has taken it out of the DPI
budget and moved it from one bucket to another. If it
were new money, that $486 million budget from last
year would be $491 million. The budget shows we are
building a new bioscience research centre at a cost of
$180.2 million with $10.2 million allocated in 2007–08.
In my arithmetic we should add that in if it is new
money, so the DPI budget for 2007–08 should now be
$501 million. The budget also shows another $800 000
for a new fish production facility in northern Victoria.
If you add that money, we come up to $502 million.
The budget is clearly showing that there is no extra
money for agriculture — it is taking it from one source
to another but there is no new money.
While we all applaud the relocation of several different
campuses around Melbourne into a single campus, I
think a lot of this expenditure will come at the cost of
jobs at other research centres around rural and regional
Victoria. This year alone we have had outbreaks of
abalone virus on the south-west coast, fruit fly in the
north-east, anthrax in central Victoria, two large
outbreaks of locusts, one in the east and one in the
central west, and yet DPI is retrenching staff. I would
like to quote from an article which appeared in the
Weekly Times of 25 April 2007. It is headed ‘Science to
lose 33 jobs’ and states:
At least 33 Victorian plant and animal scientists face losing
their jobs as the primary industries department ‘refocuses’ its
priorities.
The scientists are among 44 staff who have been told they are
surplus to DPI’s needs.

Clearly this government is reducing services in country
Victoria, at the coalface where we need the scientists,
and it is putting this money into a bioscience research
centre in Melbourne. That concerns me. As a farmer I
know how important it is to have the vets and the
agricultural scientists on the ground in Hamilton, in
Tatura and in Gippsland rather than sitting in a campus
in Burwood. A good example is that when we had the
anthrax outbreak earlier this year we found there was
not enough vaccine available. Farmers who requested
vaccine for herds outside the buffer zones were denied
the vaccine, leaving them at the mercy of Mother
Nature. DPI should conduct an open, public review
with input from all stakeholders to enable the industry
to find a better way to control the management of future
disease outbreaks.
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Similarly, an epidemic is killing off the abalone stock in
south-western Victoria, from Warrnambool to the
South Australian border. Yesterday’s Portland
Observer ran a headline ‘Wild abalone wiped out’. This
$60 million industry is facing extinction, yet the
department has done absolutely nothing. It does not
even know where the abalone virus started or where it
came from. It is a very important industry, and it is
slowly disappearing.
When I speak to people in the fishing industry they
have many concerns. I mentioned the abalone virus, but
they tell me there has been a dramatic reduction in the
number of enforcement officers, a reduction in
equipment and vehicles for officers and a reduction in
budgets for existing officers to carry out patrols. All this
is happening while we have the problems with the
abalone virus and poaching. Along with the creation of
the marine parks more officers were supposed to have
been employed to police the parks, but they are not out
there.
A week or two ago I once again went to the wholesale
fish market in Melbourne. The vendors have been told
they have to be out of there by March 2009. The market
is where our fishers who go out and catch the fish sell
their produce. Melbourne City Council has given them
until March 2009 to get off that side of Footscray Road,
which is all well and good, but they have to go
somewhere. I think it is the responsibility of the state
government to make sure that we have a wholesale fish
market in Melbourne so that supermarkets, restaurants
and so on can access the fish caught by our fishers, but
the Bracks government has turned a deaf ear and said it
is not its responsibility, it is too hard.
There must be plenty of Crown land available down in
Docklands, maybe under the Bolte Bridge or at South
Wharf. When I have been down there I have seen
thistle-infested country everywhere, and I cannot see
why we could not move the fish market down to that
region. The people do not want to be moved out to
Epping or somewhere in the bush; they need to be able
to sell their produce and to start doing that at 5 o’clock
in the morning. It is very important that it is in the city
itself. With a bit of forward thinking it could be a
wonderful precinct, as it is in Paris, a precinct for
tourists to buy and enjoy fish.
I will now move on to forestry, which is another
disaster area that is the responsibility of the DPI
(Department of Primary Industries). When the Bracks
government first came to office it rewrote the regional
forest agreements or RFAs, as they were known,
assuring the forestry industry that it could look forward
to a sustainable future with a guaranteed resource of
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approximately 970 000 cubic metres. However, with an
election looming in 2002 we had the new policy Our
Forests Our Future, which reduced that
970 000 cubic-metre resource to a 576 000 cubic-metre
resource. This has now, without any explanation to the
people who have to make a living out of this industry,
been reduced to 450 000 cubic metres, and it is still
falling. Hardwood timber is now auctioned online, with
no guarantees of supply and a dwindling resource to bid
on. The last two auctions have seen only 10 sawmills be
successful at both auctions. That compares to the
52 sawmills that existed in 2004–05.
It is difficult to understand why the Bracks government
has turned its back on such an important industry, aside
from political reasons. This lack of support has cost
hundreds of jobs in country Victoria. We watch our
hardwood timber being exported overseas, where
value-adding is carried out. We then find hardwood
furniture being imported back into Australia. We need
to look at retaining a sustainable agricultural industry in
Victoria. Agriculture is not bad, as some would have us
believe. The timber industry is sustainable.
I read some comments made by Professor Paul Ehrlich
the other day, but before I go to those I should put on
record some facts I found on the Web. The total land
area of Victoria is 22 760 000 hectares; forests occupy
36 per cent of all Victorian land; the total forest area is
8 318 000 hectares; the area of native forest that is
public is 6 635 000 hectares; the area of native forest in
conservation reserves is 3 050 000 — that is, about
half; the area of public native forests harvested last
year, 5184 hectares or 0.1 per cent; and the number of
people employed in the timber production and forest
production industries, 39 000. They are very important
people to rural and regional Victoria.
Professor Paul Ehrlich of Stanford University once
wrote that the battle to feed all of humanity was over
and that in the 1970s the world would undergo famines
and hundreds of millions of people would starve to
death. Of course that did not happen, because we now
have better technology, better sustainable farming and
better farming practices. I found some facts from the
Institute of Public Affairs which explain the situation
very well. We could all sit on wooden chairs imported
from Indonesia, in polyester fleece jumpers
manufactured in China, while sipping chardonnay from
Chile. We do not need to log Australian forests to grow
rice; we can import all of that. We can import our
oranges from Brazil, our sugar and tuna from Japan and
our dairy products from New Zealand. However, would
we be doing the right thing by the environment if we
imported all our food and wood? After all, our farming
practices are better monitored and are much more
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sustainable than those of the countries we import from.
Our farming practices are a credit to us and an example
to the rest of the world.
The other thing I would like to talk about is my
electorate. In 2001, when I was in the Assembly,
Treasurer Brumby stood up and announced that in the
budget we were going to have rail standardisation. That
was six years ago but not a sleeper has been laid or a
spike driven. The duplication of the Princes Highway
from Geelong to Colac and eventually on to the South
Australian border does not get a mention in this budget,
because now it is a blame game and the federal
government has responsibility.
With regard to water infrastructure for Geelong and
Ballarat, we have seen no vision and heard no ideas.
Water is available in the Otways with the Newlingrook
aquifer. There has been no recycling. The government
has sat on its hands and watched opportunity after
opportunity go by — and nothing has been done. One
of the things that the Bracks government will be
remembered for when it is kicked out of office in 2010
is its failure to deliver the infrastructure that should be
available for the next 40, 50 or 60 years. When I go to
rural councils they say there is no funding for local
roads and bridges. The Treasurer has said once again
that it is a federal responsibility, not a state government
responsibility. We have no emergency helicopter for
south-western Victoria, which is the only part of the
state that is not catered for.
While I am on health, the Bracks government
announced $90 million in a pre-election commitment
for the redevelopment of the Warrnambool Hospital.
This was money for stage 1. The redevelopment was
expected to cost double that, but that was the first
tranche. The Liberal Party supported the government’s
proposal, and the government promised that it would
fund stage 1 in its first term. Page 268 of budget
paper 3 shows that the Bracks government has
committed a miserable $16 million over four years. The
Warrnambool Hospital board and the people of
south-western Victoria have been misled once again by
the Bracks government, with funding of less than
10 per cent of the project overall.
The Timboon community was promised a new
ambulance station with two full-time paramedics. There
is no mention of that in the budget or even in the
forward estimates, which we know go out to 2010–11.
Camperdown and Terang hospitals are both in need of
capital works and have not received a brass razoo. In
1999 the Camperdown hospital was promised a new
hospital, but it has still received nothing.
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I turn to education. Koroit was promised that a school
would be prioritised for a major upgrade, and
$1.7 million was promised by the Treasurer when he
was in town supporting the local candidate. There is not
a single razoo for that in the budget. We often hear
members on the other side criticising the Kennett
government for closing schools across south-western
Victoria. I obtained a list of the schools that the
government has closed since 1999. A reply to a
question on notice asked by me states that the following
school closures have occurred within Western Victoria
Region during the time period in question: Wando Vale
Primary School, Gerangamete Primary School, Lexton
Primary School, Ewing House School for Deaf
Children, Wareek Primary School, Harrow Primary
School, Dean Primary School, Kingston Primary
School, Bessiebelle Primary School and Penshurst
Primary School. These are all schools that were closed
by this government.
I must admit that the Labor Party has done much better
than the Kennett government in forcing school
councils, through lack of funding, to say, ‘We do not
have the funding for the school, the spouting has fallen
off the roof and the roof is leaking. We have nowhere
to go and have no money to move’. That is a very smart
way of doing it.
I would like to spend a few minutes speaking on
Glenormiston agricultural campus. I have grave
concerns about the future of the TAFE courses coming
out of that campus. We all know that South West
Institute of TAFE took over the facilities approximately
two years ago. That arrangement, which is for
approximately 100 000 hours of teaching, runs out at
the end of this year, but to this stage, with about six
months to go to the end of the year, the students and the
staff do not know whether the TAFE will commit again
to courses being run at Glenormiston. That is an issue I
am concerned about.
In conclusion, I must say I am disappointed that health
facilities, rail and road infrastructure, water and
education facilities have not received the funding they
so rightly deserve. Unless an organisation or service has
received an increase in funding of approximately
100 per cent, then it has actually had a decrease in
funding because revenue over the eight years of the
Bracks government has increased by 100 per cent.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PAKULA
(Western Metropolitan).
Debate adjourned until next day.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
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HEALTH PROFESSIONS REGISTRATION
AMENDMENT BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Minister for Community Services).

ADJOURNMENT
The PRESIDENT — Order! The question is:
That the house do now adjourn.

Autism: early intervention
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — The issue
I raise on the adjournment is for the Minister for
Children in another place. Autism affects 1 in
100 children in Victoria, and by all accounts that
number is increasing. The Bracks government has
given $7 million over four years, which equates to just
under $2 million a year, to autism, but this is a drop in
the ocean in comparison with what is needed. This will
deal with only the 150 additional enhanced packages
that will be provided for. Although they are welcome, it
is not sufficient.
Families with an autistic child face undeniable stress.
From the moment of diagnosis they feel a mixture of
anxiety, anger and hopelessness. Scientific research
shows that early intervention will enable these children
to develop skills that will eventually integrate them
successfully into the wider community. Scientific and
clinical evidence that has been gathered over three
decades or more suggests that the best outcomes for
children with autism are achieved by intensive early
behavioural intervention. Recent studies have shown
that quite dramatic and long-lasting improvements can
result.
Victorian families are telling me that they cannot access
intervention programs and that they need at least 30 to
40 hours of intervention per week. Some of the
comments I have had include:
At the moment my son is getting 30 therapy hours a week for
$700. My only source of income is Centrelink payments.
These payments do not adequately cover our daily living
costs, never mind the additional financial burden of my son’s
ongoing therapy and medical costs. I am extremely worried
about how I will be able to go on and support my children.

This woman is a sole parent who has two children, one
of whom has severe autism. Another family states:
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In Victoria we know of families who have to wait until next
year to have their child formally assessed.

That is a whole year they have had to wait for an
assessment. That is not good enough.
Mr Finn — It is disgraceful.
Mrs COOTE — It is disgraceful. Mr Finn would
know from personal experience. Early intervention and
early diagnosis are very important. Everybody in this
chamber would have heartfelt concern for families who
have children with autism. I ask the minister to increase
the number of early intervention places for children
with autism in Victoria so that every Victorian autistic
child has access to 20 to 40 hours a week of early
intervention.

Bairnsdale: community health services
Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — Tonight I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Health in the
other place concerning the co-location of community
health services in East Gippsland. A recently completed
study entitled Bairnsdale Ambulatory and Primary
Care Study considered the feasibility of co-locating a
number of community health service providers in a
common location referred to as the Bairnsdale one-stop
shop. The study was funded by the Department of
Human Services and concluded that there were
significant advantages and efficiencies in such a
co-location. The study looked at service provision and
efficiencies of co-location and potential sites.
Four organisations have indicated their desire to
co-locate: the Bairnsdale Regional Health Service,
Gippsland Lakes Community Health, the Latrobe
Community Health Service and the East Gippsland
Community Mental Health Service. There are also
others such as Kilmany Uniting Care, Anglicare and the
Gippsland Community Centre Against Sexual Assault.
The preferred site is a former police station site in
Nicholson Street, Bairnsdale. While the cost of this
proposal is in the order of $10 million, what the
proponents are asking for at this stage is preservation of
that particular site while further details for the
co-location are worked through.
My request to the Minister for Health in the other place
is to ensure that the former police station site in
Nicholson Street, Bairnsdale, is not declared surplus to
requirements at this particular stage, but that it is
preserved for the future development of the co-location
of the delivery of community health services for the
East Gippsland region.

ADJOURNMENT
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Drugs: treatment programs
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Mental Health in another place, Lisa Neville. Towards
a New Blueprint for Alcohol and Other Drug Treatment
Services — A Discussion Paper is a government
document released earlier this year. The introduction
states:
Since the implementation of the VGDI —

the Victorian government drug initiative —
demand for services has been increasing, patterns of drug use
have changed markedly, and client needs appear to have
become more complex with consequences for the effective
delivery of services and interventions.

The government’s document is correct. When you
speak to the other agencies they will tell you that in the
1980s and 1990s most people contacting drug agencies
such as Turning Point Alcohol and Drug Centre were
heroin users, but today they are not. They are polydrug
users, involved with heroin, ice, other party drugs and
alcohol and will often have mental health issues. It is
difficult for agencies to respond to such massive
changes, and we know that if drug users are not looked
after by drug treatment programs they end up in the
mental health system or in the prison system. We also
know that drug treatment programs prevent HIV,
hepatitis and crime.
We ask the government to reconsider and re-look at the
document, especially where it says:
Improvements proposed within this discussion paper are to be
achieved within existing resources.

I ask the minister to reconsider this decision and
increase funding to a realistic level to deal with these
complex issues.

Horsham North community action centre:
opening
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I address my
adjournment matter to the Minister for Community
Services, Gavin Jennings. Last week I had the pleasure
of travelling to Horsham to be briefed on a significant
project that is taking place to make Horsham North a
more attractive place for residents to live and to
reinvigorate the local community. Horsham North has
long been considered the wrong side of the tracks in
that area, but the local residents, along with Horsham
Rural City Council and many agencies and
stakeholders, are determined to see this area improve,
and are working hard to make it happen.
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I met with Eddie Hadzig, who is the community
participation and partnerships officer for the
10-month-old Horsham North community engagement
project, along with local resident and project volunteer,
Ian Haustofer, to get an update on the project’s
progress. Also tirelessly involved are Fran Tucker, who
is a welfare student on placement, and Melissa Ritchie,
who is employed part time as a project manager. Eddie,
whose role is to encourage local involvement and liaise
with agencies and governments, informed me about the
project’s success and how everything is driven by
consultation with the local community and Horsham
North residents.
In fact while agencies like the Department for Victorian
Communities, Department of Human Services,
Department of Education and Department of Justice are
all assisting the project, it is the local community that
has taken the bull by the horns and come up with a logo
for the project. It has set up the Horsham North
residents group to discuss on a monthly basis the needs
of locals in this project, it has established a homework
club from the third term of this year to support children
who need assistance with study or find it difficult to
study at home, and it has worked hard to transform a
house recently acquired for the project into the vibrant
new Horsham North community action centre, which is
now a suitable base from which to run the project.
The project has received a significant donation of some
used computers from the local campus of the University
of Ballarat. Every cupboard in the house is full to the
brim with computers that are being prepared for one of
the project’s programs. The community action centre
began operating in May and has provided a centralised
focus to the project. The Horsham North community
engagement project is hoping to stage an official
opening for the community action centre. I ask the
Minister for Community Services to join me in
Horsham to officially open the community action
centre and meet with those involved in this fabulous
project.

Gaming: Responsible Gambling Awareness
Week
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
wish to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister
for Gaming in another place in relation to what was to
be Responsible Gambling Awareness Week between
21 to 27 May, to which $132 million has been
committed over five years. Despite visiting six or seven
gaming venues during this week, I can honestly say that
I saw no evidence of any special promotional material
or any special activity pertaining to this Responsible
Gambling Awareness Week, which then inspired me to
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do a little bit of research. I noted that in visiting a
number of web pages that the major partners — some
of these are very reputable community organisations
and are to be commended for the work they do — had
all issued very positive releases on their web pages
supporting Responsible Gambling Awareness Week.
The government in fact launched it at the Essendon
Football Club. The Minister for Gaming spread the
message, ‘Gamble responsibly. Stay in control’ and
apparently the launch included the unveiling of a
resource kit to help healthy and wealthy professionals,
including those in Australian Football League clubs and
other sporting clubs, identify the early warning signs of
problem gambling. I thought those particular initiatives
were peculiar, because I could not see how it would
actually reach out to the grassroots level in the
community in raising awareness of this particular week.
I went to the problem gambling web page and was
again perplexed. It says:
Throughout Responsible Gambling Awareness Week
information will be available through community service
announcements on radio and television; a newspaper
supplement; posters, brochures, tent cards and coasters
highlighting the responsible gambling messages at gambling
and gaming locations around the state, including hotels, clubs,
TAB and Tattslotto outlets and Crown, as well as community
centres.

Again, I saw no evidence of this and I think it is a real
travesty because clearly money is not being spent in a
way that is intended to achieve the program’s
objectives.
Similarly Tabcorp put out a release, as did the Salvation
Army and Racing Victoria, all of them supporting this
program. To all intents and purposes it sounds
impressive, but I call on the minister to review this very
patchy program to which significant funds have been
dedicated and either extend the week or revise it to
make sure it achieves the objectives that it was
designed to do. Clearly there is a problem out there in
the community.
I disagree with the minister. He claims only 1.1 per cent
of the population are problem gamblers. I believe
1.1 per cent are compulsive gamblers and that the
problem gambling figures are much higher. I call on
him to make sure that money is spent very effectively
on this very important need in the community — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.
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Black Forest Timbers: timber access
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Agriculture in the other
place. In 2000 Black Forest Timbers Pty Ltd, a
company in Woodend, was encouraged to relinquish its
existing arrangement and licence in the Wombat State
Forest. In return it was given an assurance by way of a
contract that it could access Victorian ash timber from
forests east of the Hume Highway.
This initial five-year contract was granted with the
understanding that there would be ongoing contracts
after that and that the initial amounts, whilst they were
slightly inadequate, were going to be maintained.
Whilst the initial quantities possibly were not quite
adequate and bordered on being inadequate, the
company had access to additional quantities of
Victorian ash from east of the Hume Highway and was
promised that that access would be maintained. The
problem is that those extra quantities have been
diminishing due to the introduction of the quota and
auction systems that were put in place in years
subsequent to the second of its five-year contracts.
Black Forest Timbers firmly believes there has been a
breach of the contract and that the state government has
failed to fulfil its agreement to provide regular access to
a secure source of timber, which was the initial
agreement. There has been some sense of wanting to
take this further, but there has been some nervousness
in trying to sue a government. Black Forest Timbers
has to date spent over $160 000 in legal fees trying to
access timber it previously had on its own back
doorstep. It is trying to do the right thing, but it believes
this government has walked all over it by reneging on
its timber quantities.
I call on the government to set in place a scheme that
will enable Black Forest Timbers and other
timber-reliant industries and businesses to access the
timber they were promised when they gave up their
initial Wombat forest licences.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Drum called on
the government to take action. Would he like to
rephrase his request?
Mr DRUM — I call on the minister to set in place a
scheme that will enable Black Forest Timbers and other
timber-reliant businesses and industries to access the
timber they were promised when they gave up their
licences in the Wombat forest.

ADJOURNMENT
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Rail: new timetable
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Public Transport in the other place. It relates to the
announcement of a new train timetable to commence
operation in the next four months. As members are
aware, there has been an astronomical increase in
public transport patronage — in excess of 18 per cent
over the last two years. That is the result of a number of
things: the abolition of zone 3, a very large spike in
petrol prices, which is a function of world oil prices,
and of course federal government inaction on petrol
prices. I should indicate for the record that the
commonwealth does not contribute $1 to public
transport anywhere in this country, even though it is a
major economic driver — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I know Mr Pakula is
not engaging in debate here.
Mr PAKULA — I am absolutely not.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I would like him to
finetune his adjournment matter.
Mr PAKULA — I will move on immediately,
President. As part of Labor’s election commitments we
committed to the triplication of the Sydenham line
between Sunshine and West Footscray, which no doubt
will have an impact on capacity in Melbourne’s west.
We acknowledge that is a medium-term solution for
that line. In the shorter term, and with reference to the
Williamstown line, extra services have been committed.
I should also indicate that last week I was very pleased
to see 60 new parking spaces had been made available
at Tottenham for the park-and-ride facility. There are
three new services on the Williamstown line. Yarraville
station, where my electorate office is situated, is
unsurprisingly a very busy station. It is only a few
kilometres from the city. It has a strongly pro-public
transport demographic, and we need to make provision
for that sentiment to be utilised. It is a very welcome
announcement that Yarraville will get an additional
three services during the morning peak period.
We do not yet have the actual timetable. My request to
the minister is that she advise me of the details of the
changes to the timetable as they affect the
Williamstown line at her earliest convenience so that I
can advise local residents and members opposite, who
may also be interested.

Princes Highway: speed checks
Mr KOCH (Western Victoria) — I raise a matter
for the Attorney-General in the other place concerning
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the accuracy of overhead speed advisory checks on the
Princes Highway between Melbourne and Geelong. I
have recently been contacted by a constituent who
informed me of yet a further incident involving an
infringement notice for speeding issued on 8 March
2007. He openly believes he was unjustly fined.
When he was travelling north from Geelong along the
Princes Highway he saw the speed-check indicator and
took the opportunity to check the speedometer and
calibrate the speed of his car. He noticed that while he
was travelling at 100 kilometres per hour according to
the car speedometer, the speed-check indicator showed
he was doing only 92 kilometres per hour. As he was
driving a relatively new car still under warranty, he
planned to get it fixed as soon as he got home. In fact
he had the vehicle booked in the same day as the
infringement notice arrived in his mailbox. He wrote to
Senior Sergeant Ron Ritchie of the Victoria Police
Traffic Camera Office some six weeks ago explaining
the circumstances but to date is still waiting for a
response.
There is little doubt that my constituent’s experience is
not unique. Recent media reports in the Age and the
Geelong Advertiser reveal that several motorists were
forced to pay hefty speeding fines because they relied
on the speed-check readout, adjusted their speed and
then got caught by the fixed speed camera on the Point
Wilson overpass. While police say readings on these
displays are advisory and carry no legal weight,
motorists believe them to be accurate and therefore
adjust their speed if their speedometer shows a different
reading. Believing these speed checks are reasonably
accurate even when their speedometer may read well
above the speed displayed overhead, motorists not
unreasonably assume they can legally speed up.
Despite several challenges from angry motorists, the
Department of Justice has defended the accuracy of
speed-checking devices, has declared that these speed
indicators are checked every six months and stated that
they have to be within 2 per cent of the speed camera
readout. But if the overhead speed-check readouts are
inaccurate and are known to be so, then surely this
government is guilty of just raising revenue.
The action I seek is that the minister review the
accuracy of these advisory speed checks on a more
regular basis and confirm that the speed-check devices
provide reliable readouts. If they are not accurate, they
should be withdrawn from service immediately.
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Fishing: Western Port commercial licences
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place and seek action on a number of traffic issues
relating to Burgundy Street in Heidelberg, which is
right in the middle of my electorate.

Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) — My matter
is for the Minister for Agriculture in the other place.
Fishing in Western Port has a long and proud history.
The second colony ever established in Victoria was at
Corinella on Western Port, and it relied heavily on fish
from the bay. Families such as the Mirabellas from
Hastings have been fishing in Western Port since 1880.
Commercial and recreational fishermen and
fisherwomen coexist well in Western Port, as by and
large they fish for different species. The commercial
fishing industry provides jobs and opportunities for
many of the families of Western Port, and as it is a
year-round profession it balances out the peaks and
troughs of the tourism industry.

Mr GUY — I live close to it. Burgundy Street is the
major roadway through Heidelberg and runs parallel to
the north-east’s major east-west road route, which is
Bell Street. The Heidelberg activities area is identified
in the Melbourne 2030 document as an area where a
substantial residential development can and will take
place. Indeed there are a number of proposals in the
planning stages, many of which are multistorey and all
of which will change the landscape and nature of the
central Heidelberg area.

Given this background, the decision by the Bracks
government to close the Western Port commercial
fishing industry makes no sense. Even if it did, and it
does not, those affected by the decision have had very
little, if any, consultation from the government. Before
the last election the government promised a buyback of
fishing licences at a cost of $5 million. Sadly, despite
more than six months having passed since the election,
the fishers have had no direct contact with the
government and are living in a state of limbo.

Noting all of that, I can understand why people want to
live in Heidelberg. It is a great suburb. It has a great
shopping area; it has a very large range of
supermarkets; it is about 20 minutes to the city by train;
and it is well serviced by the Austin public and Mercy
and Warringal private hospitals. Heidelberg is also well
serviced by schools, is close to La Trobe University and
has a range of good sporting facilities located close to
the activities area. It has a neatly designed and compact
central area that makes it a very nice suburb.

On 21 March this year the Department of Primary
Industries wrote to the executive director of Seafood
Industry Victoria saying:

But as I have said, Burgundy Street is growing fast, and
so is the traffic. The Burgundy Street shops are midway
down a long hill, and vehicles tend to travel through the
shops right on the 60-kilometre-per-hour limit. The
Heidelberg traders have expressed their concern about
this issue for quite a number of years — in fact since
the mid-1990s. They have written to VicRoads and
raised this issue with members of Parliament over the
years in order to get a solution — namely, to have a
zebra crossing installed and the road speed limit
lowered at certain times to 40 kilometres per hour. The
council is supportive, locals and trader groups are
certainly very supportive, but VicRoads seems to be
slow in coming to the party. As I said, Banyule City
Council has been supportive and accepts that the loss of
four car parking spaces along the street will be a small
price to pay for the installation of a proper zebra
crossing at a convenient position near the shops that
will certainly help the traders out.

The department will be working closely with the affected
licence-holders regarding the specific implementation of the
policy to ensure they will have adequate financial assistance if
they choose to remain in the fishery and relocate to Port
Phillip Bay or surrender their licence and exit the fishery.
The department is proposing to meet with Western Port
fishers in the near future at Hastings and would appreciate
comment from your organisation …

Despite two and a half months having passed, the
commercial fishers of Western Port are still waiting to
meet with the department. They do not know where
they stand. I ask therefore that the minister do the
following: meet with the affected fishers immediately
and reverse the erroneous decision to ban net fishing in
Western Port. Alternatively I ask him if the government
will not reverse its decision and expedite the payment
of adequate compensation for the buyback of licences
so that these men and women can get on with their
lives.

Burgundy Street, Heidelberg: safety
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — I raise an
issue for the Minister for Roads and Ports in the other

Mrs Peulich — Is that where you live?

I seek action from the Minister for Roads and Ports to
urge VicRoads to expedite this very much overdue
issue and to ensure that Burgundy Street, Heidelberg,
and the need for a 40-kilometre-per-hour speed limit
and the installation of a zebra crossing are placed as a
priority on the VicRoads to-do list rather than being
forgotten, as they appear to have been for around a
decade.
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Planning: rural zones
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — The
issue I raise this evening is for the Minister for
Planning, the Honourable Justin Madden. Last
Wednesday night I attended a meeting of the Fair Go
landowners group along with my colleague Matthew
Guy. This was the third meeting in a series. Each
meeting has steadily grown in attendance, and there
were approximately 380 angry residents there that
night. The temperature outside the hall was
approximately 6 degrees Celsius, but I can assure
members it was much warmer inside.
Mr Guy — It was very hot.
Mrs PETROVICH — It was hot. The area of
concern has arisen over planning issues which are a
direct result of the rural review undertaken by the
Macedon Ranges Shire Council. In many cases
landowners have had permits refused, and they are now
so disheartened that they are not reapplying. The initial
purpose of these rural reviews was to protect the right
to farm on rural land. Planning staff at councils are
making officers recommendations to refuse under the
guise of state planning policy. This is placing
councillors in the position of not accepting the officers
recommendations and having to move alternative
motions. For those councillors who do not have
planning qualifications, this is a minefield.
The action I seek is that the minister explain to me and
the many affected landowners how the state
government’s planning policy requirements have
improved the right to farm or the lifestyle of affected
landowners. I hope his response will give those
landowners a fair go.

Brimbank: Sydenham community centre
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for Local
Government in the other place. It concerns the
Sydenham community centre, which is owned by
Brimbank City Council. A state-registered child-care
facility operates at the centre, and the committee of
management of the centre is chaired by a Brimbank
councillor. The issue of possible conflict of interest
pales into insignificance compared with some of the
allegations that have been brought to my attention
about conduct with regard to the centre. At the very
least these allegations imply gross mismanagement, and
on the surface it appears that there may be cases of
fraud and misappropriation of funds.
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One former employee has provided evidence that no
employer contributions were paid into her
superannuation fund. Moneys were taken from her
wages for the purposes of superannuation but were not
deposited in the fund. Funds for long service leave and
holiday pay are also missing. I am informed that at least
12 other people — both former and current
employees — are also in this situation. There is also a
question hanging over some $50 000 which is missing
and which apparently was written off as bad debt. An
investigation into the conduct of the management of the
centre is desperately needed. I am asking for a full
ministerial investigation into the role played by the
Brimbank City Council in the activities of the
Sydenham community centre. I ask the minister to
report to police any criminal activity that is found.

Responses
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Community
Services) — I thank members for their adjournment
matters, which I will draw to the attention of my
ministerial colleagues.
Andrea Coote raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Children in the other place, Lisa Neville,
seeking her support for early intervention programs to
help those families in the community whose children
have autism and require early intervention support.
Peter Hall raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Health in the other place. I have already
indicated to Mr Hall that I think the Minister for
Health’s intervention might be to draw to the attention
of another minister the member’s hope that the vacant
police station site in Nicholson Street, Bairnsdale, will
be made available for the potential use for health
purposes in the years to come.
Colleen Hartland raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Mental Health in the other place, Lisa
Neville, seeking her support to add to the resource
allocation to implement policies as outlined in the
Towards a New Blueprint document released recently.
Jaala Pulford raised a matter for my attention and urged
me to join her at a community event in Horsham to
support the great endeavours of her community. It has
embarked on a community engagement project and has
created a community action centre. The great calibre of
the work that is being undertaken by the community
has previously been conveyed to me. If my diary
allows, I would be very pleased to join her and those
community members in Horsham North to celebrate
their great achievement, the ongoing capacity of their
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community centre and the neighbourhood renewal
program.
Inga Peulich raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Gaming in the other place seeking his
review of the activities that took place during the
Responsible Gambling Awareness Week. Even though
she could outline to me and the chamber a great deal of
material regarding the week published by various
stakeholders and appropriate bodies in the sector, she as
a market researcher in the field could not find any
material beyond that provided by websites, press
releases and attachments. She is seeking the minister’s
support to make sure the information permeates the
community to the extent that we would all agree is
warranted.
Damian Drum raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Agriculture in the other place regarding the
allocation of ash timber from sites east of the Hume
Highway to Black Forest Timbers in the second of its
five-year agreements after it had agreed to give up
licence allocations in the Wombat forest.
Martin Pakula raised a matter for the Minister for
Public Transport in the other place seeking her advice
about the way in which the timetables and new service
provision in the western suburbs will be delivered so
that he can share that with his constituents.
David Koch raised a matter for the attention of the
Attorney-General in the other place. I am not sure that
the Attorney-General is the appropriate minister to deal
with the issue of overhead speed-monitoring devices,
but I will refer that matter on. Mr Koch believes we are
obliged to maintain the accuracy of those devices.
Edward O’Donohue raised a matter for the attention of
the Minister for Agriculture in the other place seeking
his personal intervention in the process that will lead to
the reduction of commercial fishing activity in Western
Port bay. He asks that the minister provide commercial
fishers with some degree of confidence regarding the
way in which these matters will be dealt with.
Matthew Guy raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Roads and Ports in the other place, after
painting a very vivid picture of the Heidelberg area and
its richness of virtues. He believes they would be added
to by having a zebra crossing in the precinct.
Donna Petrovich raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Planning seeking his explanation of
planning scheme arrangements. She was seeking his
enthusiastic response in relation to those planning
scheme regimes so that she could be satisfied and,
perhaps more importantly, so that landowners who seek
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to develop their properties or maintain their businesses
can do so with some degree of certainty, particularly in
the Macedon Ranges.
Bernie Finn raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Local Government in the other place
seeking his investigation of matters relating to a
community centre operated out of a facility owned by
the Brimbank council.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The house stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 10.36 p.m.
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Thursday, 7 June 2007
The PRESIDENT (Hon. R. F. Smith) took the chair
at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

PAYROLL TAX BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr LENDERS
(Minister for Education).

PETITION
Following petition presented to house:

Nuclear energy: federal policy
To the Legislative Council of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of Victoria draws to the
attention of the Legislative Council the commonwealth
government’s promotion of a nuclear industry in Australia
and the strong likelihood that Victoria will be selected as a
site for the construction of a nuclear power facility.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
of Victoria reaffirm the opposition of the Victorian
government to the creation of a nuclear industry in Victoria,
including the construction of a nuclear power plant.

By Mr SCHEFFER (Eastern Victoria)
(564 signatures)
Laid on table.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Budget estimates 2007–08 (part 2)
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) presented
report, including appendices and minutes of
evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I move:
That the Council take note of the report.
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I made my comments in relation to the budget estimates
upon the tabling of part 1 of the report, so I do not think
there is a need to reprise those comments.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
wish to join Mr Pakula in speaking on the presentation
of part 2 of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee’s budget estimates report. We are looking
forward to part 3, which will be the more analytical
report and which was the subject of concern with the
part 1 report. While we still have the same concerns
with part 2, this is just the continuation from the part 1
report.
To put it in some context, now that the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee hearings have been
completed and all ministers have presented, I can say
that the entire budget estimates hearing process
involved 51 hours of proceedings that extended over
14 days; in excess of 530 questions were researched
and raised by committee members; there were
128 questions on notice and 35 unasked questions; the
provision of evidence by 10 departments and the
parliamentary departments; hearing of evidence from
91 witnesses; and 626 pages of transcript.
The chair’s report speaks about the importance of
part 3. We certainly look forward to that. I again put on
the record our gratitude to the secretariat that supported
the committee during those hearings: Karen Taylor, the
office manager, is working under enormous pressure at
the moment while there is no executive officer and they
are trying to find a couple more research officers;
Jennifer Nathan, the business support officer; Mark
Roberts, the manager of the joint committee
administration office; and certainly the research officers
who have put this work together, Joanne Marsh and Ian
Claessen; and the specialist advisers, Joe Manders and
John Misiano. Thank you for your commitment and
work.
I know there is still more work to be done in the
presentation of part 3. It will obviously take a lot longer
because it will be more the analytical side to the work
that is required, but I appreciate the work that has been
done. I look forward to seeing part 3 of the report, as I
am sure will other committee members, Parliament and
the people of Victoria in terms of the key findings and
recommendations relating to the budget estimates
hearings for 2007–08.
Motion agreed to.
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Victorian Auditor-General’s Office: financial
audit 2006–07
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan)
presented report, including appendices.
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BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, 19 June.

Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I
move:
That the Council take note of the report.

Whilst this is a small report, it is important to the
Parliament. It is about holding the Auditor-General to
account through the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee process. The subcommittee that undertook
the inquiry was made up of the chair of the committee,
the member for Burwood in the other place, Bob
Stensholt; the deputy chair, the member for Scoresby in
the other place, Kim Wells; the member for Mordialloc
in the other place, Janice Munt; and me. I again express
appreciation for the work done by the relevant officers.
Regarding the selection process, it was clear that a
limited number of people had applied. Under item 2.6,
recommendation 1 is that in accordance with section 17
of the Audit Act 1994, as amended, we appoint Terry
Benfold of Pitcher Partners to conduct the financial
audit of the Victorian Auditor-General’s office for the
2006–07 year. It is important that the Parliament have
an overview of that process. It is a solid and good
report.

Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Office of the Workplace Relations Advocate:
complaints
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) — In the
last Parliament a number of members, including Helen
Buckingham, who at that time represented Koonung
Province with me, sought intervention by the workplace
relations advocate in respect of concerns that they had
about employers who were underpaying or not meeting
award conditions for staff in their employ. I note that
the Minister for Industrial Relations in the other place,
Mr Hulls, has shown a disinclination to refer to the
workplace relations advocate any investigation of work
directions and complaints made in respect of its
treatment of workers.
If we are to have confidence in the workplace relations
advocate and in the integrity of that system we need to
refer all matters of complaint to the workplace relations
advocate, not simply those that are a matter of
convenience at a particular period of time. We certainly
need to ensure that debates on workplace relations are
not a matter of hypocrisy.

Motion agreed to.

Teachers: support
PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Judicial Remuneration Tribunal — Report No. 1 on Judicial
Allowances and Conditions of Service, May 2007.
Judicial Remuneration Tribunal Act 1995 — Statement of
Reasons in relation to Report No. 1 of the Judicial
Remuneration Tribunal pursuant to section 14(2) of the Act.
Multicultural Affairs — Whole of Government Report, 2005–
06.
A Statutory Rule under the following Act of Parliament:
Evidence Act 1958 — No. 42.
Victorian Law Reform Commission — Final Report on
Assisted Reproductive Technology and Adoption.

Mr HALL (Eastern Victoria) — Last week I was a
guest of the Governor at a maths and science round
table convened to discuss the teaching of maths and
science in schools. I was extremely grateful for the
invitation and found the day’s discussions productive.
The contributions from many participants reminded me
of the huge and sometimes unreasonable expectations
we have of teachers. We expect our teachers to inspire,
to motivate and to educate students while at the same
time being cognisant of their individual learning needs
and social and personal circumstances. We are quick to
criticise teachers for poor learning outcomes, even
when the personal circumstances of students may
prevent them from achieving all they are capable of.
It is my view that the education of young people is the
responsibility of a community broader than the
classroom teacher. After all, a child spends far more
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time out of the classroom than in it. Learning is not
confined to the classroom. Whether we be parents,
grandparents, family friends, neighbours or the local
sporting coaches, we all have a contribution to make
towards the education of the children we come into
contact with. That contribution should be supportive of
classroom teachers in the very difficult and complex
task they undertake.

Planning: St Kilda triangle development
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan) — Last
Thursday night I attended a briefing at the St Kilda
town hall by the successful tenderer for the
‘redevelopment’ of the St Kilda triangle site. There has
been a lot of hype and spin around this proposal since
its release, and there was a lot at the meeting as well.
The first thing to remember is that the triangle site is
Crown land — public land. Half of it is public open
space and it belongs to the people of Victoria.
Whatever hype there is about the architectural merits or
otherwise of the design, what is before the public now
is a total overdevelopment of the site. Everyone agreed
that the site needed a makeover to improve the public
space, and the community was promised an upgrade of
the Palais Theatre, a focus on art and public
entertainment and improved public open space. Instead
the community has been presented with an over-the-top
proposal that includes, among other things, 181 retail
outlets, 6 entertainment venues, a 73-room hotel,
1150 car spaces, restaurants, cafes and a supermarket.
We are talking about public land, about the size of a
couple of football fields, on the foreshore. The state
government has consistently refused to commit public
funds to the upgrade of the triangle site, which is an
abrogation of its responsibility as custodian of the site
on behalf of the people of Victoria. Due to this lack of
support from the state government the community is
being presented with what is no less than a shopping
complex to pay for the modest improvements that were
needed on the site. While a few people are waxing
lyrical about design and excitement, most people that I
have spoken to in the community are totally dismayed.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Rail: Kerang accident
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) — The terrible
tragedy that befell the community at Kerang on
Tuesday is a stark reminder to us all of the horror of
what can happen on the roads. As someone who for
many years was a truck driver, I know the dangers that
exist on the roads and the images of tragedies that live
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with us for life. Each and every one of us feels deeply
for all the victims. I take this opportunity to extend my
deepest and most sincere condolences to the families
and friends of all the victims. I also wish to pass on my
praise to all the members of the services, many of
whom are volunteers, who acted with such
professionalism in responding to this tragedy, including
the police, the paramedics, the hospital staff and many
others. While the Bracks government is doing its very
best to fight the scourge of road trauma, collisions will
still happen. I plead with all Victorian drivers to take
extra care on our roads — and more so on the long
weekend that is coming up.

Moorabbin Children’s Traffic School: future
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
matter today concerns the Moorabbin Children’s
Traffic School, which I have talked about in this
chamber on a number of occasions. That important
school has provided an opportunity for young children
to learn about road safety and the road rules in a safe
environment in a way that enables them to understand
some of the challenges they will meet as they go
forward in their young lives.
Unfortunately the Bracks government has chosen to
withdraw funding from that important traffic school
that has provided assistance to generations of people in
the south-east of Melbourne. I report to the house with
concern the delay in taking an interest in this matter by
the local member, the member for Bentleigh in the
other place, Rob Hudson, and his lack of enthusiasm
locally for protecting this important institution. He
should have acted much earlier. It has been only in the
past few days that he has become more interested in
this matter and indeed has finally convened a meeting
of one or two of the local police officers and a number
of people from local kindergartens. But people are not
impressed. This will not be a public, open meeting.
There are many who would have liked to have had their
say at this meeting, and the community is not happy
with the way the member has behaved in this matter.
The solution is for the school to be reopened. It requires
a modest amount of money, and the Premier and the
local member should have found these additional
resources.

Royal Victorian Association of Honorary
Justices
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — Last
Saturday morning at the Ballarat town hall I was
privileged to speak to a group of honorary justices who
had come from around Victoria to attend a training
session held by the Royal Victorian Association of
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Honorary Justices. The association has a long and
proud history of providing high-level training for
justices of the peace and bail justices. It was wonderful
to see their training course being held in regional
Victoria. The work of the justices is important in so
many ways, including community protection and the
upholding of rights, responsibilities and equality before
the law, which are the very building blocks of our
society. Bail justices hear and determine out-of-session
bail applications, which typically occur outside normal
court hours and at any time of the day or night. Justices
of the peace witness statutory declarations and receive
affidavits as a service to the community.
It takes real dedication and effort to serve the
community in this way. Many rural honorary justices
often have to travel more than 100 kilometres to do
their duty and attend hearings — again, often in the
middle of the night. It is a wonderful service that these
people provide through their active commitment to
fairness and justice in our community. I would like to
thank them for their tireless and selfless work.

Timboon P–12 School: crossing
Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — I have received
a letter from a concerned parent, Wendy Maskell, from
Timboon about the Timboon school crossing. The letter
states in part:
I am hoping to get something done about this dangerous
crossing before it is too late.
I am writing to complain about the school crossing outside the
police station. My son puts the flags out morning and night on
a school day. Occasionally I put them out if he can’t. It is a
very dangerous crossing as it is on a corner and also the speed
limit is 60 kilometres —

an hour —
… I have complained to the police but of course they can’t be
there all the time.
…
Does someone have to be hit or killed before something is
done? I will not step onto the crossing until I know that the
vehicles will stop. In the fog it is even worse.
The speed signs need to be changed to 40 kilometres —

an hour —
as it is a school crossing. Another suggestion I have had said
to me is lights or even perhaps the flashing lights for when the
flags are out.
Something needs to be done, and I am asking could you
please at least look into this dangerous crossing before it is
too late.
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I call on VicRoads to work with the Corangamite shire
and the school to address this issue before there is a
tragedy.

Small Towns Development Fund:
Bannockburn and Shelford
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I rise to
mention just two examples of the use of the Small
Towns Development Fund that I have witnessed in
recent times. The first was the opening of stage 2 of the
Bannockburn industrial estate on Tuesday, 15 May
2007, by the Minister for Agriculture in the other place,
Joe Helper.
Supported by the Shire of Golden Plains, the local
chamber and individual businesses, the stage 2
development is now under way with substantial
buildings constructed and many more ready to be built.
Stage 2 demonstrates the substantial growth of
Bannockburn, the air of confidence and a team of
people who are about taking Bannockburn forward,
hinting that further stages will be necessary in the
not-too-distant future.
The second example is the opening of the community
meeting space at Shelford overlooking the Shelford
oval, which has seen many a good cricket and football
match over the years. It is a multiuse community space
named in honour of Bill Gillett, a living icon in
Shelford — a deeply loved and respected man. I take
this opportunity to wish Bill and his wife, Sybil, all the
best in the coming years. I also take this opportunity to
congratulate the Golden Plains shire in working with
the local communities in a tireless way and working
with the government to address the needs identified by
those communities.

Business: Next Big Thing Award
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — On
Friday, 25 May, a couple of weeks ago, I had the
pleasure and privilege of being invited to present the
major awards for the Next Big Thing Award by
INNOVIC to a range of innovative young companies. It
was a trip down memory lane for me, seeing terrific
young companies doing new and interesting things. I
want to record in the house some of the outstanding
new young Victorian companies and the sorts of things
they are doing to show why we can be confident about
the next generation of our economy.
Minnamurra Aquaponics has worked out how to
combine aquaponics in terms of fish culture with
aquaponic agriculture. The fish waste is used to fertilise
the agriculture and the agriculture delivers back by
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cleaning the water for the fish. It is very clever stuff,
and it is working very effectively. In an industrial
context Sensear Pty Ltd provides special ear mufflers
that have directional microphones that allow people to
keep the mufflers on in a noisy industrial environment
but also speak directly with each other. The winning
firm among many fine entries was V-Focus, which
works in the medical arena. The V-Focus circuit and
catheter system provides safe, efficient targeting
delivery of therapeutics to the beating heart of a
conscious patient with minimal loss of the agent to
other areas of the body. This is an important and very
successful innovation. V-Focus has already sold
50 units to research laboratories around the world,
including the Harvard medical school. This is testimony
to the outstanding and innovative work of new
Victorian companies.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Metec Driver Training Centre: achievements
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) — I would like
to congratulate the board and management of the Metec
Driver Training Centre, which is located in Bayswater
within my electorate. Metec is a not-for-profit
community organisation which runs courses for drivers
ranging from inexperienced learners to the most
experienced drivers.
It runs a fantastic program that has been utilised by
private and public secondary schools from all over the
state for students over 15 years of age. The course
objective includes an understanding of theory and
practice of driving procedures; road rules; attitude
towards other road users; and the skills and knowledge
needed to obtain a learners permit. Very importantly it
teaches students to drive well enough to be ready to be
taken out on the road by a parent or a driving instructor.
Anyone who has given their 16-year-old kid a driving
lesson would understand the importance of that.
I would like to thank Mike Welsh and Neill Sheldon for
giving me a tour of the centre, including the 5-kilometre
controlled roadway that includes practice parking bays,
skid planes and traffic lights. I support Metec’s early
learning approach to driving.

Osteoporosis: free bone scans
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I want to
highlight a recent campaign announcement by the
Minister for Innovation in the other place, John
Brumby. It is a terrific initiative that will allow
Victorians to have a free bone scan to help guard
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against osteoporosis. It is being undertaken jointly with
a dairy company, Fonterra, and will provide for some
600 people to be scanned each day on a bone density
machine which has been specially designed for mobile
health check centres. It is estimated that one in two
women and one in three men in Australia who are over
60 years will suffer from osteoporosis fractures. The
bone scan machine will do a quick and simple scan of
the quality and strength of bones, and provide a general
indication of a person’s bone health. This initiative will
help to provide thousands of Victorians with
information that will help them reduce their risk of
developing osteoporosis. Osteoporosis is a condition
which causes bones to become fragile and brittle, and
leads to a higher risk of fractures.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS AND PAPERS
Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria: report 2006
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — I rise this
morning to comment on the Report to the Victorian
Parliament for 2006 of the Anti-Cancer Council of
Victoria, which operates under the business name
Cancer Council Victoria. Looking through some of the
more pertinent aspects of the report, I note that the
president’s report contains a detailed summary of the
work the council is doing to limit the impact of cancer
in the community. It believes the best chance of doing
this is by promoting the environment and behaviours
that facilitate cancer prevention.
Throughout the report you can see the very strong link
the council places on cancer prevalence and that of
tobacco and smoking. Some of the other statistics in the
report include the fact that by the age of 75 more than
one in three men and almost one in four women in
Victoria will develop a cancer other than
non-melanocytic skin cancer. Statistics released in
November 2006 by Cancer Council Victoria’s cancer
registry show than in 2004 a total of 13 000 men and
nearly 11 000 women presented with new cancers, and
5283 men and over 4000 women died of cancer. This is
Victoria and Australia’s leading cause of death. Nearly
30 per cent of all deaths are attributable to cancers, with
24 per cent of all deaths in this state being attributable
to coronary diseases.
A large portion of that quantum is effectively
attributable to the use of tobacco. It is important that we
understand the link between cancers and the work that
the Quit organisation is doing under the guidance of the
Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria. A link has been made
in the report between reducing smoking and examining
tobacco regulation. There is a tobacco control unit
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within the council which has shown that there has been
an overall reduction in smoking prevalence since 1983,
so the numbers have in fact been coming down.
This downward trend has continued in recent years and
there has been a significant reduction in the prevalence
of male smoking. It has come down from 24 per cent to
20 per cent over a seven-year period. The worrying
factor is that smoking rates among women have
declined at a much lower rate, effectively from 18 per
cent down to a fraction under 17 per cent over the same
seven-year period. It is a worrying trend that many of
the women in our communities continue to smoke. It is
also a worry when we realise that the prevalence of
smoking in our community tends to peak in a specific
age group of young girls, the 16 to 18-year-old bracket.
That tends to get up into the high 20 per cent range, so
we still have a real problem there.
While we are extremely concerned about the
percentage of Victorian secondary school students who
were smoking in 2005, the number is trending
downwards. However, the overriding evidence suggests
that it is not trending down at a fast enough rate. We
still have the situation in this state where it is not illegal
for young people to smoke. Mixed messages are being
given to young people. There has simply not been
enough funding made available to the Quit helplines,
which have a huge impact on the prevalence of
smoking throughout the state. While this report
mentions that there are some positive trends
happening — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Victorian Child Death Review Committee:
report 2007
Mr ELASMAR (Northern Metropolitan) — I rise to
speak about the 2007 report of the Victorian Child
Death Review Committee into the deaths of children
who were known to the child protection service. As a
parent the issue of the premature deaths of young
children is very difficult to talk about, especially the
deaths of children who are known by the child
protection service to be at risk. During 2006,
18 children died. This number is surprisingly
comparable to child deaths within the overall
community. The cause of death of those who made up
the largest group of child deaths was either acquired
illness or congenital disease; four children died of
unknown causes, and these causes are yet to be
determined by the state coroner; and these were
followed by deaths as a result of accidents and sudden
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infant death syndrome. This disease, known as SIDS, is
well known to the entire community.
I cannot think of anything more tragic than to lose one’s
baby before it has a chance to establish its life and
express its personality to the world in general. Only the
grieving parents could know and suffer the anguish of
wondering whether they had done something or had not
done something to cause the tragedy. Sixty-seven per
cent of the overall reported child deaths were of
children under one year of age. In fact in 2006 no
adolescent deaths were recorded and one death of an
Aboriginal child was recorded. The most significant
feature of the child death review and the families
involved in it is that a number of factors are known to
reduce parenting ability or capacity. These factors are
parental mental illness, substance abuse and systemic
family violence. In most cases families presented with
more than one of the underlying causes of poor
parenting. Many parents involved in this review had
themselves suffered abuse and mistreatment at the
hands of their parents, thus establishing a cycle of
neglect and maltreatment of their children.
Child protection services has put in place over several
years programs and monitoring systems to help identify
and protect children who are desperately in need of
intervention. The child deaths inquiry process is about
establishing a nationally agreed framework to
categorise all child deaths within both the general
community and the child protection service that are
attributable to fatal neglect and abuse. The overall
intention is to achieve better outcomes for all
vulnerable children and their disadvantaged families.
I commend the child protection service for its vigilance
and compassion when dealing with the disadvantaged,
the underprivileged and the mentally challenged parents
in our community who, by necessity, come under the
watchful eye of the Department of Human Services. I
also commend the minister and this sad report to the
house.

Planning: ministerial intervention statement
2006–07
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) — I wish
to comment on a statement on ministerial interventions
in planning matters tabled in this house by the Minister
for Planning earlier this week. I welcome this
statement, and I welcome the periodic statements by the
minister explaining the various interventions that have
been made. I note that many of the interventions that
are made occur because of approaches by municipal
councils wanting to resolve issues that they have some
difficulty with in terms of their planning schemes — in
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some cases to facilitate better community outcomes, in
other cases to resolve outstanding zoning issues and to
address matters such as heritage overlays. I notice that
in this particular swathe of interventions that certainly
applied to Moonee Valley.
This report includes a couple of interventions that are of
great interest to me and no doubt my colleagues in the
Eastern Metropolitan Region, because they concern
Whitehorse and Maroondah councils. In the case of
Maroondah council the intervention no doubt was
undertaken in collaboration with the city. It centres on
the opportunities of the transit zone and the proposed
redevelopment of much of the central Ringwood area to
integrate public transport solutions and development
solutions in and around the central area of Ringwood. A
considerable amount of work has been done in
Ringwood by the local municipality, supported by state
government authorities. Ms Kronberg and I attended a
function the minister was at late last year outside the
Maroondah clock tower to discuss some elements of
the — —
Mrs Kronberg — The launching of the flags.
Mr ATKINSON — It was the launching of flags,
unfortunately. It was not a terribly significant
announcement; I think the minister had a hole in his
diary that day. But nonetheless it was good to see him
come out to Ringwood and have the chance to see what
some of the opportunities might be in that area,
particularly with EastLink opening, some significant
work proceeding on public transport and significant
private investment, particularly by QIC. The
intervention here was about facilitating that
development, and I hope the minister remains attuned
to the needs of the Ringwood community in addressing
quite a range of areas — development, traffic,
environmental and certainly transport issues — as it
moves forward in bringing to realisation its transit city
ambitions.
The other issue that I note with some interest is the City
of Whitehorse’s proposal where the minister intervened
to introduce height controls in a number of
neighbourhood centres within Whitehorse — in fact in
53 neighbourhood centres. This intervention provided
an interim cover on those neighbourhood centres. I note
that occurred just before the election and I understand
that at that time there was an effort to try to ensure that
there was no further controversy in the city of
Whitehorse over height controls because, of course, that
is the municipality that had the multi-storey tower —
some 15 storeys — proposed for Mitcham in a totally
inappropriate development for that suburb.
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I note that whilst the ministerial intervention covering
53 centres is a welcome step and gives some certainty
to the community in Whitehorse, it still does not cover
any development height controls in Mitcham,
Blackburn, Nunawading or a number of other centres
up and down the railway line, in particular the major
centres which are most likely to encourage or attract
significant levels of development. The community
certainly does not want to see the sort of
overdevelopment that was suggested in Mitcham and I
would hope the minister works with the local
municipality to resolve a better outcome for all centres
within the Whitehorse municipality, and indeed the
broader eastern suburbs area, over a period.

Mount Buller and Mount Stirling Alpine
Resort Management Board: report 2005–06
Ms BROAD (Northern Victoria) — This morning I
wish to speak on the Mount Buller and Mount Stirling
Alpine Resort Management Board annual report for
2005–06. The message from the chairman of the board,
John Dyson, at the commencement of the report refers
to the 2006 snow season as experiencing the lowest
recorded snowfall since 1973. I am pleased to say that
with just two days to go before the official start to the
2007 season, conditions are being reported as providing
the best start for seven years. In fact with some
25 centimetres of snow falling last week, the resort will
be open tomorrow in advance of the official opening by
the Deputy Premier on Saturday.
I can certainly recall the 2006 official opening at Mount
Buller as being entirely dependent on artificial
snowmaking, which was okay provided you did not get
too close to the machines. Those very challenging
circumstances served to underline the importance of the
investment in snowmaking at Mount Buller. This year
the Mount Buller and the Mount Stirling Alpine Resort
Management Board expects to commission the new
$3.4 million wastewater reuse and water conservation
project. I am pleased that the Bracks government has
made a $1 million investment in that project and as a
result 2 million litres of water can be recycled daily and
used for snowmaking. That project is in line with the
aims of another initiative launched in 2006 by the
alpine industry called Keep Winter Cool. That initiative
is about demonstrating a leadership role in relation to
addressing the impact of climate change on alpine
environments.
The annual report also refers to the very successful
opening in 2006 of the new visitor information centre at
Mansfield by the then Minister for Tourism in the other
place, John Pandazopoulos. That information centre is a
joint initiative of the Mansfield shire and the board, and
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it is a terrific demonstration of the strong and
productive relationship between the two communities.
There are many other actions outlined in the annual
report including implementing the first year of the
mountain pygmy possum recovery plan for the
endangered and iconic Burramys parvus. I wish to refer
also to the period between the 2006 and 2007 snow
seasons and the fires that threatened the resort over a
six-week period over summer. I would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate the local community, the
resort management board, the lift company, the
Country Fire Authority and the Department of
Sustainability and Environment for their outstanding
efforts in saving the community.
Finally, I wish to acknowledge and thank the chair,
John Dyson, and all the members and staff of the
Mount Buller and Mount Stirling Alpine Resort
Management Board, as well as Buller Ski Lifts, for
their contributions over the 2005–06 year and wish
them all the best for the coming weekend and the year
ahead.

Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria: report 2006
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — I rise
to report to this house on the Anti-Cancer Council of
Victoria report to the Victorian Parliament for 2006. In
doing so I ask that we pause in our own quiet moments
to reflect on the lives that are lost to cancer and the
suffering of cancer patients in this state.
The Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria operates under the
business name of the Cancer Council Victoria. To
deliver on its core activity of cancer control the Cancer
Council both conducts and supports research and
provides support and prevention programs across
Victoria. These programs are conducted by units that
carry out both epidemiological and behavioural
research. They include the tobacco control unit, Quit
Victoria, the Victorian cancer registry and public
education and support units.
The Cancer Council Victoria also advocates for the
alleviation of the physical and emotional burden of
cancer. This is accomplished by reducing the impact of
cancer. Activities include the promotion of
environments and behaviours that facilitate cancer
prevention; support of early cancer-detection screening;
and multicultural and multilingual communication
strategies. The capacity building of the organisation
encompasses measures such as ensuring appropriate
funding levels, continuous improvement of efficiency
and effectiveness, nurturing of its human resources and
all the time ensuring the council’s integrity. The council
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disseminates knowledge and assumes responsibility for
the evaluation and monitoring of both basic and applied
research. I am pleased to say that during 2006 the
council celebrated 70 years of service to Victorians.
During that period of time of patient support, education
and research the cure rate for cancer patients in Victoria
has improved from less than 25 per cent to more than
60 per cent.
The prevalence of cancer in this state is defined in the
following way: by the age of 75 more than one in three
men and almost one in four women in Victoria will
develop cancer. In 2004 as many as 9613 Victorians
lost their lives to cancer. However, the encouraging
news is that cancer deaths for men and women continue
to decrease at an annual rate of about 1.2 per cent and
0.9 per cent respectively. In the area of funding for
biological and clinical research the council supports
cancer researchers working in Victorian universities,
hospitals and medical research institutes. In 2006 its
medical and scientific committee had a budget of
$4.86 million to fund biomedical research. In 2006 it
funded 37 research projects, 15 postgraduate
scholarships, 7 postdoctoral fellowships, 5 major
fellowships, and vacation studentships.
The Cancer Council Victoria is the lead agency for a
$7 million grant from the Department of Innovation,
Industry and Regional Development under the science,
technology and innovation infrastructure grant
program. In 2006 the council’s trial management
scheme awarded grants totalling $750 000 to 18 cancer
treatment centres. Statewide cancer prevention and
early detection programs include SunSmart, PapScreen,
the men’s cancer program, breast cancer programs,
cancer education of multicultural communities, bowel
cancer screening, obesity prevention and a general
practice program. Turning to the end of the report I can
say the Auditor-General has given a qualified audit
opinion because of the management of cash — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Auditor-General: Maintaining Victoria’s Rail
Infrastructure Assets
Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — I rise to
make a statement on the Auditor-General’s report
entitled Maintaining Victoria’s Rail Infrastructure
Assets. It is also timely for me to express my sorrow at
the death and injury caused by the collision at Kerang
on Tuesday and send out my best wishes to the families
and loved ones of the victims.
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I want to congratulate the Auditor-General on his report
and focus primarily on two elements: the renewal and
maintenance of metropolitan infrastructure and, by
contrast, the review of maintenance of intrastate rail
infrastructure. What are the key findings? With regard
to the metropolitan rail infrastructure, at page 47 of the
report the Auditor-General finds in effect that the
condition of the track and the electrical and signalling
infrastructure is fit for purpose and that the
infrastructure has performed well but that there is scope
for further improvement. The fact that the
Auditor-General has found that there is scope for
further improvement in the metropolitan infrastructure
should be of no surprise to anybody. I certainly do not
suggest, and I do not imagine anybody on this side of
the house would suggest, that the metropolitan rail
infrastructure is either perfect or not in need of some
improvement. I think that is particularly so in the case
of signalling assets.
There are two points that should be made about that
finding. Firstly, the Department of Infrastructure (DOI)
has accepted all of the Auditor-General’s
recommendations. Secondly, and rather than reinvent
the wheel I will read from the Auditor-General’s
endorsement of the government’s Meeting Our
Transport Challenges plan. The Auditor-General says
in the report:
In May 2006, the government announced the Meeting Our
Transport Challenges (MOTC) plan. MOTC sets out a
10-year plan for shaping Victoria’s transport system to meet
the challenges it faces. For the metropolitan rail system,
MOTC identified capacity constraints and the need to replace
some obsolescent infrastructure as the key priorities. The
major actions include track capacity upgrades, additional
rolling stock, new train control and communications systems
and the upgrading of infrastructure within the Melbourne
underground rail loop (MURL).
MOTC aimed to set out the government’s actions to address
the capacity constraints on the metropolitan rail system and
the plan does this. MOTC is valuable, because it identifies the
parts of the rail infrastructure which need to be upgraded or
expanded to meet these capacity challenges.

Whilst identifying the problem, the Auditor-General,
also identifies that there is a plan in place to fix the
problem.
By contrast, the intrastate infrastructure key findings
are that the arrangements established in 1999 by the
Kennett government did not provide for the adequate
maintenance and renewal of the infrastructure and that
the only light on the horizon to rectify the situation is
this government’s decision to buy back the lease. Some
of the findings are just damning of the Kennett
government’s abdication of responsibility for
maintenance, when a 15-year lease was signed with
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Rail America, or Freight Australia Ltd as it called itself,
which placed no obligation on the lessee to plan for
maintenance and renewal for the first 10 years.
Rather than reinvent the wheel, again I will read the
Auditor-General’s own words at page 55 of his report:
The May 1999 arrangements established by the previous
government provided neither: sufficient information to enable
DOI to understand the condition of the infrastructure; nor the
contractual means for addressing any problems with the
management of the assets. The arrangements for providing
access to competing rail freight operators did not work well,
with no operator managing to negotiate an access agreement.

It further states:
DOI has been constrained in the past by the terms of the lease.
The government’s buyback of the lease provides the
opportunity to revise the current arrangements.

The only hope for intrastate rail infrastructure is the
government’s decision to buy back the lease. In May
2006 the state announced an upgrade of the Mildura
line for freight purposes and contributed $53 million
towards the cost of the upgrade. That has only been
necessary because of the inadequacies in the lease
signed by the previous government.

Justice: asset confiscation operations 2005–06
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to speak on the report to the Attorney-General
on asset confiscation operations for 2005–06, which
includes an activities summary.
I went through Hansard and noticed that the last time I
spoke on a similar presentation to the Parliament was in
July 2005 on the activities summary of 2003–04. At
that point the value of assets seized under the
Confiscation Act 1997 was $4.286 million. The table
presented at page 6 of the current report shows a
gradual increase in the amount of assets recovered
through the process under the act. In 1998–99,
following the scheme’s introduction, the amount was
$0.76 million, and I am pleased to see in today’s report
that the figure for 2005–06 is $6.621 million. It shows
that the system is working at some level.
For those who may not be aware of the fact, I recall the
time that I was working as a detective in the then newly
established asset recovery squad, which was an
offshoot of the fraud squad, and the processes that we
had to go through to try to trace the assets that
suspected criminals gained through various activities.
At that time those activities were not necessarily related
to drugs, but that has been more the case in recent
years.
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I am pleased to see that the confiscation scheme as
outlined at page 4 of the report involves four main
stakeholders, including Victoria Police, and particularly
the criminal proceeds squad, as it is now called.
Obviously that has now developed and grown into its
own separate unit, and that is of advantage because it is
solely focused on that operation.
It is a difficult task, as we have seen from recent media
reports about Tony Mokbel — Fat Tony to his friends.
It is a difficult process where the assets are captured not
only in Victoria and right across Australia but
throughout the world in places where we do not
necessarily have the relationships that enable us to track
those assets. I am pleased to see that legislators around
the world are more aware of the money that is derived
from drugs.
While we can talk with some level of confidence about
the $6.6 million confiscated in 2005–06, it pales into
insignificance when you consider the amount of drug
money involved. Reports indicate that Mr Mokbel
offered $1.6 million to buy his escape. That shows the
amount of money these people have through drug
dealing.
I am also pleased the Office of Public Prosecutions is
the second component among the stakeholders
considered by the courts in the determination of the
orders made. Then there are the important asset
confiscation operations, which essentially are
responsible for the management of assets retained. I
recall long ago when I did a report for my bosses that
there was no management in relation to the location of
these sorts of orders made under the court’s jurisdiction.
I recall that a lot of these orders were placed in a
bottom drawer in a department.
Thankfully that has been improved. We now see a
gradual increase in these sorts of operations, and this
report demonstrates the hard work of Victoria Police,
the courts and the community in dealing with the
proceeds of crime.

University of Ballarat: report 2006
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — I wish to
make a statement on the University of Ballarat’s annual
report for 2006. The University of Ballarat is a vital
institution not only to the Ballarat region but to the
entire Western Victoria Region that I represent, with
many students being drawn from the broader region. I
am proud to speak on the university’s 2006 annual
report and the impact the university has on young
people in western Victoria.
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The university has 22 000 students and 1400 staff
across six campuses — three campuses in Ballarat and
one each in Horsham, Stawell and Ararat across my
electorate. The university has such a strong relationship
with the region that the mayor of the City of Ballarat,
Cr David Vendy, recently credited the University of
Ballarat with helping to lure groups like IBM, the State
Revenue Office and Rural Ambulance Victoria to
Ballarat with a supply of graduates ready to enter the
workforce.
Last year was a year of significant change for the
university, with Professor David Battersby being
appointed vice-chancellor in July and the university
changing its stated goals the following: to become the
leading multisector regional university in Victoria and
to be distinctive in its vision to achieve the university’s
goals in the region nationally and internationally.
I would like to focus on the regional part of that newly
stated goal, and I have met with Professor Battersby to
discuss the issue of youth retention and youth migration
patterns in regional Victoria and how tertiary education
can play a role in keeping young people in regional
Victoria. Professor Battersby and I, along with many
others throughout my region, share concerns about the
lack of tertiary education opportunities for young
people in regional Victoria and the trend for young
people to seek tertiary education in Melbourne. This is
why the University of Ballarat is so important in
western Victoria and why it plays a very important role
in keeping young people in regional Victoria. As I have
said before in the house, 79 per cent of graduates from
the University of Ballarat who are from regional
Victoria commence their first employment after
graduation in regional Victoria. This is critically
important because the university services the
Wimmera, the Grampians and the Western District as
well as the immediate Ballarat area.
Unfortunately only 29 per cent of 18-year-olds from the
Wimmera are at university, and 27 per cent from the
Western District. By contrast, 51 per cent of
18-year-old Melburnians are at university. Also
concerning is that 77 per cent of 18-year-olds from
regional Victoria who move to Melbourne to study do
not go back to their home communities. This means
two things: not enough regional Victorians are in
tertiary education, and those who are and who move to
Melbourne are not tending to make their way back.
This is a problem when four out of five people aged
between 18 and 35 cite post-secondary school
education and training as a reason they left regional
Victoria.
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What can be done about it? At a federal government
level perhaps reducing HECS (higher education
contribution scheme) debts for students at regional and
rural university campuses could be considered, and
increasing financial assistance for students studying at
regional or rural university campuses would encourage
young regional Victorians not only to go to university
and stay once there but to go to courses at a regional
university. Increased government funding for
universities would also help, as two-thirds of the
University of Ballarat’s funding is privately sourced.
More initiatives like the two new student residences on
Jamacra Place and Elsworth Street to help house
students coming in to Ballarat would be possible.
I would like to thank the University of Ballarat for its
good work in trying to boost tertiary education in
western Victoria to help keep regional Victorian youth
in regional Victoria, and documents like the
university’s annual report encourage me to believe the
university will be a willing partner in my quest to stop
the brain drain from country to city that occurs
throughout the nation.

Mount Buller and Mount Stirling Alpine
Resort Management Board: report 2005–06
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — I am
pleased to make a contribution to the statements on
reports and papers, in particular today on the Mount
Buller and Mount Stirling Alpine Resort Management
Board report for the year ended 31 October 2006.
The community is now aware of a great deal more
information since this annual report was tabled in
Parliament just a while ago. Yesterday in the
Parliament we had the results of financial statement
audits for agencies with other than 30 June 2006
balance dates in which there was a special focus by the
Auditor-General on alpine resorts. At a glance he said:
There were five alpine resort management boards required to
prepare financial statements for the financial year ended
31 October 2006.

They are, of course, Falls Creek, Mount Buller, Mount
Stirling, Mount Hotham, Lake Mountain and Mount
Baw Baw. He pointed to some financial issues in the
deterioration of the financial position of Lake Mountain
and Mount Baw Baw, and he also said:
Poor practices and inadequate documentation supporting
personal expenditure reimbursement payments for senior staff
and board members across the five alpine resorts were noted.
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One of his recommendations, very appropriately, was:
Alpine resort management boards should review and update
their policies and procedures relating to personal expenditure
reimbursements, so that expenditure is clearly related to
business purposes and supported by appropriate
documentation.

I could not agree more. He went further in pointing to
entity control environments and expenditure
reimbursement arrangements in particular and said at
page 42:
Our examination found that policies and procedures had
either not been established for expenditure reimbursement
claims or were deficient in some respects — including that
documented procedures and claimable amounts were
outdated; types of allowable expense claims were not
specified; and authorisation arrangements were not clearly
outlined.

He went on to say:
Partly due to these deficiencies and the failure in some
instances to follow established procedures, we found a
number of issues across the sector relating to expenditure
reimbursements, including:
tax invoices not provided to support expense claims
expense claims not appropriately authorised
…
inconsistencies in amounts claimed for mileage and
travel claim expenses
lack of documentation to support claims —

and most concerning of all —
a refund of $1100 to a board member for attending a
political fundraising event.

It is not yet fully clear who that board member is, but it
is starting to become somewhat clearer. I quote from
page 8 of today’s Age:
The Age believes this claim was made by the chairwoman of
the Falls Creek board of management, Judy Ward, to attend a
fundraising event for state Labor MP Rob Hudson, the
member for Bentleigh.

It is not my aim today to criticise in general the
individuals on those boards. They are volunteers who
do very good work. They have significant assets to
manage and the responsibility to protect the natural
environment in these important areas, and by and large
they do a very good job. However, if it is Ms Ward who
made the claim, as the Age believes, it is of great
concern that a chairperson would use money from a
resort management board to attend a political
fundraiser, in effect giving public money to the Labor
Party to pump up its coffers. That would be a disgrace.
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If it is true, there are real questions to be answered here.
If it is also true, as the Age also believes, that it is the
member for Bentleigh in the other place, Mr Hudson,
who was the recipient of the public money to pump up
his election campaign in Bentleigh, he has a lot of
explaining to do.
Ms Broad — That is not what he says.
Mr D. DAVIS — I think he should pay the money
back, Ms Broad.
Ms Broad — That is not what he says.
Mr D. DAVIS — That is not what he says, but that
is the information, and it has to be got to the bottom of.
He has not ruled it out, as you would see if you read
what is said in the paper. I will read it for your benefit:
Mr Hudson said that ‘of course’ he knew Ms Ward, but
declined to comment on whether she had attended the
fundraising event.
‘I have not accepted a payment from any public sector
agency’, he said. ‘Every payment I receive from fundraising
comes from individuals’.

But if it comes from Ms Ward and she later claims the
money out of the public purse, that is a concern. I have
to say Mr Hudson must have — —
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Gordon Institute of TAFE: report 2006
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — I rise to make
a contribution in respect of the Gordon Institute of
TAFE and its annual report for 2006. As many
members know, the Gordon institute is based in
Geelong — in fact the institute is almost synonymous
with the word ‘Geelong’. However, it now has
campuses outside Geelong in Colac, Werribee and, of
course, in Melbourne. I must say it was not until I was
in Stawell last week and spoke to a wonderful woman
named Val Findlay, a member of the ALP and a retired
librarian, about her memories of growing up in
Geelong, memories associated with the Gordon
institute, that I was prompted to try to track the genesis
of the Gordon Institute of TAFE. My search came up
with some dramatic results that I think will be of
interest to members, particularly those of us who have
always taken the Gordon a little too casually, as it has
always been there for us.
The Gordon opened its doors for the first time in 1887.
It was brought about by the need for tradespeople to be
trained up, and it operated as a night school for many
years. At first it catered mainly for tradespeople and
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operated at night from a single-storey hall, but it
developed into a proper institution. As I said, it now
covers five campuses, offers 220 nationally recognised
courses and has an annual student enrolment of 23 000.
It is no surprise that the Gordon institute is synonymous
with Geelong, because it has been part of Geelong for a
very long time. It has maintained its relevance in terms
of delivering skill training to the people of Geelong and
surrounding areas for a great length of time.
On a personal level I was pleasantly surprised to see
that the president of the Gordon Institute Council is
now Brian Williamson, who holds a very senior
position in product development at Ford Geelong. I last
saw him at the other side of the bargaining table. I
assure members that he is at the forefront of
technological development.
Mr D. Davis — Did you win?
Ms TIERNEY — Yes, we did. With him around,
we know that the Gordon is not just in good hands now
but also for the future. The state government has also
recognised this by contributing $9 million for the
building and construction centre at the institute, which
the Minister for Skills, Education Services and
Employment in the other place opened just last month.
It is a testament to and a great example of what
government, TAFE institutes, business and local
communities working together in partnership can do to
meet the emerging needs of business and individuals.
The Gordon Institute of TAFE has positioned itself well
and will continue to be the home of and engine for
producing skilled workers for Geelong and the
surrounding areas. I very much look forward to being
part of its ongoing development.

Victorian Child Death Review Committee:
report 2007
Mrs COOTE (Southern Metropolitan) — I speak
today on the annual report on inquiries into the deaths
of children known to child protection, which was
published by the Victorian Child Death Review
Committee. It is an absolute indictment of this
government. Let me get this quite straight: it is not
about the deaths of children in the wider community but
about the deaths of children who are known to child
protection services in this state. These are children who
have been notified to the Department of Human
Services, and the department has a duty of care and
understanding regarding them. In this state 18 children
died while under the auspices of child protection
services. This is not good enough.
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Let us put it into context. The 18 children who died
represent a 60 per cent increase on the year before.
There is absolutely no excuse for this. Ten of these
children were under six months of age. This is
absolutely appalling. We all know that the ethos and
philosophy of the child protection unit of the
department is to try to keep children in their homes with
their biological parents for as long as they possibly can
and to give the parents support for their children so that
they can overcome many of the hurdles they have to
experience, and I will certainly admit that some of these
hurdles are quite challenging. There is domestic
violence, alcohol abuse, drug abuse, mental illness and
a whole range of issues that cause stress for these
families and for the children born into them. But these
are families who are known to the department in one
way or another. There does not seem to be enough
cooperation between units within the Department of
Human Services to make quite certain that these
vulnerable children are protected and supported.
If children are not able to be supported within these
families, then we should have a much stronger process
whereby they are put into foster care until their parents
can sort out the problems and challenges they are faced
with. Ten children under six months of age in this state
did not live to experience a fruitful life of any sort. This
is totally unacceptable in our community. This report is
an indictment of the system, and it contains many
recommendations. I will take the opportunity to come
back and talk through this report during this segment of
another parliamentary week because it is important that
everyone in this chamber understands its significance.
As I said, the ethos of the government is to try to keep
children within their biological unit, and that is
commendable, but much more needs to be done. In the
end we are talking today about the children who have
died. What about the children who have been shaken
and now have brain damage? What about the children
who are born as alcoholics or are drug affected? These
are things we must identify and work on and for which
we must put funding into appropriate programs as a
matter of urgency, and this report highlights that. I hope
the minister and the government take note of what is in
the report, because we must not see another increase
when this report comes out next year. It is absolutely
appalling, and it is something the department can
actively do something about.
The executive summary of the report says:
The annual report serves two related, but distinct, functions.
First, it provides quantitative and demographic data about the
deaths of children known to child protection that occurred in
2006. Second, it provides qualitative analysis of child death
inquiries reviewed by the Victorian Child Death Review
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Committee in the reporting period between April 2006 and
March 2007.

The overview of the report says:
Historical analysis suggests that the death rate in the child
protection population is broadly comparable with the death
rate in the general Victorian community.

No child death is acceptable, especially not one that
happens under the auspices of child protection services.
The overview goes on to say:
A total of 18 children who were known to child protection
died in 2006: nine from acquired/congenital illness, four for
reasons unknown or yet to be determined, four from accidents
and one from (sudden infant death syndrome) SIDS.
In 2006 more than half the child deaths involved infants
younger than six months of age. Sixty-seven per cent of
deaths involved children aged younger than one year. No
adolescent deaths were recorded in 2006.

That is to be praised.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Finn) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Mount Buller and Mount Stirling Alpine
Resort Management Board: report 2005–06
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I would
like to make some comments on the Mount Buller and
Mount Stirling Alpine Resort Management Board
2005–06 annual report. It is timely to look at last year’s
report by the management board, given that the ski
season is about to open this coming weekend. It is
terrific to see that we have had significant snowfalls so
early in the season — I think around 25 centimetres of
snow has fallen already this year. I usually spend a bit
of time at the ski resorts in the alpine region over the
winter period, but unfortunately I will not be skiing this
year. Hopefully I will be up there, but I will not be
skiing this year due to recent surgery on one of my
knees.
It is great to see such significant snowfalls early in the
season, and I hope it indicates a bumper year. It has
certainly got to be better than it was last year. You only
have to have a bit of a look at the annual report, even if
you did not make it up to the snow last year — not that
there was much to see when you got up there — to see
that it was the worst season that had ever been
experienced by the resorts. In fact they had the lowest
snowfall during the last season in more than 30 years,
so it really was pretty bad.
Mount Stirling and Mount Buller were able to have a
season, and the reason they were able to have one was
that they were able to make snow. They had manmade
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snow, and for many years now they have been working
on putting the infrastructure in place so that they have
the capacity to augment natural snowfalls. In situations
like this — which has happened once in a bit more than
30 years — they were almost totally reliant on
manmade snow. I went up to Mount Buller last year in
what was probably the middle of the season, and you
could ski; some of the runs were open. I took my very
young nephew up there. He had some skiing lessons
and was able to do a few runs down Bourke Street, so
the resort was certainly open for business. That would
not have happened had it not been for the foresight and
planning put in place by the management board to
ensure Mount Buller had the necessary infrastructure.
If members look through the report they will see that
ecotourism is a real issue, one that members of the
board are looking at and have been looking at for some
time. They are certainly looking at ways that they can
open up the facilities in the ski resorts and the national
and state parks up there to ensure that they have more
visitors throughout the year.
In his message the chair of the management board
highlights just how much members of the board value
the strong and complementary relationship they have
with the other Crown land managers in the region,
including the Mansfield shire, Parks Victoria, the
Department of Sustainability and Environment and the
catchment management authority. I know that they all
work very closely together, to really make the best of
the natural resources and, of course, the ski resources
we have up there. Previously my parliamentary
colleague Candy Broad talked about the water
recycling project. It really is a fantastic project, on
which construction began back in 2006. The
commissioning was due in April and we will see it in
operation in August.
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate Phil
Nunn, the chief executive officer of the Mount Buller
and Mount Stirling board, and also all the members of
the management board on the fantastic job they did
during 2005–06. I wish them a fantastic coming season,
which I know will be an improvement on last year’s
season. It was not only a bad snow season last year, but
of course bushfires threatened that area as well.

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
AMENDMENT BILL
Statement of compatibility
For Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning),
Mr Lenders tabled following statement in
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accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, I make this statement of
compatibility with respect to the Professional Standards
Amendment Bill 2007.
In my opinion, the Professional Standards Amendment Bill
2007, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible
with the human rights protected by the charter. I base my
opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of bill
The Professional Standards Amendment Bill implements
certain procedural and machinery amendments to the
Professional Standards Act 2003 to enable the Victorian
Professional Standards Council and the Victorian government
to administer the legislation consistently with other
jurisdictions.
Human rights issues
1.

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

The provisions in this bill do not raise any human rights
issues.
2.

Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)

As the bill does not raise any human rights issues it does not
limit any human right and therefore it is not necessary to
consider section 7(2) of the charter.
Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities because it does not raise
human rights issues.
JUSTIN MADDEN, MLC
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Mr LENDERS (Minister
for Education).
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The Professional Standards Act 2003 was passed as part of
the national tort law reforms with the specific objectives of
improving professional service standards and limiting the
occupational liability of professionals in certain
circumstances. The Victorian act is based on the NSW
Professional Standards Act 1994. Similar legislation, based
on the NSW act, is now in effect in all other states and
territories. While jurisdictions have agreed to implement
nationally consistent professional standards laws they are not
necessarily uniform or model laws.
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The administration of state and territory professional
standards legislation on a national level is governed by the
intergovernmental Professional Standards Agreement 2005.
This agreement provides that jurisdictions will endeavour to
maintain a nationally consistent framework for the
administration of professional standards legislation by,
amongst others, appointing the same council members to each
of the state and territory professional standards councils,
using a common secretariat to support each council and also
providing for nationally consistent fees regulations.

clearer guidance as to how the funds might be used by the
council in performing its functions. There will be no loss of
accountability in terms of how money is received into or paid
out of the fund as the council is still required under the act to
provide an annual report to Parliament covering both its
operations and its finances.

This bill contains local amendments to the Victorian
Professional Standards Act 2003 in order to better enable the
Victorian council and the Victorian government to facilitate
the commitments made under the Professional Standards
Agreement and to make the Victorian act more consistent
with professional standards legislation in other jurisdictions.
The amendments are mainly procedural or machinery in
nature. The key amendments in this bill are as follows.

Finally, this bill will allow the council to make delegations to
the Secretary of the Department of Justice or an executive
officer to exercise some of the administrative functions on the
council’s behalf. The council consists of part-time members
who meet between 8 to 10 times annually to consider, review
and approve professional standards schemes. The council’s
members are professional members who hold other positions
or are engaged in full-time work. This will facilitate the
practical arrangements necessary for the administration of the
national framework under the intergovernmental agreement
without placing an undue burden on the council members
themselves.

A.

Inserting sufficient heads of power to promulgate
regulations

Currently, the fee structure for associations seeking to
participate in capped liability schemes under the Victorian act
is set out in schedule 4 of the act. The Standing Committee of
Attorneys-General has agreed to implement nationally
consistent fee regulations, based on the NSW regulations, in
all jurisdictions. As a result, schedule 4 of the Victorian act
will require replacement by regulations.
This schedule was included in the act on an interim basis in
the expectation that replacement regulations would be made
in future. However, while it is intended that much of the
current schedule will be remade in the regulations, there are
certain items in the schedule that cannot be remade in the
form of regulation without first including sufficient
supporting heads of power. Moreover, there are clauses in the
NSW-based regulations that are not currently in schedule 4
which will require inclusion in the Victorian regulations. The
current differences between schedule 4 and the NSW
regulations are due to amendments being made by the New
South Wales government to the New South Wales regulations
almost a year after the Victorian act was passed and also due
to ongoing discussions by the Standing Committee of
Attorneys-General to settle a final form of the proposed
regulations. Accordingly, further heads of power must be
inserted into the Victorian act in order to ensure that the
Victorian regulations can be made consistently with other
jurisdictions.
B.

Establishing a new and separate Professional
Standards Council Fund

Section 52 of the act provides that a trust fund shall be
established in the public account into which money
appropriated by Parliament or fees paid to the council under
the act should be paid. The Victorian council is an
independent statutory body which is now operating under a
national framework that was not in existence when this act
was passed. The proposed amendment seeks to better reflect
the council’s independent status by separating the council
trust fund out of the public account. Further, the current
provision could more clearly set out the ways in which the
Victorian council can apply any funds credited to its account
for its activities. As a result, the act will be amended to
effectively close the current trust fund in the public account,
transfer existing funds into the new statutory fund and provide

C.

Amendment to enable limited delegations by the
council and to enable the council to enter into
agreements with other parties

Under the intergovernmental agreement, parties have agreed
to establish a common national secretariat to service all state
and territory councils. The secretariat operates from within
the New South Wales Attorney General’s Department. The
establishment of a common secretariat provides cost and
resource savings for the Victorian government that would
otherwise be incurred if a separate secretariat were to be
established for the Victorian council. It is intended that by
providing a delegation of powers from the Victorian council
to the Department of Justice, the department can enter into
such arrangements, on the council’s behalf, with the NSW
Attorney General’s Department for the provision of
secretariat services. The council may specify conditions,
restrictions or limitations on that delegation by virtue of the
operation of the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984.
In conclusion, this bill will facilitate necessary machinery
amendments to the Victorian act to enable nationally agreed
commitments concerning the administration of professional
standards legislation to be implemented in Victoria.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South
Eastern Metropolitan) on motion of Mrs Coote.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 June.

HEALTH PROFESSIONS REGISTRATION
AMENDMENT BILL
Statement of compatibility
For Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Community
Services), Mr Lenders tabled following statement in
accordance with Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
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with respect to the Health Professions Registration
Amendment Bill 2007.
In my opinion, the Health Professions Registration
Amendment Bill 2007, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.

Thursday, 7 June 2007
Indeed, the amendment serves to protect and enhance a health
practitioner’s right to privacy by reducing the amount of
personal information that must be made publicly available on
the register. The amendment balances the right of a health
practitioner to privacy with the need for the public to be able
to access relevant information about those who provide
regulated health services.
Conclusion

Overview of bill
The Health Professions Registration Amendment Bill 2007:
amends the Health Professions Registration Act 2005, in
light of COAG decisions to establish a national
registration and accreditation scheme for 9 of the
12 health professions regulated in Victoria, in order to
defer a number of minor regulatory initiatives contained
in the act, and reduce the administrative burden on
registration boards during the period of transition to the
national scheme;
improves the functionality of the Health Professions
Registration Act 2005 and addresses a number of minor
omissions in the act.
Human rights issues
The bill engages the right to privacy. However, the proposed
amendment does not limit the right to privacy.
Section 13 of the charter states that a person has the right —
(a) not to have his or her privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with;
and
(b) not to have his or her reputation unlawfully attacked.
Clause 14 of the bill amends section 30 of the Health
Professions Registration Act 2005, which establishes a
register of health practitioners to be kept and maintained by a
responsible board. That register must be available for public
scrutiny and may be published by a responsible board on the
internet.
Establishment or amendment of a public register engages the
right to privacy, as information privacy (privacy of
information about ourselves) is a recognised subset of the
concept of privacy.
Clause 14 amends the Health Professions Registration Act
2005 by giving responsible boards the discretion to publish a
health practitioner’s qualifications and training, and the
address at which a health practitioner provides regulated
health services, rather than requiring that publication of this
information on the register be mandatory.
Whilst clause 14 does engage the right to privacy, it does not
limit the right as there is no unlawful or arbitrary interference
with a person’s right to information privacy captured in the
amendment.
The engagement with the right arising out of this amendment
is not unlawful as it occurs in precise and circumscribed
circumstances. It is also in accordance with the provisions,
aims and objectives of the charter and reasonable in the
circumstances.

Proposed clause 14 of the bill engages the right to privacy by
amending a public register. However, the proposed
amendment does not limit the right to privacy, as it serves to
reduce the amount of personal information that a responsible
board must publish on a register.
Accordingly, the bill is compatible with the human rights
protected by the charter.
Gavin Jennings, MLC
Minister for Community Services

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Mr LENDERS (Minister
for Education).
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
This bill contains a number of amendments to the Health
Professions Registration Act 2005. The main purpose of the
Health Professions Registration Act is to protect the public by
providing for the registration of health practitioners and a
common system of investigations into the professional
conduct, performance and ability to practise of registered
practitioners. The act will commence on 1 July 2007 and will
repeal 11 separate health profession registration acts and parts
of the Health Act and regulations, provide a consolidated
regulatory framework for the 12 regulated health professions
in Victoria and transfer the conduct of disciplinary hearings
into serious professional matters from registration boards to
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
Since the act was passed in 2005, there have been some
important developments in regulation of the health
professions nationally. In July 2006, the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) agreed to establish a national
registration and accreditation scheme for the nine health
professions regulated in all states and territories. The scheme
is to cover regulation of medical practitioners, nurses,
pharmacists, dental care providers, chiropractors, osteopaths,
optometrists, psychologists and physiotherapists. Other
professions are to be assessed for inclusion in the scheme
following its commencement, against criteria agreed by
health ministers.
These decisions follow the recommendations of the report by
the Productivity Commission titled Australia’s Health
Workforce published in December 2005. The Productivity
Commission formed the view that the current system presents
significant structural impediments to promoting and
maintaining a flexible and sustainable health workforce.
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A less fragmented and better coordinated registration system
is expected to provide the levers required to improve
workforce deployment, generate efficiencies and promote
consumer protection, in consistent manner across Australia.

Deferral of a number of other regulatory initiatives, such as
standardisation of the registration period and collection of
extensive workforce data, will be handled administratively
and do not require amendment to the act.

COAG has announced a start date for the national scheme of
July 2008. This is an ambitious time frame given it will
require legislation in every state and territory, and
consolidation of the operations of up to 70 separate
state-based regulatory authorities.

The bill also contains a number of amendments that are
designed to improve the functionality of the act. I will
describe the most significant of these.

Some professional bodies have asked why the government is
proceeding to commence the operation of the Health
Professions Registration Act 2005 in light of the COAG
decisions to establish a national scheme. They have raised
concerns that this will impose an unnecessary regulatory
burden on registration boards and the professions at this time.
The government has given careful consideration to these
concerns. The challenge for the government is to balance two
important objectives. First, to ensure that Victorian
registration boards continue to have the most up-to-date
powers necessary to provide the best possible protection to
the public for as long as their efforts are required. Second, to
ensure that Victoria is well placed to make a smooth
transition to the new national arrangements, when these are
established and ready to proceed.
There are also professions that are regulated in Victoria and
are not included in the first phase of implementation of the
national scheme — that is, medical radiation practitioners,
podiatrists and Chinese medicine practitioners. There must be
up-to-date regulatory arrangements within Victoria for these
professions.
In order to deal with these challenges, the government has
decided to proceed with the Health Professions Registration
Act as enacted in 2005 but defer, via amendments contained
in this bill, and through administrative means, a number of
less significant reforms. On balance, this is considered the
best approach during this period of transition. The significant
reforms contained in the Health Professions Registration Act
will still proceed because many are essential in the short term,
but they also position Victoria well to make the transition to
the national scheme.
The amendments contained in this bill are designed to achieve
three objectives. First, to ensure that the reforms implemented
under the Health Professions Registration Act are consistent,
as far as possible, with the shape of the national scheme and
allow a smooth transition to the national arrangements;
second, to minimise the regulatory burden on registration
boards of implementing the act during this period of
transition; and third, to ensure Victoria continues to have an
up-to-date and responsive regulatory framework governing
health professions for as long as is required, and for those
professions not captured in the initial implementation of the
national arrangements.
The bill amends the Health Professions Registration Act to
defer a number of reforms until the shape of the national
scheme is clear. First, the bill will make it discretionary rather
than mandatory for registration boards to commence
registering students who are in clinical training. Second, the
bill will make it discretionary rather than mandatory to enter
certain information on the public registers of practitioners,
information such as qualifications and contact addresses.

First, the bill provides a general power for boards to endorse
the registration of practitioners in particular areas of practice
approved by the minister, in addition to the existing specific
endorsement powers in part 2, division 2 of the act. This
allows a more flexible means for boards to respond, over
time, to the needs of the public and the health system for
accessible and accurate information about which practitioners
or groups of practitioners have additional skills or
qualifications that are considered necessary to provide certain
types of services. Such powers can be used in future, for
example, to publicly identify those nurses who are properly
trained and authorised to administer immunisations or provide
HIV testing and counselling.
Second, the bill provides for discretion for registration boards
to grant general registration to practitioners who have let their
registration lapse. This discretion can be exercised by boards
where such practitioners have older qualifications that are no
longer approved qualifications for first-time registration, and
where the practitioners reapply for registration within two
years of lapsed registration, and can demonstrate they are of
good character, competent to practise and have sufficient
recent practice.
Third, the bill provides a number of exemptions to the offence
of practising optometry in addition to those already in the act.
This will allow medical practitioners and assistants to
optometrists and ophthalmologists who are working under
supervision to practise in areas that could be considered to fall
within the definition of optometry in the act, but without
threat of prosecution.
Fourth, the bill provides powers for the Podiatrists
Registration Board (alongside the existing powers of eight
other registration boards) to authorise suitably qualified
podiatrists to use the title ‘acupuncturist’ and provide
acupuncture services as part of their practice of podiatry. It is
expected that the Podiatrists Registration Board will work
with the Chinese Medicine Registration Board to apply a
common standard for training and practise of acupuncture by
practitioners granted such an endorsement.
The Victorian government is committed to implementing the
COAG decisions to establish a national registration and
accreditation scheme for the health professions. The Health
Professions Registration Act is designed to protect both
consumers and practitioners and provide the best possible
regulatory environment to support the delivery of high-quality
health services, for as long as it is required.
This bill is framed to provide the best response to the
challenges of this period of transition to the national scheme. I
look forward to working closely with all registration boards
and professional bodies to make a smooth transition to the
new arrangements.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned for Mr D. DAVIS (Southern
Metropolitan) on motion of Mrs Coote.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 June.

PAYROLL TAX BILL
Statement of compatibility
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Payroll Tax Bill 2007.
In my opinion, the Payroll Tax Bill 2007, as introduced to the
Legislative Council, is compatible with the human rights
protected by the charter. I base my opinion on the reasons
outlined in this statement.
Overview of bill
The purpose of the Payroll Tax Bill 2007 is to rewrite the
Pay-roll Tax Act 1971 in order to harmonise key elements of
Victoria’s payroll tax provisions with those of New South
Wales.
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Incorporated speech as follows:
The Bracks government has taken a leading role amongst
Australian governments in committing to a vigorous program
of red tape reduction for businesses and individuals.
In February I announced with my New South Wales
counterpart that our two states, that together make up around
60 per cent of the Australian economy and are home to
approximately 57 000 of the country’s 95 000 payroll tax
paying businesses, would embark upon an ambitious program
to reform and harmonise our payroll tax provisions.
This bill is a rewrite of the old Pay-roll Tax Act 1971 and has
been drafted following an extensive collaborative effort
between the respective treasuries, revenue offices and
parliamentary counsels of each state. The New South Wales
equivalent bill will be introduced into their Parliament within
a few weeks.
The bill does not alter Victoria’s competitive threshold and
rates, the second lowest in Australia, but otherwise the
provisions of the two acts will now be virtually identical.
There are an estimated 8000 businesses that operate in both
Victoria and New South Wales who will directly benefit from
these changes.

Human rights issues

I reiterate my comments at the time of public announcement
that these changes will ‘make it easier for businesses and their
financial advisers to deal with state revenue offices … and
cutting business costs is an integral part of supporting jobs
and economic growth’.

1.

Some of the key changes include:

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

The bill does not raise any human rights issues.
2.

an increase in the period allowed for refunds and
reassessments for all state taxes, not just payroll tax,
from three years to five years.

Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)

Conclusion

the inclusion of employee share schemes in the payroll
tax base to ensure consistency with other forms of
remuneration. Payroll tax will be payable either at the
date of the initial grant of the shares or when options to
the shares are exercised, giving employers a choice as to
when to pay their payroll tax liability.

I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities because it does not raise a
human rights issue.

employers to submit annual reconciliation returns by
21 July each year, an extension of 14 days from current
requirements.

JOHN LENDERS, MP
Minister for Education

Victoria increasing its exemption rates for motor vehicle
allowances and accommodation allowances, to align
with the rates applying in NSW.

As the bill does not raise any human rights issues, it does not
limit any human right and therefore it is not necessary to
consider section 7(2) of the charter.

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Mr LENDERS (Minister
for Education).
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

adoption of consistent grouping provisions. Victoria will
now use a ‘more than 50 per cent’ control test, while
NSW will extend a commissioner’s discretion provision
to enable a business to be excluded from a group under
this control test.
in other grouping provision changes, Victoria will adopt
the NSW tracing provisions for corporations and
definition of a business, while NSW will adopt the
Victorian provisions covering the test for inter-use of
employees and the Victorian provisions regarding the
designated group employer.
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uniform definitions and mutual recognition of exempt
charities by combining some of the broadest provisions
existing in both states.
a single gross-up factor (type 2) for calculating the value
of fringe benefits subject to payroll tax for all payroll tax
payers.
the removal of the concession allowing prescribed
sporting clubs to declare fringe benefits on a
non-grossed-up basis. Victoria is currently the only
jurisdiction to provide such a concession that benefits
professional sporting clubs. The government has
decided to defer the removal of the concession for a
period of 12 months to allow the prescribed sporting
clubs some lead-in time to lessen the immediate
financial impact.
This government has placed a strong emphasis during its time
in office on embracing technology where possible. We strive
to provide business and individuals with the ease of electronic
options where possible.
In the area of payroll tax administration the Victorian State
Revenue Office has developed the most advanced and
user-friendly e-commerce options for taxpayers in Australia.
The introduction of online transactions by the State Revenue
Office has created savings for Victorian businesses of
$10.3 million a year, which represents a drop in red tape costs
of 52.6 per cent. The NSW Office of State Revenue is
exploring opportunities to adopt these options.
This bill enacts legislative changes to enhance harmonisation,
but it is only the starting point in achieving greater
administrative consistency. We will continue to work on our
e-commerce options and our administrative arrangements to
maximise the degree of harmony with our NSW counterparts.
We will continue to engage the business community and
other stakeholders to best enable our efforts to be effective
and worthwhile.
Victoria remains committed to payroll tax harmonisation with
all states and territories. National reform will bring even
greater benefits to a greater number of taxpayers and further
drive down the cost of doing business across jurisdictions.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South
Eastern Metropolitan) on motion of Mrs Coote.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 June.

APPROPRIATION (2007/2008) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2007–08
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 June; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) and
Mr LENDERS’s motion:
That the Council take note of the budget papers 2007–08.
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Mr PAKULA (Western Metropolitan) — As a new
member, going through my first budget process has
been a bit of an eye-opener. Even though prior to being
a member of Parliament one is involved in the political
process in a party sense, as an outsider you do not
properly appreciate how many programs are funded as
part of the state budget and how many grassroots
improvements are made to influence the everyday lives
of Victorians. You also do not appreciate the discipline
and effort of seven years to get the state’s finances to
where we are today — to enable the government to
deliver a budget of this nature.
I also did not appreciate the true ineptitude of the
opposition until I listened to the budget reply of the
shadow Treasurer and member for Scoresby in the
other place, Mr Wells, and read some of his
contribution. I found his budget reply somewhat
extraordinary. There are a number of things in that
reply that to me and many members of the government
are as clear as crystal. They were only crystallised
further by the performance of the shadow Treasurer as a
member of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee (PAEC) in its budget estimates hearings.
The first thing that is clear is that he is totally
economically illiterate. It was clear that his budget reply
was written for him by someone else and that he simply
read it out without properly understanding what he was
reading. What was obvious in his budget reply and also
at the PAEC hearings was that he does not understand
the difference between recurrent expenditure and
capital investment. He also clearly does not appreciate
that when a government makes commitments over a
four-year term it does not fund every single
commitment in the first budget — even though in this
first budget the government has funded more than
50 per cent of the four-year commitments.
The response of the shadow Treasurer was deficient in
many areas. In some areas he was just plain wrong.
First, Mr Wells and subsequent opposition speakers
showed a total misunderstanding of the debt figures.
The shadow Treasurer claimed — I think I have this
quote correct — that net public sector debt is rising
rapidly. But it is necessary to look properly at the
financials. As a very neat trick in opposition — not one
that I would necessarily play — people talk in absolute
dollar terms when it suits them and in percentage terms
when it suits them.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr PAKULA — I did not say that. The only
meaningful figure when you are talking about debt is
debt as a proportion of gross state product. The fact is
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that in 1999 debt was 10.6 per cent of gross state
product and today it is 6.1 per cent of gross state
product. That is what matters, because it is about the
state’s capacity to service that debt. Not only that,
according to the forward estimates it is staying under
7 per cent — that is, it is staying well below the
percentage rate that we inherited right through the
forward estimates period.
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr PAKULA — Mr Guy does not have to take my
word for it. I would not expect him do take my word for
it. Standard and Poor’s, the ratings agency that the
previous Liberal government placed a great deal of
stock in, is reported as follows:
Ratings agency Standard and Poor’s said net debt would not
be a problem for the state nor impact its top line credit rating.
Today’s budget for the state of Victoria is consistent with the
AAA rating already assigned to the state.

Clearly Standard and Poor’s does not have the same
political imperative to try to make hay about the debt
figures as does the opposition, and it has given the
budget the tick.
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr PAKULA — Absolutely, Mr Guy. Mr Guy is
wrong on debt. He is also wrong on the state’s tax take.
Mr Wells, the shadow Treasurer, and Mr Guy went on
at length saying that the state’s tax take was going
through the roof. The figures give the lie to that. Since
Labor’s first budget, gross state product has risen by
48.9 per cent — from $173 billion in 2000–01 to
$257 billion today. The tax take in that period has gone
up by 36.1 per cent — a 49 per cent increase in gross
state product and a 36.1 per cent increase in the tax
take. Even if you include revenue from grants, total
revenue has gone up by 44.5 per cent against a 48.9 per
cent increase in gross state product.
Mr Guy — What about GST?
Mr PAKULA — I am talking about total revenue,
Mr Guy, and on any measure total revenue has grown
at a slower rate than gross state product. In the same
period commonwealth revenue has grown by 53.5 per
cent and the company tax take, which the
commonwealth keeps, has grown by 109 per cent over
five years, so the rivers that are flowing are not
accruing to the state but to the commonwealth — they
are staying firmly in the pockets of Peter Costello.
Mr Guy is wrong on tax. Again, if he does not believe
me — I would not expect him to believe me — let us
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hear what others who are not as partisan as Mr Guy say.
Mr Guy is a loyal partisan, I will give him that.
What do others say? A press article states:
Real Estate Institute of Victoria chief Enzo Raimondo said
that the tax cuts had addressed his organisation’s concerns
and sent ‘a positive message’.

Another report states that Victorian Employers
Chamber of Commerce and Industry chief Neil
Coulsen said of the tax cuts ‘This provides affordable
and practical cost relief’. Neil Coulsen also said the tax
cuts:
… will help the overwhelming majority of businesses,
particularly those affected by the continuing drought and a
relatively high Australian dollar and recent interest rate
rises …

The chief economist of the Australian Industry Group,
Tony Pensabene, has also commented. I do not think
anyone would say that the AIG is some sort of Labor
front organisation. He stated:
This is a sound and a prudent state budget that improves
competitiveness in Victoria, builds new industrial capacity
and invests in future productivity ….

As Mr Guy well knows, the AIG represents thousands
of businesses. By comparison, what do the pundits say
about commonwealth taxation. Macquarie Bank
economist Rory Robertson points out the strongly
rising tax base in recent years still means:
… Costello almost certainly now holds the record as
Australia’s biggest taxing Treasurer …

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — It is not me saying this, it is the
Macquarie Bank:
… Canberra’s revenue/GDP ratio appears to be at or around
multi-decade highs, on any credible measure.

The opposition is wrong on tax and wrong on water as
well. Quite apart from the totally irresponsible Chicken
Little routine on water by the Leader of the Opposition
in the other place, Mr Baillieu, when he said that we
would be already pumping water from the Thomson by
now — he was wrong about that — the shadow
Treasurer, the member for Scoresby in the other place,
said that the government was not investing in water
infrastructure. This budget alone contains $136 million
of projects all over the state which will save
80 gigalitres of water.
Mr Guy interjected.
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Mr PAKULA — I will detail some of them. There
is the Eildon dam wall upgrade; $38 million for
irrigation efficiencies in Shepparton, with 50 billion
litres saved in the Murray–Darling Basin; the goldfields
super-pipe; and the reconnecting of Tarrago Reservoir
just to name a few. What was the opposition’s plan? A
dam at Arundel would have provided — —
Mr D. Davis — What about desalination!
Mr PAKULA — I will come to desalination. The
dam at Arundel would have provided 6 gigalitres in a
rainy season and not a drop in a drought season. I notice
that the member for Scoresby in his speech is no longer
specifically saying, ‘Dam the Maribyrnong’, he is just
saying that we need a dam. Where do we need a dam?
The Yarra River is already dammed and the water is
fully allocated. The Thomson River is already dammed
and the water is fully allocated. Where will this dam be,
if not on the Maribyrnong?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PAKULA — He is not saying that now. As I
said, Mr Finn, a dam would not provide one drop of
water in a drought. The only time it would provide a
drop of water would be when all the other dams were
full anyway. You are wrong on water too.
Mr Wells in the other place somewhat audaciously
talked about police numbers and the crime rate. The
figures are black and white. They are not our statistics,
they are the statistics from Victoria Police. The
previous government cut more than 1000 police out of
the system, and the cuts reached their nadir in 1999, just
before the now opposition lost government. What
happened over that period? Between 1994–05 and 2000
there was a very predictable increase of 12 per cent in
the crime rate. What has happened since Labor has
come to government? There has been a 55 per cent
increase in the police budget, there are now 1600 more
police and there has been a massive reduction in the
crime rate — it is down by more than 20 per cent, from
9500 per 100 000 to less than 7500 per 100 000.
In his reply the shadow Treasurer commented about
unfunded liabilities for superannuation. He again
demonstrated a total lack of understanding of the nature
of the issue. As Mr Wells, the shadow Treasurer, would
probably now understand since his grilling of Minister
Holding at the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearing, the state superannuation liabilities
for public servants have been reduced by $5.4 billion
over the term of this government — and that is
$1.5 billion more than was expected under the original
full-funding formula. We have a full funding formula
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and we have paid down $1.5 billion more than is
provided for in that.
In 1999–2000 the state’s interest obligations were
10 per cent of revenue and now they are 6.5 per cent of
revenue. We are saving something like $2 billion each
year in debt servicing. That is why we can afford to
rebuild or modernise every government school in the
state and still deliver budget surpluses north of
$300 million. Opposition members are wrong on
superannuation — and on schools they are outright
wacky. What Mr Wells said about schools has not been
properly ventilated. He said that the Liberal Party
would bring forward the completion of the program to
repair school buildings from 2016 to 2008. That is a
10-year program costing more than $1 billion — and it
is to be done in two years! It will take 10 years, and the
Labor Party’s questions for the opposition are: if it is
going to do everything in two years, what taxes are
going up to fund it, what other programs is it going to
cut to fund it, or is it just going to run a deficit for the
foreseeable future?
The opposition wants to bring forward 10 years of
school rebuilding and do it in two years, and it says the
state budget can accommodate that. This is why the
Victorian public has rejected the opposition three times.
You cannot propose the impossible to people and
expect to be believed. We are going to deliver on every
promise in our election commitments.
Let us synthesise, if we can, all the elements of the
opposition’s response and its election promises and see
what they amount to. As far as I can tell they go
something like this: we should improve services at the
same time as we slash public sector numbers, or at least
not give public servants a pay rise — that will lead to
productivity! — and should further reduce revenue
from stamp duty, WorkCover premiums, land tax,
utilities, gaming and road safety. Never mind that land
tax is now 2.5 per cent compared to 5 per cent when we
came to office. Never mind four consecutive 10 per
cent reductions in WorkCover premiums — —
Mr Lenders — How many?
Mr PAKULA — Four in a row. This is where the
shadow Treasurer, Mr Wells, really outdid himself. He
said:
Any measure to support Victorian business is welcome, but
this must be seen for what it is: the levy can be reduced
because of the Victorian WorkCover Authority’s very large
operating profit.

To use an immortal phrase, ‘Who would have thunk
it?’. If you actually pay attention to workplace safety, if
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you actually listen to the big, bad, nasty unions and if
you actually do something to try to stop people getting
hurt or killed in their workplace, then guess what
happens? The system works better, the authority makes
money and you can afford to reduce premiums to
business. It is what we said all along. It is what the
opposition argued against all along, and for Mr Wells to
say, ‘You can only do this because the authority has
made money’ shows how out of touch he is.
With all the reduced revenue the opposition says we
ought to have, it also says we should expand public
transport infrastructure, spend more on doctors, nurses,
dentists and mental health, build more roads and rebuild
2300 schools in two years — all in two years! The
opposition wants to build a useless dam that will not
provide a drop of water when we need it, and it wants
to build a desalination plant on the smell of an oily rag.
It says it will cost $400 million when everyone knows it
will cost at least twice that. The opposition is for rail
freight — —
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr PAKULA — Mr Finn is for rail freight, but he
will not support an intermodal terminal at Dynon. The
Liberal Party will not express a view about channel
deepening. The Liberal Party is trying to snow the
public, and the public is on to it. Really what the last
election and the two elections before it showed was that
cheap populism is no substitute for detailed policy
work, and on that Philip Davis and I are in furious
agreement. I say to the opposition that the public passes
judgement on political parties, and if the opposition, as
evidenced by the shadow Treasurer’s budget reply,
continues to roll up with unbelievable, unworkable,
impossible, sloppy approaches to policy, the judgement
will not change. This budget is not the dividend of
seven years of hard work in government; it is the
dividend of 11 years — 7 years in government and the
4 years before we got into government.
I want to talk about what this budget provides for
Melbourne’s west. Former Premier Kennett and his
government barely spent $1 in the west in seven years.
The Liberal Party has discovered the west because
Mr Finn is a local member. I think it is important to
indicate what has already been delivered in previous
budgets and works programs. First of all, new primary
schools have been delivered in Point Cook, Melton,
Tarneit, Deer Park and Roxburgh Park, and new
secondary schools have been delivered in Sydenham,
Caroline Springs and Point Cook. Recurrent funding to
Western Health has been increased by 94 per cent.
Upgrades to the emergency departments have been
carried out at the Williamstown and Western hospitals.
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There are 127 extra police, and a 23 per cent reduction
in crime. There is a new police station at Caroline
Springs. The government has already spent
$460 million on road improvements in the west. There
are integrated children’s hubs in Deer Park, Altona and
Laverton — the list goes on. It is a proud record that
has been built on in this budget.
As has been indicated by the minister, education is top
of the list, with half a billion dollars this term for school
renewal. Funds have already been committed for
brand-new schools in Melton, Hume and Wyndham,
and there are school regeneration projects in Altona and
Laverton. In health there is $25 million for upgraded
patient facilities and critical infrastructure at Western
Hospital. There is $20 million for the stage 1
redevelopment of Sunshine Hospital, an expanded
ambulance service in Altona and stage 2 of the new
emergency services precinct at Essendon Airport. In
water, there is a major recycling project at Altona and
another one at Laverton saving 1.7 gigalitres of water.
There is $10 million to continue the Vision for
Werribee Plains. In housing the budget overall commits
half a billion dollars to public housing for 2300 new
dwellings. I am absolutely confident that the west will
get an appropriate share of that funding as well.
In planning there is the fabulous — —
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr PAKULA — Even you, Mr Guy, would have to
concede that the $52 million investment in the
Footscray transit city project and the rebuilding of the
footbridge is fabulous. I was there with the Premier last
week opening up the station to the district. The area will
be beautified and modernised for the benefit of the
community.
When you combine all the things we have done since
1999, the commitments in the 2007 budget, election
commitments like the Sydenham line triplication and
the other works being carried out as we speak — like
the installation of the Sunshine pool, like the grade
separation on Taylors Road in St Albans — you see
that Labor’s commitment to the west is real. It is
enormous, and it is very welcome.
There is one final element I want to go to, and that is
the measures contained in the A Fairer Victoria
document. This is the stuff that makes us proud to be on
this side of the house — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr PAKULA — Maybe Bill Forwood! This is the
stuff that makes us proud to be on the progressive side.
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Believe it or not, we even got praise from the Age. Paul
Austin said:
Credit where it is due: this columnist said when A Fairer
Victoria was launched with some fanfare in 2005 that the real
test of the government’s commitment would be whether it
followed up with more creative policy work and more money.
It is passing the test.

High praise, and indeed rare praise. There is
$1.4 billion in the budget for A Fairer Victoria, and that
makes $3 billion in total. As I said, there is half a billion
dollars to boost the supply of social housing.
Mr Guy — Hurry up. We want to get to Mr Finn.
Mr PAKULA — We will get to Mr Finn soon
enough, Mr Guy, and I am sure we will all be
absolutely riveted. There is $29 million to effectively
make kinder free for kids whose parents have a health
care card, 40 new children’s centres, the extension of
the Living Libraries program, the renewal of tech wings
and investment in TAFE, investment in family violence
community lawyers, and $80 million to boost home and
community care services. This is a comprehensive,
integrated approach to tackling disadvantage. It stresses
early intervention; it stresses access to services; and it
helps communities properly support individuals with
problems. Again it is the dividend of good
government — as is, in my submission, the whole
budget. It is what you get when you focus on service
delivery, when you focus on investing in the future of
our kids, when you pay down debt, when you work
hard on policy, when you run a strong economy and
when you care about people.
It is a lesson well learnt by Labor, and it is one that
opposition members would do well to reflect on, rather
than heckling from the sidelines. Alternatively Mr Guy
can keep dishing up the ill-considered, sloppy, populist
nonsense he has this week. Frankly that too would be
fine by us.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) — There is one
thing we can say quite conclusively about the budget
under discussion today — that is, that it is as
convincing as Tony Mokbel’s wig. It fools no-one, we
know it is a phoney and we look at it and say, ‘Can’t
they do a little bit better than that?’. It is truly a budget
of deep concern for every thinking Victorian, indeed
every Victorian with a memory of what happened not
so long ago. The figure that tells us that net public
sector debt will be $15.3 billion by 2011 is truly
horrifying.
Here we go again, back to the bad, old days. Back to
the future in fact, back to the days of Cain and Kirner,
back to the decade of darkness, the one we all
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experienced between 1982 and 1992. We are revisiting
the economic vandalism that this state suffered at the
hands of the Victorian Labor Party in the past. Its
members have learnt nothing. It is obvious from this
budget that they have learnt nothing. We are returning
to the days when we had a state crippled by debt and
the interest payments on that debt. This is Labor’s
version of economic conservatism. This is what we
have come to expect from the Bracks government. This
is what every Australian will come to expect if,
unfortunately, the leader of the federal opposition,
Kevin Rudd, becomes Prime Minister later this year.
Mr Guy — God help us.
Mr FINN — Indeed, Mr Guy, God help us all.
There are three things members of the Labor Party live
and die by: taxes, spending and wasting. They tax, they
spend, they waste. That is what the Labor Party lives
for. What its members have to realise is that that tax
money is not theirs; that tax money is hardworking
Australians’ money. They have worked for it, they have
earnt it and they are the ones — —
Mr Guy — The people in their McMansions.
Mr FINN — I will get to the McMansions in a
minute. They are the ones who have worked hard for
that money and they are the ones who deserve that
money, not some greedy government which thinks it
can spend that money better than the people who earnt
it. Unfortunately that is the sort of theft that we have
come to expect from Labor governments whether they
be state or federal, or indeed local for that matter —
they are pretty good at it as well.
I ask you, President, to compare this state budget with
what we have seen over a period of time from our
federal government in Canberra. Any comparison
between the state Treasurer, John Brumby, and the
federal Treasurer, Peter Costello, leaves the Victorian
Treasurer embarrassed and shamed. The biggest
question surrounding any federal budget of recent years
has been how big the tax cut would be. That is the
biggest question people ask about any federal budget
coming from Peter Costello — how big will the tax cut
be? When was the last time you heard anybody ask that
question about a Labor budget? The best anyone can do
in the lead-up to a Labor budget is say it might not put
taxes up. That might be the best we can do but certainly
the question of how big the tax cut will be is never
asked.
Mr Vogels — Kim Beazley opposed the tax cuts,
remember.
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Mr FINN — As Mr Vogels points out, Kim
Beazley opposed tax cuts. Former federal Treasurer and
Prime Minister Paul Keating went even further — he
gave tax cuts and then he took them back after the
election. He said they were L-A-W law, and as soon as
the election was over he took them back. That is theft.
As federal Treasurer, Peter Costello has eradicated the
federal debt. He has overseen, is overseeing and will
continue to oversee a booming economy, low interest
rates, low inflation, the lowest unemployment in many
decades and booming consumer confidence. Peter
Costello can be a singular lesson for the Victorian
Treasurer, because Peter Costello is an economic
genius. He has brought prosperity to Australia. He has
brought about a situation where the best of things can
happen for all Australians.
Surely even our state Treasurer, Mr Brumby, must
agree, because Peter Costello and the federal
Liberal-Nationals government are keeping Victoria
afloat. It is as simple as that. Without the GST Victoria
would have already sunk without trace. We would be
gone. With a little convincing I could almost believe
that John Brumby would have in his office across the
road a little shrine to Peter Costello. He would get
down on his knees every day and give thanks for Peter
Costello, as indeed we all should. I reckon there would
be garlands of flowers around this shrine and he would
even light little candles to Peter Costello.
Mr Koch — And burn incense.
Mr FINN — A bit of incense as well. He would be
thankful that that money just keeps pouring in, because
without it Victoria would be broke. Our debt would
already be through the roof — we would not have to
wait until 2011. We would already be an economic
basket case. We are talking about GST money of
$44 million a day, seven days a week including
Sundays, coming into the pockets of the state
government. Where would Victoria be without it? We
would truly be in a mess.
We heard Mr Pakula talking about the wondrous things
that have occurred since 1999. I have to admire his
imagination. I am happy to give credit where it is due
and Mr Pakula’s imagination is something that has to
be seen and heard to be believed. It is truly astonishing.
We remember that the Bracks government came into
office in 1999 and inherited a surplus of some
$1.8 billion. It then went to work and blew it in record
time. Labor set a new world record on this —
$1.8 billion down the S-bend in record time. We still do
not know where that money went. Labor members do
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not know where the money went. It is quite
extraordinary.
This Bracks government is both high taxing and high
spending, but it is incredibly wasteful. Labor prefers
spin and, as we saw from Mr Pakula, glossy
publications to just about anything. I am sure every
member in this house, and indeed every member in the
other place as well, would be aware of the library of
publications we have coming into our offices on an
almost daily basis. The printing bill alone would sink
the Titanic.
Mr Vogels — Couriered in.
Mr FINN — Couriered in in many cases, as
Mr Vogels says. The printing bill alone must be
horrendous, but that is all part of the public relations,
the spin, that keeps this government going. Labor
members think that if they look good, if they can get
their message across, they are achieving something.
To hell with the people of Victoria! They are not
important. Do not worry about the future of our
children. Do not worry about the economic base of this
state. All that the government is concerned about is
looking good in its glossy publications. That is not good
enough. This government is based on inefficiency and
waste. As I mentioned yesterday, members of the
government will tell you how much they have spent,
because they can spend like drunken sailors on shore
leave. Nobody does it better. But can they tell us the
results? Can they tell us what they have achieved for
the money spent?
Keep in mind that it is not their money. This is the
money of Victorian taxpayers, but they spend it in a
carefree manner, with very little care and absolutely no
responsibility from what I can see. They just spend and
spend and spend, waste and waste and waste, and when
they run out of money, where do they turn? They hit the
taxpayer again. That is just the way they operate. This
has been going on now for almost eight years, and I can
assure you, President, the people of Victoria are getting
very sick of it.
One of the most important and most frequently asked
questions put to me in my electorate and as I go around
to other areas is, ‘Where has all the money gone?’.
Where does that $44 million a day go? Where do all the
gambling taxes go? Where does the land tax go? Where
does the stamp duty go? From all these taxes, all these
slugs on Victorians from one end of the state to the
other, where does all this money go? People know that
this government brings in more revenue than any other
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government in Victoria’s history, and they ask me,
‘Where does this money go?’.
Mr Vogels — What do you say?
Mr FINN — I have to say to them that there is a bit
of spin and more than a few consultancies, because they
love to look after their mates. As I have said, I will
always give credit where it is due, and Labor
governments do look after their mates like nobody else.
If you are a mate of the Labor Party and it is in
government, you are home and hosed; every day is
Christmas. I reckon that for 365 days a year some of
those Labor mates have a Christmas tree set up in their
lounge room. They know that nirvana has arrived as
soon as Labor has hit the Treasury benches.
When people ask where does the money go that the
Labor Party brings in when in government I have to say
to them that, largely, I have not got a clue. I really do
not know. The government has not been able to explain
it to us to any large degree. It has been able to explain
certain bits here and there. It will trumpet this and that
announcement. Some projects have been announced up
to eight or nine times, each with a big party and much
fanfare. We remember that when Peter Batchelor was
Minister for Transport in the other place he had clowns
down at Spencer Street station. I thought it might have
been a family reunion. They had big parties down there,
and it cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. How many
times did they announce the Southern Cross station
project? They were still announcing it when the thing
was nearly finished. It is quite extraordinary the way
this government thinks it can get away with this.
I say to people who ask me where the money goes that,
largely, I do not know. We know that it is certainly not
on water infrastructure. No great money or thought or
concern, it would seem, goes into that at all. The fact is
that Victoria is running out of water. We have a water
crisis in this state. Our water reserves are below 30 per
cent, but in this budget this government has done
absolutely nothing about it. This is the greatest crisis
any state could face, and this government is doing
absolutely nothing. It is doing zilch. It is astounding,
frustrating and infuriating, but this government
continues to snooze on as the water continues to drop.
The Minister for Water, Environment and Climate
Change in this state would have to be one of the
greatest snoozers we have seen in this country’s history.
While nothing is happening in Victoria, Western
Australia has already ordered two desalination plans
and is looking at a third. New South Wales is building a
desalination plant. Queensland is building a
desalination plant. Victoria is not interested. We will
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just all die of thirst, I suppose. Perhaps then the Labor
government will be happy. It does not spend the money
on roads, and anybody who uses roads in this state — I
am sure there is a fair number of us in this chamber
who do — will be only too well aware of that.
As I mentioned yesterday, at peak hour in this state
there are more red lights than in Amsterdam. As far as
the eye can see there is red light upon red light upon red
light, and people are stuck in traffic as they crawl to
work and crawl home. This is something that the vast
majority of Melburnians in particular have become
accustomed to, but I assure you that they are not happy
about it. They are totally sick of it. They would much
rather be at their offices or at home with their loved
ones than stuck in traffic day after day, as happens in
Melbourne on a daily basis.
The money is certainly not being spent on roads; we
can be absolutely sure of that. I know that it is not being
spent on children with autism. Mrs Coote said during
the adjournment last night that early intervention
programs for children with autism in this state are
nothing short of disgraceful. World best practice
dictates that each child with autism needs at least
10 hours early intervention each week. This
government provides between 1 and 4 hours for each
child each week. That, at best, is 40 per cent of the
minimum that these children should be getting. Not
only is it not good enough, it is a living, breathing
disgrace that this government will throw money around
on glossy publications, it will throw money around on
spin, it will throw money around on consultancies and
looking after its mates, but when it comes to children
who desperately need these services, children with
autism, children whose lives will be ruined without
these services, is there any money for them? No, forget
it.
Again we come back to the fact that this government’s
priorities stink. They just stink. It really has to have a
look at itself, go into the room of mirrors and have a
good hard look at itself, have a think about what is
important in life, have a think about these children,
have a think about their families and send some money
their way so that their lives will be better and the lives
of their families will be better. Right now that is not
happening, and that is an indictment of this government
and something over which its members should all hang
their heads in shame.
I am sorry that Mr Pakula has left the chamber. He tried
to tell us that this government was looking after the
west of Melbourne. I know that Mr Pakula does not get
out to the west of Melbourne very often — —
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Mr Guy — Where does he live, again?
Mr FINN — I think he lives down on the southern
beaches somewhere.
Mr Guy — Is that in the western suburbs?
Mr FINN — No, I do not think it is anywhere near
the western suburbs. I know he does not get out to the
western suburbs very often, but if he did he would find
out that some of the codswallop that he was coming out
with this morning is as far removed from the truth as
anything I have ever heard in any Parliament anywhere.
I am glad that the Minister for Planning, Mr Madden, is
in the chamber, because he is a bloke who does not get
around the west much either. He claims to be an expert
on McMansions. He claims to be able to tell people in
Tarneit and Caroline Springs where they should be
living, what they should be living in and probably what
they should do in their spare time. The member may
well do that, but the reality of the situation is that when
it comes to the western suburbs Mr Pakula and
Mr Madden do not have a clue — they have absolutely
no idea.
I hear Mr Theophanous talking about people not
showing up at things. Mr Madden allegedly represents
the western suburbs of Melbourne, but I am yet to see
him at one function. I have not seen him at one function
in the time I have been a member of Parliament
representing all of the western suburbs of Melbourne.
Beyond the tram tracks government members are not
interested, they just bag the west. Mr Madden’s view,
and it would seem it is the view of the entire
government, is that the people out in the outer suburbs
do not matter.
But the fact is that the west is indeed the fastest
growing region in Melbourne. It is growing like Topsy
due, I must say, largely to Mr Madden’s McMansions.
Mr Madden gives planning approvals to new estates
like they are going out of fashion, but we then have to
sit back and wait for the transport, wait for the schools,
wait for the hospitals. And guess what? We are still
waiting! You get the feeling that the way this
government moves means we are going to be
waiting — Mr Madden should stay in the chamber —
for a very long time indeed, because this government
has not even considered the sort of infrastructure that is
needed in the western suburbs, much less put in place a
process to provide it.
I make a point to the government that people in the
west of Melbourne pay tax too. A lot of people in the
west of Melbourne pay a lot of tax and deserve the
same sorts of services as everybody else in Melbourne
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but are not getting them. That is not good enough. It has
been that way for a long time. Nothing has changed in
the eight years this government has been in office. The
west continues to miss out, and we are totally sick of it.
This is a matter of justice for the people in the west of
Melbourne. No longer should we be ignored and
neglected. It is about time this government got its act
together and supported those who for so long —
although for not much longer — have been supporting
it. If this is the way it treats its own you would hate to
be the enemy.
Mention was made by Mr Pakula of the Sunshine pool.
This is a saga of some interest, I am sure, to a number
of people, particularly to the residents of Sunshine.
Members will be aware that prior to the last election a
very strong campaign was run by local residents in the
Sunshine area on the need for an outdoor swimming
pool in Sunshine. This campaign had been running, I
think, for about 15 years, but they really ramped it up
prior to the last state election. In fact they spooked the
horses to the point where Mr Madden — he did not
come out himself; that probably would have been a bit
too much to ask — sent an emissary, a bloke called
Henry Barlow, who just missed out by the skin of his
chinny chin chin getting into this place, to a public
meeting of residents in Sunshine. This was at the
11th hour, just hours before the government was to go
into caretaker mode.
He said, ‘Righto, we know you want a 50-metre pool.
Fair enough, we will give you a 25-metre pool’. We
said, ‘Can we think about it?’. He said, ‘No, we go into
caretaker mode at 11.00 p.m.’. This was at about
8.30 p.m., mind you. We said, ‘Has the council agreed
to this?’. He said, ‘Oh yes, they have agreed to it. My
word, they have’, but we found out the next day that the
council had never heard of it. The first the council heard
of it was when people rang the next day and said, ‘This
is great, isn’t it?’.
The local community was bullied into accepting this
25-metre pool. I suppose half is better than nothing at
all, although the people of the west have to learn to
expect fully what they want and not just crumbs from
the rich man’s table. We waited until the election.
When the Bracks government was re-elected there was
much rejoicing — not necessarily by me — by a
number of people in the Sunshine area. They thought
that at last they were going to get their pool. They sat
back and waited — and they waited, and they waited.
Then they said, ‘Who is this Finn bloke? We had better
go and see him, because we are not getting this pool’.
They came to see me and said, ‘You were at the
meeting, you remember what was said’. I said that I
certainly did remember.
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I raised the issue, as indeed a number of other people
raised the issue, and the government sort of came to the
party, but the result was nowhere near what it had
promised. Originally it promised that Sunshine would
get its pool and that it would not cost the local
community 1 cent — it would not cost it a red cent. The
first try-on by the government was that it would cost the
local community somewhere in the vicinity of, I think,
about $3.5 million. We had gone from not costing the
community a cent to it costing about $3.5 million.
Members can imagine the community outrage, because
the Brimbank City Council is, you would have to say,
not flush with funds. I think it would be fair to say it
does not have huge reserves. In fact that would
understate things somewhat. The prospect of forking
out $3.5 million was something that horrified not just
the council but the entire community. Obviously if that
proposition continued Sunshine would not get its pool.
Understandably there was community outcry, there was
outrage and there was uproar.
After the government went back and had a think, it
came back with another proposal, which has since been
accepted, whereby Sunshine does get its outdoor pool
after 15 years, but — and ‘but’ surely is the most
dangerous word in the English language — it will cost
the Brimbank council $600 000. I was there in October
2006 when the Bracks government, through the
emissary of the minister, stood in front of a packed hall
and said, ‘This pool will be delivered and it will not
cost you a cent’. We have got the pool, but it has cost
the local community and the council $600 000. It just
goes to show how little regard this government has for
dollars, ratepayers, residents and taxpayers. It shows
also how it has even less regard for the truth. That is the
reality of the situation.
Public transport in the west is abysmal. By any
standards it is abysmal. Huge tracts of the west have no
public transport at all, particularly on Sundays. If you
can find a bus to take you anywhere on a Sunday, good
luck to you. I suggest you go and buy a Tattslotto ticket
because you are about to win a fortune. It is nigh on
impossible. Even one of the great tourist attractions of
the west, the Werribee Open Range Zoo, does not have
public transport servicing it on a Sunday. Can you
imagine anywhere in the world where a major city has a
major tourist drawcard like that without public transport
on a Sunday? It is extraordinary to contemplate.
Craigieburn, for example, is still waiting for
electrification. How long does it have to wait? This was
promised years ago. You would have thought it would
be up and running a long time ago. The people in
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Craigieburn obviously did. They were proven wrong
and probably will continue to be proven wrong.
I mentioned yesterday North Melbourne railway station
and the marvellous upgrade it will receive — a new
escalator and a coat of paint. That is something I am
sure a lot of people who will be stuck in the rail yards at
North Melbourne for extended periods of time will be
looking forward to seeing as they pull up and more
people are pushed, Tokyo-style, onto the trains. They
will be able to admire the new escalator and the coat of
paint, if indeed they pull up in the rail yards close
enough to the railway station. However, that upgrade
will not do anything for the efficiency of the train
service in the western suburbs or indeed, Mr Guy, the
northern suburbs for that matter.
As I explained yesterday, there are a number of train
services which use the North Melbourne railway
station. Quite frankly, the congestion there is causing
such a bottleneck that unless something is done soon
the whole thing will grind to a halt. It will be next to
useless. Speaking of the Minister for Public Transport,
it is about time she got her act together and actually put
some thought into her portfolio and indeed showed
some interest in it. There are hundreds of thousands of
people who want to use the public transport system but
who are precluded from doing so by what is happening
at the North Melbourne station, and every day is getting
worse.
On the Werribee line, for example, by the time the train
leaves Werribee it is pretty much full. By the time it
gets to Hoppers Crossing, you cannot fit any more on.
Quite often the trains just sail through Laverton leaving
people on the stations saying, ‘But that was my train’.
Well, it was your train, sir, but you will not get on that
one.
Mrs Petrovich — They become express trains.
Mr FINN — As Mrs Petrovich says, they become
express trains, because you cannot fit another living,
breathing soul on them. It is all because we cannot get
any more trains on these lines because of the congestion
at North Melbourne. An escalator and a coat of paint is
not going to help. We need major infrastructure
changes in that North Melbourne railway station area
and railway yards so that more trains can get on the
tracks to service those people who want to use the
public transport system.
Mr Guy — It’s common sense.
Mr FINN — It is common sense, as Mr Guy says.
We have to get to the stage where the people of the
west are no longer treated as animals and pushed in like
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cows on cattle cars as they find their way to work or
find their way home in the evening.
That brings me to the area of police. This has been a
huge issue in the west for a very long time. The first
thing the government has to do on this is work out
exactly what its position is. Every time something goes
wrong, it blames the Chief Commissioner of Police.
Not enough police at Werribee? It blames the chief
commissioner. Closure of the Williamstown police
station overnight? It blames the chief commissioner.
Whilst I am inclined to believe it is the chief
commissioner’s fault, surely the government must take
some responsibility somewhere.
At the moment we have a classic Labor situation where
they are robbing Peter to pay Paul. They are taking
police out of Footscray to put them into Werribee. They
are closing the Williamstown police station at night — I
wonder who represents that electorate — to put more
police into Werribee. The west is not interested in that.
We do not want shuffle police; we want new police.
The people of the west deserve protection to the same
degree as everybody else in Melbourne. It is not good
enough to be shuffling police around here and there,
robbing this suburb to prop up another one. We want all
the suburbs in the west of Melbourne to be properly
protected by a police force which is absolutely
committed to the task of doing what it must to protect
our people. It is not good enough for a government to
say it is somebody else’s fault, as it so often does — it
is far, far from good enough.
Very briefly on the issue of roads, I say that like the rest
of Melbourne the west is suffering from enormous
congestion problems. I mentioned yesterday we really
should change the numberplate slogan because Victoria
is the state of congestion. Go down the Calder and
Tullamarine freeways! The West Gate Freeway is an
absolute nightmare twice a day. This government is not
doing a thing. There is a desperate need for a second
Yarra River crossing. There are a lot of people who are
very worried about the West Gate Bridge. It is coming
to the end of its life span and there are still hundreds of
thousands of people using it every day. What is going
to happen in the future if we do not see action from the
government right now? I fear to think — I really fear to
think. It will be far worse than the traffic jams that
commuters face every day right now.
There is the need for a proper interchange at Duncans
Road, Werribee, right near Werribee Park Mansion and
Werribee Open Range Zoo, which you can imagine a
lot of people visit. If you are coming from Melbourne,
it is not a problem because you get off at Duncans
Road. However, if you are coming from Geelong or
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Warrnambool, you have to go on the great trek: you
have to get off the highway, head into Werribee and
then come out again — a round trip of about
10 kilometres. What we need at this Duncans Road exit
is a proper interchange to service people visiting these
major tourist attractions, people coming not just from
Melbourne but also from the west of our state.
There is one thing that has the capacity to blow this
budget out of the water — that is, the proposed closure
of Essendon Airport by a federal Labor government. I
have been informed that Martin Ferguson has already
said that if he becomes the minister he will close
Essendon Airport. If that happens, there goes
Melbourne’s third runway. There goes our edge in
aviation, because Essendon Airport more than anything
else gives Victoria an edge that nobody else has. We
have a great airport at Tullamarine, Melbourne Airport.
I think it is one of the best in the world, and it is
certainly the best in Australia. But Essendon Airport
gives the Victorian aviation industry a huge head start;
it is a huge top up over the others. The prospect of
closing it, as the federal Labor Party says it will do if it
is elected later this year, will create a situation where a
third runway will be needed immediately at Melbourne
Airport.
Where would the operators of Melbourne Airport get
the money that they need — and we are talking about
vast sums of money here — to build that runway? It is
not something in their immediate plans, because, of
course, Essendon Airport is there and already services
the needs of the third runway. If a third runway is
needed at Melbourne Airport, where do the operators
turn? Will they turn to the Victorian government? Will
they say, ‘Because of what your federal colleagues have
done, because they have destroyed the edge that
Victoria has in the aviation industry, are you going to
give us the money to put in the third runway at
Tullamarine, or do we risk losing it all?’. If the
government is fair dinkum, it will have to give them the
money.
Mr Guy — And go into debt.
Mr FINN — It will go into further debt, there is no
doubt about that, because, as we are seeing from the
figures in the budget, that debt will be a progressive
thing over a number of years. A third runway at
Tullamarine, now many years in the future but with the
closure of Essendon Airport it will happen almost
immediately, is something that the state government
has to take to its federal colleagues and discuss very
seriously. It has to tell them the dangers involved in the
closure of Essendon Airport.
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It is a matter that I will raise at other times, because it is
a very important issue. Essendon Airport is vital for
regional and rural Victoria. It is a lifeline, as we have
seen this week after the tragic events at Kerang, and it
is a very important part of the aviation infrastructure for
Victoria. It is a form of vandalism and something that
should be resisted by every Victorian to have any
federal party wanting to be in government proposing
Essendon Airport’s closure. Essendon Airport is a part
of the west. It provides huge employment for a lot of
people in the west, and without it it would create
hardship the likes of which we have not seen since the
collapse of Ansett some years ago. That is not
something I am keen to rush back into.
The west of Melbourne deserves better than it has been
getting, and it deserves better than it is getting. We in
the west deserve the same opportunities, the same
chances, as everybody else. We do not get that. We
have not got the same infrastructure, we do not have the
same services. We pay the same tax, but we do not get
the same go. That has to change. Let us see if it can
change with this government. Let us see if the Bracks
government can put its rhetoric aside and get into gear
and put the west’s interests ahead of any other priorities
such as public relations and spin that it believes may
well be what it is looking at. At the moment under this
government the west of Melbourne continues to go
down the drain. My great fear — my great terror — is
that if we continue down this path, all of Victoria will
go down the drain.
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — I am very
pleased to rise and make a contribution to this debate on
the recent budget that was brought down by our
Treasurer, John Brumby. I particularly want to
highlight in my contribution those areas in rural and
regional Victoria that have benefited from the budget,
and I do that in two capacities. First of all, as a member
for Northern Victoria Region, which is a very large
electorate. It is the largest region in the Victorian
Parliament, and it covers 48 per cent of the state. From
that perspective I have a real interest in what is being
delivered, and I am pleased about what is being
delivered not only to my electorate but also to rural and
regional Victoria generally.
It is a good budget, because first and foremost it
delivers on the election commitments we made to the
people of Victoria during the 2006 election campaign.
It shows very sound management, as have all of the
budgets that have been brought down by the Bracks
Labor government. All of them have been brought
down by the Treasurer bar one, the first one, which was
brought down by the Premier who also held the
position of Treasurer in that first term of government.
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This budget also shows a record infrastructure spend.
We often hear opposition members criticise the
government because of lack of spending on
infrastructure. They only have to look to this budget to
see that this is an all-time record spend on
infrastructure, with a $3.6 billion spend in the 2007–08
budget.
This budget creates a more competitive business
environment through land tax cuts over four years of
around $500 million and a further cut in WorkCover
premiums of 10 per cent. This is the fourth consecutive
budget where WorkCover premiums have been cut.
This has had a big impact on business. Both the land
tax cuts and the WorkCover premiums impact greatly
on businesses and their capacity not only to do business
but also to grow their businesses.
We are delivering to families. The previous speaker,
Mr Finn, talked about how we should be delivering for
families. If he took a close look at this budget he would
see that we are delivering for families in a range of
different ways through the services the government
provides, particularly through a $1 billion boost to help
housing affordability. This is probably the biggest and
most important element of any family’s life, and is
often the biggest expenditure item any family is
involved in: their home, no matter whether they are
buying or renting it. Certainly the affordability of
housing has been significantly boosted, which has a
large impact on the way we are able to deliver for
families.
The second most important way we are delivering for
families is through the first stage of the biggest school
rebuilding program Victoria has ever seen. This is the
largest boost to funding for schools in the history of the
state. This is a big boost for families because they want
their children to have schools in close proximity,
schools they are able to attend and schools that are
delivering the programs and structures that meet the
educational needs of our children. This is the biggest
way we are delivering for families.
This budget, like our other budgets, we see as building
for our future. It is not only about immediate needs but
is also about our future needs. In each of the budgets
the Bracks Labor government has brought down we
have always looked not only to that financial year but
also to things we have done in the past so that we can
build on them in not only the immediate and short term
but also for the future.
The ways in which we are doing that can be clearly
seen in the fact that the budget addresses the
environmental challenges by saving 80 billion litres of
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water and investing in our rail and road connections.
They are two big items in this budget that we are
delivering for the future.
In rural and regional Victoria, even though we have
seen not only one of the worst droughts in history
which has had an enormous impact on business, on
families and on the ability of farmers to produce but
also the devastating bushfires that have occurred during
our recent summer, we have seen enormous growth.
Although regional Victoria has suffered those two
devastating natural environmental impacts on the
ability of people to make a livelihood, there has been
growth.
The regional centres of Bendigo, Shepparton, Ballarat
and Mildura are the four fastest growing inland regional
areas in Australia. We have seen not only the
populations of our regional cities grow but also the
population throughout rural and regional Victoria.
There has been record building activity. Regional
population growth is the strongest it has been in
17 years. In spite of drought, in spite of bushfires and in
spite of the impact those two very real and big issues
have had on our rural and regional community, we have
seen the drive of the Bracks government, working with
rural communities and regional cities, to increase the
population and to encourage people to move from cities
into rural and regional areas.
We have seen the campaigns and the money that has
been committed by the government to get skilled
migrants, of which there is a shortage in rural and
regional areas. There has not only been a commitment
of dollars, there has been a commitment in campaigns
and a commitment in partnership in working with rural
and regional Victoria to get skilled and business
migrants to come to rural and regional Victoria. That
has also given a big boost to the populations of rural
and regional Victoria. It has also given a boost to
productivity, because if you have the skilled workforce,
you are able to deliver the best services, to operate your
business at the optimum level, to maintain your
business and to grow your business.
It has been through these sorts of initiatives that the
Bracks government has been determined to work in
partnership with rural and regional councils, businesses
and communities to make this happen. I believe we
have the right economic fundamentals and the right
conditions in rural and regional Victoria to have made
this happen. Regional employment has grown
significantly in recent times. Victoria is one of the
fastest growing rural and regional areas in terms of
employment. A state like Queensland may have higher
employment in rural and regional areas than Victoria,
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but we are certainly up there as one of the fastest
growing areas of regional employment.
Unemployment is dropping, and Victoria has one of the
lowest unemployment rates. The government has
directly facilitated more than 390 000 investments
worth over $7 billion outside of Melbourne, which has
contributed to the creation of over 100 000 new jobs in
rural and regional areas. We are inspiring and working
with communities in rural and regional areas to
encourage people to have an understanding of what it is
to live, to work and to raise your family in a rural and
regional setting.
People are listening to that message. They are talking
with their feet and moving to rural and regional areas.
They are establishing families and businesses and
making rural and regional communities grow. This
budget builds on that. We have seen building approvals
in regional Victoria more than double. This shows that
the population is moving there and that there is a need
for new homes to be built.
When you compare the current number of jobs in rural
and regional areas with what has happened in the past,
you can see that we have produced very strong regional
jobs growth. From November 1999 — the time we
came into government — to now we have seen an extra
120 000 jobs created in rural and regional Victoria.
Looking back at the time before we came into office,
when the opposition was in government, from October
1992 to October 1999 an extra 40 000 jobs were created
in rural and regional Victoria. During that span of years
under the Kennett government we saw 40 000 jobs
created; during the time the Bracks Labor government
has been in office we have seen an extra 120 000 jobs
created. We have very strong regional jobs growth, and
this budget will continue to build on that growth. It will
continue to build on those programs and projects that
we have worked on in partnership with rural and
regional Victoria to ensure that we are able to continue
to grow rural and regional areas.
Driving jobs and investment growth in regional areas
has been a priority for this government. We want to
ensure future jobs growth and future investment in the
region. In this budget you can see that there will be
$508 million in savings through future land tax reforms,
giving Victoria the lowest rate for virtually all
businesses with landholdings valued at between
$400 000 and $4.5 million. That is a big incentive.
Stamp duty has been slashed by $177 million, with a
40 per cent cut in the duty paid on new motor vehicles
worth between $35 000 and $57 000. We have seen
$167 million of savings per year from a further 10 per
cent cut on the average WorkCover premium and from
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WorkCover savings for businesses in each area. That is
very significant.
Let us look at what these savings might mean. The City
of Wodonga will save about $1.1 million from those
WorkCover cuts. That is a very significant saving for it.
The City of Greater Shepparton will save $1.8 million;
the City of Greater Bendigo will save $2.2 million; the
City of Ballarat will save $3.5 million; the City of
Greater Geelong will save $5 million; and the City of
Latrobe will save $2 million. These are just the savings
from the 10 per cent cut in WorkCover premiums. That
is money that businesses will be able to utilise in other
ways — to put back into their businesses in order to
expand them. These are very significant savings for
investment in rural and regional areas, not only for
business but also for jobs growth, the growth of the
community, the growth of the population and the
wellbeing of everybody who lives in rural and regional
Victoria. It will be easier for them to access the services
they need, and they will have a greater variety of
services to choose from.
As I said earlier, education is one of those very
big-ticket items in this year’s budget. We will see the
first stage of the biggest school rebuilding program in
Victoria’s history with an investment of $123 million in
regional Victoria. I will talk a little bit about what that
will mean across regional Victoria and certainly across
my electorate of Northern Victoria Region. We will see
$58 million spent on modernising 18 schools,
$8.3 million spent on building replacement schools in
Ballarat and Stawell and $13.5 million spent on
replacing relocatable facilities with new permanent
buildings to secure the future of six regional schools.
We will also see more than 43 million spent on starting
rebuilding and modernisation programs in Bendigo,
Wangaratta, Geelong and Colac.
We will see $209.5 million invested statewide in
support for teachers. That includes employing
300 teacher assistants and 200 specialist teachers, as
well as continuing to employ 256 primary welfare
officers in schools. It is a very significant injection of
funds into rural and regional schools. If you are going
to be growing the population, if you want people to
come and live in regional Victoria, if you want people
from the cities to really look at making a move to
regional Victoria and if you want migrants who have
the skills we require to settle in rural and regional
Victoria, then you need to have schools. Families need
to know that their children are going to have modern,
well-equipped schools to attend in those areas.
I would like to specifically mention a number of
schools. There is $5.2 million going into the
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modernising of the Beechworth Secondary College, and
the Minister for Education, John Lenders, recently
visited that school. Euroa Secondary College will
receive $3.9 million and $3.2 million will go to
Kinglake West Primary School. We are going to see
$4.6 million spent on Wangaratta High School and
Ovens College and a $2.5 million upgrade of the
Mooroopna North Primary School, with permanent
buildings. That involves relocatable buildings being
replaced with permanent buildings. I know Mooroopna
North Primary School well — I have a niece and
nephews in Mooroopna who attended that school. I
know that other schools in regional Victoria as well as
in the city are very pleased with this massive injection
of funds. There is also $500 000 for a transport and
logistics centre in the city of Wodonga, to be located at
the TAFE college.
Looking at specific schools in my electorate, there is
$20 million for two new Bendigo South schools,
$5.3 million for the modernisation of Echuca College,
$2.9 million for the modernisation of the New Gisborne
Primary School and $2 million to upgrade the Harcourt
Valley Primary School, which involves removing
relocatables and replacing them with permanent
buildings. Again, it is about securing the future. It is not
just about the advantages the students will have when
relocatables are removed and replaced with new
buildings or when a new school is built to replace an
old school. It is not just about servicing the needs of the
children who are at the school now and their families. It
is about building for the future. It will mean that future
generations of schoolchildren in those areas will be able
to benefit from the funds being injected into the budget
this year.
Supporting industry is very important if you are going
to grow regional Victoria, if you are going to increase
the population and if you are going to encourage people
to come and live, work and re-establish their families in
a rural or regional area. One of the ways to do that is to
create jobs. If you have got jobs people will come and
bring their skills. They will bring their families, and
they will invest in an area which they believe has some
future and some growth potential and is going to
prosper. In this budget we see $5.4 million to expand
the regional office network reach of the Industry
Capability Network, including a new office in
Wodonga. We also see a $23 million boost for regional
tourism operators and local events. That has been a
very big issue, particularly in my electorate, for areas
that have been affected by the drought and, particularly,
by bushfire. Not only has there been funding through
this budget but there has also been funding through the
bushfire task force and through the drought task force.
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Tourism operators, the council and the community,
along with the government, have worked hard to build
on those tourist attractions to ensure that people realise
that our country and regional areas are open for
business. They are trying to encourage people — even
though there has been a drought and there might not be
as much water as there once was; it was looking a bit
dry but now it is looking very green and lush — to
come to visit rural and regional areas. Of course
bushfires have the capacity to make people think twice
about whether to travel to an area, but the whole region
was not burning. Only parts of the region were affected
by the devastating fires, and it is really important that
we encourage people to come back to those areas and
that we support those tourism, business and community
endeavours. This budget has helped to build on the
support that has been given not only through past
budgets but also through those two important task
forces.
In this budget we see $6.3 million for natural attractions
and $5 million for the redevelopment of the Eureka
Centre at Ballarat. There is also $5 million for
upgrading and improving regional airport
infrastructure. Again, this is something that is very
important if you want to be able to bring people into
regional areas. We have seen in our time in government
significant amounts of money put into infrastructure to
accommodate larger aircraft at our regional airports,
which are becoming busier all the time. There is
$2 million for regional community tourist events, and
again tourism operators and communities look forward
to getting some monetary assistance from the
government through this sort of funding for community
events.
Agriculture is another area I wanted to spend a little bit
of time on because in northern Victoria and right
throughout rural and regional Victoria agriculture is a
very important source of income for many farmers. It is
a source of income for many community business
operators, and it is an important source of income as far
as Victoria’s economic strength goes. The amount of
exports that our agribusiness and agriculture sectors are
involved in really adds very significantly to the strength
of Victoria’s economy. The budget provides for
initiatives that will strengthen Victoria’s agricultural
sector, including $239 million to protect and ensure
growth in the sector. I want to run through a few of
these which are particularly important.
The $180 million bioscience research centre that will be
set up at La Trobe University in Melbourne will really
cement Victoria’s lead in agricultural technology. It
will be a driving force in protecting the important
ability of farmers to improve their crops and make sure
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they are able to withstand drought and also to improve
production. Production improvements in agriculture
will be driven by this very important centre. There is
$30 million to protect Victoria’s farms and natural
environment from pests and weeds. When you go out to
rural and regional areas and talk to farming groups they
talk at some length about the need to be able to control
pests and weeds.
There is $5 million to assist primary producers to
improve local roads on key agricultural routes. There is
$4 million to help communities to rebuild their rural
showgrounds. Again this builds on funding that the
government has put in place in the past, not only
through Regional Development Victoria but through
past budgets that have put significant amounts into the
upgrading of rural showgrounds, some of which have
been quite dilapidated. It is one of the areas where the
community really welcomes this sort of injection of
funding. Now we are seeing showgrounds in rural and
regional areas being used for a whole variety of
community functions as well as for shows, which, of
course, is great to see.
In his contribution to the debate Mr Finn said that the
government is doing nothing about water. I want to talk
about what the government has been doing about water
and what is provided in the budget to boost water
savings. Water for growth and for the environment has
been particularly important. It is a shame Mr Finn is not
in here, but I am sure he is listening intently on the
speaker in his room. There has been an investment of
$501 million in the Wimmera–Mallee pipeline, which
will provide savings of more than 100 000 megalitres of
water. The northern Mallee pipeline will save
35 000 megalitres of water. The Robinvale irrigation
upgrade has a $20 million government contribution.
The Bendigo recycling project has $6.6 million of
government funding. The goldfields super-pipe has
$71 million.
The Goulburn irrigation channel automation has
$23 million, and there will be increased inflows of
some 50 gigalitres into the Goulburn system as a result
of that. For the Eildon Dam upgrade, dam safety and
irrigation systems improvement in that area there is
$26 million. The boost for the Mount Buller and Mount
Hotham recycling projects is $5.2 million. The
$130 million contribution by the government to the
reconnection of the Tarago Reservoir will increase
water supplies by 21 000 megalitres per year. The
Gippsland Water Factory has $50 million. The
irrigation channel automation in the Macalister district
has $8 million. The Lake Wendouree recycling project
has a $2.1 million contribution.
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For Mr Finn to come in here and say that the
government has done nothing about water, including
water in our rural and regional areas, is just ridiculous.
He obviously is not paying any attention to what is
going on in rural and regional Victoria and the
infrastructure projects the Bracks Labor government
has been involved in over many years to boost our
water supplies and ensure that we make the most of the
water that is available during drought times. This is also
about building for the future. It not just about looking
after what is happening now; it is about putting in place
infrastructure that will ensure that in the future we will
be better able to meet the reduction in water availability
due to climate change.
The budget provides a $136 million boost for water and
for water savings of 80 billion litres, which are very
significant. There is a $38 million injection into
irrigation efficiencies in the Shepparton irrigation
district, with savings of up to 50 billion litres of water.
There is $11 million for the promotion of the
interconnection to the northern grid. There is
$16 million for the new water recycling projects around
Melbourne, saving 3.5 billion litres. There is
$10 million to continue and build on the savings that
have been made in Werribee and for the infrastructure
that has been put in place there previously. There is
$4 million for a major recycling project in Leongatha to
free up fresh water for the township.
Victoria has been the first to meet its obligations under
the Living Murray agreement. If the $1 billion of new
funding for irrigation right across regional Victoria is
not the biggest budget allocation ever, it is certainly
very close to it. So Mr Finn’s assertion that the
government is doing nothing about water and that it has
not responded in any way to put in place infrastructure
or mechanisms that would save water and better utilise
and recycle water is just not true.
I want to talk about another big budget commitment in
another area that Mr Finn talked about when he spoke
about looking after families — that is, statewide
affordable housing. There is a provision in the budget
of $510 million to boost social housing. It will provide
2350 new or redeveloped units throughout Victoria.
That is a huge and very significant commitment to
affordable housing. There is $300 million in grants for
social housing units and $200 million for an additional
800 public housing units. The budget provides for a
$305 million reduction in stamp duty for home buyers.
There is $234 million to extend the $3000 first home
bonus until June 2009 and to increase the bonus to
$5000 for newly constructed homes. They are very
significant initiatives for affordable housing.
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I will touch on a couple of other areas that I will do
quickly and then talk about my own electorate.
Significant allocations have been made to health, and in
Northern Victoria Region $18 million has been
provided to the Nathalia District Hospital for aged-care
redevelopment. Money has also been allocated for new
magnetic resonance imaging equipment for Shepparton,
which is much needed and welcome. The Yea
ambulance station is to be upgraded. Also in health we
have allocated $2 million for the Bendigo Hospital
planning and development; $2.5 million for the Murtoa
community health centre redevelopment; and
$1.5 million for the Bendigo dental school. They are all
very significant injections of funds for rural and
regional areas to meet their health needs. If we are
going to encourage people to move to rural and regional
Victoria, if we are to encourage people to bring their
skills from overseas and settle in rural and regional
Victoria, we need good schools, good opportunities for
jobs or for investment, for growth and we need good
hospital and health services. This budget delivers those
for regional Victoria.
In transport I would like to mention the Bendigo bus
improvements and the $53 million for the Mildura rail
corridor freight upgrade. In justice and emergency
services, in Northern Victoria Region we have seen a
boost for community legal services in Bendigo and
Mildura, which have been most welcome; the
replacement of the Castlemaine Country Fire Authority
station; the Ouyen and Kyneton police station upgrades;
and the Swan Hill joint police and State Emergency
Service station. We have seen the replacement of the
Wallan, Wangaratta and Bonegilla CFA stations and
the Mitta Mitta joint CFA and SES units. We have
training facility upgrades in Wangaratta. They are so
important in rural and regional areas and important
particularly when we have bushfires. We have had the
recent tragic train accident at Kerang and it is the state
emergency services that we need to be there to be
equipped and trained to deal with those emergencies.
This budget has seen injections of funds in my
electorate of Northern Victoria and particularly in those
areas.
This is a good budget for all Victoria, but a particularly
good budget for rural and regional Victoria. It is
building on our achievements of the past and it is
building not just for the short to medium term but
building for the future. That is what we have done in
the past and what we will continue to do.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs PETROVICH
(Northern Victoria).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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OFFICE
Financial audit
Message received from Assembly seeking
concurrence with resolution.
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Motion agreed to.
Ordered that message be sent to Assembly seeking
concurrence with resolution, as amended.

APPROPRIATION (2007/2008) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2007–08

Assembly’s resolution:
That pursuant to section 17 of the Audit Act 1994 —
1.

2.
3.

Mr Terry Benfold of Pitcher Partners be appointed to
conduct the financial audit of the Victorian
Auditor-General’s Office for the 2006–07 financial year
in accordance with the conditions of appointment and
remuneration contained in the report of the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee on the appointment
of an independent auditor to conduct the financial audit
of the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office
(parliamentary paper no. 21, session 2006–07);
The level of remuneration for the financial audit be
$27 500 exclusive of GST; and
Mr Benfold be appointed for three years, subject to
negotiation with the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee of a suitable level of remuneration for future
financial audits and approval by the Treasurer.

Ordered that message be taken into consideration
forthwith on motion of Mr LENDERS (Minister for
Education).
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I move,
by leave:
1.

That the Council concurs with parts 1 and 3 of the
Assembly’s resolution and resolves that, pursuant to
section 17 of the Audit Act 1994:
(a) Mr Terry Benfold of Pitcher Partners be appointed
to conduct the financial audit of the Victorian
Auditor-General’s Office for the 2006–07 financial
year in accordance with the conditions of
appointment and remuneration contained in the
report of the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee on the appointment of an independent
auditor to conduct the financial audit of the
Victorian Auditor-General’s Office (parliamentary
paper no. 21, session 2006–07); and
(b) Mr Benfold be appointed for three years, subject to
negotiation with the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee, of a suitable level of remuneration for
future financial audits and approval by the
Treasurer.

2.

That the Council concurs with part 2 of the Assembly’s
resolution that, ‘the level of remuneration for the
financial audit be $27 500 exclusive of GST; and’, with
the following amendment —
After ‘GST’ insert ‘and disbursements’.

Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) and
Mr LENDERS’s motion:
That the Council take note of the budget papers 2007–08.

Sitting suspended 12.52 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Planning: Hilton on the Park
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — My question
is to the Minister for Planning. Noting that the then
Minister for Planning used her call-in powers to
intervene and approve the proposed redevelopment of
the Hilton hotel because the project was of significance
to the Commonwealth Games, and further noting that
this project has still not begun, I ask: can the minister
inform the house of the status of this project and
whether the call-in approval is still valid?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome the member’s question. I have been eagerly
awaiting some questions from the opposition in relation
to planning matters this week, and the member has
finally got his chance. I appreciate that his chance has
come and that I get a chance to answer the question.
The project Mr Guy referred to is one which I
understand is complicated by a range of matters in the
East Melbourne precinct. While I am not going to go
into too much detail, my understanding is that a range
of matters need to be considered in relation to that
project and in relation to other zoning issues in and
around that precinct by a number of the other
land-holders. I understand it is a reasonably complex
arrangement of circumstances. I am happy to seek
further information on the status of that project. As the
member mentioned, yesterday we published the call-ins
by respective ministers. In relation to those projects, if
at any time members wish to ask me about any of them,
I am always happy to answer those questions. I am
always happy to have questions asked of me. As to this
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question, I do not have the specifics in front of me. I am
happy to bring those back to the chamber at some stage.
Can I also advise the member that there are a number of
projects currently taking place in the East Melbourne
precinct. There are a number of controls across the area,
and whether projects are being built or are being
submitted for approval, if they need to come to this
minister, they will be considered appropriately — they
will be given full and thorough consideration.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Northern Metropolitan) — By way of
supplementary question, I wonder if the minister can
advise the house what his own policies are for the use
of ministerial intervention in planning matters.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome the member’s question in relation to call-in
powers. As I have mentioned on a number of occasions
in this chamber, the Bracks Labor government
established guidelines for call-ins, which is in stark
contrast to what existed before we established those
guidelines. Let me remind the chamber that until the
Bracks Labor government reformed the planning
system we had Maclellanesque call-ins. One of my
favourites — I remember this one very clearly,
although I think it was before I indicated I might even
consider becoming a member of Parliament — was a
call-in by a former planning minister, the Honourable
Rob Maclellan, relating to, I think, the Empire theatre
in Windsor.
Mr Guy — I asked about your policy.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I have stated mine, but I
am also reminding you, Mr Guy — —
Mr Guy interjected.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I am happy to take up the
interjection. We have published guidelines, and we
maintain those guidelines and refer to them, which is in
stark contrast to the position of the Liberal Party, which
lacks a policy in any of these areas. The
Maclellanesque way of calling in the Empire theatre is
an example. I recall the question being posed as to why
those matters were called in, in the same way as we are
being asked why our matters will or will not be called
in. At the time Mr Maclellan said it seemed like a good
idea because his son’s mate was proposing a
development that could not get through. That is the
stark contrast. We have guidelines and we adhere to
those guidelines. They are published — —
Mr Guy — What are they?
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Hon. J. M. MADDEN — If Mr Guy would like I
could refer to the entire two or three pages of them, but
I will not because I know Mr Guy will have more
questions for me.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I would prefer that the
minister did not engage in a debate across the chamber
and just stuck to giving a relevant answer to the
question.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — I am being provoked by
interjections from the opposition, President, and you
know how much I enjoy interjections. But as I said, we
have guidelines, and we refer to those guidelines. They
are published and freely available, and we adhere to
them. That is in stark contrast to the opposition, which
has no idea, no guidelines, no procedure and no policy.
Opposition members continue to come in here and ask
questions which just reminds all Victorians and
Melburnians that they are commentators and that they
have no policy in this area.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister took a
great deal of licence in giving his answer, and he
caused me some concern with his determination to
debate and divert from the subject matter. I ask him to
abide by my previous rulings when responding to future
questions.

Home and community care program: funding
Ms DARVENIZA (Northern Victoria) — My
question is to the Minister for Community Services.
Services provided through the home and community
care program are extremely important to many
Victorians, both older Victorians and younger people
who suffer from a disability. As we know, these
services assist and support people to stay in their own
homes and remain independent and to stay engaged
with their communities. Can the minister explain how
the Bracks government is working in partnership to
secure these services into the future?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Community
Services) — I thank Ms Darveniza for her question and
for her concern about people in our community who
receive home and community care (HACC) services.
She will be pleased to know — and in fact all members
of the chamber will be pleased to know — that a high
degree of collaboration and partnership permeates the
HACC agreement. I can say in very sincere and
glowing terms that in fact there has been a high degree
of collaboration between all tiers of government —
commonwealth, state and local — in delivering home
and community care services throughout Victoria.
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Indeed of recent times the commonwealth Minister for
Ageing decided to stop meddling in the wellbeing of
the Australian Football League and its drug policy and
keep his eye on the ball in relation to his portfolio
responsibilities when he signed off on the home and
community care agreement. I will be eternally grateful
to him for doing that. This is the minister who not so
long ago said he did not have any connections with
older people at all. However, I understand he is an Ethel
Merman fan, and he is probably trying to build a bridge
between himself and his ageing constituents with his
musical tastes.
The good news is he has signed off on that agreement.
It means that a significant amount of funding is flowing
to the state of Victoria. The Bracks government will
rise and will more than match its funding requirements
in the years to come. Indeed the state of Victoria will
contribute $210 million to the HACC agreement this
year, which is approximately 48 per cent of the funding
to be provided. That is far in excess of the 60:40
requirement where under normal circumstances 60 per
cent of the funds would come from the commonwealth.
I am pleased to say that the commonwealth has
recognised the performance of Victoria in delivering
innovative, appropriate and quality care. Victoria will
receive $6 million from a bonus pool that was created
by the predecessor of the federal Minister for Ageing,
Christopher Pyne, to support good innovative practice
in the home and community care field. A significant
amount of that bonus funding will come to Victoria.
Ms Darveniza’s question clearly indicates that she
understands that this program supports many people
throughout Victoria — 236 000 people are supported
through this program each and every year. About 70 per
cent of them are over the age of 70, but there is a
significant number of people younger than 70 who have
some degree of disability and require a degree of
support and care. We recognise that HACC plays a
very important role in the quality of their lives. Some
40 per cent of the recipients of this program live alone,
and we recognise that there is value in providing them
with timely and appropriate support so that they can
stay independent and enjoy a high quality of life.
The good news in terms of the reduction of red tape,
which is an issue that unites some parts of the chamber,
is that there is a three-year basis to this agreement — —
Mrs Peulich — You like it and we don’t.
Mr JENNINGS — I thank the member for the
opportunity to say that this is a landmark in the
reduction of red tape, because it is a three-year funding
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agreement. The commonwealth may impose some
elements of red tape which may seem a bit onerous —
for instance, if the Victorian community puts in its
business plan a little bit late, we could be subject to a
fine of 1 per cent of the funding coming to the state of
Victoria. There are incentives for us to do our
paperwork on time. There is not so much of an
incentive for the commonwealth to do its paperwork on
time, so we will be very interested to know whether we
can all be efficient in the delivery of this system.
Overall the state of Victoria is pleased to say that there
is a high degree of collaboration in this regard and at
this point in time in relation to the home and
community care agreement between the
commonwealth, the state of Victoria and the local
government agencies which provide this service to
Victorians each and every day.

Disability services: commonwealth
state/territory agreement
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — I address my
question to the Minister for Community Services,
Gavin Jennings. The federal government currently has
on the table a dollar-for-dollar offer to the Victorian
government to provide additional supported
accommodation and respite care for Victorians,
conditional on the Bracks government producing a
detailed plan as to how this unmet need can be
addressed. When will this plan be presented to the
commonwealth government?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Community
Services) — While I might argue the toss with
Mr Drum about whether that is a totally accurate
description of the offer from the commonwealth —
from my vantage point it is not an accurate description
of that funding offer — work is being undertaken in all
jurisdictions across the country to try to find a way by
which we can achieve a successful conclusion to the
commonwealth state/territory disability agreement
stage 4. Beyond the offer I have reported to this
chamber previously, there has been correspondence
between the jurisdictions in the past week. An approach
is being adopted by the states and territories to try to
respond to that proposal from the commonwealth in a
coordinated fashion. We are very keen to ensure that
there is appropriate growth allocated to the program
and that we rise up as a nation to address unmet need.
It will be very interesting to see what levels of
understanding and agreement we can achieve in the
negotiations to take place between now and the end of
July, when the ministers get together. As recently as in
the last 24 hours I have sent correspondence to the
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commonwealth to try to ensure that there will be
ongoing funding and indexation of the payments
coming from the commonwealth to the state of Victoria
once we click into the 2007–08 financial year. It is very
important that we maintain that degree of
commonwealth effort in the latter part of the year while
we are negotiating this framework. I continue to be
determined and optimistic about our potential to do this.
The critical date, as I have indicated, is the end of July,
when the next round of face-to-face negotiations is
expected to take place.
Supplementary question
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — I thank the
minister for his answer. Could the minister outline what
data he has been using in trying to quantify the amount
of unmet need in these two areas so the government can
produce a detailed plan to address this unmet need and
therefore come up with a dollar amount that the
Victorian government is hoping the federal government
will match in this dollar-for-dollar offer, which is
outside the CSTDA (commonwealth state/territory
disability agreement)?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DRUM — It has nothing to do with the
CSTDA.
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Community
Services) — In Mr Drum’s supplementary comment to
his supplementary question, which may or may not
have been picked up by Hansard, he was trying to
indicate that the offer is outside the commonwealth
state/territory disability agreement. I do not think that is
the case. In fact my understanding of it is that it is to be
roped in within the terms of the agreement, if it is
struck.
Regardless, in response to the question about
information, we have a disability support register which
is maintained by the department. It is the primary
source of data and information available to the
Victorian community. It is available in summary form
to all Victorian citizens through the government’s
website. Mr Drum and other members of the
community could check it today if they wished. That is
the primary source. We try to make sure we are alive to
any additional regional analysis or considerations that
may take place within the regional catchment
framework from time to time in consultation with
providers and agencies. However, the primary data is
that which is published on the state government’s
website.
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Planning: rural zones
Mr VINEY (Eastern Victoria) — My question is to
the Minister for Planning. New rural zones were
introduced in 2004 to protect and maintain farmers’
rights to farm. I understand some councils have yet to
translate to the new zones. I ask the minister to update
the house on the progress of translation to the new rural
zones and in particular to outline what the Bracks
government is doing to assist councils to implement
them.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
welcome Mr Viney’s interest in this matter. He has an
extensive rural electorate to look after, and I am very
pleased that he has shown a great degree of interest in
this matter. It is a matter of interest to many people in
this chamber, as it should be.
The rural zones were introduced in 2004. They strike
the right balance between maintaining farmers’ right to
farm, tree-changers looking for a quiet life and the need
to protect environmentally sensitive areas. Victoria’s
farmers produce around $8 billion worth of products
each year. The food and agriculture sector accounts for
11 per cent of Victoria’s gross state product. These new
zones clarify planning guidelines for development in
Victoria, protect the rights of farmers to farm and
prevent ad hoc development.
The introduction of rural zones followed extensive
consultation, and at the time the vast majority of
landowners, the Victorian Farmers Federation and rural
councils supported these areas. I know there are
members on the other side of the chamber who support
this move. While I know the opposition does not have
any policy in this area, there are members of the
opposition who support this.
I know that a member for Northern Victoria Region,
Mrs Petrovich, is a great fan of protecting rural areas. I
refer to an article which appeared in the Age on
26 January 2005 — it might have been the Australia
Day weekend — about Hanging Rock and the races
held at that time of the year. The article in the Age
states in part:
Mrs Petrovich says the council is under increasing pressure
from developers.
‘It could become too much of a good thing’, she says.
‘We do need to ensure we don’t have overdevelopment,
because we will lose those very things that make it a lovely
place to live’.

I agree with her, and I am pleased to know she agrees
with us. It is only a matter of time before we get some
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policy out of the opposition along these lines. I look
forward to that as well.
Those things make Victoria a lovely place to live, and
that is what rural zones are all about. These zones
ensure that we do not have overdevelopment, so we do
not lose the things in rural areas that make those rural
areas great places to live. I want to reinforce that the
new rural zones do not affect the existing rights of
landowners to apply for permits to build houses on rural
lots, but it has always been the case, and still is now,
that these permits are subject to council approval. Any
claims that the new rural zones will result in declining
land values is just nonsense and irresponsible
scaremongering.
Rural land sales data for a place like Macedon Ranges
shire, for example, shows that sellers of vacant rural
land are actually commanding prices well above — I
reinforce, well above — the official valuations for rural
land by the councils themselves. Further, contrary to the
claims of some, the evidence is that permits continue to
be granted for new houses in rural zones. I am delighted
that over 80 per cent of translation to the new rural
zones has already taken place, and my department is
continuing to work with councils to implement those
and complete the remainder of the translation.
Unlike the opposition, we have always been committed
to regional Victoria. We know that is not the case for
the opposition. In 2004 we provided $150 000 to the
Municipal Association of Victoria to assist with the
translation of zones. At last year’s election we promised
to complete the implementation of the new rural zones
with councils and the MAV by providing an additional
$500 000. We are delivering on that commitment with
the $500 000 strategic planning of rural land use
funding included in this year’s budget. We will
continue to work with local governments, we will
continue to work collaboratively, we will continue to
implement policy — I can spell it out for the opposition
if it does not know how to spell the word ‘policy’ —
and we will continue to make Victoria a great place to
live, work and raise a family.

Aviation industry: Australian workplace
agreements
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Industry and State
Development. I refer to his answer in the house
yesterday which indicated that the Bracks government
does not believe Australian workplace agreements
(AWAs) are required in the aviation support industries.
Is the minister aware of the comments by Jetstar chief
executive officer Alan Joyce that airlines need AWAs
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to be competitive with low-cost Asian airlines, and does
the Victorian government policy support airlines like
Jetstar in the use of AWAs, given that Victorian
taxpayers helped subsidise Jetstar’s entry to Victoria
through an assistance package?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — President, I will try
to abide by your ruling in relation to being kind to the
opposition, although I must say that the number of
members of the opposition who came and congratulated
me yesterday after my contribution in relation to David
Davis keeps growing. Can I say that despite the
negativity of the opposition and in particular the
opposition spokesperson, who continues to talk down
Victoria — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! I will once again read
the particular rule on which the minister is giving me
grief:
I do not propose to change this longstanding practice.
However, a minister’s answer will be deemed to be not
relevant and responsive if the minister makes a personal
attack in any way upon the member asking the question or
overtly criticises the opposition …

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Thank you,
President. The aviation industry is an important
industry for Victoria, and I am happy to respond to the
question of the honourable member by pointing to our
record, and the record, I think, in response to another
question that I received — —
Mr D. Davis — Just respond by answering the
question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Davis too is
testing me constantly, and given that he continues to
interject, I will give the minister some licence to
respond to him vigorously if he wants to.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — President, I thank
you for that leeway. I must say that I do not want to be
in a position of having to have a two-way interaction all
the time in relation to matters of fact. When we are
dealing with matters of fact I think we should at least be
able to agree on those rather than simply having this
process of reinterpreting the way in which facts are
presented simply because that helps in putting an
argument.
Can I just say that here are some facts about the
aviation industry which I put on the table yesterday. We
wanted to get Tiger Airways into Victoria. We went to
Tiger and we talked to it about a whole range of things
before it made its decision to come and base itself in
Victoria. It was the case that one of the things that it
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considered very carefully was industrial relations. As
you would expect in a competitive environment, some
of our competitors in other states pointed to the
industrial relations situation here in Victoria.
I am not sure what comments the opposition
spokesperson made when he also met the chief
executive officer of Tiger. He may well also have
expressed concerns about the industrial relations
situation here in Victoria, because I do not think he was
a champion for wanting to get Tiger Airways into
Victoria. Despite all that negativity from various people
who tried to talk Tiger out of basing itself in Victoria on
the industrial relations issue, in fact what happened was
that Tiger made the decision to base itself here in
Victoria. It was a huge vote of confidence in the
Victorian aviation industry. Tiger did so without having
to have any guarantees from us or any discussion in
relation to AWAs (Australian workplace agreements).
It came here and was prepared to come here and work
within the industrial relations system as it is in Victoria.
The other one I mentioned yesterday was John Holland
Aviation Services, which was prepared to come here
take over and resolve an issue which has been six years
in the making, where all these people in the Ansett
facility were desperately hanging onto their jobs. John
Holland came along and also raised the industrial
relations question with the government. What did the
government do? We went along, took the union, put the
union together with the company and said, ‘Look, can
we sort this out in a way that will suit all sides?’. And
guess what? We came up with a collective agreement
which suits John Holland and which allows for a huge
amount of flexibility, including an annualised salary
structure and so forth.
In relation to all these players, increasingly they are
basing themselves in Victoria, and we are happy to
work with them. We are having great success. Despite
the negativity coming from the opposition, we are
nevertheless attracting people. In so far as Jetstar is
concerned, I am very happy to talk to Jetstar about the
industrial relations climate in Victoria and how we
could get the same kind of flexibility for them that we
have been able to achieve for all the other players that
have based themselves in Victoria.
Supplementary question
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — On
precisely that point, does the minister support Jetstar’s
arrangements and the AWAs (Australian workplace
agreements) that it uses, and will he support it using
AWAs with further packages by the state government,
if it continues with those AWAs?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — The real question
here is: does the opposition support the flexible
working arrangements that we have been able to bring
in for players like John Holland and Tiger that have
come here — a collective agreement which involves
cooperation between the parties? Does the opposition
support that kind of approach or does it support the
approach of having more and more industrial strife?
The answer in our case is: we support an approach
where we bring together the parties — the unions and
the various players — to have a cooperative approach
that results in higher productivity. That is the approach
of the Australian Labor Party and of the Victorian
government. That is the approach we use in industrial
relations, as opposed to the law of the jungle which
John Howard wants to introduce and which is clearly
supported by the opposition.
Questions interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT — Order! I draw the house’s
attention to the fact that we have an ex member of this
house in the gallery, Sang Nguyen.
QUESTIONSWITHOUTNOTICE

Questions resumed.
QUESTIONSWITHOUTNOTICE

Employment: growth
Mr TEE (Eastern Metropolitan) — My question is
to the Minister for Industry and State Development.
Can the minister outline how Victoria has fared in the
most recent Australian Bureau of Statistics employment
statistics figures?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for
Industry and State Development) — Yesterday I was
very pleased to come to the house and outline five
major areas of economic activity in which we were
kicking goals, and I am pleased today to be able to
provide information on the way in which that activity is
reflected in the employment figures we are seeing in the
state.
As I have outlined time and time again, the business
environment in the state is one of creating jobs. Again,
the house does not have to take my word for it; we can
simply look at the latest ABS (Australian Bureau of
Statistics) figures on jobs growth and see what they
show. In the 12 months to May a staggering
89 100 people became employed in Victoria — the
second highest increase since August 1995. It is a huge
number of people, and I might add for Mr Drum’s
information that many of them are in regional Victoria.
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What is more, and this is an important point, 94 per
cent of those jobs — that is a total of 84 000 jobs —
were in fact full-time jobs. They were real full-time
jobs. Let us look at the unemployment figures when we
came in to government and compare them with today’s
figures. Let me just outline to the house that
unemployment in the state has been reduced by 1.9 per
cent. It is now 1.9 per cent lower than when we came to
government. Unemployment is now at 4.7 per cent,
which is a significant achievement.
It means that we have been putting jobs on at the rate of
a thousand jobs a week. Just think about this, and I say
this especially for the benefit of David Davis, who does
not seem to like these sorts of statistics: every week a
thousand people are being employed in the state — new
people getting jobs. Every week, week on week, a
thousand new people are walking into a job somewhere
and being employed. That is the record that this
government has been able to achieve.
We are able to do it because we have an export
orientation. We have been able to increase the number
of exports. I want to conclude on this, because I know
that David Davis has put out some more information
about exports and it is important for those exporters
who are out there creating jobs that I make this point.
He keeps quoting the volume of exports in relation to
the resource-rich states which are exponentially
increasing the volumes going out. He continues to
ignore that our exports in relation to the service industry
keep going up and, the most important thing of all, the
dollar value of exports.
If Mr Davis were to look at the dollar value of exports
and not mislead us, he would see that the situation is
that the dollar value of exports from Victoria, using the
same statistics that he quotes in his press release, was
6.5 per cent higher in the March quarter than it was a
year ago. In addition to the unemployment figures, the
fact of the matter is that we are now exporting 25 per
cent more than was being exported under the Kennett
government, and that is why we are getting more and
more jobs in this state.
Questions interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The PRESIDENT — Order! I draw to the house’s
attention that we have another ex-member of the
chamber in the gallery, Maree Luckins.
QUESTIONSWITHOUTNOTICE

Questions resumed.

Schools: anti-dairy campaign
Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Education. Animal
Liberation Victoria plans to take its anti-dairy ‘milk
sucks’ campaign into Victorian schools to counter
Healthy Bones Week in August and World School
Milk Day, claiming milk and dairy products are bad for
human health. Will the minister ensure that this
ill-informed anti-dairy group is prohibited from
distributing damaging misinformation to our
schoolchildren through Victorian public schools?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I thank
Mr Vogels for his question. As I said earlier, I am
delighted I am getting questions from right across the
opposition on educational matters.
Mr P. Davis — It’s our no. 1 priority.
Mr LENDERS — I am pleased Mr Vogels is
asking the question, and I am also pleased that Philip
Davis is on message. We will get him over the line yet.
Mr Vogels asked a very valid question about healthy
food in schools. This is the first I have heard of the
issue he has raised. I will certainly look at it with
interest.
Mrs Peulich interjected.
Mr LENDERS — It is interesting that we get the
interjection ‘Yet again’ from Mrs Peulich. I would have
thought that after her inappropriate counting of
numbers for Ken Aldred in Holt she would have had
enough to say for a long time. Needless to say, that
inaccurate counting of numbers was overturned by her
administrative committee. Mr Vogels raised the
question — —
Mrs Peulich — On a point of order, President, the
minister is actually in breach of two standing orders.
The first is that he is inadvertently misleading the
house, and the second is that he is actually debating the
question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Let me just say in
relation to the member’s first comment suggesting the
minister was out of order on two issues that I will be the
judge of that. Unfortunately for Mrs Peulich I was
distracted. I was having discussions on serious matters
with the Clerk and did not hear the comments being
made. However, I am sure that the Leader of the
Government has the good sense to know whether he is
getting close to the line or not and will pull back if
necessary.
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Mr LENDERS — Perhaps I erred, President;
perhaps it was Mr Rich-Phillips who did the counting.
Mr Vogels raised the question of what was happening
with animal liberationists in schools, and certainly I will
take it up with interest and get back to him. But it does
raise the bigger question of what we do in regulating
schools and red tape. My views on red tape do not stand
alone. With just a cursory look at Hansard you can see
that 7 of the 15 opposition members have expressed in
this chamber great concern at the burden of red tape on
government during this term of the Legislative Council
alone — 7 of the 15 members have expressed great
concern. I hear that, and I also hear from the
community about the need for us to be careful about
how much red tape we bring into schools.
I will certainly take up Mr Vogels’s issue with interest,
but I also say with great concern that I am very aware
that the 1594 government schools in this state are
crying out for the burden of red tape to be lifted. I am
very aware that the 702 non-government schools in this
state are crying out for the burden of red tape to be
lifted. I say to Mr Vogels that in addition to listening to
members of the school community who do not like red
tape and listening to principals who do not like red tape,
I will take on board Mr Vogels’s question.
Supplementary question
Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — I must say I
did not get much of a response, but I am looking
forward to the minister’s reply. The importance of dairy
products to good nutrition is well established. The dairy
industry is worth over $2 billion annually in export
earnings to this state, as we heard the minister say. Will
the Minister for Education assure the house that the
government will not cave in to the Animal Liberation
Victoria ‘milk sucks’ campaign by withdrawing dairy
products from school canteens?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) —
Mr Vogels, Mr Viney and I are the only members of
this chamber who grew up on dairy farms milking
cows. I note there is not a member of The Nationals
among that group.
Mr Drum — On a point of order, President, I do
know how you go about raising a stringent point of
order, but I would like to raise one, because the minister
is misleading the house.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Drum, that is so
close to being a frivolous point of order warranting
30 minutes. As I say, it is very, very close. The
minister, to continue.
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Mr LENDERS — If I erroneously excluded any
dairy farmers, my most profound apologies. The only
people who have talked about dairy farming are two of
those three.
Mr Vogels has raised the issue that the dairy industry is
a great industry, and I can say that from experience.
Dairy foods are great foods. The only thing we do in
school canteens is try to ensure there is healthy food in
them. Clearly milk is a healthy food. We can have a
discussion about whether flavourings are. We want
healthy foods in our canteens because the whole Go for
Your Life campaign is about ensuring that Victorians
from cradle to grave are as healthy as they can be.
Healthy foods and healthy exercise are key parts of that.
Dairy products are an important part of healthy foods in
our diet. We share a great affinity with the dairy
industry, and through good policies we make Victoria a
better place to live, work, exercise and raise a family.

Schools: enrol-to-vote campaign
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My question
is to the Minister for Education. Brian Burgess,
president of the Victorian Association of State
Secondary Principals, has recently called for year 12
students to enrol to vote before exam pressures prevent
them from doing so. Can the minister inform the house
what the role of schools is in encouraging students to
enrol?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I
certainly welcome the question on what is the role of
schools in getting students to enrol to vote.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LENDERS — From the catcalls opposite,
obviously there is some secret agenda about making it
harder for students to enrol to vote through the changes
to the federal Electoral Act. Students need to enrol to
vote. Firstly, it is their civic obligation, and secondly, it
is their right. We will have a federal election
presumably in October or November this year right in
the middle of Victorian certificate of education exams,
when students understandably will be focused on their
future careers and the exams. If they have not taken the
action of enrolling to vote, they will miss out on the
franchise. Four hundred thousand Australians enrolled
to vote when the federal election was called three years
ago, and of those almost 70 000 new entries were
18-year-olds.
I welcome the call by Brian Burgess, the principal of
Eumemmerring Secondary College in Mr Somyurek’s
electorate. One of the graduates of Eumemmerring
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Secondary College sits on the opposition benches
here — Mr Rich-Phillips. Mr Burgess is calling for this
to happen in schools. The Australian Electoral
Commission has developed a vote week in response to
the changes. What I would say is important — as part
of civics, as part of giving people their basic rights — is
that our year 12 students enrol to vote now. Any
17-year-old can make a provisional enrolment — any
17-year-old — and I would urge every member of this
house to join in the Australian Electoral Commission’s
enrol-to-vote campaign to get every 17-year-old on the
roll so that when the federal election is called they can
exercise their democratic right.
Unfortunately bad federal legislation has made it harder
for young Victorians to vote, but this is an important
thing in every school. I urge every member of the house
to make sure that those 70 000 young Australians who
may miss out on voting because of the federal change
remedy that and get on the roll. It is very important, and
I urge all members to support it.

Aboriginals: Yorta Yorta agreement
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. I
thank the minister for keeping us updated on the
implementation of the government’s new cultural
heritage laws. However, the government does have
existing obligations under the cooperative management
agreement between the Yorta Yorta Nation Aboriginal
Corporation and the state of Victoria. Are there any
contradictions between the obligations under the new
framework and this agreement? Does the new
framework supersede or override the government’s
obligations under the cooperative management
agreement, and if not, how will the government
reconcile the two?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs) — I thank Mr Barber for his question. It is one
of a series actually where he has referred to the
wellbeing of the Yorta Yorta nations as part of the
Victorian community and the important role they play
in terms of cultural heritage and regard and recognition
of the ongoing and unswerving contribution of
Aboriginal people in the state of Victoria. Mr Barber
referred to the agreement struck between the state of
Victoria and the Yorta Yorta nations in relation to land
management issues covering parcels of land adjacent to
the Murray and Goulburn river streams in Victoria.
That agreement, from memory, covers something in the
order of 50 000 hectares of the state of Victoria that is
subject to its conditions.
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Mr Barber has put to me a question about the crossover
between the standing of that agreement and the cultural
heritage legislation. I believe the agreement is binding
in terms of all the elements that are contained within it,
and beyond that in terms of the goodwill and spirit by
which the agreement was entered into in terms of
recognising the standing of the Yorta Yorta nations and
their connection to country and knowledge of cultural
heritage matters to be incorporated within land
management issues. From my vantage point those
things are to be supported and maintained during the
life of the agreement. Depending upon the
consideration of the Aboriginal Heritage Council in
terms of its responsibilities when it determines who is a
registered Aboriginal party for that area, this may or
may not be an issue. It may or may not be, depending
upon whether the Yorta Yorta nations become the
registered Aboriginal party for that part of Victoria
either exclusively or in collaboration with other parties.
There may be some issues that are drawn to attention
and action that may stem from the registration of
Aboriginal parties under the Cultural Heritage Act. It is
a bit premature to speculate at this point in time, until
the heritage council makes a determination on this
matter, about whether there would be any potential
conflicts or potential difficulties in being able to
accommodate the terms, the spirit and the intent of the
agreement with the cultural heritage law. I would only
be crystal ball gazing, and I am optimistic that there
will not be difficulties, but I am very happy in
collaboration with various communities to deal with
any potential difficulties that may arrive in the
implementation of the agreement and the new
legislative arrangements.
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Green, on a
supplementary.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! That was genuinely
Freudian. Mr Barber, on a supplementary.
Supplementary question
Mr BARBER (Northern Metropolitan) — We have
all changed our surnames! I have received a report that
an officer from Aboriginal Affairs Victoria in a briefing
for the Goulburn Broken Catchment Management
Authority on its obligations under the new act stated
that there was no contradiction because the cooperative
management agreement, in her words ‘Does not relate
to cultural heritage’. However, in the objectives in
schedule 3 it states in 1.3:
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to develop a partnership that recognises shared interests and
goals of working to improve the environmental, cultural and
social management of the designated areas.

The Yorta Yorta people probably think that the
environmental, cultural and social management is just
one big thing anyway; whitefella law, whitefella
departments and whitefella ministerial portfolio
allocations do not. My supplementary question is: when
will the minister meet with the Yorta Yorta Nation
Aboriginal Corporation to sort out this and other
matters it has been seeking a meeting about?
Mr JENNINGS (Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs) — I guess, President, I want to let you know
that Mr Barber is not as naive as he looks, so in terms
of that possible interpretation of your description of
him, he is reasonably well informed. He is perhaps not
as well informed as he might be, but he is reasonably
well informed about these matters, because the Yorta
Yorta nations have not been seeking a meeting with me
to discuss the terms and conditions of this agreement. In
fact they have been seeking to have meetings with and
in fact have had meetings with officers of the
appropriate minister, who is the Minister for Water,
Environment and Climate Change in the other place.
Those meetings have taken place.
I am always ready and able to have meetings personally
with members of the Aboriginal community. Probably
over the years my diary has been laden with many such
meetings, and I anticipate that will continue to be the
case in the future. I stand by my substantive answer of
my understanding of what the terms of the agreement
mean and what they might mean in relation to the
crossover between that and the cultural heritage
legislation.

Schools: external stakeholders
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — My
question is to the Minister for Education, Mr Lenders.
Can the minister inform the house how the Bracks
government is promoting best practice on engaging
external stakeholders to participate in education?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I could
muse that Bolte the Bolshevik built the Thomson Dam
using debt, but I will not. I will answer the question.
Mr Thornley asked a question about engaging external
stakeholders. Firstly, I would say that if you want to
achieve results in education you should engage external
stakeholders and you should see what is happening.
The government responded to the recommendation of
the Education and Training Committee of the
Parliament on teaching maths and science in schools.
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Members around this chamber would know that we
engage with external stakeholders. Governor de Kretser
invited 50 to Government House. Philip Davis was
there, Mr Hall, a former maths teacher, was there and
Ms Pennicuik was there as well as 50 other
distinguished Victorians. They included Dr Alan
Finkel, the publisher of Cosmos science magazine,
Dr Ray Shaw from Rio Tinto, Dr Peter Binks, the chief
executive officer of NanoVic, and a range of other
people. They all came to a roundtable so we could get
the best practice for teaching maths and science in
schools.
In response to Mr Thornley’s question, one way in
which we can do that is by bringing people together,
learning what is happening, getting best practice and
moving forward. Another way is to just make
statements on 3LO out of the blue as if it were new.
Mrs Coote — On 774.
Mr LENDERS — On 774; I was just testing. It is
quite interesting. The federal minister this morning
called on schools in Victoria to encourage corporate
sponsorship because it is beyond the capacity of
government to give them resources. She also called for
links between schools and business. In response to
Mr Thornley I say that two things arise out of that. One
is to ask whether the commonwealth has abrogated
responsibility on education. Philip Davis has said in this
chamber today that it is the no. 1 priority. Has the
federal minister decided it is all too hard, and is it
pulling out of education, the no. 1 priority of any
government? That is one question. The other question is
that the federal minister has also made the observation
that we should have dealings with corporate Australia.
In response to Mr Thornley, I suggest that Ms Bishop
should come to Victoria to look at some of the
partnerships we have with business. I mentioned
Dr Peter Binks, the chief executive officer of NanoVic.
Three weeks ago I was at St Helena school near
Eltham.
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr LENDERS — Mr Guy knows about the school
because it is in his electorate. I am impressed! As I told
the house before, year 7 students at the school were
studying nanotechnology. We have partnerships at the
moment. We have structured workplaces through
vocational education and training and the Victorian
certificate of applied learning. We have
apprenticeships, we have industry and community
mentors, we have career expos, we have work skills, we
have a Try a Trade competition, we have local
community partnerships in Geelong and the
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adopt-a-school project. We have multiple projects
where we engage with industry. That is how you
engage.
But this morning in a bolt out of the blue the federal
minister said that to move education forward you
should engage with industry. My response to
Mr Thornley as to how you do this is, firstly, you learn
the facts. You might learn them by actually setting foot
in a school in the state of Victoria. No opposition
member has yet told me of a school in Victoria that the
federal minister has set foot in. If she actually set foot in
a school in Victoria she might learn something about
education that her 700 public servants in the Moscow
on the Molonglo in Canberra have not noticed for her.
She might talk to industry and learn that partnerships
are happening.
Education is too important to be in the hands of
amateurs. I say to Ms Bishop in a spirit of goodwill that
I will happily take her to any of Victoria’s 1594 state
schools and any of Victoria’s 702 independent schools
to show her education so she can appreciate that some
of her good ideas are actually happening in Victoria.
Education is one of those great things that makes
Victoria a fantastic place to live, work and raise a
family. We can do it in collaboration. I welcome any
innovative ideas from the commonwealth, but I would
rather it looked at schools instead of rehashing
something that a republican polster from the United
States of America has told it is a good idea.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 149–168,
199–207; 249–51, 269–71, 309, 310.

APPROPRIATION (2007/2008) BILL and
BUDGET PAPERS 2007–08
Second reading
Debate resumed
Mrs PETROVICH (Northern Victoria) — I am
pleased to make my contribution to this budget debate.
I have followed the process with keen interest. As a
newly elected member of Parliament I have noticed
with some interest the contrast between the election
promises made to voters in the Northern Victoria
Region and what has in fact been delivered.
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Mr Guy — Is that a broad brush?
Mrs PETROVICH — Very much so; I would say
it is a very broad brush. I will be highlighting these
anomalies in the communities which have once again
been made promises by a government that has had its
fingers crossed. The member for Seymour, Ben
Hardman; the member Macedon, Joanne Duncan; the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Bob
Cameron; and the Minister for Education Services and
Employment, Jacinta Allen, all members from the other
place, have serious credibility issues in relation to not
delivering the goods for the communities that elected
them.
I would also like to take this opportunity to make a
comment on one of the most serious issues facing
communities in Northern Victoria Region, and that is
the impact of drought. The money which has been
provided to those communities, which are on their
knees, is too little too late. It is obvious when looking at
the amount of money being allocated to these
communities for drought assistance that the
understanding of the magnitude of this issue has not
been fully realised by the Bracks government. Small
business is suffering under an economy which has
simply dried up.
I was interested to scrutinise the frivolities at the Labor
Party’s national conference, especially its 265-page
draft national platform and constitution. Drought gets
mentioned just twice, and only in a phrase relating to its
impact on our cities and in a cursory comment. Of
course I expected only a small mention, particularly as
this government believes Victoria finishes at Sunbury.
Drought is mentioned in just one sentence, which reads:
Labor believes the commonwealth has a responsibility to
support innovation in these areas, which are critical to
combating the threat of climate change and the impact of
drought on our cities.

It was up to the leader of the opposition, Wee Kev from
Queensland, to rescue the situation. In a 50-minute
speech containing 5772 words to articulate his views,
he mentioned drought just once. He said, ‘We have
faced great threats in the past — through drought,
depression and the threat of invasion’. That is it. There
is no more.
The drought-affected communities in Northern Victoria
Region deserve far more than a cursory glance and the
amount that has been allocated to assist an area that is
now declared to be 100 per cent drought affected. It
was with great disappointment that I realised that the
old phrase was appropriate; it is unfortunately true that
state budget funding for the lower house electorates in
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my region, particularly Seymour, which is a neglected
seat, is conspicuous by its absence. Why are the people
of Seymour not on this government’s radar? It is a great
shame, and I do not know what we are going to do. Ben
Hardman is a great bloke, but just smiling and nodding
at meetings is not enough any more, and writing letters
will just not cut it.

Mrs PETROVICH — It is very odd. I have a
cutting from the Kilmore Free Press that discusses
something I find disgraceful — the government’s lack
of commitment and delivery in this budget regarding an
election promise. The article talks about the importance
of a development at the Kilmore and District Hospital.
It says:

I have carefully looked through the budget papers and
the government’s election promises searching for
investments in these towns. Roads is an interesting
issue. I would like to speak at length today about the
Yarra Glen bypass. There is nothing for the bypass,
although $9 million has been promised by Ben
Hardman as part of his commitment to the community
of Yarra Glen and the Seymour electorate. The federal
government has upheld its commitment by providing a
$5.5 million grant as its share of funds, but the project
will not go ahead without state government moneys,
and we do not know when they will be forthcoming.

The importance of the two-stage development is illustrated by
the hospital’s willingness to press ahead despite government
funding yet to be approved.

The government’s election materials promised to
‘support growth, jobs, tourism and development’. In the
2006 Victorian election publication — policy 4 — the
government promised to contribute $9 million to the
Yarra Glen bypass and undertake a study for the
Kilmore bypass. It is a bit sad. In the case of Kilmore
we still do not know where that is. VicRoads is
supposed to be completing a study by mid-2007. We do
not know where it is; Labor does not know where it is.
At the last Mitchell Shire Council meeting the council
resolved to investigate the issue and ask the
government to produce this long-awaited study. We
know Rome was not built in a day, but where is the
financial commitment by Steve Bracks and Ben
Hardman to get trucks out of the towns of Wallan and
Kilmore and give these communities back their towns
and main streets? These are country towns, and they do
not deserve to have the volume of traffic that currently
passes through them and effectively prevents them
from being proper business precincts. Of the
$91 million promised for regional roads, $63 million
has been committed to the Geelong ring-road and the
Anglesea overpass. This leaves very little for the rest of
regional Victoria.
This brings me to health, which is an even more vexed
issue. Even though the Hume corridor is one of the
fastest growing regions in the state, I could find nothing
in the budget for health services in Seymour, and, in
particular, nothing for the hospitals in Seymour and
Kilmore.
Mr Koch — How strange.

This community has actually begun fundraising for the
second stage of redevelopment, estimated to cost
between $300 000 and $400 000. This is a travesty and
a disgrace. Country communities are well known for
getting behind these projects and supporting
themselves, but this is a state government
responsibility. The government is negligent.
This is the state of health in Kilmore: a state
government responsibility is once again being shifted
back onto the community. As I said previously, this is a
growth corridor and the demand for health services is
increasing. What forward planning has been done to
address this? The Seymour electorate stands in stark
contrast to other areas of the state that have neither its
current demand nor its projected growth figures for the
next few years. The Alexandra District Hospital has not
been funded at all. During the last election $15 million
was promised to upgrade it. I hope the government
understands the pressure these broken promises place
on patients and their families in these communities.
They will not be able to access the proposed upgraded
facilities, and they deserve much better. In many cases
the need for treatment imposes great costs and
travelling time on families. They have to arrange for
child care and be separated from loved ones because of
the tyranny of distance. We should not undervalue the
importance of these rural hospital facilities. The
government certainly has not supported the Alexandra
hospital.
In a budget of almost $1 billion we once again see a
shortfall in education funding in Seymour for the
school rebuilding program in Seymour. Where is the
investment in the schools of the Seymour electorate?
Only one of the schools mentioned as being funded is
in Seymour. Is this really the best the government can
do for the seat?
Transport is a vexed issue across the state. We have a
fast train that does not run fast and bottlenecks at North
Melbourne station. Country and metropolitan train
travellers are constantly delayed. We certainly have a
problem with transport in Seymour. It also missed out
on funding for trains in the budget. The budget injects
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$872 million into public transport, but only a pittance is
to be spent in rural and regional Victoria. There are
25 bus improvement projects in Portland, Colac, Lakes
Entrance, Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo, but once
again there is not a blessed thing for Seymour. Locals
would be happy if the trains would simply run on time;
I reckon they deserve a bit better than that, and I am
hoping we can do a better job for them in the future.
Water is also a vexed issue. We have talked at length
about drought, infrastructure, the intricacies of pipelines
that have not yet been built and communities that will
probably be out of water by September. As far as I am
concerned this government’s attitude to water is an
absolute joke. There are towns in the electorate of
Seymour which have had to have water trucked in for
months, and this is simply not good enough. There is
nothing in the budget for long-term solutions to the
water crisis in this area. Where are the alternative
solutions for rural Victoria? We have just received
some rainfall, which is a great start. We have seen a
little bit of green growth, but there is certainly no easing
of the water situation, and we should not be under any
illusion that the drought is over. The catchments have
not received much run-off as yet. It will take quite a lot
more rain and a lot more soaking of the soil before that
can happen, so members should not be under any
illusions. We need improvements in infrastructure, we
need some money spent, and I do not think that is going
to happen.
Very little rain has fallen over the Melbourne
catchments, and there are grave fears in the country that
water that has traditionally been earmarked for
agriculture and to sustain rural communities will not
only be piped to the big regional centres but will
ultimately be shipped even further, eventually to
Melbourne. We know that Melbourne has gone past its
trigger point for stage 4 restrictions, and this state
government still has not acted. I do not know where it is
going to get its water from in the end, but it is
absolutely critical and irresponsible not to be
acknowledging that this is a serious issue. We have a
classic case of a government that is not fixing any of the
infrastructure problems and not acknowledging the
issues, and a budget that simply has not gone any way
towards fixing the water crisis. When we have seen any
action at all, it has simply been a case of robbing Peter
to pay Paul.
I do not think we have any contingency plans. I ask,
‘Where are they?’. Where is the funding for major
infrastructure improvements? What has the Bracks
government done about tapping into the Campaspe
deep lead aquifer and alternative sources of emergency
water for agriculture in communities such as Bendigo?
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I asked a question of the Minister for Water,
Environment and Climate Change in the other place,
Mr Thwaites, many months ago and I still have not
received an answer. I am still waiting, and I hope it is
being considered because if that pipeline does not get
finished by September the community of Bendigo is
certainly going to be high and dry.
I happen to support the pipeline to Bendigo, but one of
the concerns I have with it is the energy required to
pump water over the Great Dividing Range. If we are
looking at conserving energy and looking at our CO2
emissions and how we can better protect our planet, I
am, as I said, very concerned about the energy required
to pump water over the Great Dividing Range. I think
we would see — and the researchers told me — that the
energy required to do this pumping would be similar to
the amount required to power a city the size of
Bendigo. I do not know where the environmental
responsibility is in that.
We hear that the drought is caused by global warming,
and here we have the Bracks government contributing
to the problem by creating massive CO2 emissions in
the powering of that transfer of water — again, robbing
Peter to pay Paul. We see this most valuable resource
being taken away from our agricultural areas to our dry
cities because of a lack of planning. If we had had some
improvement in planning and infrastructure over the
last eight years and investment in those most crucial
channel pipelines, we certainly would not be in this
position now. We have had eight years and we have
seen nothing. We are waiting on a pipeline, and we still
do not see any line items in this budget to explain
where that money is coming from.
We already have producers struggling with drought,
and they certainly will not be able to continue. I would
really like an explanation about what is going to happen
to those rural communities and to the longevity of the
agricultural industries that have been the mainstay of
these regions and rural communities. There is a lot of
rhetoric in the chamber about the great job the Bracks
government is doing to assist industry, but there needs
to be an acknowledgment of the ripple effect of this
drought, the loss of the agricultural dollar and the effect
that will have on the agricultural communities for a
very long time. I know from my experience in running
a business that when the country is in drought the cities
experience a reduction in their economy and businesses
struggle a little bit more. I do not think we will see the
full effects of this dry spell for a long time.
We have seen $10 million over four years allocated to
improve irrigation practices through the WaterSmart
farms program and $29 million to improve water
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quality for small country towns. I would like to
compare this to the $21 million allocated by the Bracks
government to complete a 21-hectare Australian garden
at the Royal Botanic Gardens in Cranbourne. I find this
a little hard to sell to people in my rural communities.
The point I am making is that gardens are fine, and we
all enjoy having one, but when people in my region
have struggled to water their stock and grow some
produce it seems a little irresponsible and quite
frivolous to them and to me that an amount equivalent
to half of the money spent on vital water initiatives is
being spent on a 21-hectare garden. There is a great
irony in that!
It is clear that little strategic work is being done by
government departments. The Bendigo corridor
strategy that started five years ago was to be a strategic
document to guide development in that region both
socially and economically, but I do not know what has
happened to that either. I was on the Macedon Ranges
Shire council at the time, and as mayor I attended many
meetings with mayors and chief executives from across
the region. There was concern at the time that we
needed to get our planning right because we needed the
vital infrastructure, and we needed to make sure we had
sufficient water and the creation of employment
opportunities. Some $500 000 has been spent on this
strategy to date, but nobody seems to know where it has
gone.
I heard Kaye Darveniza speak with great excitement
earlier today in the chamber about all the jobs that will
be created in the community for people who are going
to live, work and raise a family in rural and regional
Victoria. I am really pleased about that. Northern
Victoria Region is a great place. It is a wonderful place
to raise a family — as long as you have schools and the
capacity to make sure that people have sufficient
employment. I do not know that we have seen that
happen as yet. I am hoping we can get an update and
some progress on this. I hope it does not cost us another
$500 000 for an invisible strategy.
When we hear members talk so gleefully about the
number of people moving into rural Victoria, we need
to make sure that we have strategic planning and that
we are able to support those people in those
communities. It is impossible to detail all the promises
across the towns of northern Victoria that have been
broken. I think the state of the Seymour electorate is a
great indicator of the lack of importance placed on
country Victoria by this government.
Before I conclude I would also like to commend a
Macedon Ranges resident and former member of the
Australian Democrats and the Mount Macedon branch
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of the Labor Party, Mr Russell Mowat. Last week in the
local Macedon Ranges media he highlighted another
broken Bracks government election promise on
something which had not been delivered to those
communities along the Calder corridor. The issue raised
was the interchanges at Sunshine Avenue and Calder
Park Drive and the highly dangerous Robertsons Road
T-intersection. This promise was made during the last
election campaign by George Seitz, the member for
Keilor in the other place, and I believe it has been
broken by not only George Seitz but also other local
Legislative Assembly members Joanne Duncan, Geoff
Howard, Jacinta Allan and Bob Cameron, who, through
their lack of advocacy and push for those communities
as members of this government, have not delivered this
vital piece of work that would free up that bottleneck.
Today members have heard again about the growing
communities, the number of houses and how wonderful
it all is, but again lack of planning and infrastructure is
making it nearly impossible for the communities all the
way along that Calder corridor to access their homes or
the metropolitan area in a timely or safe manner. We
have dangerous, slow and prohibitive traffic, and the
people who use that road on a daily basis are very, very
annoyed and angry. Of course they have no choice but
to use this road because the very fast train that has been
promoted so heavily is often so slow and crowded and
unreliable that they are significantly late for work. I
know employers who have become very intolerant of
this and I know members of my community who have
actually given up working in Melbourne because of the
difficulties of accessing the city and commuting each
day due to the time delays and the frustration and
anxiety they were causing them. We were supposed to
have fast rail delivered. At the moment we have trains
that most of the time have standing room only and are
late. It is no good.
I would like to condemn the Bracks government for the
lack of commitment to public transport and usable road
networks and to communities north of Melbourne. I
would like to condemn Assembly members Bob
Cameron, Jacinta Allan, Geoff Howard and Joanne
Duncan for their complete lack of advocacy for and
commitment to their communities and for the broken
promises along that Calder corridor. I would also like to
condemn Ben Hardman, the member for Seymour in
the Legislative Assembly, for his lack of commitment
to and advocacy for the seat of Seymour and for the
Yarra Glen bypass promise that has been broken.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Anyone else?
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Mrs PETROVICH — I could condemn you, too,
Theo, if you like, but I think you condemn yourself
enough.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — On a point of order,
Acting President, the honourable member has breached
standing orders on two counts. Firstly, she referred to
me by my Christian name only, and that is against
standing orders. Secondly, I take exception to the
aspersion she cast on me, and I ask you to ask her to
withdraw it.
Mrs PETROVICH — On the point of order, if
offence has been taken, I withdraw.
Quite frankly, I do not know what to say about Ben
Hardman’s lack of commitment to his communities of
Kilmore, Wallan and Healesville, except: Ben
Hardman, I think you have actually let your community
down and I hope the Seymour electorate will be the
judge of you in the next election.
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria) — When I made
my inaugural speech one of the points I wanted to make
was that I was so pleased to be part of a government
that has an enormous commitment to regional Victoria.
That view has been solidified during my term of office
over the past six months as I have travelled throughout
the electorate of Western Victoria Region. On reading
the budget papers one can see that they testify to the
Bracks government’s commitment to regional Victoria.
Of key interest to me is that this is nothing new. It was
a commitment made by the government when it was
first elected. The government has provided good
grounding in a whole range of areas affecting rural
Victoria, whether it be through the Department for
Victorian Communities, health, education, the
Department of Primary Industries or the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development.
I refer to the dreadful bushfires over the past two
summer seasons and the advent of the drought that has
been with us for some time but the real impact and
effect of which have been felt in the past couple of
years. They have wreaked havoc on regional Victoria.
We have had a government that has had clear,
purposeful programs in place and has brought networks
of people together to build a resilience that sustains
those communities during horrific times. The
government has been out there, has had its finger on the
pulse and has been able to respond to emergency
situations and to chronic or long-term situations as well.
I make those initial comments on the basis that they are
the overlay of what I have experienced in regional
Victoria.
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It is important to mention also that, whilst all members
feel the need, for good reason, to go through each and
every line item of the budget to find what it provides for
our own electorates, we must be mindful of the fact that
each portfolio has a number of commitments that are
not necessarily specific to every electorate; they are
much more wide ranging than that. As an illustration of
that, before I go to the areas that have been successful
in the electorate of Western Victoria, I refer to the
education portfolio.
In respect of education it is important that we remind
ourselves that there is an additional $35 million over
four years to employ teacher assistants in secondary
schools. That will assist teachers in a whole range of
ways so that they can concentrate and be focused on
actually delivering the education and doing the
one-to-one work that is often necessary between a
teacher and a student. The teacher assistants will be
able to do things like help with organising school
functions and excursions and photocopying — a whole
range of tasks that are important but at the same time
should not be done by teachers who are actually
employed to teach. That is an excellent initiative of the
government.
A further allocation of $80 million is for the
employment of 256 welfare officers at 450 needy
primary schools across Victoria. That needs to be
highlighted in so many ways, because a theme
throughout the budget is that the government is doing
as much as it can to protect the most disadvantaged and
where possible to deal with the issues at the earliest
possible stages. By having welfare officers in primary
schools instead of just in secondary schools we will
reap the benefits for generations to come.
There is $1.8 million over six years to continue the
successful career change program and $1.4 million over
six years for science graduate scholarships. There is
also $49 million over three years to continue the
Schools for Innovation and Excellence program, and I
think most members are fairly familiar with that
program. It is holding traction in not just the schools but
also the community of schools in each region. There is
also $32 million over two years to support teaching and
learning, and, of course, we all know that teachers need
supporting not only on a daily basis but also on a
professional basis in order to keep up with the changing
needs in the educational area as well as gaining
individual satisfaction by being able to grow further in
their careers.
There is $11 million for maths and science equipment
grants and $5.4 million to promote diversity, and that
will be done in a number of ways. Funds will be
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allocated to provide ongoing support to continue the
work of five Victorian schools of languages in regional
Victoria. Of the five, two are in the electorate of
Western Victoria: one is Warrnambool College and the
second is Horsham College. I can assure members that
the money allocated to those schools will be well spent,
and I already know that it is highly appreciated by the
people involved in those schools. In a general sense we
can all get carried away with what is in the budget for
our electorates, but there is also a substantial allocation
right across this state in a whole range of portfolios.

There have also been other allocations in the education
portfolio that do not necessarily go to schools, and an
example of that is $3 million for wool classing at the
Gordon Institute of TAFE. There is a substantial
amount of money over a four-year period —
$1.2 million — for the Marine Discovery Centre at
Queenscliff to provide educational opportunities for
students from kindergarten right through to tertiary, as
well as providing an information service for community
groups, stakeholders and the public about marine
ecology and the importance of conservation.

In respect to education, and continuing with that theme,
I will go now to the specifics of what has been allocated
to Western Victoria Region because it is important to
record a fairly comprehensive yet succinct contribution.
I will go straight to a number of primary schools. In
Ballarat there is $3.3 million for the Grevillea Park
Primary School replacement. At Stawell we have a
$5 million allocation for the Skene Street special school
replacement. Again in Ballarat there is a $5.633 million
allocation for the east campus modernisation of the
Ballarat Secondary College. In Geelong there is a
$2.12 million allocation for the Geelong South Primary
School modernisation, and $2.91 million has been
allocated for the North Shore Primary School
modernisation. In Ballarat there is $3.01 million for the
Black Hill Primary School modernisation program.

We also have $1.7 million allocated to the Oberon High
School modernisation program at South Barwon.
Brauer College at Warrnambool will receive money for
a new science and technology centre amounting to
$1.593 million. There is an additional $1.5 million for
the Tate Street Primary School modernisation program
in Geelong. In a nutshell that is an enormous financial
and, dare I say, educational commitment to regional
Victoria in any guise regardless of which side of the
chamber you sit. You cannot ignore the fact that these
allocations go to rebuilding education in a way that no
other government in this state has done, and I think
those involved need to be congratulated.

I also want to make special mention of the Inverleigh
and Lethbridge primary schools. They are quite small
schools in fairly remote areas in my electorate. I know
firsthand that they have been absolutely ecstatic about
the announcement contained in the budget, because it
means a future for those schools, for the children and
for the local community. So it is $1.15 million for the
Inverleigh Primary School and $2 million for the
Lethbridge Primary School to replace relocatable
facilities with new permanent buildings. Members can
imagine what the local township is like at the moment
with respect to that. The Point Lonsdale Primary
School modernisation program brings with it
$4.03 million. At Torquay there is a major
modernisation program going on at the Torquay
Primary School which will receive $6.613 million.
There is a major regeneration program at the Western
Heights Secondary College in Geelong where there will
be an amalgamation of three campuses, and nearly
$14 million has been allocated for that. As I previously
mentioned in a members statement, Colac is going
through a major regeneration program where a number
of campuses are coming together to have an education
precinct with a new single secondary college. It has an
allocation of $5 million.

In respect to emergency services, again there is genuine
recognition of the need to replace and upgrade a
number of facilities. In Daylesford there is
$1.35 million to construct VicSES units. There is
$22.4 million over four years for ambulance services,
including a new station at Lara, as well as new crews
and upgrades to other regional stations. There is also in
the order of $1.125 million to upgrade emergency
services units at Geelong. At Penshurst there is
$150 000 for the upgrade of its units. The areas of
Belmont, Daylesford, Geelong and Stawell are all part
of the $7.5 million package for the upgrade of rural
ambulance stations. Then at Ararat, Kyneton, Melton
and Bacchus Marsh there is funding that will result in
new police stations. Daylesford, Fiskville and Ararat
are part of the package of 18 Country Fire Authority
stations that will be replaced or upgraded. At Halls Gap
we have a $470 00 allocation for the upgrade of CFA
stations, and at Geelong there is $8.4 million to upgrade
its CFA stations.
Moving on to the environment, the Grampians are part
of the five national parks package which has received
an allocation of $12 million to fund the upgrade of
camping and recreational facilities. At Queenscliff there
is $1.5 million to protect piers and jetties and heritage
elements of the Queenscliff pier. There is $500 000 for
the small towns water quality fund at Avoca and a
number of allocations to places like Lara and Tarneit to
continue the program called the Werribee Vision. There
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is a shotgun education course, which is a priority for the
lower house seat of Ripon, and 15 extra rangers for the
Grampians. A Water Smart Farms initiative will be
offered through all rural irrigation areas, and Geelong
will be part of a $4.6 million initiative aimed at tackling
four-wheel driving.
A number of key initiatives cover a number of
townships in western Victoria in respect to justice.
There will be a number of measures to support the
communities of Ballarat, Warrnambool, Colac,
Geelong and Werribee. There will be an expansion of
legal services in Ballarat, Warrnambool and Colac, and
there will be five lawyers to serve each community as
well as the six surrounding communities. Geelong,
Warrnambool, Colac and Werribee will receive funding
for a network of seven family violence community
lawyers and increased assistance for people attending
family violence hearings. Obviously much of that is
very much needed, as are the commitments to health,
which involve significant amounts of money. Most of
us are familiar with the commitment to the
Warrnambool hospital, with $16 million going towards
the new intensive care unit, 20 new beds and new
obstetric, paediatric, medical and surgical rehabilitation
wards. There is $20 million for Stawell health services,
including community health services, a GP clinic,
physiotherapy and primary care services. All of these
will be expanded within the $20 million expansion. In
Ballarat $4.5 million has been allocated for an extra
operating theatre and to develop a medi-hotel at
Ballarat hospital to accommodate patients from rural
towns who require day-of-surgery admission. I know
from talking to people throughout western Victoria that
those sorts of initiatives have not gone unnoticed.
Indeed they are needed in a very real sense. As we all
know, when we are not feeling particularly well most of
us prefer to be either at home or close to home and
these sorts of initiatives are basically the closest we can
come to that in situations where people have significant
illnesses.
In respect to public transport, Portland, Colac, Geelong
and Ballarat are all part of a $30 million package that
will deliver a total of 23 bus improvement projects in
rural Victoria. In respect to roads and ports,
$63 million — not an insubstantial amount; in fact a
very significant amount — has been allocated to fund
the state government’s share of the next stage of the
Geelong ring-road, the Anglesea overpass. There is an
allocation of $3 million for the new passing lanes on the
Glenelg Highway between Scarsdale and Linton.
There is also a significant contribution in respect of
tourism. There is $5 million to establish a regional
aviation fund to provide infrastructure to upgrade the
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state’s regional airports. There is a $66 million
allocation for tourism and major events, which of
course western Victoria is part of. The majority of that
will go to regional Victoria. There is also $5 million in
funding for the Ballarat Eureka Centre for its stage 2
redevelopment, which will extend the centre and
emphasise its importance as the focal point for
democratic change. There are a number of other
initiatives such as the fly-drive holidays program, the
regional community tourist events and $1.2 million for
promoting regional wineries and food and to build the
interstate connections that are required to get more
people coming across the borders into Victoria and
sampling the delights of our regional produce.
The regional and rural development portfolio has been
allocated money to put towards festivals and a number
of other initiatives that are particularly aimed at trying
to assist townships through the winter or cooler months
when they struggle a bit to get that tourist trade. Money
has been allocated towards that. In fact as recently as
this week the Treasurer has announced $8000 for
winter weekends in Port Fairy. That will assist in terms
of the comedy, music and art festival to be held from
8 to 10 June and the food and wine of the great south
coast festival to be held from 6 to 8 July. Of course the
local history and cultural heritage weekend is from 11
to 12 August. Each week we are seeing additional
contributions and layer upon layer of building what is
required to sustain regional Victoria, in partnership with
local councils and local community organisations.
There are many other areas I could cover. Issues such
as skills and employment, planning, children, justice
and multicultural affairs will be addressed in a
newsletter my office is developing. However, I want to
mention the $2.7 million over two years that has been
allocated for the Otways. That will provide transition
programs to assist timber workers to retrain for other
jobs when timber harvesting in the Otways ceases in
2008. Those sorts of programs are absolutely critical,
not only in terms of those workers finding other
employment but also in providing a cushioning to the
surrounding towns in respect of local economies and
ongoing employment.
I mentioned at the beginning that I was pleased about
the ongoing commitment to regional Victoria,
particularly given the devastation, essentially, that we
have seen as a result of the bushfires and the drought.
That has been underpinned by things like a
commitment to eradicating weeds and a pest control
program. In fact $30 million has been allocated to that.
In addition there is $13 million for the Our Rural
Landscape program to develop scientific solutions to
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threats posed to regional industries and communities by
climate change.
I could go on to talk more about how the government,
through this budget, is initiating a program to tackle
disadvantage, and I could talk substantially about the
very proud initiative that all of us on this side of the
chamber are more than happy with and still very
excited about — that is, the commitment to the boost in
funding for public housing. But leaving those to one
side, I believe this is a popular budget. By and large it
has general support. It has been well accepted by a
number of stakeholders and community groups as well
as the business community. In saying that and taking
the house through some of the specifics that relate to
the electorate of Western Victoria, I have purposely
tried to talk about what has been delivered in this
budget as opposed to what some members on the other
side of the chamber have tried to do today and indeed
tried to do yesterday. They have essentially assumed to
promulgate some log of claims instead of talking about
the budget and getting on with the business of getting
this bill through so we can get on with the business —
get the money to where it is needed and get on with the
job.
Having said that, I look forward to working with
communities in Western Victoria Region on their
proposals for advancing their cities, their towns and
their areas and working up proposals that will be
supported in future budgets.
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan) — I
thank the member for leaving what I hope will be
sufficient time for me to at least on a superficial level
touch on the range of issues that are pertinent to my
constituents across the South Eastern Metropolitan
Region, none of whom have a lower house Liberal state
member of Parliament. It is unfortunately a fairly dire
state of affairs in the South Eastern Metropolitan
Region. I have extensive notes, and I certainly hope,
Acting President, that should time be insufficient, we
can continue the debate into the next sitting week.
In particular the Labor heartland of the South Eastern
Metropolitan Region is probably suffering the most
through neglect by its longstanding members of
Parliament. The other night I went to the Springvale
town hall to a City of Greater Dandenong citizenship
ceremony. When I walked through the door the mayor
and one of the councillors nearly fell over, and I
thought, ‘Goodness me! They mustn’t see too many
Liberal politicians’. They said not only had they not
seen too many Liberal politicians but it had been a long
time since they had seen a politician, full stop. I was
quite saddened by that, given that I know many of my
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Liberal colleagues service their electorates assiduously.
I regret that some lower house Liberal candidates were
not successful, because no doubt they would have given
those constituents much more vigorous advocacy and
better representation.
Acting President, how do we judge an effective state
government? I would judge an effective state
government by looking at how effectively it builds and
maintains economic and community assets, our
physical capital; how well or effectively it delivers on
services and supporting community development —
that is, how much input there is into the development of
social capital; whether it does this with acceptable,
non-punitive levels of taxation and without unnecessary
waste and regulation; and whether all of that is
delivered in an open, transparent, honest and
democratic way through democratic institutions.
But it would not be fair to subject the Bracks Labor
government to my standards for an effective
government, so I will use its own standards. This is the
eighth budget in a sequence. It is not a debut, as
Ms Tierney tried to indicate — it is not the first up —
and therefore the government should not be crying foul
about being judged too harshly or being expected to
deliver too much. This is not a debut act, this is not the
first performance; it is the latest in a sequence of eight.
I have gone to the government’s Premier of Victoria
web page to look at what particular performance
indicators the government has set itself so I can at least
use those as a focus for assessment today. The key
commitments are: responsible financial management
that delivers budget surpluses every year, overseen by
an independent Auditor-General; rebuilding basic
services in health, education and community safety;
providing economic infrastructure and creating new
employment and investment opportunities across the
whole state; conserving our water resources for the
future and promoting sustainable environmental
strategies to protect Victoria’s environment; and
restoring government accountability. I intend to use the
government’s own performance indicators, its own
commitments, its own goals, for an assessment of how I
see the lie of the land not just in the South Eastern
Metropolitan Region, where I have been fortunate to be
elected, but throughout Victoria.
The love affair between the Premier, Steve Bracks, and
Victorians I believe is evaporating about as fast as our
water supply. Each day the stocks are getting lower and
lower. Following the unexpected election of Steve
Bracks in 1999 the affection for him was relatively
high, but the expectation from the Bracks Labor
government was relatively low by comparison. It has
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now taken a long time — eight years in fact — for this
romance between the Premier and his Labor
government and the Victorian community to begin to
sour and for the promises that were made to Victorians
to start being seen as disappointments and in many
cases betrayals. I believe that is well and truly
beginning to set in. The wheels are beginning to rattle,
punctures are happening on a daily basis and the
government from this point on will lurch from crisis to
crisis. None of these crises will effectively be patched
up by the puncture patch or by the spin cycle that we
hear during question time or through expensive
government advertising and the media unit public
relations machine.

Schools, despite what we have heard from government
members opposite, no longer have a predictable
schedule of maintenance funding and therefore capital
works funding. Many schools are crying out for funds,
not only in the more established suburbs but also in the
growth corridor, where need is clearly not being met.
Despite the record revenue, this budget is failing to
deliver on each front and in each of the categories of
promises the government has made for itself. In
addition to that it brings with it a forecast of very
significant debt, which must be a concern for every
single Victorian, in particular those who lived and ran
small businesses during the days of the Joan Kirner
regime.

When the Bracks Labor government was elected to
office it offered the sun, the moon and the sky — as I
mentioned, responsible financial management — but
what do we now have? The government has been the
beneficiary of record levels of stamp duty, land tax and
payroll tax, and the seriousness of these heavy levels of
taxation are being borne out on a daily basis. In
particular stamp duty on land tax is creating a crisis in
housing affordability, a crisis in rental availability, a
crisis for young home buyers trying to break into the
market and also a crisis facing the aged, who in many
instances are looking to downsize, but the prospect of
having to pay very sizeable stamp duty is so
prohibitive, so punitive, that they choose not to do so,
which is clearly in breach of what the government
would hope to see in terms of managing our ageing
population.

I will not go through at great length the revenue the
government is in receipt of — except to sketch a very
quick summary — but the revenue of this government
has increased from $18.9 billion in 1999 when it won
office to an estimated $34.3 billion in 2007–08. This is
an 81 — —

Victoria is also enduring a water crisis and chronic
traffic congestion. Let me say that if there is one huge
issue across the South Eastern Metropolitan Region, it
is the issue of chronic traffic congestion emanating
from the decline in the public transport system, an
increasing population size, higher density housing, the
planning policies of the government and its failure to
manage our major roads to connect to major arterial
flows. Pushing traffic onto local roads has caused
enormous grief to residents and risks pedestrian as well
as vehicular safety. The disconnect caused by giving
public transport and roads to two separate ministers,
when the whole focus of transport policy is to improve
connectivity, is the best single piece of evidence to
show that this government has lost the plot and that
Victorians, in particular those in the South Eastern
Metropolitan Region, will pay and continue to pay a
very heavy price. The growing number of rail
passengers being subjected to cancelled and
overcrowded services is unacceptable, and levels of
violent crime continue to rise.

Mr Vogels interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — My colleague Mr Vogels
reminded me that I have until 4.30 p.m., but the needs
in the South Eastern Metropolitan Region are so great
that 45 minutes, let alone 35 minutes, would hardly be
doing justice to the absolutely massive problems faced
by the region. The region has been very badly neglected
by its lower house members, who have failed as
advocates for community needs. The community has
certainly been taken for granted by the Bracks Labor
government. I inform Mr Vogels that I am going to
need not only the 35 minutes but possibly even longer
when we resume Parliament following the rising today.
The GST payment is up from $5.5 billion in 2001 to a
forecast $9.1 billion in this budget. The total amount of
GST paid to the Bracks Labor government is
$57 billion. It is a lot of money, a lot of moolah. Over
2007–08 Labor will receive $44 million every day from
GST payments and federal government grants. In actual
fact the GST ought to be renamed. It ought to be called
‘general state tax’ because that is what it was intended
to be. But you cannot keep the greedy Labor
government’s fingers out of the pockets of
Victorians — Victorian families, Victorian workers,
Victorian businesses. It loves money, and it is
absolutely reckless in how it spends money.
Victoria’s revenue from its own taxes and charges is up
by a third from $9 billion in 1999 to a forecast
$12.4 billion in the next financial year. It will receive
$33 million a day from its own taxes — each day, every
day. Debt will have quadrupled from $3.5 billion in
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2002 to a staggering $15.3 billion by 2011. I think
every Victorian has got to be horrified by the prospect
of this spiralling debt, waste of their precious funds,
deterioration and betrayal in terms of delivering the
services our community needs and of course the
infrastructure as well as securing those key and
essential services of water and electricity.
I will not go over all the government taxes and charges.
Clearly the state is heavily dependent on revenue from
property taxes. I have just purchased a home for the
time when I relocate into the region — it is a very
modest home, it is not a McMansion, yet it attracts
$17 000 just in stamp duty. It is heartbreaking to think
how many young families cannot get into their own
homes because of this greedy tax, and I think that is at
the heart of our housing affordability crisis.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous — Is the opposition going
to abolish it?
Mrs PEULICH — We are not going to announce
what we are going to do because the minister would be
very busy picking out the best of the policies. Basically
the government side is bereft of policies and ideas. We
heard that from the Minister for Education today. The
minister is a very fine man, a very nice person, very
cordial and very civil. I quite like the repartee, and I
understand the minister was also a teacher. But this
view that the government does not actually have a
vision for the education sector until it finds out what the
ideas are by bringing in the key stakeholders is a sad
apology showing the lack of vision amongst the Labor
frontbenchers and the Labor government.
Land tax has increased more than 100 per cent from
$380 million to $765 million. The other day I was
speaking to an elderly woman, a self-funded retiree,
who had never once taken any social welfare from
anyone. She had supported herself through small
business, and she told me that she had to sell a very
humble investment home in order to pay her land tax
bill. What did that mean? It meant there was another
rental property off the market, and we wonder why
renters are having to bid for the rent offerings in order
to secure accommodation. It is a very serious and sad
state of affairs that is affecting everyone across the
community.
Payroll tax has increased nearly 60 per cent, from
$2.1 billion to $3.6 billion. As I mentioned, stamp duty
increased from $1 billion to $2.9 billion. This
government just cannot get enough. Gambling taxes
will reach $1.5 billion, yet last night on the
adjournment I was talking about how precious funds
were being set aside for a gambling awareness week
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but none of the benefits were actually available or seen
at the grassroots level where the funds are needed. It is
all consumed by strategy. What this government has
got to understand is that developing a strategy alone is
not going to solve the problem. The government
actually needs to implement it effectively, efficiently
and responsibly. It is not enough just to produce an
interesting paper and an interesting strategy. Clearly the
government has lots of those, but unfortunately the
execution has been flawed.
Police fines are up from $100 million to $419 million.
What has the government promised? It has promised
more police. How is it delivering? It is now requiring
non-uniform police to wear uniforms. Why is it doing
that? It is because it creates the impression of there
being more police in the community and on the beat. Is
there a trick in the book that the Bracks Labor
government has not thought of? I do not think so. If
there is, it will probably bring together all those clever
minds, find out what else can be done and, of course,
do so to its benefit but to the detriment of Victorians.
Regarding dividends from government levies on public
authorities, Victorian metropolitan water authorities
have been made to contribute dividends and taxes of
more than $300 million a year to prop up Labor’s
revenue. That is a total dividend of $2.2 billion since
the government was elected, with very few of those
funds spent on critical water infrastructure. We had a
piece of legislation in this chamber called the Water
Amendment (Critical Water Infrastructure Projects)
Bill, and the reason it was critical was that it was five to
seven years too late. The Bracks Labor government has
been ripping money off these authorities, all of whose
boards it has appointed. It should be held accountable
for a lack of investment and not securing our water
supplies.
Since 2004-05 water charges have included an
environmental levy. When it was introduced the water
levy was set at $44.6 million; now it has increased to
$60.2 million. There are 14 other extended or new
Labor taxes. I will not go through all of them, but they
include things like the congestion tax and land
development levy which impacts on the growth
corridor. The Minister for Planning is sitting in the
chamber. He has talked about the need to preserve
green wedges and so forth and about the undesirability
of having a McMansion. An $8000 development levy
which applies to interface councils in growth corridors
adds cost to new homes being sought by basically those
who are the most disadvantaged — young families with
very limited incomes.
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I will not go through all the other ways the government
has ingeniously sought to bolster up its revenue.
Despite the record revenue and expenditure,
performance in virtually all areas has worsened. Do we
have responsible financial management as the
government has set itself? I would say blind Freddy
could see that we do not.
We come to the second claim — that only a Labor
government can improve the key services. We have
heard it often enough and have seen it on business cards
that Labor will make education its no. 1 priority. What
a con! It is only overshadowed by the con line of Bob
Hawke when he said that no child will live in poverty.
It is at about the same level. Currently, of course, we
hear quite often from the government, and Matt Viney
in particular, about how the previous government
sacked a lot of teachers. Let me place it on the record
yet again: not a single teacher was sacked in the
Victorian education system. We inherited a bankrupt,
basket-case state where Joan Kirner and her
predecessor, John Cain, through their
maladministration, had made this a rust-bucket state.
People were voting with their feet. We inherited a
whole lot of schools that had received barely any
funding in maintenance or capital works. What
happened?
An honourable member interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — Yes, we did fix that. In fact we
introduced the physical resources — —
Mr Thornley interjected.
Mrs PEULICH — I would like Mr Thornley to
actually listen. This is the man who sits on the finance
committee of Melbourne University and has turned up
only twice. The reason is there is probably not a buck to
be made. He is going somewhere else where in actual
fact he can make a dollar because that is how Labor
works. It preaches and says all the right things, but what
it does is very different. Mr Thornley is going to have
to lift his performance if he is going to get to the front
bench. I am sure there are a lot of Labor members in
their offices having a quiet chuckle.
We inherited a school system absolutely falling apart
and we introduced a schedule called the physical
resources maintenance schedule which classed the
needs and repairs from one to five. We could make it
predictable, open and transparent so schools could say
that this year the government is funding the ones and
twos and every school that had repairs in that particular
category could expect those funds to be allocated.
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This is not how Labor operates. Labor demands, insists
on and cultivates grovelling. You have to grovel to
members of the Labor Party. You have to kiss their
backsides in order to get a buck. That is how Labor
works. We wanted an open, transparent and
accountable system where maintenance funding was
allocated in equitable, fair and open fashion. That is not
what Labor wants. It wants a system it can manipulate
where patronage can be exercised and it can strongarm
its agenda on school communities. Many of them are
having to play ball; many of them are petrified. They
talk about Jeff Kennett and his ministers intimidating
school communities. Let me say this: every school
community knows how Labor operates. They do not
admire it; it has betrayed them and let them down. They
know full well that education has not been the no. 1
priority.
Labor has embarked on school amalgamations. Let me
say that in some cases amalgamations may be a way to
go; in some cases, of course, it is not. If Labor were
making the funds available, if there were logical and
educational grounds for amalgamations, then it would
be a defensible course of action. Coincidentally there
are two schools that I have been associated with that
have been zapped. A school I went to, Albert Park
Secondary College, is in Southern Metropolitan
Region, which is represented by Evan Thornley. It was
a school at which many people were educated and to
which ordinary working-class people sent their kids
before the gentrification of Albert Park, but it cannot
stay. Labor wants to zap it. Why? It is prime real estate.
The government has made a commitment to reopen it,
but that was in the heat and thrust of an election
campaign.
Another school is Cleeland Secondary College, at
which I had the great honour of teaching a lot of
migrant kids from Albania, from Kosovo. They were
good kids.
Mr Guy — Ukrainian?
Mrs PEULICH — I am not sure how many
Ukrainians were there. The government is zapping four
and keeping two. The reality is that sometimes
amalgamations have to occur. I say to Labor, ‘Do not
take the high moral ground, do not point the finger,
because you know full well that you amalgamated
schools under Joan Kirner. You are currently
amalgamating schools in instances unlike ours. In ours
there were educational reasons; yours are often
politically and financially driven’. A Menzies Research
Centre paper written by Henry Ergas entitled State of
the States — I highly recommend it to Labor
members — —
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Mr Thornley — Paid for by whom?
Mrs PEULICH — It is a Liberal Party think tank.
There is no doubt about that, so I am being completely
upfront about it. I say to Mr Thornley that he should get
on it and learn something. The evidence that Henry
Ergas uses is all beyond dispute. I point to chart 11 on
page 10 headed ‘Real recurrent expenditure per FTE
student, government schools’. The source is the
Steering Committee for the Review of Government
Service Provision 2007 report on government services
of 31 January. At page 11 the paper states:
A reduction in effective class sizes combined with increased
real expenditure per student could reasonably be expected to
result in significantly improved educational outcomes.

It makes sense, does it not? For us, for the Liberal side,
outcomes matter. For the Labor side it is only the inputs
that matter. However, this outcome has generally not
taken place, or at least we are yet to observe such
improvement on a large scale. So much for making
education a no. 1 priority.
Mr Thornley — Devastating.
Mrs PEULICH — Obviously it is not important to
Mr Thornley. Maybe he chooses not to send his
children to government sector schools. Maybe he has
material resources to facilitate choices. A lot of
ordinary Victorians, many of whom are immigrants,
have no choice — and all schools should offer the best
possible standard of education.
Mr Thornley — That is why they voted for us.
Mrs PEULICH — We will see about that. They
voted for state Labor governments across the board
predominantly because they were very comfortable
with the federal Liberal government. We will see.
Other schools are being amalgamated, and schools at
Springvale and Noble Park are going through the same
process. However, what we see in the growth corridors
is that schools are bursting at the seams. I had to fight
tooth and nail together with Mick Morland, the Liberal
candidate for Narre Warren North at the last election, to
force Labor to honour a commitment to build the
Timbarra secondary college. It was only three days
before the election and after our campaigning
vigorously that Labor adopted that initiative when in
fact land had been purchased for that purpose. The
Timbarra Primary School was already there and it was
going to make a whole lot of sense to build a secondary
school close by. Many people had bought into the
Timbarra estate in the expectation that there would be a
secondary school there, yet Luke Donellan, the member
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for Narre Warren North in the other place, kept on
saying, ‘The numbers just don’t stack up’. But they
stacked up three days before the election. I will be
keeping a very careful eye on this to make sure that
residents of the Timbarra estate get what they deserve.
Other more established suburbs have very run down
schools — many of them are in Mentone and
Mordialloc — that are becoming desperate for upgrade
money. I will not be speaking extensively on this. I am
currently accumulating accurate and comprehensive
data, and I look forward to bringing that into the
Parliament in the near future.
We have spoken about the importance of a physical
resources management system (PRMS). Where is it?
What is the government doing with it? Where has it
gone? Where is the money? We know, for example,
that VELS — the Victorian essential learning
standards — are currently being implemented. Many of
my former teacher colleagues are pulling their hair out
because they have not had the professional
development necessary in order for them to implement
the standards effectively. During an interesting
conversation recently one of those teachers told me that
each year every student will have made available to
them their results from the previous year, and that if
you mark a student lower than the result given the
previous year you will need to explain yourself. Most
teachers, who are of course pushed for time, will make
sure that they do not mark students lower, because it
will just mean more work — more paperwork, more
interviews and having to justify themselves. I caution
the education minister that rather than getting stuck on a
daily basis into Julie Bishop, the federal education
minister, about whom he appears to be quite obsessed,
he ought to get a handle on what his own department is
doing so he can make sure that we avoid problems such
as this one in the making.
Secondary schools in the city of Casey are filled to
capacity with student populations of between 1600 and
2000. The state government has not planned for any
new secondary schools in the area, with the exception
of Timbarra belatedly coming to the party. One new
secondary school with permanent buildings was
promised. It will now have 30 portables out of
70 teaching rooms and its oval space is diminishing.
Grade 5 students are being turned away from enrolling
at secondary schools due to limits being met. Clearly
this is an issue that the government needs to address.
The Catholic school sector is not too happy. I received
a copy of a letter from a former teaching colleague at
St Peter’s Parish Primary School, in the electorate of
David Davis and Andrea Coote. The letter is dated
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23 May and comments on the Bracks Labor
government’s budget disappointing the Catholic sector.
It states:
Catholic schools in Victoria receive about $578 less per child
each year than children being educated in Catholic schools in
New South Wales.

Further on it refers to:
… accessibility to Catholic schooling by low-income
families, support for welfare needs, students with disabilities
and refugee students.

That accessibility is not being supported by the
government. It also states:
… the announcement in the state budget of $113 million to
non-government schools was not a new allocation of funding,
as $83 million of this total is no more than a continuation of
previous budget commitments to support literacy, numeracy
and retention rates.

Labor is really good at repackaging and reannouncing
without coming to terms with what it needs to do.
Crime across the South Eastern Metropolitan Region is
such that homicide is up 23.8 per cent; sexual assault,
up 18.2 per cent; arson, up 16.7 per cent; property
damage, up 16.1 per cent; abduction and kidnap, up
15.2 per cent; robbery, up 8.5 per cent; theft of a motor
vehicle, up 8.3 per cent; all crimes against property, up
7.9 per cent; and all crimes against the person, up
4.3 per cent.
Mr Guy — Crime has gone down under the Bracks
government!
Mrs PEULICH — Crime has gone down, they say.
Let me give a hint as to why it has gone down. My son
and his best friend were assaulted at a local video store.
We called the police. They turned up and took some
notes. They went to the local 7-Eleven store, which had
a video. The police subsequently came back. One of the
boys had been invited to the police station to look at
mug shots, and despite his repeated request that he be
allowed to make a statement, he was never allowed to
do so. This is coming back more and more often,
because if you make a statement, it means it becomes a
crime statistic. If you do not make a statement, it is one
way of keeping those crime statistics down. What
happened when we came back? The police said they
could not proceed and there was no point in making a
statement, and — wait for this — even though the
closed-circuit TV at the 7-Eleven had caught the act
and the villains and they had a full visual of the faces,
they could not take action because on the video they
could not see the registration plate of the car. That
inspires confidence in the safety of our community!
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I could give a blow-by-blow breakdown across the
region. For example, the city of Casey has had a
significant increase in various drug-related crimes;
crimes against property in the city of Frankston had
very significant increases, with an 82.4 per cent
increase in stealing. The city of Monash, covering
Mount Waverley, had a 17.6 per cent increase in crimes
against the person. The city of Greater Dandenong has
some real problems, especially in the area of assault and
robbery, with a 12.55 per cent increase in crimes
against the person and a 42.3 per cent increase in
regulated public order issues, as well as a 29 per cent
increase in a slightly different category. How will the
Attorney-General, Mr Hulls, address this? He will
decriminalise public drunkenness or some sort of public
disorder and immediately wipe away a category of
crime captured in the statistics. The whole issue of
promising a safer community has not been delivered.
I move on to the health figures across the region. Time
is fast moving on, so I will not go into great depth.
What do you do? You get rid of the category that you
have to report on because the figures do not look good.
One of those is patients staying in an emergency
department for more than 12 hours. You do not do it
any more unless it is a life-threatening situation. Clearly
some of those waiting lists have been managed, but in
particular the operation of emergency departments
leaves a lot to be desired. I raised the matter of cuts in
mental health services earlier, especially in the way that
affects Frankston. These issues need to be addressed
because mental health services have to be available
when people need them, and that is not necessarily 9 to
5.
The most serious problem facing the south-east is
transport and roads. Clearly public transport has been a
serious issue. We have heard a lot of comment. We
know that one in six trains on the Frankston line is late,
and that affects the Legislative Assembly seats of
Mordialloc, Carrum and Frankston. There is a series of
problems such as not being able to find parking at
railway stations and having to park in local streets.
Those problems not only contribute to clutter and
danger but also decrease pedestrian safety.
The failure of the Bracks Labor government to build the
Dingley bypass is the greatest injustice to the
south-eastern region as well as to businesses across the
region. We have had phase 3 built at no cost to the
government — that is, the Dandenong bypass. We now
have the South Road extension, a shandy costing
$28 million, but what we do not have is that major
piece, phase 2, which is so desperately needed,
otherwise that traffic will not go anywhere. What the
government is doing is funnelling major traffic into Old
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Dandenong Road, an undulating road bisecting
Heatherton Road. It is a rural zone, and farmers
traditionally move their equipment across the road in
order to continue farming. They will not be able to do
that with Old Dandenong Road taking the brunt of that
traffic.
The Aspendale Gardens Residents Association has
been campaigning for a very long time for the
completion of the Dingley freeway as well as the
Mornington Peninsula Freeway extension. Greater
Dandenong council, as well as the Kingston council,
supports the completion of the Dingley bypass. In
addition to that, we do not have the Cranbourne and
Frankston bypasses. As well, a whole range of other
traffic issues are emerging with the construction of
EastLink. I received an email the other day saying:
Traffic management in Frankston will be a huge issue. Not
only is Lathams Road going to be a nightmare, but the fact
that you are unable to gain access to the Frankston freeway
from the end of EastLink to go towards Mornington is a real
bungle. Add to that the fact that we don’t have a bypass.
Travelling by vehicle in Frankston will be absolutely
ludicrous. Someone needs to really rattle the cages on the
whole EastLink issue and how Frankston has been
completely neglected by this government when it comes to
our roads.
Add to that the fact that we are provided with one of the worst
train lines in the state — unbelievable.

Lathams and Rutherford roads also have substantial
increases in traffic. The road needs to be duplicated.
The government does not need to take control over it.
The issues and infrastructure affecting the city of Casey
are well documented, and I will be happy to contribute
on that when it comes to the infrastructure debate
during the next sitting week.
I will speak on the port of Hastings development next
sitting week, as time is running out. The South Eastern
Metropolitan Region is home to many thousands of
businesses and industries. EastLink will have a major
effect on those businesses and industries because many
other businesses will want to locate along EastLink.
Unless these problems, such as the negative impact on
local businesses and job opportunities as well as the
amenity of local neighbourhoods, are fixed, the
south-east will be left further behind.
The government has an opportunity to take stock of
these issues, to make a difference and to put to use the
enormous amount of money it is collecting on behalf of
Victorians. Please end the betrayal and neglect of the
South Eastern Metropolitan Region.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms PULFORD
(Western Victoria).
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Debate adjourned until next day.

COURTS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT
(JUDICIAL EDUCATION AND OTHER
MATTERS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Planning).
Statement of compatibility
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning)
tabled following statement in accordance with
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Courts Legislation Amendment (Judicial
Education and Other Matters) Bill 2007.
In my opinion, the Courts Legislation Amendment (Judicial
Education and Other Matters) Bill 2007, as introduced to the
Legislative Council, is compatible with the human rights
protected by the charter. I base my opinion on the reasons
outlined in this statement.
Overview of bill
The proposed bill contains amendments to the Constitution
Act 1975, the Supreme Court Act 1986, the County Court Act
1958, the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989, the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 and the Children,
Youth and Families Act 2005.
Amendments to the Supreme Court Act 1986, the County
Court Act 1958, the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 and the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 will
establish legislative support for judicial education. The
relevant head of each jurisdiction will be responsible for
directing the professional development and training of judicial
officers (judges, masters, magistrates or members, as
appropriate) within their respective jurisdictions.
The amendments to the Constitution Act 1975 relate to the
commission, seniority and retirement of Supreme Court
judges and the entitlement of certain judges or their spouses to
a pension.
The amendments to the Constitution Act 1975 and Supreme
Court Act 1986 will enable the Court of Appeal to be
constituted by a master for procedural applications in civil
proceedings, providing legislative support for a program of
civil appeal reform in the Court of Appeal designed to
improve case management and reduce delay.
The amendments to the County Court Act 1958 will provide
that an order as to costs may not be subject to appeal to the
Court of Appeal except by leave of the Court of Appeal or the
County Court and will ensure that an appeal does not operate
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as a stay unless so ordered by the County Court or the Court
of Appeal.
The amendment to the Children, Youth and Families Act
2005 will extend the commencement of the sunset date for
children’s Koori Court to 1 July 2009.
Human rights issues
1.
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Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities because it does not raise a
human rights issue.
JUSTIN MADDEN, MP
Minister for Planning

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

Section 8(3) of the charter provides that every person is equal
before the law and is entitled to the equal protection of the
law without discrimination and has the right to equal and
effective protection against discrimination.
The amendment to continue the Koori Court (criminal
division) of the Children’s Court to 1 July 2009, engages
section 8(3) of the charter, in that the jurisdiction of the Koori
Court is limited to offences committed by Aboriginal
children, therefore discriminating against children who are
not Aboriginal.

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Planning).
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:

Section 8(4) of the charter provides that measures taken for
the purpose of assisting or advancing persons or groups of
persons disadvantaged because of discrimination do not
constitute discrimination. A purpose of the Koori Court is to
assist persons who are disadvantaged and, therefore, the
proposed amendment to the Koori Court is compatible with
the charter.

The bill contains five distinct sets of amendments regarding
the courts and the judiciary across the Victorian court
hierarchy. The bill both promotes court and judicial
innovation and enrichment, and rectifies some anomalies that
currently exist between the different courts and that may
unfairly affect some judicial officers. I will address each of
these in turn.

The preamble to the charter provides that human rights have a
special importance for Aboriginal people of Victoria, as
descendants of Australia’s first people, with their diverse
spiritual, social, cultural and economic relationship with their
traditional lands and waters.

Judicial education

Section 8(2) of the charter provides that every person has the
right to enjoy his or her rights without discrimination. The
amendment to the Constitution Act 1975 regarding
reversionary pensions positively engages section 8(2) of the
charter, in that the amendment is intended to fix the anomaly
that currently exists in the constitution relating to the
entitlement of a judge’s spouse to a reversionary pension.
Currently, the spouse of a judge, who is appointed before the
age of 60 and dies in office or after retirement, is entitled to a
reversionary pension. This entitlement only applies where the
judge is appointed before the age of 60. If a judge is
appointed after the age of 60, his or her spouse has no
entitlement to a reversionary pension.
This amendment positively engages section 8(2) of the
charter. It rectifies a provision which discriminates on the
basis of age and is incompatible with the charter. The
amendment is therefore compatible with the charter.
2.

Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)

As the bill has no impact on human rights it is not necessary
to consider section 7(2) of the charter.

For the first time in Victoria, the bill establishes a uniform
scheme of judicial education that will apply to judicial
officers in each jurisdiction — the Supreme, County and
Magistrates’ courts and the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal. As magistrates, judicial officers at
the State Coroner’s Office and the Children’s Court will also
have the opportunity to benefit from these new provisions.
The bill makes the head of each jurisdiction responsible for
directing their judicial officers to participate in specified
professional development and continuing education and
training activities. The heads of jurisdiction are empowered to
direct all judicial officers, a specified class of judicial officers
or a specified judicial officer to participate in judicial
education.
The provisions give effect to the government’s 2006 election
policy commitment, contained in Access to Justice, of
introducing ongoing education for the judiciary. The policy
maintains the independence of the judiciary while
strengthening the community’s confidence in our legal
system.
The government established the Judicial College of Victoria
to support the judiciary to stay up to date with developments
in the law, in technology and in community attitudes.
Building upon the success of the college to date, the college
will deliver the professional development, continuing
education and training activities required to give effect to
these amendments.
The judicial education amendments have been developed
having regard to the principles of the separation of powers,
including the need to respect and maintain judicial
independence. The provisions have been developed in
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consultation with each of the heads of jurisdiction, on behalf
of their judicial officers, and are well supported.

Civil appeals from the County Court to the Court of
Appeal

Commissions, seniority, resignation, retirement and
pensions of judges

The bill brings greater consistency between the Supreme
Court Act 1986 and the County Court Act 1958 in civil
appeals to the Court of Appeal. There are currently two
inconsistencies that this bill will remove. These are in relation
to appeals on costs and the operation of an appeal as a stay of
proceedings.

The bill amends a number of provisions of the Constitution
Act 1975 which relate to judicial appointments, commissions,
seniority, resignation, retirement and pensions.
These amendments are technical in nature. They clarify
current provisions of the constitution and rectify some
anomalies that create an unfair disadvantage for some judges.
The amendments do not introduce any new policies.
Firstly, the bill contains amendments to clarify that judges are
appointed on commission. The constitution contains
provisions which set out the seniority of judges in relation to
one another.
The chief justice is the most senior judge, followed by the
President of the Court of Appeal, and so on. The seniority of
judges who hold the same office, for example, trial judges of
the Supreme Court, is determined according to their
commission date. That is, the date of their appointment.
However, the provision of the constitution which provides for
the appointment of judges does not refer to a ‘commission
date’. The bill makes it clear that the office of judge is an
office held under a commission.
Secondly, the bill makes an amendment regarding the
resignation of judges to expressly provide for a judge to
resign before reaching the compulsory retirement age.
Thirdly, the bill addresses two anomalies relating to the
entitlements of judges to a disability pension and of spouses
of judges to a reversionary pension.
The bill fixes these anomalies and ensures that the same
entitlements are available to all judges and their spouses who
qualify for a judicial pension.
Masters to constitute the Court of Appeal
I now turn to the amendments in this bill which are designed
to support an important initiative of the Supreme Court.
The bill amends provisions of the Constitution Act 1975 and
the Supreme Court Act 1986 to allow the Court of Appeal to
be constituted by masters for procedural applications in civil
proceedings.
The Supreme Court has initiated a program of civil appeal
reform in the Court of Appeal to reduce case processing time
and to target delay. These amendments will give masters of
the court the power to handle procedural applications and to
case manage matters. These amendments will be supported
by rules and practice guidelines that will set out the detailed
parameters of masters’ powers. Matters that must proceed to
final hearing will be heard and determined by judges of the
court.
The Bracks government fully supports this initiative of the
Supreme Court, which is entirely consistent with the
government’s commitment to timely access to justice
principles.

The bill provides that appeals from the County Court from an
order or judgement on a question of costs to the Court of
Appeal will require the leave of either the Court of Appeal or
of the County Court judge who made the order. The Supreme
Court Act 1986 already provides that an appeal from the trial
division of the Supreme Court to the Court of Appeal on the
question of costs requires leave.
The bill removes a constraint on the County Court in relation
to its ability to determine whether a stay of proceedings is just
or appropriate on an appeal to the Court of Appeal. The bill
will bring consistency to civil appeals from both the County
Court and the trial division of the Supreme Court to ensure
that an appeal from either jurisdiction does not operate as a
stay unless so ordered by the court.
There is a particular benefit in reducing inconsistencies
between the trial division of the Supreme Court and the
County Court in civil proceedings following the
commencement of part 2 of the Courts Legislation
(Jurisdiction) Act 2006 on 1 January 2007. As the County
Court now has an unlimited jurisdiction in civil matters,
parties can issue civil proceedings in either jurisdiction and
would be more likely to experience these inconsistent appeal
rights.
Koori Court (criminal division) of the Children’s Court
The bill amends the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005
to enable an extension of the sunset date for children’s Koori
Court to 1 July 2009.
The majority of the provisions of the Children, Youth and
Families Act 2005 commenced operation on 23 April this
year. Section 605 of the act will repeal each of the Koori
Court (criminal division) provisions of the act. Section 2(3)
states that section 605 comes into operation on 1 July 2007, if
not earlier. The bill replaces the 1 July 2007 date with a new
date of 1 July 2009.
The repeal provisions make it clear that the children’s Koori
Court is a pilot. An evaluation of the children’s Koori Court
has commenced and will be completed by the proposed new
sunset date.
The early indication from the evaluation is that the children’s
Koori Court has produced valuable justice outcomes for
participants and the wider Victorian community.
Given the success of the children’s Koori Court sitting at
Melbourne, I have announced that Victoria’s second
children’s Koori Court will be operational in Mildura by the
end of 2007.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan).

Human rights issues

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 June.

The following human rights protected by the charter are
relevant to the bill.

WATER ACTS AMENDMENT
(ENFORCEMENT AND OTHER MATTERS)
BILL

Section 13(a): privacy

Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Planning).
Statement of compatibility
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning)
tabled following statement in accordance with
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities, I make this statement of compatibility
with respect to the Water Acts Amendment (Enforcement and
Other Matters) Bill 2007.
In my opinion, the Water Acts Amendment (Enforcement and
Other Matters) Bill 2007, as introduced in the Legislative
Council, is compatible with the human rights protected by the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview of bill
The purpose of the bill is —
(a) to amend the Water Act 1989 and the Water Industry
Act 1994 to make further provision for enforcement in
relation to drought response plans, emergency
management plans, permanent water saving plans and
water restrictions set out in by-laws; and
(b) to amend the Infringements Act 2006 to extend the
operation of that act with respect to infringement notices
under by-laws; and
(c) to amend the Water Act 1989 to enable the minister to
make further provision for licences to take water.

1.

Human rights protected by the charter that are
relevant to the bill

Clauses 12 (new section 185D) and 19 (new section 291D) of
the bill will prima facie intrude upon an individual’s right to
privacy regarding information about them by requiring the
compulsory disclosure of a person’s name and address.
Specifically, these clauses will allow an authorised water
officer to require a person to state his or her name and address
if that officer has reasonable grounds for believing that that
person has contravened, or is contravening, a restriction or
prohibition on the use of water contained in a drought
response plan, an emergency management plan, a permanent
water saving plan or water restrictions set out in a by-law.
Section 25(2)(a): minimum guarantees in criminal
proceedings
Clauses 7, 10 and 22 of the bill substitute and augment
existing provisions in the Water Industry Act 1994 and the
Water Act 1989 that provide for the issuing of infringement
notices for contraventions of the restrictions and prohibitions
on the use of water contained in a drought response plan, an
emergency management plan or a permanent water saving
plan. Clause 25 of the bill extends the operation of the
Infringements Act 2006 to infringement notices served for
contraventions of the restrictions or prohibitions on the use of
water contained in a by-law.
While the issuing of infringement notices is not captured by
the charter, it is desirable that infringement notices satisfy the
requirements of subsection 25(2)(a) of the charter. That is, an
infringement notice should always be sufficiently clear and
detailed so as to inform the person of the nature and reasons
for it being issued, and persons issued with such notices
should always be informed of their option to defend
proceedings in court. Infringement notices issued under the
Water Act 1989 and the Water Industry Act 1994 will be
issued in accordance with the Infringements Act 2006, which
requires an infringement notice to include prescribed details
and state that the person is entitled to elect to have the matter
heard and determined in the Magistrates Court, consistent
with the requirements of the charter. There is therefore no
limitation on the right in section 25(2)(a) and no need to
proceed to consider whether limitations are reasonable in
relation to clauses 7, 10, 22 and 25 of the bill.
2.

Consideration of reasonable limitations — section 7(2)

The bill is necessary —

Section 13(a): privacy

(a) to improve compliance with, and enforcement of,
drought response plans, emergency management plans,
permanent water saving plans and water restrictions set
out in by-laws; and

(a) What is the nature of the right being limited?

(b) to prevent non-consumptive licences from being
converted to water shares; and

The right to privacy encompasses the idea that individuals
should have an area of autonomous development, interaction
and liberty — a ‘private sphere’ free from government
intervention and from excessive unsolicited intervention by
other individuals.

(c) to enable new licences to be issued to take water for
non-consumptive purposes.

The right to privacy under the charter is not absolute. It may
be subject to reasonable limitations under s.7 of the charter.
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(b) What is the importance of the purpose of the limitation?

(f)

The purpose of the limitation is to improve compliance with,
and the effective enforcement of, water restrictions and
prohibitions on the use of water by improving the ability of
authorised water officers to compel persons to provide
information in the course of investigating non-compliance
with water restrictions. The purpose of the limitation is
essential to achieving the objectives of these acts, which
includes the promotion of the orderly, equitable and efficient
use of water resources. Without the power to require a person
to state his or her name and address, additional time and
expense will be required to obtain this information, with the
risk that where the information cannot be discovered an
infringement notice will not be able to be issued or criminal
proceedings brought.

No other factors are considered relevant.

(c) What is the nature and extent of the limitation?
Clauses 12 (new section 185D) and 19 (new section 291D) of
the bill will allow an authorised water officer to require a
person to state his or her name and address if that officer has
reasonable grounds for believing that that person has
contravened, or is contravening, a restriction or prohibition on
the use of water contained in a drought response plan, an
emergency management plan, a permanent water saving plan
or water restrictions set out in a by-law. These clauses of the
bill will prima facie intrude upon an individual’s right to
privacy regarding information about themselves by requiring
the compulsory disclosure of a person’s name and address.
The intrusion on an individual’s right to privacy will only
allow an authorised water officer to require a person to state
his or her name and address and no further personal
information. The power will be exercised on a case-by-case
basis and only in circumstances where the authorised water
officer has reasonable grounds for believing that the person
has contravened, or is contravening, a restriction or
prohibition on the use of water.
(d) What is the relationship between the limitation and its
purpose?
These clauses establish a reasonable and proportionate means
of achieving the objectives of the Water Act 1989 and the
Water Industry Act 1994. The clauses authorise an
interference with privacy in precise and circumscribed
circumstances, where an authorised water officer has
reasonable grounds for believing that a person has
contravened or is contravening, a restriction or prohibition on
the use of water. A decision to interfere with an individual’s
privacy will be made on a case-by-case basis in accordance
with the law and the merits of each case. The power is not
arbitrary as each interference with privacy will take place in
accordance with the provisions, aims and objectives of the
charter. The limitation is designed to achieve the purpose of
improving the ability of authorised water officers to
investigate non-compliance with water restrictions, and there
is a proportionality between the purpose of the limitation and
the means employed to achieve that purpose.
(e) Are there any less restrictive means reasonably
available to achieve its purpose?
No other means are considered reasonably available to
achieve the purpose of the restrictions placed on a person’s
right to privacy.

Are there any other relevant factors?

Conclusion
I consider that the bill is compatible with the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities because it does limit,
restrict or interfere with a human right, but that limitation is
reasonable and proportionate.
Justin Madden, MP
Minister for Planning

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Planning).
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) — I
move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The main purpose of this bill is to improve compliance with
drought response plans, water restriction by-laws, permanent
water-saving plans and emergency management plans.
The continuing low rainfall and inflows into Victoria’s
reservoirs over the past decade are threatening the security of
the state’s water supply. The government has introduced a
number of measures, including permanent water saving plans,
to reduce the consumption of drinking water in this state.
This led to Melbourne and regional cities and towns saving
great volumes of drinking water. In Melbourne alone, there
has been an average per capita reduction in drinking water of
22 per cent compared to 1990s levels.
Water restrictions are important instruments for further
reducing water consumption across Victoria in times of
severe water shortage, such as the current drought. As at
10 April 2007, 93 towns were on stage 1 restrictions,
35 towns were on stage 2, 17 towns plus Melbourne were on
stage 3a, and 254 towns were on stage 4.
From here on, I will collectively refer to drought response
plans, water restriction by-laws, permanent water-saving
plans and emergency management plans as water restrictions.
Most Victorians are doing the right thing and are complying
with water restrictions. There are, however, some people who
are letting down the vast majority by not complying with
these measures. The community rightly expects there should
be in place an enforcement framework that effectively deters
people from doing the wrong thing.
Last year the government introduced legislation to enable the
water businesses to authorise persons to serve infringement
notices as an alternative to bringing court proceedings. In
addition, the water businesses have the power to restrict the
supply of water to a property. These measures, together with
the ability to issue warning notices, have given the water
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businesses a suite of tools to deal with people who do not
comply with water restrictions.

Debate adjourned for Ms LOVELL (Northern
Victoria) on motion of Mrs Coote.

Based upon the experience of last summer, further legislative
measures are contained in this bill to finetune the enforcement
process.

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 14 June.

This bill makes four key changes to the enforcement
framework. First, this bill enables a person to be issued with
an on-the-spot fine or charged with an offence for breaching
water restrictions without first having to receive a warning
notice. It is important that the water businesses are able to
choose whether to give a warning notice or take immediate
action. Currently a person must be given a warning notice
before enforcement action can be taken. This has been an
important mechanism for ensuring that people are aware of
their obligations. The water businesses are doing an excellent
job in extremely difficult circumstances to ensure that people
are familiar with water restrictions. Education will continue to
be the primary tool for ensuring compliance.
Secondly, this bill provides for the appointment of authorised
water officers by a water business and the issue of identity
cards to those officers. At present, water business employees
who exercise enforcement powers are not required to produce
identity cards. This bill will also make it an offence for a
person to impersonate an authorised water officer.
Thirdly, the water businesses in Melbourne will have the
power to require a person suspected of contravening water
restrictions to state his or her name and address. The water
businesses that supply water to regional towns already have
this power. A person will only be required to state his or her
name and address if the authorised water officer produces an
identity card. Obviously, this power is required to ensure that
on-the-spot fines are issued to, and court proceedings brought
against, the right person.
Fourthly, this bill extends the definition of ‘infringement
offence’ so that it includes a by-law made under section 171
of the Water Act 1989 or a by-law made under a prescribed
act. This will ensure that the rights and protections contained
in the Infringements Act 2006 are accorded to persons served
with infringement notices for not complying with water
restrictions.
This bill also makes changes that affect licences that allow
persons to take water from waterways for purposes known as
non-consumptive uses, such as fish farming and
hydro-electricity generation. These uses are referred to as
non-consumptive because each of these licences is subject to
a condition requiring the licence-holder to return water to the
waterway from which the water was taken. In some cases,
these licences allow large volumes of water to be taken.
The Water Act 1989 was amended in 2005 to provide for the
unbundling of certain water entitlements (including licences
for non-consumptive uses) into water shares, delivery
entitlements and water-use licences. In the unbundled world,
there is no ability to impose conditions on water shares and
for this reason it was never intended that non-consumptive
licences be converted to water shares. This bill will amend the
Water Act 1989 to prevent non-consumptive licences from
being converted. This bill will also make an amendment to
enable non-consumptive licences to be issued in areas that
have been unbundled.
I commend this bill to the house.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Education) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Public transport: park-and-ride facilities
Mrs KRONBERG (Eastern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Public Transport in the other place. In raising this
matter, I do so in the knowledge that if the principles I
suggest are adopted, they will directly contribute to the
green credentials of the state government.
Recently the City of Manningham and the
Ventura-owned National Bus Company displayed
considerable initiative and forward thinking in their
joint upgrade of parking bays at the Doncaster
park-and-ride facility. Members may ask, ‘So what?
Parking bays in a park-and-ride facility!’. As a result of
the Manningham task force’s initiative, a small number
of car bays have been replaced by two-wheel vehicle
bays which will accommodate six motorcycles and
electric scooters in each space. This initiative coincides
with the release and aggressive marketing of now
fashionable high-powered electric two-wheeled
vehicles.
These vehicles typically produce 14 kilograms of
carbon dioxide per 1000 kilometres travelled compared
with 296 kilograms produced by commuters with
combustion engines. According to VicRoads, as at the
end of April there were 134 318 motor scooters and
motorcycles registered in Victoria. We all recognise
that public transport patronage has risen, to the
discomfort of the state government, given that it is so
totally unprepared for such a shift in commuter
behaviour, so the last thing it may want to hear at this
time is a suggestion that will actually increase further
public transport passenger numbers.
There are 200 park-and-ride facilities located adjacent
to Melbourne’s public transport system. Melbourne’s
road network is in an almost constant state of gridlock.
Melbourne’s traffic congestion and the subsequent
increases in emission levels are of great concern to us
all. I ask that the minister undertake to report back to
this house on the feasibility of both converting an
appropriate number of car-parking places at
park-and-ride facilities to places reserved for two-wheel
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motor vehicles and/or utilising the dead space for the
installation of solar-charging posts for recharging
electric scooters, such as occurs in London, along with
the accompanying infrastructure for securing these
vehicles.

Bendigo: nightclub lockout
Mr DRUM (Northern Victoria) — Yesterday the
people of Bendigo woke to read that the liquor
licensing director had implemented a 1.00 a.m. lockout
on all the nightclubs in the city of Bendigo despite the
fact that the City of Greater Bendigo was calling for a
3.00 a.m. lockout. Obviously the licensees were also in
favour of a 3.00 a.m. lockout, and there is no doubt that
the police who have been dealing with much of the
antisocial behaviour caused by the drunks getting out of
the nightclubs at various hours would also have been in
favour of a 2.00 a.m. or 3.00 a.m. lockout. However,
the ambit claim for a 1.00 a.m. lockout which the police
put in place in the hope that it would effectively result
in a 2.00 a.m. or 3.00 a.m. lockout has been met, in
effect, with the liquor licensing director deciding to
adopt a 1.00 a.m. lockout.
A whole range of problems have not been addressed.
For example, hospitality workers who finish work late
at night and who want to go for a social drink will not
be able to enter any venue after 1.00 a.m.; patrons who
are required to leave a venue for health or safety
reasons or who just want a breath of fresh air after
1.00 a.m. will be unable to get back in; and intending
patrons who join a queue to enter a venue prior to
1.00 a.m. but are unable to gain access will be walking
the streets looking for something to do after 1.00 a.m.
as well.
No evidence has yet been produced to show that the
police or the City of Greater Bendigo are going to be
able to cope with the number of people walking around
the streets at 1.05 a.m. or 1.10 a.m. looking for
somewhere to drink. There is no doubt that this will
lead to an increase in the number of gatecrashers who
are going to be looking for somewhere to go, given that
they cannot get into nightclubs. They are going to be
working their mobile phones overtime and texting each
other to make sure they are able to get into private
parties. The amount of drinking that will be taking
place in non-licensed venues will certainly be on the
increase.
One of the other unintended problems with this early
lockout will be that many of the licensees will start
vying for patronage early in the evening by giving away
cheap drinks and offering free entry, trying to fill their
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venues up early in the evening to ensure that patrons are
locked in when the lockout occurs at 1.00 a.m.
I call on the Minister for Consumer Affairs in the other
place to meet with the liquor licensing director to see if
the implementation of this early lockout can be delayed
until it has been through an appropriate examination by
the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal, as
there is no doubt that the licensees are planning to take
this decision to VCAT.
We believe that Minister Andrews, whom I am calling
on to address this adjournment debate matter, could
also meet with the licensees to see if he can come up
with a compromise, which could possibly be a
voluntarily implemented 2.30 a.m. lockout by all the
licensees.

Western Victoria: sporting facilities
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria) — My
adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Youth Affairs in the other place, James
Merlino. Last week I became aware of five successful
grants made under the community facility funding
program in the Wimmera in my electorate of Western
Victoria Region. The grants are designed to fund works
to upgrade, replace and build infrastructure at five
deserving community sporting venues.
These five projects, including the $60 000 laying of a
water-saving synthetic surface at the Nhill Bowling
Club — which I asked the minister to fund in this very
chamber last month — are just some of the 77 projects
across the state that received $3.2 million in funding in
this round of grants. These grants will encourage people
of all ages in my electorate to be active and to keep fit
and will boost local clubs in their hopes of attracting
and keeping young people in their communities.
Two of the five grant announcements took place in the
Horsham region, including the development of netball
and tennis facilities at Cameron Oval reserve to the tune
of $60 000, and almost $30 000 to the Natimuk and
District Field and Game Club to modify and improve
its facilities, which will help the club in an isolated and
drought-affected area. Thanks to these grants,
communities will be strengthened through sport and
recreation participation, and members of the
community of all ages will be encouraged to access
sport and leisure facilities.
I would like the minister to see the effects of these
grants on communities and to consider them when
looking at future applications. In that spirit I invite the
minister to join me in the Horsham region to inspect the
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projects at two of the successful grant applicants,
Cameron Oval reserve and the Natimuk and District
Field and Game Club, to see just how important these
grants are to communities in Western Victoria Region.

Rail: service standards
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Public Transport in the other house, Lynne Kosky. I
would like to thank Mr Pakula for his explanation last
night on the adjournment that there will be more
services on the Williamstown line during the peak
period from October and for asking the minister to
supply the timetables for these new services and say
when they will be introduced. I would like to extend the
question and ask for information regarding when new
services will start on the Werribee and Sydenham lines
and what the minister will do in the meantime regarding
passenger safety on what are now dangerously
overcrowded trains.

Environment: Rockbank broiler farm
Mr VOGELS (Western Victoria) — I raise an issue
for the Minister for Water, Environment and Climate
Change in the other place, the Honourable John
Thwaites. It concerns the ongoing saga of odour
emissions from a broiler farm at 742 Greigs Road,
Rockbank. I would like to quote from a letter I have
received from John Pace. He writes:
The broiler farm emits the most unbearable odours, at times a
very strong smell of ammonia and more often a very strong
and repugnant smell of chicken faeces, which is absolutely
disgusting. The broiler farm sheds are located just less than
500 metres from our home … The broiler farm consists of
four sheds, each housing 40 000 chickens. Our land is being
used as a buffer zone as the property the broiler farm is
located on is not large enough.
We have lived on this property for a period of 30 years, and
my wife and I have worked very hard to own this property, to
raise our family and retire here. Unfortunately the past five
years have been an absolute nightmare … we both have
suffered bad asthma since the operation of the broiler farm
and I have suffered many heart-related problems due to the
stress of having to deal with the problems associated with
having this broiler farm at such close proximity to my home.
My wife and I are 73 years of age and live for the weekends
when our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren
come and visit. It breaks our heart when at times my
grandchildren want to go home because they can’t do the fun
outdoor things children normally do on a farm … One of our
granddaughters used to keep her horse in our stables and stay
every weekend and ride her horse on our property, but due to
the disgusting smell she now stables her horse at a property in
Bacchus Marsh.
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Mr Pace writes that he and his wife are embarrassed to
have visitors and cannot have barbecues. The smell is
so strong it enters their home, and his wife sometimes
cannot hang the washing on the line because the clothes
would end up smelling so bad. I am raising this matter
because on at least three occasions the Environment
Protection Authority has issued an infringement notice
against the broiler farm. I have a letter with the
reference number 42387, signed by Suzie Sarkis of the
west metropolitan region of EPA Victoria. The letter to
the broiler farm says:
We wish to advise that on the basis of ongoing odour
emissions from the premises and its adverse off-site impact,
EPA issued another pollution abatement notice … restricting
the operations by limiting the number of birds and sheds at
the premises.

The letter refers to a penalty infringement notice:
… for the breach of the pollution abatement notice … in that
odours offensive to the senses of human beings were
discharged beyond the boundary of the premises situated at
742 Greigs Road …
… EPA officers identified that the activities conducted at the
premises are the source of the offensive odours.

The action I seek from the minister is that he ensure the
EPA carries out the responsibility it is charged with to
allow the Pace family to live the normal life they have
worked so hard for.

Consumer affairs: investment advice
Mr THORNLEY (Southern Metropolitan) — My
matter is for the Minister for Consumer Affairs in the
other place. I raise the matter of Australian Capital
Reserve. Unfortunately some 30 000 investors, many of
them self-funded retirees and people of modest means,
are faced with a dreadful situation. They thought they
were investing in a product that was reasonably safe but
would generate slightly higher rates of return than they
might get elsewhere. I am particularly familiar with this
case because of close family friends who unfortunately
had their life savings in Australian Capital Reserve and
who are now facing the potential loss of their homes
and other distressing circumstances after 40 years of
working lives as honest, decent, taxpaying people —
and I know there are 30 000 others like them.
The action I seek from the minister regarding this
scandal and a number of others that have occurred with
these types of crooks is that he consider an amendment
to the way we regulate these sorts of investment
products. There is quite a lot of regulation, which leads
to lengthy prospectuses and a whole lot of fine print
that is very difficult to wade through and understand for
the average person. It seems to me that a simple,
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graphical representation of the risk-return curve and
where the product fits on the curve would be more
useful to the average person considering their
investment options than a lot of fine print. We all know
that every investment product basically fits on the same
risk-return curve.
There is no free lunch. If somebody is offering you a
higher return, it is usually because they are asking you
to bear a higher risk. If you are making an informed
decision to do that — if you are able to bear the risk and
you look forward to the possibility of a higher return —
that is fine. However, so many innocent people, many
of them of limited circumstances, are misled by
deceptive advertising or, as in this case, by
high-pressure sales tactics and are bewildered by the
array of regulatory fine print that is meant to protect
them, I wonder if we could make that a lot simpler by
simply certifying each of these products with the range
on the risk-return curve where the product sits so that
people can make informed decisions.

Melbourne: car park levy
Mr D. DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Treasurer.
It concerns the state government’s so-called congestion
levy, the parking tax that hits the city of Melbourne area
and part of the city of Port Phillip. It is a significant
impost raising nearly $40 million — a massive hit on
small businesses in the areas — and it is increasingly
having perverse and unexpected effects as people
respond to the arrangements that the government has
put in place. As people have said, it is called a
congestion tax but is really a tax on car parking.
To explain to the Treasurer so he understands fully,
what is occurring is that people are responding by
reducing the amount of car parking in certain places
and pricing it differently. From recent conversations
with the Air Conditioning and Mechanical Contractors
Association it has become clear to me that one of the
effects of this has been that where previously car parks
in large city buildings were available for servicemen
and others to stay for short periods or while they
undertook the servicing of certain equipment — in this
case air-conditioning equipment in many of the larger,
and some smaller, city buildings — increasingly, those
places are not available for servicemen to park in, and
they now are faced with the difficulty of parking on the
street, driving around endlessly in circles or taking their
chance with a fine.
Of course one alternative is for them to go to a nearby
commercial car park, but that is also a significant cost,
and those costs are of course passed on in the price of
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services. The truth is that air-conditioning repairs and
servicing — which is an important greenhouse issue,
amongst others — is becoming more costly in the city
area and Southbank as a direct result of the
government’s congestion levy.
I am seeking from the Treasurer an examination of
some of the unintended effects of that levy, including
the effects on the air-conditioning industry and service
vehicles that want to go about their lawful and sensible
business in the city area. I ask that he find a way to
ensure they are not unfairly or unreasonably hampered
in the work they seek to do.

Schools: Notting Hill sites
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) — I wish to raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Education. It relates to
what have become known as the Notting Hill school
sites. These are the former Notting Hill Primary School
and the former Monash Secondary School in my
electorate that have been closed by the government and
are now listed for redevelopment. The two schools are
not on adjoining sites but they are in close proximity to
each other and are joined by a public access along a
drain easement.
The Notting Hill community is concerned that the
closure of these schools and their redevelopment will
lead to a massive loss of public open space in the area.
The Australian Research Centre for Urban Ecology
noted that Notting Hill has one of the lowest ratios of
public open space in Melbourne, so it is a significant
issue for that area. People in Notting Hill are very keen
to see part of one of those sites preserved for public
open space. Currently the former school oval is still
available and still being used. While the buildings at the
school have been quarantined, the oval is still available
for use, and it is the desire of locals that that space
continue to be available. The school site is subject to
rezoning by the City of Monash for residential
development.
I am asking that the minister agree to make part of one
of the school sites available for public open space. This
is a practice that has been followed elsewhere. In
Frankston the government agreed to give a disused
school oval to the local community for use as public
open space. That is the precedent we seek to have
followed in Notting Hill. In the interim before making
that decision I seek the minister’s agreement to meet
with a delegation of residents from Notting Hill so that
they can put their case as to why this important issue
should be taken on board by the minister prior to the
sale of that site.
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Rail: Noble Park station

Gippsland Ports: management

Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan) —
I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Public Transport in another place concerning safety
issues at Noble Park train station. Noble Park is a
suburb that has been doing it tough for a couple of
decades. The majority of its citizens are blue collar
migrants who came to Noble Park initially because it is
so close to Dandenong, one of the manufacturing hubs
in Australia. The negative impact of globalisation on
our manufacturing industry has resulted in a lot of that
industry going overseas.

Mr P. DAVIS (Eastern Victoria) — I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Water, Environment
and Climate Change in another place, Mr Thwaites. I
refer initially to a joint press release of 10 November
2005 from that minister and the then Minister for State
and Regional Development, Mr Brumby, as part of
various announcements relating to the provincial
Victoria statement. The press release states:

The people, the workers, of Noble Park have certainly
been hit very hard by this. Because of cheap housing
and the availability of community services Noble Park
has attracted a lot of migrants, a lot of protection
visa-holders from around the world and a lot of people
with low incomes. Noble Park has pretty much been
community of need for a number of years now.
However, things are starting to turn around in Noble
Park. The council has invested a lot of money in the
suburb, and the state government has also invested
heavily in it. I can declare that Noble Park is just
around the corner from experiencing its renaissance.
Safety issues have been a concern at Noble Park, and I
concede that there are some safety issues at the train
station. In some ways these concerns are exaggerated
because of the perceived threat from Somali youths,
who congregate at the station during certain periods of
the day. The Liberal candidate for Isaacs, Mr Fox,
recently decided — —
Mr Finn — The next member for Isaacs!
Mr SOMYUREK — He is a candidate at the
moment. He recently took a photo of the Noble Park
underpass and gave the impression in a related article
that he could somehow fix the underpass in Noble Park.
He is the federal candidate, not a state candidate, so that
was a little bit misleading.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr SOMYUREK — I suggest that capable
members like Mr Rich-Phillips and Mrs Peulich are
more than capable of lobbying — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! Mr Somyurek has no
need to engage in debate. In fact he cannot debate and
will get back to the issue.
Mr SOMYUREK — I ask the minister to improve
security at Noble Park train station.

Mr Thwaites said Lakes Entrance was home to Victoria’s
largest commercial fishing fleet as well as being a premier
recreational boating and fishing destination.
‘This project will create clear navigable channels to Lakes
Entrance and ensure that they’re kept open over coming
years.
The government will provide $31.5 million to fund the
installation and operation of a comprehensive sand
management system that will address the build-up that is
threatening access to the port’.

The press release went on to detail some of the
initiatives that would be funded from the project. It
states:
Mr Brumby said the investment in Lakes Entrance was the
largest in a Victorian regional port in many years and
demonstrated the Bracks government’s long-term
commitment regional Victoria.

The minister then talked about the very important
high-value commercial and recreational activities in
that port.
I make the point that at the time I certainly welcomed
the announcement of the ministers. I congratulated
them then and I do so again now. The government
made a significant financial contribution to dealing with
a vexatious issue — the accretion of sand in the
entrance to and in the channels around the port of Lakes
Entrance. I had a firsthand involvement in that matter in
1998 and 1999 as a parliamentary secretary working
through the then Department of Natural Resources and
Environment. I managed to obtain the initial funding of
$900 000 for the trial of sand pumps in that port.
We now have a disaster. On Tuesday this week the
chairman of the Gippsland Lakes charter boat operators
association, Mr Barry Peel, travelled from Lakes
Entrance to Parliament and return, a trip of more than
4 hours in both directions, seeking my assistance to
urge the government to address the complete
inadequacy of the management capacity of its authority.
The authority has been given $31.5 million and has, it
would seem, done nothing with it or has frittered it
away on useless expenditures, because the port is now
in a crisis. The whole township of Lakes Entrance is
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threatened with economic disaster from losing the
fishing fleet and the possibility of recreational
activity — and there is also the potential for submersion
when the drought eventually breaks and we have real
flows in the Gippsland Lakes. I therefore ask the
minister to review the operations of the Gippsland port
authority.

refer this to the Minister for Public Transport in the
other place.

Responses

The PRESIDENT — Order! The house stands
adjourned.

Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Planning) —
Mrs Kronberg raised the matter of park-and-ride
arrangements and the availability of different forms of
transport in those facilities. I will refer this to the
Minister for Public Transport in the other place.
Damian Drum raised the matter of the 1.00 a.m. lockout
for nightclub operators and publicans in his community.
I will refer this to the Minister for Gaming, I think, in
the other place. Is that the minister that he wants it
referred to?
Mr Drum — I think so.
Hon. J. M. MADDEN — We will source the
relevant minister to address that to.
Ms Pulford raised the matter of sport and recreation
grants in the Horsham and Wimmera regions. I will
refer this request to the Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Youth Affairs in the other place.
Colleen Hartland raised the matter of new train services
in the western suburbs and the relevant timetabling. I
will refer this to the Minister for Public Transport in the
other place.
John Vogels raised the matter of a broiler farm in the
Rockbank area and its environmental impact and
relevant Environment Protection Authority
infringement notices. I will refer this to the Minister for
Water, Environment and Climate Change in the other
place.
Evan Thornley raised the matter of Australian Capital
Reserve and issues related to consumer affairs. I will
refer this to the Minister for Consumer Affairs in the
other place.
David Davis raised the matter of the car parking tax or
congestion levy. I will refer this to the Treasurer.
Gordon Rich-Phillips raised the matter of two Notting
Hill school sites and the relevant public open space. I
will refer this to the Minister for Education.
Adem Somyurek raised the matter of safety issues
around the area of the Noble Park train station. I will
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Philip Davis raised the matter of Lakes Entrance and
associated environment issues for the port authority
there. I will refer this to the Minister for Water,
Environment and Climate Change in the other place.

House adjourned 4.58 p.m. until Tuesday, 19 June.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Tuesday, 5 June 2007
Major projects: external legal advice
64.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: In relation to the portfolio of Major
Projects, would the Minister provide in table form for 2003–04, 2004–05, 2005–6 and 1 July 2006 to
date —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The names of the legal firms or consultancies from which the department obtained external
advice;
The nature and purpose of each piece of legal advice obtained through the firms listed;
The expenditure by the Department on the legal firms and advice referred to above; and
The tender or advertising arrangements used in each of the above pieces of legal advice.

ANSWER:
Information on consultancies and other contracts entered into by Major Projects Victoria can be found in the
Department of Infrastructure’s annual report and on the www.contracts.vic.gov.au website.

Major projects: public relations staff and consultancies
69.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: In relation to your portfolio of Major
Projects:
(1)

What is the number and cost of staff working in his office.

(2)

What is the number of staff working in each Public Relations Unit indicating —
(a) the total operating budget; and
(b) the total promotional budget.

(3)

What contracts have been entered into in 2005–06 for public relations and/or communications
strategies with outside consultants or persons giving —
(a) the person/company contracted;
(b) the date of the contract;
(c) the contract sum;
(d) the amount paid; and
(e) a brief summary of work done.

ANSWER:
Information on staffing and budget levels at Major Projects Victoria can be found in the Department of
Infrastructure Annual Report. Information on consultancies and other contracts entered into by Major Projects
Victoria can be found in the Department of Infrastructure’s Annual Report and on the www.contracts.vic.gov.au
website.
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Premier: ministerial staff
77.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Education in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
78.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Deputy Premier
in the Deputy Premier’s Office as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
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Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
79.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Treasurer in the
Treasurer’s Office as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
80.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for Arts
in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
81.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Finance in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000
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Premier: ministerial staff
82.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
WorkCover and TAC in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
83.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Information and Communication Technology in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
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Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
84.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Community Services in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
85.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
86.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Victorian Communities in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000
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Premier: ministerial staff
87.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
88.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Veterans’ Affairs in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
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Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
89.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Women’s Affairs in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
90.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Sport, Recreation and Youth Affairs in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
91.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Housing and Local Government in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000
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Premier: ministerial staff
92.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Health in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
93.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Mental Health in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
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Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
94.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Children and Aged Care in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
95.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Planning in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
96.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Water, Environment and Climate Change in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000
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Premier: ministerial staff
97.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Attorney-General
in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
98.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Racing in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
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Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
99.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Gaming in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
100.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Consumer Affairs in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
101.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000
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Premier: ministerial staff
102.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Corrections in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
103.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Industry and State Development in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
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Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
104.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Major Projects in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
105.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Small Business in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
106.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Regional and Rural Development in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000
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Premier: ministerial staff
107.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Innovation in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
108.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Tourism in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
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Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
109.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Industrial Relations in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
110.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Public Transport in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
111.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Roads and Ports in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000
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Premier: ministerial staff
112.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Agriculture in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
113.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Energy and Resources in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
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Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Premier: ministerial staff
114.

MR D. M. DAVIS — To ask the Minister for Education (for the Premier):
(1)
(2)
(3)

As at 31 January 2007, how many staff employed by the Premier worked for the Minister for
Skills, Education Services and Employment in Ministerial Offices as Ministerial Staff.
What were their names.
What is the annual cost of these staff members.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Question 1.
Due to the nature of the work undertaken an accurate figure for the purposes of your question cannot be
provided. However the 2005/2006 Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) Annual Report lists 259 people
as being employed by DPC as part of Ministerial and Parliamentary Services in a full time, part time or casual
nature. This includes Ministers for the Crown, ministerial staff (including Premier’s Private Office), Leader of
Opposition and the Leader of the National Party and past Premiers’ staff.
Question 2.
Disclosure of individual names cannot be released as the release of these names will breach the privacy
provisions of their employment.
Question 3.
As an accurate figure for staff members working in ministerial offices cannot be provided, the Total
Employee Benefits for DPC has been supplied as listed in the DPC Annual Report 2005/2006. Staff in
ministerial offices are paid out of these funds.
Total Employee Benefits:
– 2005 - $59,412,000
– 2006 - $64,597,000

Roads and ports: Stud Road, Bayswater
121.

MRS PETROVICH — To ask Minister for Industry and State Development (for the Minister for
Roads and Ports): Are there any plans or proposals by the Victorian Government to duplicate the lanes
on Stud Road (a major North-South arterial) between Mountain Highway and Boronia Road, given the
history of multiple major accidents and fatalities.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is :
Proposals for improvement projects must be considered and prioritised on a statewide basis and any future
duplication of Stud Road will be considered in this context.
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I note that in the five years to December 2005, there was one casualty crash along the section of Stud Road between
the Mountain Highway and Boronia Road. As both intersections currently have duplicated carriageways, any crash
history at the intersections themselves would be unlikely to be affected by the duplication of the road. No fatalities
have occurred along this length of road, including at the intersections, in the last seven years.

Children: children’s health and wellbeing survey
128.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services (for the Minister for Children): In
regard to the State of Victoria’s Children Report 2006, what data collection strategies for the Victorian
Child and Adolescent Monitoring system were put in place in 2005 and in 2006.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Since 2005, the Statewide Outcomes for Children Branch in the Office for Children have liaised with the
Departments of Education, Victorian Communities, Justice, and VicPolice to identify administrative data, already
collected by government, to fulfil the information needs of the Victorian Child and Adolescent Monitoring System.
Through this process gaps in data related to children’s health, safety, learning, development and wellbeing have
been identified. In order to fill these data gaps a series of annual data collections have been implemented.
In 2005 the Statewide Outcomes for Children Branch implemented the first in this series of annual data collections.
The Victorian Child Health and Wellbeing Survey was conducted from Dec 2005 through March 2006 and
consisted of a 23-minute telephone survey of 5000 parents of children less than 13 years of age. The response rate
from this survey was 86%.
The second collection–a Local Level Child Health and Wellbeing Survey was developed in 2006 and is currently
being conducted in 25 Local Government Areas that have Best Start programs.

Community services: disability support register
252.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services: When will the transition from the
Service Needs Register to the Disability Support Register be completed.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Disability Support Register replaced the Service Needs Register as the Department’s reporting system for
disability service needs on the 31 December 2006.

Planning: Cedar Woods development
268.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Planning: With reference to the Laverton Airbase/Cedar
Woods development site rezoning from Industrial to Commercial Residential and the Minister’s related
statements of 15 March 2007:
(1)

(2)

What offsets have been agreed to since the developer’s agreement to provide contributions to the
Trust for Nature (Victoria) as an offset, in accordance with the State Government native
vegetation management framework.”
Will the offsets be sufficient to offset the destruction of at least 30 habitat hectares of native
grassland (according to latest DSE figures), given that a consultant ecologist has quoted between
$500,000 and $1 million for restoring one habitat hectare of degraded grassland.
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(4)

(5)

(6)

Tuesday, 5 June 2007

Did the Government receive, or require to be prepared, detailed mapping of grassland quality
and/or an assessment of the significance of habitat for threatened species as required under the
Native Vegetation Framework.
Have any further reserves been agreed to by the developer other than pre-existing reserves (two
isolated pockets of 10 hectares each, plus wetland reserve, together comprising 55 hectares, set
aside by the Federal Government as part of a contract of sale in 1999).
How has the State Government accounted for recommendations of the Wyndham Smart Growth
Report to modify the developer’s proposals to protect the outstanding biodiversity values outside
of the existing reserves.
What measures have been taken outside the existing reserves in relation to the Native Vegetation
Framework recommendations of a three-step approach–avoiding clearing, minimising clearing
and offsetting clearing.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The redevelopment of the former Laverton Airbase will include a major retail and employment centre, a new rail
and bus interchange and much needed facilities in the area. These include sporting and community facilities, and
new schools as well as the protection and conservation of the majority, and most intact areas, of habitat in three
conservation reserves–the reserves form 55ha or 20% of the total site area.
The matter was referred to the Priority Development Panel (PDP). The PDP considered native vegetation on the
site in the context of pre-existing conservation management agreements with the Federal Government, existing
planning controls that allowed the site to be cleared of vegetation without a planning permit and the Government’s
Native Vegetation Framework.
The developer has agreed to pay $500,000 as an offset payment under the Native Vegetation Framework, in
addition to providing three conservation reserves totalling 55ha and agreeing to an improved Conservation
Management Plan.

Community services: disability services
291.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services: In relation to community participation
and inclusion for people with disabilities as at 31 December 2006, how many were:
(a)
(b)

clients with day activities; and
Futures for Young Adults clients.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The most recent figures for the number of clients with day activities and Futures for Young Adults clients are for
June 2006.
(a)

The number of clients with Day Activities is recorded in the Department of Human Services Annual Report
2005–06; and

(b)

The number of Futures for Young Adults clients is recorded in the Department of Human Services Annual
Report 2005–06.
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Community services: disability services
295.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services: In relation to flexible care packages
for people with disabilities as at 31 December 2006, how many people were in receipt of:
(a)
(b)

short-term assistance packages; and
on-going assistance packages.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Information on flexible care packages is not currently categorised in this way.

Community services: Colanda
298.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services: In relation to people with disabilities at
Colanda as at 30 June 2006:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

How many people were in residence.
What was the total recurrent funding provided by the Department.
How many people received on-site day programs.
What was the total expenditure in 2004–05 for on-site day programs.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In relation to people with disabilities at Colanda at 30 June 2006:
(1)

The number of people in residence was 136.

(2)

The total recurrent funding provided by the Department in 2005–06 was $14.8m

(3)

The number of people that received on-site day programs was 77.

(4)

The total expenditure in 2004–05 for on-site day programs was $0.5m

Community services: disability funding
299.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services:
(1)
(2)

What funds did Victoria receive from the Commonwealth in 2005–06 under the Commonwealth
State Territory Disability Agreement.
What funds did Victoria contribute to meet its responsibilities under the Agreement in 2005–06.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In relation to the Commonwealth State Territory Disability Agreement (CSTDA) for 2005–06:
(1)

Victoria received Commonwealth funding totalling $136.2m in 2005–06 under the Commonwealth State
Territory Disability Agreement.

(2)

Victoria contributed $977m excluding other revenue sources to meet its responsibilities under the Agreement
in 2005–06.
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Community services: disability funding
301.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services:
(1)
(2)

What funds did Victoria receive from the Commonwealth for 2005–06 for the Bilateral
Agreement COAG Younger People with Disability in Residential Aged Care Program.
Under the agreement, what funds did Victoria contribute in 2005–06 to meet its responsibilities
under the Program.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Commonwealth funding was zero

(2)

Victoria ‘s contribution was zero.

Community services: disability funding
302.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services:
(1)
(2)

What funds does Victoria expect to receive from the Commonwealth for 2006–07 for the Bilateral
Agreement COAG Younger People with Disability in Residential Aged Care Program.
Under the agreement, what funds does Victoria expect to contribute in 2006–07 to meet its
responsibilities under the Program.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Victoria received $1.0m from the Commonwealth for 2006–07 for the Bilateral Agreement COAG Younger
People with Disability in Residential Aged Care Program.

(2)

Under the agreement, Victoria contributed $1.7m in 2006–07 to meet its responsibilities under the Program.

Community services: disability services
303.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services: In relation to the Disability Support
Register as at 31 December 2006–
(1)
(2)

In total how many individuals were registered.
Of the total individuals registered, how many were recommended for Priority Status.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In relation to the Disability Support Register as at 31 December 2006–
(1)

The total number of people registered was 3,194.

(2)

Of the total individuals registered, 334 were recommended for Priority Status.
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Wednesday, 6 June 2007
Water, environment and climate change: reservoir dead water
MR RICH-PHILLIPS — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Water, Environment
and Climate Change): What is the current exact amount of dead water in the —

32.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Cardinia reservoir;
Silvan reservoir;
Sugarloaf reservoir;
Thomson reservoir;
Upper Yarra reservoir;
Yan Yean reservoir;
Greenvale reservoir; and
Tarago reservoir.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Melbourne Water reports reservoir storage levels as a percentage of the total full storage capacity of nine reservoirs.
The total storage reported for these reservoirs is 1,773,000 ML. This does not include Tarago Reservoir which will
be reconnected to the metropolitan system in 2010. All of this 1,773,000 ML is recoverable.
For most of the reservoirs, there is an additional volume of water that is not included in the total reported storage
figure. The volume of water for each dam that is not included in the storage figure is provided in the attached table.
This water could be pumped to be accessed if required.
Total
Reported
System
Storage
(ML)

Unreported Water - (ML)

1,068,000

55,089

Upper Yarra

200,000

4,406

Cardinia

287,000

2,053

Sugarloaf

96,000

2,969

Maroondah

22,000

6,054

O’Shannassy

3,000

unknown (low vol)

Silvan

40,000

136

Yan Yean

30,000

2,859

Greenvale

27,000

662

Reservoir

Thomson
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Unreported Water - (ML)

Being investigated

Tarago
TOTALS

1,773,000

74,228

Children: children’s wellbeing information campaign
124.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services (for the Minister for Children): In
relation to the State of Victoria’s Children Report 2006:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

What was done in 2005 in relation to an extensive public information campaign of the Child
Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005 and the Children Youth and Families Act 2005.
What was done in Rural and Regional Victoria.
How much did this campaign cost.
What has the outcome been.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Information and training relating to the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 and the Child Well-being and
Safety Act 2005 has been targeted at professionals to assist them to understand their new legal obligations and
cultural and practice changes involved in implementing the new legislation.
In 2005 public information on the legislative review and the development of new legislation was provided
through a dedicated web-page on Department of Human Services website. The protecting children website
was launched on 9 November 2004.

(2)

Public information provided in rural and regional Victoria was as above.

(3)

The Department of Human Services website is not separately funded, costs are attributed to departmental web
services.

(4)

Between 9 November 2004 and 30 March 2006 there were 26,800 hits on the protecting children website.

Children: children’s wellbeing information campaign
125.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services (for the Minister for Children): In
relation to the State of Victoria’s Children Report 2006:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

What was done in 2006 in relation to an extensive public information campaign of the Child
Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005 and the Children Youth and Families Act 2005.
What was done in Rural and Regional Victoria.
How much did this campaign cost.
What has the outcome been.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Information and training relating to the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 and the Child Well-being and
Safety Act 2005 has been targeted at professionals to assist them to understand their new legal obligations and
cultural and practice changes involved in implementing the new legislation.
In 2006 public information about the Children, Youth and Families Act and the Child Wellbeing and Safety
Act was provided through:
– a web-page dedicated to implementation of the legislative and policy reforms, on the Department of
Human Services website. This ‘every child every chance’ website launched on 10 April 2006.
– An advertising campaign aimed at recruiting child protection practitioners. An infomercial providing
public information about the government’s reforms as well as specific information on how to become a
child protection practitioner was included in metropolitan and regional press (including interstate papers),
trade press, C.A.L.D., online and overseas media

(2)

Public information provided in rural and regional Victoria was as above.

(3)

The Department of Human Services website is not separately funded, costs are attributed to departmental web
services. The advertising campaign, primarily aimed at recruiting child protection practitioners cost
$267,923.70.

(4)

Since 10 April 2006 there have been 45,515 hits on the every child every chance website.

Children: children’s wellbeing information campaign
126.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services (for the Minister for Children): In
relation to the State of Victoria’s Children Report 2006:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

What was done in 2005 in relation to an extensive public information campaign of the Child
Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005 and the Children Youth and Families Act 2005.
What was done in Metropolitan Melbourne.
How much did this campaign cost.
What has the outcome been.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Information and training relating to the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 and the Child Well-being and
Safety Act 2005 has been targeted at professionals to assist them to understand their new legal obligations and
cultural and practice changes involved in implementing the new legislation.
In 2005 public information on the legislative review and the development of new legislation was provided
through a dedicated web-page on Department of Human Services website. The protecting children website
was launched on 9 November 2004.

(2)

Public information provided in Metropolitan Melbourne was as above.

(3)

The Department of Human Services website is not separately funded, costs are attributed to departmental web
services.

(4)

Between 9 November 2004 and 30 March 2006 there were 26,800 hits on the protecting children website.
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Children: children’s wellbeing information campaign
127.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services (for the Minister for Children): In
regard to the State of Victoria’s Children Report 2006:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

What was done in 2006 in relation to an extensive public information campaign of the Child
Wellbeing and Safety Act 2005 and the Children Youth and Families Act 2005.
What was done in Metropolitan Melbourne.
How much did this campaign cost.
What has the outcome been.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Information and training relating to the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005 and the Child Well-being and
Safety Act 2005 has been targeted at professionals to assist them to understand their new legal obligations and
cultural and practice changes involved in implementing the new legislation.
In 2006 public information about the Children, Youth and Families Act and the Child Wellbeing and Safety
Act was provided through:
– a web-page dedicated to implementation of the legislative and policy reforms, on the Department of
Human Services website. This ‘every child every chance’ website launched on 10 April 2006.
– An advertising campaign aimed at recruiting child protection practitioners. An infomercial providing
public information about the government’s reforms as well as specific information on how to become a
child protection practitioner was included in metropolitan and regional press (including interstate papers),
trade press, C.A.L.D., online and overseas media

(2)

Public information provided in Metropolitan Melbourne was as above.

(3)

The Department of Human Services website is not separately funded, costs are attributed to departmental web
services. The advertising campaign, primarily aimed at recruiting child protection practitioners cost
$267,923.70.

(4)

Since 10 April 2006 there have been 45,515 hits on the every child every chance website.

Education: Doncaster Crown land
138.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: Can the Minister provide descriptions of,
and where available the addresses of, all Crown owned land in the electorate of Doncaster relating to his
portfolio and indicate whether the Government intends to sell any of this land or acquire any new land
in the Doncaster electorate.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The purchase and disposal of Crown Land is the responsibility of the Minister for Finance.

Water, environment and climate change: Tullamarine hazardous waste facility
287.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Water, Environment and
Climate Change): With reference to the amended licence for BIS Cleanaway Ltd, being Licence No.
HS346, as amended 16 March 2007, for the Tullamarine Toxic Waste Dump:
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Can the licence conditions be amended by agreement between the EPA and BIS Cleanaway Ltd.
Can the 1 June 2010 closure date be amended by agreement between the EPA and Cleanaway Ltd.
Can the licence conditions be amended in future without public consultation.
Can the 1 June 2010 closure date be altered without public consultation.
If the 105,000 cubic metres of remaining space is not filled by 2010, will the dump still close.
How many times has the EPA fined BIS Cleanaway in the last 10 years.
If the landfill closes, will gas vents remain on the site. If so —
(a) how many, and for what period of time will they remain on the site; and
(b) what vapours and/or gases will they be venting to air and in what quantities per week.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– Detailed information in relation to the BIS Cleanaway Tullamarine landfill, including information relating to the
EPA licence for the facility is available on the EPA website at www.epa.vic.gov.au.
– Provisions for the amendment of an EPA licence are provided within Section 20A of the Environment
Protection Act 1970.
– Information in relation to enforcement action taken by EPA each year is available in EPA’s annual reports.

Water, environment and climate change: Tullamarine hazardous waste facility
288.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Water, Environment and
Climate Change): With reference to Works Approval WA 5913 which was granted for the construction
and operation of an oily leachate handling facility at BIS Cleanaway Tullamarine landfill on 22
September 2006:
(1)
(2)
(3)

How many air vents will be placed on the tank farm? What vapours will be vented and in what
quantities per week.
What volume of light non-aqueous phase liquid or oil (LNAPL) will be extracted from the
Tullamarine dump each year.
How long will it take to complete the treatment of LNAPL.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– Detailed information in relation to the BIS Cleanaway Tullamarine landfill, including information relating to
Works Approval WA5913, the EPA licence and the ongoing management of the facility, is available on the EPA
website at www.epa.vic.gov.au

Health: low birth weights
317.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services (for the Minister for Health): What is
the difference between the percentage of low birth weight for babies born to indigenous and
non-indigenous mothers in Victoria in 2005 in —
(a)
(b)
(c)

North and West Metropolitan Victoria;
Loddon Mallee Region; and
Gippsland.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The percentage of low birth weight babies born to indigenous and non-indigenous women in 2005 were:
(a)

North and West Metropolitan Region–15.7% in indigenous mothers and 6.9% in non-indigenous mothers;

(b)

Loddon Mallee Region - 15.6% in indigenous mothers and 6.0% in non-indigenous mothers;

(c)

Gippsland Region–20.0% in indigenous mothers and 8.3% in non-indigenous mothers.

Health: low birth weights
318.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services (for the Minister for Health): What is
the difference between the percentage of low birth weight for babies born to indigenous and
non-indigenous mothers in Victoria in 2006 in —
(a)
(b)
(c)

North and West Metropolitan Victoria;
Loddon Mallee Region; and
Gippsland.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– This information is not yet available, as data processing for 2006 births is not completed.

Health: Aboriginal infant mortality
319.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Community Services (for the Minister for Health): What is
the infant mortality rate of the Victorian indigenous population.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– The infant mortality rate in babies born to indigenous women in Victoria in 2005 was 7.5 per thousand.
– This excludes babies with indigenous fathers if the mother is not indigenous, because the Perinatal Data
Collection Unit does not collect information about the indigenous status of fathers
– This rate should be interpreted with caution because it is based on a small number of deaths.
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Education: Mountain Gate Primary School
149.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Mountain Gate Primary
School located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 149 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 935]

Education: Kent Park Primary School
150.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Kent Park Primary School
located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
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Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 150 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 936]

Education: Fairhills Primary School
151.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Fairhills Primary School
located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 151 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 937]

Education: Ferntree Gully North Primary School
152.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Ferntree Gully North
Primary School located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 152 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 937]
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Education: Wattleview Primary School
153.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Wattleview Primary
School located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 153 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 938]

Education: Karoo Primary School
154.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Karoo Primary School
located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 154 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 938]

Education: Lysterfield Primary School
155.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Lysterfield Primary School
located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
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what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 155 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 939]

Education: Parkridge Primary School
156.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Parkridge Primary School
located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment,
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 156 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 940]

Education: Heany Park Primary School
157.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: Heany Park Primary School located in the
Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 157 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 940]

Education: Rowville Primary School
158.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Rowville Primary School
located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 158 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 941]

Education: Rowville Secondary College
159.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Rowville Secondary
College (East and West campus) located in the Ferntree Gully District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
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The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 159 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 941]

Education: Manningham Park Primary School
160.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Manningham Park
Primary School located in the Bulleen District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 160 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 942]

Education: Templestowe Valley Primary School
161.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Templestowe Valley
Primary School located in the Bulleen District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
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Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 161 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 943]

Education: Templestowe Heights Primary School
162.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Templestowe Heights
Primary School located in the Bulleen District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 162 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 943]

Education: Serpell Primary School
163.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Serpell Primary School
located in the Bulleen District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 163 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 944]
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Education: Bulleen Heights Primary School
164.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Bulleen Heights Primary
School located in the Bulleen District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 164 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 945]

Education: Templestowe Park Primary School
165.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Templestowe Park
Primary School located in the Bulleen District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 165 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 945]

Education: Templestowe College
166.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Templestowe College
located in the Bulleen District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
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what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 166 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 946]

Education: Wantirna South Primary School
167.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Wantirna South Primary
School located in the Bayswater District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 167 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 946]

Education: Marlborough Primary School
168.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Marlborough Primary
School located in the Bayswater District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.
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ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 168 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 947]

Education: Beverly Hills Primary School
199.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Beverly Hills Primary
School located in the Doncaster District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 199 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 950]

Education: Birralee Primary School
200.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Birralee Primary School
located in the Doncaster District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
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The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 200 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 951]

Education: Donvale Primary School
201.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Donvale Primary School
located in the Doncaster District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 201 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 951]

Education: Donburn Primary School
202.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Donburn Primary School
located in the Doncaster District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
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Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 202 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 952]

Education: Doncaster Gardens Primary School
203.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Doncaster Gardens
Primary School located in the Doncaster District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 203 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 953]

Education: Doncaster Primary School
204.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Doncaster Primary School
located in the Doncaster District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 204 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 953]
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Education: Milgate Primary School
205.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Milgate Primary School
located in the Doncaster District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 205 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 954]

Education: Doncaster Secondary College
206.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the Doncaster Secondary
College located in the Doncaster District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
(a) what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
(b) when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
(c) when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 206 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 955]

Education: East Doncaster Secondary College
207.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Education: In relation to the East Doncaster Secondary
College located in the Doncaster District:
(2)

If the school does qualify —
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what will be undertaken as part of the redevelopment;
when will the upgrade/redevelopment commence; and
when will the various stages be completed.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is:
The Bracks Government has committed a massive $1.9 billion over this term, which will see about 500 schools
being built or modernised to meet the challenges of the future and invest in the services that matter to their families.
The 2007–08 State Budget delivers on more than a quarter of this commitment with 131 Victorian schools
receiving capital funding to commence building.
Decisions relating to funding and commencement of the remainder of the commitment will be in future budgets.
[Part (2) of question 207 reinstated by order of President on 1 May 2007. Hansard reference to original answer:
18 April 2007, page 955]

Major projects: contaminated public land
249.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: When will the Government establish a
funding stream to clean up publicly held land that is contaminated.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is :
This question should be directed to the Minister for Water, Environment & Climate Change, Hon John Thwaites
MLA. It does not fall within the responsibility of Major Projects Victoria.

Major projects: contaminated public land
250.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Major Projects. When will the Government establish a
funding stream to clear up the contaminated Gasworks Site in Port Melbourne.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is :
This question does not fall within the responsibility of the Minister for Major Projects. The question should be
directed to the Minister for Water, Environment and Climate Change.

Major projects: contaminated public land
251.

MRS COOTE — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: When will the Government establish a
funding stream to clear up the contaminated school site on the Corner of Pickles and Richardson Streets
in Port Melbourne.

ANSWER:
As at the date the question was raised, the answer is :
This question does not fall within the responsibility of the Minister for Major Projects. The question should be
directed to the Minister for Water, Environment and Climate Change.
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Major projects: Cairnlea Estate
269.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Major Projects: With reference to the site of the former
Albion Explosives Factory site at Deer Park, which is now the site of the Cairnlea Estate:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

What were the costs of the remediation for Audit Areas 17 and 18.
What was the amount of contaminated soil removed from Audit Areas 17 and 18.
How and where was the soil disposed of.
Was Symon Brothers, as sub-contractor for VicUrban, informed of contaminated areas for Audit
Areas 17 and 18. If so, how were they informed.
Was there any flagging out of detrimental contaminated areas in audit areas 17 and 18.
Is the drinking fountain in the park in the Audit Area 18 contaminated area constructed using
polypipe (which is easily infiltrated by organic chemicals known to be in the soil?). If so, why was
its construction allowed.
Are the ponds in the park in Audit Area 18 filled with bore water that has been reported as unfit
for use in swimming pools? If so, why has this been allowed.
Did VicUrban direct the independent auditor on how the audit should be conducted to reduce
costs to VicUrban.

ANSWER:
1.

The remediation of Audit Area 17 and Audit Area 18 was carried out in a project which remediated the whole
of the former Albion Explosives Factory. Expenditure was controlled on a ‘whole of project’ basis and
therefore information pertaining to the cost of remediating the two subject areas is not available.

2.

9,200 cubic metres of contaminated soil were removed from Audit Areas 17 and 18.

3.

3,700 of the 9,200 cubic metres of contaminated soil were removed to an on-site repository within the Albion
site. The remaining 5,500 cubic metres were re-used in a sub-layer as part of the earth capping of a former
landfill within the Albion site which was rehabilitated.

4.

A copy of the Statement of Environmental Audit for Audit Area 18 was provided to Symon Bros before
construction commenced, in accordance with statutory requirements.

5.

Flagging out was not necessary and did not occur. The environmental audits establish the allowable uses of
the land. The audits are assessed as protective of human health and the environment for these allowable uses.

6.

A public park known as Glenbrook Waters has been developed at Cairnlea within parts of Audit Area 17 and
18. There is not a drinking fountain in Audit Area 18. There is a drinking fountain in the Glenbrook Waters
park and it is located in Audit Area 17. The drinking fountain and its water supply are constructed in
accordance with plumbing industry regulations and guidelines and do not use polythene pipe. The
development by VicUrban of parts of Audit Areas 17 and 18 for use as a public park is allowed by the audits.
The park and its related infrastructure are safe for public use.

7.

The ponds in Audit Area 18 are not filled with bore water. A windmill in Glenbrook Waters park may create
the impression that bore water is used, but this windmill simply circulates surface water from one pond to
another to maintain water quality during summer. The ponds are filled with ‘stormwater’ run off from the
adjacent parkland and residential areas.

8.

VicUrban did not direct the auditor. The auditor is an independent expert who has been appointed to act as an
Environmental Auditor by the Environment Protection Authority. The auditor acts in accordance with the
Environment Protection Act and its related regulations and guidelines.
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Water, environment and climate change: Cairnlea Estate
270.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Water, Environment and
Climate Change): With reference to the former Albion Explosives Factory site at Deer Park, which is
now the site of the Cairnlea Estate:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

What were the levels of organic chemicals in the soil in Audit Areas 17 and 18.
Where there any sub-audit areas in Audit Area 17? If so, were they certified as safe or detrimental.
Did the EPA approve a higher level of contamination as safe than that recommended in the
Australian Defence Department’s report on the site, commissioned between 1986 and 1989? If so,
what was the highest allowable level set for each organic chemical in Audit Areas 17 and 18.
Did the EPA issue a press release to the Star Newspaper in August 2005, referring to Mr Steven
Daicos, who worked in Audit Areas 17 and 18, containing the statement “EPA Victoria has
looked fully into claims that Mr Daicos has raised with us, and the sites that he has worked on
have a clean bill of health”, even though area 18 was not certified as safe.
Why has the EPA been unable to supply information about the levels of contamination in Audit
Areas 17 and 18 to applicant Mr Steven Daicos.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

This information is contained in the following reports available from EPA Victoria Office of the Chairman
upon request :
– Statutory Environmental Audit, Audit Area 17, Former Explosives Factory, Station Road St Albans.
– Statutory Environmental Audit, Audit Area 18, Former Explosives Factory, Station Road St Albans.

(2)

(3)

Information on Audit Area 17 is contained in the following audit report available from EPA Victoria Office
of the Chairman upon request::
– Statutory Environmental Audit, Audit Area 17, Former Explosives Factory, Station Road St Albans.
The Auditor undertaking the audit of Areas 17 and 18 determined the criteria for audit. The criteria can be
found in the following reports available from EPA Victoria Office of the Chairman upon rEquest:
– Statutory Environmental Audit, Audit Area 17, Former Explosives Factory, Station Road St Albans.
– Statutory Environmental Audit, Audit Area 18, Former Explosives Factory, Station Road St Albans.

(4)

EPA Victoria did not issue a press release on this issue in August 2005. Audit Area 18 was issued with a
Statement of Audit.

(5)

Mr Daicos has been provided with access to the audit reports for Audit Areas 16, 17 and 18

Water, environment and climate change: Cairnlea Estate
271.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Planning (for the Minister for Water, Environment and
Climate Change): With reference to the EPA’s role as the regulator of the independent auditor of the
rehabilitation of the former Albion Explosives Factory site at Deer Park, which is now the site of the
Cairnlea Estate:
(1)

(2)
(3)

Was there a conflict of interest in the former Manager of the EPA Land and Groundwater
becoming an environmental auditor, then failing to provide information to health professionals
and the EPA.
Was there any secondary testing of the auditor’s report at the Cairnlea Estate site.
Was there a random spot check system for the audit carried out at Cairnlea Estate site.
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Will the EPA prosecute the auditor and/or the developer for misconduct in the way the
environmental information has been withheld from those affected.
How many investigations into auditors and their conduct has the EPA undertaken in the last five
years.
How many investigators does the EPA employ to investigate auditors, and what is their budget.
How can the EPA enforce or police auditors when the auditors can simply refuse to meet and
answer the EPA’s questions with no fear of recourse from the EPA.
Why is the EPA unable to suspend an auditor if they fail to cooperate with an investigation.
Is there a conflict of interest in the Victorian Government’s developer VicUrban having a duty to
create commercial success, whereas the Government’s pollution enforcement agency, the EPA
and the Government’s workplace safety WorkCover, have duties relating to toxic contamination at
the site.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

Auditors are appointed pursuant to the Environment Protection Act (1970). Audit reports for the former
Albion Explosives factory site were provided in accordance with the Environment Protection Act (1970).

(2)

Audits conducted at the former Albion explosives factory site were conducted in accordance with the EP Act
(1970).

(3)

Audits conducted at the former Albion explosives factory site were conducted in accordance with the EP Act
(1970).

(4)

EPA will undertake investigations of complaints about the conduct of an appointed environmental auditor
pursuant to Guideline 865.5 Environmental Auditor Guidelines for Appointment and Conduct.

(5)

EPA will undertake investigations of complaints about the conduct of an appointed environmental auditor
pursuant to Guideline 865.5 Environmental Auditor Guidelines for Appointment and Conduct.

(6)

EPA administers the Environmental Audit System pursuant to the Environment Protection Act (1970).

(7)

Section 53ZC of the Environment Protection Act (1970) outlines offences and penalties with regards to
environmental auditors.

(8)

Section 53ZD of the Environment Protection Act (1970) details the revocation of environmental auditor
appointments.

(9)

Government entities are subject to the provisions of the Environment Protection Act (1970).

Planning: Port Campbell development
309.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Planning: In relation to the proposed development at 2-10
Lord Street, Port Campbell (Permit Application No. P2004/144, Perrott Lyon Mathieson Pty Ltd v
Corangamite Shire Council [2006] VCAT 387):
(1)

The Orders of VCAT 387 (at [9]) require that the granting of a permit be conditional upon a
further detailed geotechnical assessment being undertaken. Will a full extensive geotechnical
assessment of the impact of the development on the public land surrounding the proposed
development be undertaken, including the impact of the proposed development possibly
accelerating the collapse of public land.

(2)

If so, will such an assessment take into account:
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the detailed assessments undertaken by Russell Brown (VCAT Reports of September 2005
and August 2003);
the letter from Dr Susan White of the Geological Society of Australia to the Hon. Rob Hulls
of 7 September 2006; and
the letter of Prof. Brian Finlayson of University of Melbourne to the Hon. Rob Hulls of 10
March 2007.

Who would be responsible for private and public property damage and loss of life in the event of a
collapse as outlined in the above documents.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Corangamite Shire Council is the responsible authority for the administration and enforcement of the Corangamite
Planning Scheme. This includes responsibility for ensuring compliance with permits issued under the provisions of
the Planning and Environment Act 1987.
VCAT directed council to issue a planning permit for the Southern Ocean Beach House development on 8 March
2006. The order involved a number of conditions including the requirement for further geotechnical assessment to
be submitted to and approved by the responsible authority prior to the development commencing.
Condition 9 of the permit states “Prior to any development commencing a further detailed geotechnical assessment
shall be undertaken on the site in accordance with and based on the initial findings and recommendations made by
Provincial Geotechnical Pty Ltd in their report dated 2002. Such assessment shall be submitted to the responsible
authority for approval and endorsement prior to the commencement of construction.”
This condition will enable risks to be addressed and identify the necessary construction techniques for the
development, including those associated with groundwater management, and retaining structures.
Council has not yet received the geotechnical assessment, and there are a number of other outstanding conditions
yet to be satisfied. Accordingly, council has not endorsed the plans.
It would be expected that council would review the assessment material in the context of the previous work
undertaken by VicRoads and Mr Brown and the assertions of the other experts in respect to the geotechnical
stability of this area.
The VCAT decision considered a range of expert evidence provided to it including the geotechnical stability of the
site. VCAT noted that the coastline is fragile and volatile as demonstrated by subsistence issues in recent years. The
decision dismisses suggestions by an objector that an Environment Effects Statement was required for the
development.
No evidence or material was presented at the hearing to indicate that the proposal would impact on the coast (other
than visual impact which is addressed through revisions to the plans).
The Beacon Point headland is a significant feature of the Port Campbell coastline, a coastline well known to be
unstable in geological terms, where rock and cliff collapses are relatively common.
In recognition of the natural characteristics of the Port Campbell coastline, DSE is proposing a broad ranging
geotechnical investigation of the headland to the boundary of the Southern Ocean Beachhouse development site,
that will consider the coastal and geological processes influencing the longevity of the headland; the location and
extent of the structural weaknesses including sea caves and the expected rates of retreat of the headland. This study
will complement the work to be undertaken for the Southern Ocean Beachhouse development and will inform the
future decision making about future land use and development of the Beacon Point headland. This study would not,
however, remove the obligations of the Southern Ocean Beachhouse proponent to fulfil the VCAT conditions for
full geotechnical assessment of the development site prior to any development proceeding.
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Except for a question of law, the VCAT decision is final and binding on all parties.
The matter has been independently scrutinised by VCAT, which has determined the review.
I am confident that Corangamite Shire Council will exercise its responsibilities in relation to this matter judiciously.

Planning: Port Campbell development
310.

MS HARTLAND — To the Minister for Planning: In relation to the proposed development at
2-10 Lord Street, Port Campbell (Permit Application No. P2004/144, Perrott Lyon Mathieson Pty Ltd v
Corangamite Shire Council [2006] VCAT 387), Order [7] and Reasons [28]) and the proposed change
of use to remove 4 to 5 out of the 14 existing car park spaces and to accede some public land:
(1)
(2)

Has a full infrastructure assessment been undertaken to assess the impact on the port facility.
Have all stakeholders, including the RSL, been consulted.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Corangamite Shire Council is the responsible authority for the administration and enforcement of the Corangamite
Planning Scheme including monitoring and compliance with respect to permits issued pursuant to the Planning and
Environment Act 1987.
The Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) directed council to issue a planning permit for the
Southern Ocean Beach House development on 8 March 2006. The order involved a number of conditions including
the requirement for further geotechnical assessment to be submitted to and approved by the responsible authority
prior to the development commencing.
Condition 7 states “Prior to the commencement of the development a plan showing alterations to the public car
park to allow for the development must be submitted to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.”
The VCAT decision considered a range of expert evidence including the removal of four spaces from the car park.
VCAT did not consider the matter was problematic from the perspective of public parking supply that would be
relied upon by the development at peak times. Further, VCAT acknowledged there may be competing demands for
car spaces from time to time but that it would not result in the closure for port use. Consent was issued pursuant to
the Coastal Management Act 1995 and funds were provided by the proponent to the council to facilitate car parking
provisions elsewhere in Port Campbell.
The car park in question is partially a government road reserve managed directly by Corangamite Shire Council
and partially public park reserve for which Corangamite Shire Council is the appointed committee of management.
The car park was expanded in 2003 to provide greater capacity for car and boat trailer parking for port users. While
the public park reserve contains a war memorial, the RSL have no legal management or consent role over the land
itself.
The use and development of the car park to provide for bus egress from the hotel development does not in itself
affect the land’s principal use as a car park and does not affect the war memorial. No boat trailer parks will be lost
as a result of this use.
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